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INTRODUCTION

Golden Tiger is a deVelopment activity 'aimed at organizing and enhancing the capabilities of analysts
through the use of a flexible, computer-based personal workstation. The features of the current Golden Tiger
system have evolved significantly from earlier versions, and many new features have been added.

The Golden Tiger system permits you to view and easily manipulate many fonns of data such as text
pictures, and graphics. These data can be created at the workstation itself or obtained electronically from
separate databases. The system also permits the remote operation of applications programs on mainframe
computers, with the results being presented in such a *ray that they can be readily manipulated and integrated
into other activities on the display.

The Golden Tiger system is especially designed to be easily used by individuals who have no familiarity
with computers. The system is dependable, and it is essentially impossible for you to work yourself into a
corner. Thus, the easiest way to learn the Golden Tiger software is by actively using it! For a good beginning
document that introduces you to its basic software features, read The Tiger Tamer.

Sections I and II of this document repeat much of the basic material contained in Die.Tiger Tamer.
However, Section III details all the functions and menus of all the analytical tools that are provided-and with
this information you can explore every systemi capability. The document material has, in general, been
arranged in order of the skill necessary to use.each feature successfully. By the time you get to the point of
using that feat:ure, you will have developed these skills. An on-line Help aid, and this Guide, are also available
in text form on the display.

Every effort has been made to make this document as accurate and informative as possible, but activities
for the Golden Tiger system are dynamic and changing. Consequently, there is no way to be completely
up-to-date. The information contained in this document is based on the best infonnation at Vista Laboratory
on the date of publication and may not correspond exactly to the Golden Tiger configuration which you use.
However, it should make no difference in your learning how to use the system quickly and efficiently with this
Guide.
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SECTION I: HARDWARE

'I'his section discusses the computer hardware, software (language), and how to turn the workstation processor
on.

The Golden Tiger Workstation a, ... Xerox 1108=111

Several pieces of
,.: equipment make up

Displ ay your immediate
workstation-the

display screen,
keyboard, andKeyboard Mouse

- mouse (which is

sitting on your deskmEEEBE*89&3292EE*65eE#BE?:=E=DE=DES  -
iiI

. or table).The

1 - . workstation's

processor contains its

iui:i:imi!!itiili.!imitilitilii#.0 i ·  ' . - disk dnve. A special
laser xerographic

DDDi: - EUUU - - printer (used by the
Himilprocess orji m . · other Golden Tiger

. workstations as well)®®®®®EE®®®E . ,
, · r. . is available at a

- nearby location to

TYPICAL WORKSTATION , hardcopy your text
8®®EME®®mwmmi and illustrations.

Specifically, the Tiger workstation consists of:

- A two-page-sized video display screen that has a 17-inch diagonal; the display at this point will be dark
and the Idle Image will be bouncing around on the screen tolet you know the system is alive and well.

- A standard typewriter-layout keyboardwith several special function keys.

0%, A processor that houses a fixed disk (which you will never see or need to change) and a maintenance
panel; there is also a small floppy disk drive located above the maintenance panel, but you won't be using it.
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- A mouse which is the primary tool for manipulating display activities and the content of displayed
information. It is housed in a small, white plastic box with three black elongated buttons on top. The mouse is
connected by a wire to the back of the workstation keyboard, and it may be placed either to the right or to the
left of the keyboard.

Most typical computer workstations have the processor sitting right next to the video display and
keyboari However, your processor may be located in another room nearby. Find the processor so you'll know
where it is in case you have to turn it on or off, or reboot it.
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Smalltalk-80: The Language

The Golden Tiger system is implemented in a computer language known as Smalltalk-80TM (Smalltalk-80
is a trademark of Xerox Corporation). Smalltalk-80 is an object-oriented, high level programming language
with a special flexibility for development of user interactive functions. For more detailed information on any
functions of Smalltalk-80, you may refer to the books titled Smalltalk-80: The Interactive Programming
Environment by Adele Goldberg (Addison-Wesley, 1983), or Smalltalk-80: The Language and Us
Implementation by Adele Goldberg and David Robson (Addison-Wesley, 1983). -

One ofthe most apparent characteristics ofprograms written in the Smalltalk-80 language·-and amajor
source of its power to serve users-is that information of many different types can be displayed on the screen
simultaneously. When nothing is on the display, it is a uniform shade of gray. As different types of data are
called to the screen, they are displayed in white rectangular areas known as windows. Windows can lie on top of
each other much as a scattering of pieces ofpaper can lie atop one another on a desk. These windows are easily
changed in size, movet uncovered, removed, copied, and so on, under the control of the user.

Smalltalk allows you to perform these manipulations easily and, with a minimum of practice, to perform
them with little conscious thought, so that your attention can be concentrated on the meaning. of the
information contained in the windows and not on the operation of the machine.
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Turning on the Processor

Normally, bdfore you start to use your workstation it will be in Idle Image; that is, you will only see a
form or icon displayed (and probably moving) against a dark screen. This means your workstation processor is
turned on but the Golden Tiger software has not yet been called up for use. To begin using the software, all
you need to do is click any mouse button or press and release the space bar. This will bring up the Login
window (described later).

If your workstation processor has been completely turned off for some reason, this is how to get it "up
and running" again:

• Pull down the cover of the processor maintenance panel, if the cover is closed.
- There are two buttons there that are labele-d "Left Boot Button" and "Right Boot Button." We use

these buttons to "boot" or start up the processor.

To theright of these is a - lili 1

: IIi !litiiilitiiililtlit!iii!1!litittililitii!1titiilitilititilitiitiilil!1iitliimrocker switch with "off" underneath i. I i R None side and "on" underneath the ! ' .

other. The rocker switch wiM be in the 3 i ii Q
I mim m. .7 .

"off" position. ilit-'ll'll'll'llimill'll'Imillillill'll'llill
=E =E=E=&:2=5=2=2.:A#*4'8421-:

• Push the rocker switch to the I  ...14 . i i. . i li 11
"on" position. Let the processor start 0 8"Millii!1!i! !!ii!i i! ii i!.1 i ..:

.:ii ili!ii!;!iBili ®Bii i! # i! r . :. ...up for a few seconds. Nouce in the 8 litilitilitii!11! iIilitii 1 1! il 0 1 nl |oaOB fuwl r17lower lefthand comer of the panel ulat li ilili!11Ii!18% ilililil 111| li i. i
a red 4 digit number (probably 0000 11 !1!iililil!ilim itilitii 11 11 11 It I Left Boot

Button t 0 1
displays itself. ii iliilii!imm "m " 8 11 i Boot (off) Con)

 i!!11!ilii!!1*i Em8 8 8 il H i Button

• Next boot the processor this ii :14#44!!!iii! 44!iii % u H M i
way: simultaneously press both the 11 Illilittillii!111 Elli 11 it li it i: iii!?!i;ii!iiii!?:i:;;!?i:?;i ,% : Expanded View
Left Boot Button and Right Boot
Button with two fingers of one hani

• Release only the Left Boot Button, and watch the numbers count up from 8888 to 0000.
• Since you are going to boot at 0001, release the Right Boot Button as soon as 0001 appears.
• If you cycle past the number, don't worry. Press both buttons in again, release the Left Boot Button,

watch the numbers appear as before, then release the Right Boot Button at 0001.
• It takes several minutes for the system to get itself ready. When it's finished, the first thing you should

see is the Idle Image.

lit li

:i

N -- - - -

For a description of how to turn the processor completely off, see the popup menu item called Log Out
that is described in the sectiontitled "System Middle Mouse Button Menu."



SECTION II: SYSTEM INTERFACE

.

This section discusses the overall user interface. The following interface devices are described:
* The Mouse

* System Cursors
* Windows

* Input Forms (Confirmers, Notifiers, Prompters, and Q-Boxes)

The Mouse

Become familiar with your mouse. Basically, it is a small rectangular box with three black buttons that are
located near the top: there should alio be a pad underneath the mouse for smoother movement. A thin cord
(the tail) connects the mouse to the keyboard. Southpaws may pick up the mouse and its pad and place it at the
left side of the keyboard; it will work just as well.

The object is to press a mouse button with one finger (or two different fingers-usually the index and
middle fingers) while holding the sides of the mouse with the thumb and remaining fingers. This makes the
mouse easy to maneuver.

The mouse is a primary tool for manipulating windows and menus and the content · of displayed
information. Pressing the buttons on the top of the mouse invokes different reactions depending upon where
the cursor is at the time. Many manipulations can be performed with one hand on the mouse without having to
use any keyboard commands. Motion of the mouse on the desk top is replicated by motion of the cursor on the
screen. If the mouse reaches the end of its plastic pad, pick up the mouse and move it to the center of the pad.
The cursor on the screen will not move.

In general, the left mouse button is used to select items on the screen, the middle mouse button brings up
menus associated with specific activities, and the right mouse button brings up menus which deal with the
display as a whole.

Before we go any further, here are descriptions of mouse/button interactions that you will need to know
as you follow the examples and use your text and graphics software.

* Left mouse button

- The pointing and selecting button on the mouse.
* Middle mouse button

- Brings up menus associated with pane specific activities.
* Right mouse button

- Brings up the menu associated with window activities.
* To "click" means to

- Press the left mouse button down then immediately release it. You will hear an audible "click" from
the mouse.

ON
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* To "double click" means to

- Click the left mouse button rapidly twice.
* To "press and release- the mouse button means to

- Push the button down and release it at some future time by letting the bUtIOn Up. When you press a
mouse button, press and hold the button down until you are sure of exactly what you want to do before you
release it

* To "select" something can mean two different things and is done in two slightly different ways:
( 1 ) Place the cursor at your point of interest and click the left mouse button. This accomplisi'les things

like placing the insertion mark at a desired location or highlighting (selecting) text that has to be edited.
( 2) Press the middle or right mouse button and hold it down; that will cause a menu to appear (menus

will be discussed shortly). When you move the cursor down and up through the menu list, each item will
highlight, or select. If you release the mouse button while the cursor is currently on a highlighted item, the
menu item has then been selected and will start to perform its intended function.

To use the mouse, grasp the long sides lightly between your thumb and last two or last three fingers, with
your index finger positioned so that it can easily reach all three of the buttons. Use your index finger, if
possible, to perform all o f the button pushing.

To cause the cursor to move, use your hand and wrist-some people prefer more of one and less of the
other, but it makes little difference. For large movements about the screen, moving your hand is the proper
technique. For smaller movements, wrist motion, with your wrist resting on the table, is more precise.

Don't look at the mouse: look at what the the cursor is doing on the display and think about putting the
cursor where you want it to go. Like most eye-hand coordination skills of this type, you will soon not think of
the mouse at all, but only about the activity you want to perform.
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System Cursors

The cuisor is the changeable graphical symbol that displays on the workstation screen. As you move the
mouse over the mouse grid, the cursor (on the screen) will duplicate the mouse's movements at 2:1 linear
magnification.

Only one cursor at a time is controlled by the mouse. The cursor takes on different shapes in order to
provide you with visual feedback so you know what the system is currently doing. For example, if the machine
is writing to the disk, the cursor changes to the form of a pencil. If the machine is reading data from the disk,
the cursor takes on the shape of a pair of glasses. Cursor shap.es unique to the Golden Tiger program are listed
along with their names and typical use in Table 1, which follows.

Cursor Shapes Used in the Golden Tiger

* Normal - The one usually'displayed; an arrow that points northwest The point of cursor selection is
at the upper left corner, at the tip of the arrowhead.

* Origin (top left) - This cursor, which indicates the upper left corner of a window frame, is used when
a window is being moved on the screen or when a window is being framei

* Bottom Left - Indicates the bottom left corner of a window frame and is used when a window is being
moved on the screen.

* Corner (bottom right) - Indicates the bottom right corner of a window frame and is used when a
winddw is being moved on the screen or when a Window is being framei

* Top Right - Indicates the top right corner· of a window frame and is used when a window is being
moved on the screen.

* Mouse - Looks like the mouse with the middle button darkenei It is used to indicate that pressing
the middle mouse button is required to cause some action to take place.

* Crosshair - Looks like a gun site crosshair. It is used whenever the system is requesting the user to
identify a point at which information will be given (such as longitude or latitude).

* Execute - A coffee cup that is used when the system is working Oil something and not paying any
attention to the user.

* Wait - An hourglass that is used when the system is working on something and not paying any
attention to the user.

·* Read - Looks like a pair of glasses. It appears when information is being read from a disk file.
·* Write - Looks like a pencil writing on the screen, representing information being written onto an

external disk file.

* Down Arrow - A downward-pointing arrow. It is used in the scroll bar to indicate scrolling the text
down.

* Up Arrow - An upward-pointing arrow. It is used in the scroll bar to indicate scrolling the text up.
* Up Down Arrow - An up-and-down arrow. It is the shape the rrow takes when it's "at rest" in the

scroll bar.

* Marker - A horizontal arrow pointing to the right It is used in a scroll bar to indicate the proportional
location, in the file, to which you want to jump.

* Center Justify - Looks like two arrows pointing to the center. It is used in the Preview window to
indicate that Preview will apply center. justification to the selected text.

00
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Some Golden Tiger Cursors

Normal Wait

Origin (top left) & Read

Write
Bottonn Left

Corner (bottom right) Down Arrow

Top Right t Up Arrow

Mouse
Up Down

Ill Marker
Crosshair

LD Execute ** Center Justify

0
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Golden Tiger Windows

OVERVIEW -
All of the work in the Golden Tiger System is performed in different kinds of windows. A window is a

rectangular area containing text and/or pictures. These can be examinect created, edited, stored, and retrieved
through the use of mouse and menu interactions within the window. There are usually three main components
of a Golden Tiger window:

System Browser
Numeric-Magnitudes
Numeric-Numbers
Collections-At)sthct
C ollections-Unordered
Collections-Sequenceal
Collections-Text

L

class

 This is a typical window. It has four panes, and each pane has itsown scroll bar, This is a text pane,

- The Window Pane

First, a typical window often consists of two or more panes. Windows may have one pane or many panes,
depending upon the purpose of the particular window. Also, panes can come in several varieties. These
varieties will be discussed as appropriate during the process of learning about the windows themselves.

- The Title Tab

Second, a window has a title tab. A title tab is the small, rectangular area at the upper left of the main
window. It contains a title, which is a very short description of what the window is about, or what you have
decided to name it. The title tab appears in reverse video (white letters on a black background) when its
window is the "active" window. If your display becomes crowded and confusing because of many opened
windows you can, if you wish, "collapse" these windows to just their title tabs. Because the title tabs take up
much less space, it is easy to keep track of all of the windows that are currently being used.

n
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- The Scroll Bar

Thiri many windows have a scroll bar (although some types of windows never have them). If you have
an open window contdining a large body of text, you may be able to view only a portion of it at a time. Needed:
a device whereby you can move through text from top to bottom and back again, or jump quickly to any part of
the text That device is the sell bar, which is the narrow rectangular area that is displayed next to the left side
of the window (or pane) that it controls. The scroll bar isn't always visible-it appears only when the cursor is
inside the appropriate window or pane. As with menus that pop up and then disappear when no longer needed,
this feature reduces screen clutter and space is used more effectively.

The length of the scroll bar represents the length of the entire document, and inside of it is a gray area.
This gray area is located within the scroll bar at a point relative to the location of the text within the window. In
other words, it represents that portion of text currently showing on the screen. If the gray area is at the top of
the scroll bar, then the window is showing text at the beginAing of the document. If the gray area fills the entire
scroll bar, then you an be sure that all of the document is currently displayed.

For more information on how to use the scrolling feature, see "Scroll Bar" in the Word Processing section
of this Guide.

ACTIVE/OPEN W[NDOWS ,
a Window's standard

A window is "open" if it has been called into being and has not been right mouse button popup

"closed" specifically. While theoretically a very large number of windows
can be open at one dme, as the number increases, they will be overlapped by
other windows or even completely coverei Many of these windows will not help
be contributing to the work being done, and others will be completely classification
forgotten. Furthermore, each window which is open requires machine close others
resources-some a little and some a great deal-because the machine must select and close
remember each window and its contents in case you want to see it again. The
window manipulations described in this sedtion tell you, among other things, find

how to close unwanted windows. move

While many windows can be open at one time, only one window can be frame
"active." To make any window on the display the active window, place the collapse
cursor in any portion of that window which can be seen and click the left closes elf
mouse button. This will"awaken" that window and bring it to the top of the
stack, ifthere are several overlapping windows on a display.

The standard window popup menu, which appears in most windows
(or panes), is brought up by pressing the right mouse button while the cursor
is inside an active window. Each of these menu options is described below: -

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by you to reflect its new status. A "Change
Window Classification" Q-Box appears, and you may select the new classification. Select accept at the top and
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the window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the selection. If the data item has no
classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title.tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location ofthat window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking the left mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it to another location. Place the cursor
in the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by thiscomer to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When. you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchoret and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right cornef of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.
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Some windows are fixed in size andcannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
Collapse and expand appear in place of each other on the menu-collapse is available when a window is

open and active; expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. Wheh the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive ofthe window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen, close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. Depending on the
type ofwindow and what you have been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to
close that particular window without saving the contents (yes or no).
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Input Forms

Golden Tiger has a feature known as Input Forms. These forms appear quite often when you are using
the software. They appear when additional information is required from you in order to complete a task There
are four basic types of input forms:

(1) Confirmers

(2) Notifiers

0) Prompters
(4) Q-Boxes

CONFIRMERS

A Confirmer attempts to keep you
from making a nlistake, such as trying

Scratch pad's contents have not been saved, Are you to close a window full of text without

certain that you Want to ClOSe? saving the text first. In other words,
when you attempt to do an activity

yes € no that will destroy work you have done,
the system will present you with a
Confirmer to give you a second
chance to consider that choice.

The top pane of the typical Confirmer
presents a brief message explaining

the consequences of what you are attempting to do. Below this pane are two additional panes, one labeRed yes
and the other no. Regardless of where the insertion mark was before the Confirmer appeared, it is now limiting
cursor movement you cannot get the cursor out of the Confirmer area without answering either one or the
other of the choices by clicking over it. When you try to move the cursor outside the Confirmer, it will flash to
attract your attention. When the cursor is in the yes area, it changes into a "thumbs-up" hand. When the cursor
is in the no area, k changes into a "thumbs-down" hand.

If you select yes, you will OK your activity and then quit from it. If you select no, the action will be
stopped and you will return to where you were.

NOTIFIERS

A Notifier lets you know the status
o f some action that you have tried to

There were no recoverable files of the specified types  do (perhaps mistakenly). The top
pane contains a message explaining

click mouse here please
current reality, or what's wrong with
your intended action. The bottom

pane needs the left mouse button
clicked there, which has the effect of stopping or sidestepping your action. It's a polite way of not letting you do
something that could have unforeseen consequences.
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PROMPTERS

Line width for rectangle:

A

A Prompter appears when the activity you have selected needs
additional information typed in. The top pane of a Prompter asks a
question which is pertinent zo the activity being performed. The
lower pane of the Prompter contains a space for your answer; the
insertion mark is automatically located here and can't be moved
until the question is answered (but if you change your mind, press
the <return> key). When you type in the answer, you can backspace
over any errors. Pressing <return> enters the answer.

Q-BOXES
A Q-box (the "Q" stands for "question") appears in several varieties:
Fill-in-the-Blank. Requires you to type in information and/or select from among choices (the default

choices are already selected and can be changed).
Password. Requires a password in order to proceed to the next action. Passwords are not displayed on the

screen but are represented by an asterisk (*) for each character typed in. Gaining access to other computers,
databases, and some applications programs may require additional passwords other than your login password.

Single Select. You must select one item from a displayed list of choices.
Multiole Select. You can select one or several or all items from a displayed list of choices.

Typical "Multiple Select" Q-Box

accept cancel bailOut

Send to Printer

File in an info center

Number Copies 1

nown"t

yes

later

Starting Page No. 1

Printer Name Printer name here
A

Alode 5 normal landscape

Size 1. - full - - half

Border ..3 :yes·.71 no

Title



SECTION III: HOW TO USE GOLDEN TIGER

.

Login Window

The first window you will encounter after you've left the Idle Image is the Login window. This window is
like a locked gate that you must unlock in order to get to the rest of the Tiger software, and all the files that you
have created and stored.

The login procedure is designed to assure that only authorized individuals will have access to data stored
on the workstation itself and on the other machines to which the workstation is connected. Furthermore, the
procedure will personalize data stored on the machine; more than one individual can have data on the machine
without gaining access to each other's data, unless specific permission is granted.

You must perform the login.procedure correctly or the machine will not let you continue any further. The
information requested is cross-checked by the machine and its supporting machines, if connectei.

LOGGING IN

If the cursor is not there already, move it into the Login window. Then move it out of the window. When
you do this, the window flashes rapidly; this is a reminder that you haven't yet completed the activity
associated with the window. There are several other windows and menus that flash like this, too, as you will see
when using the Golden Tiger software on a regular basis.

Three outlined choices are available in the Login window, and you will select:

Accept when your user name and
password have been typed in correctly.

Cancel when you have logged in
something incorrectly-all your text
will be eliminated and you can start
over again.

bailOut when you've changed
your mind about logging in and want
to quit completely from the work
session or go back to Idle.

Golden Tiger Log In

accept cancel hailOut

Name: Smithsonian

Paxword: ******

In a typicallogin procedure, type in your name (the first highlighted area), then press <return>. After the
cursor jumps to the Password line, type your password. For protection, every character in the password will
appear as an asterisk (*). Now you may either select accept at the top of the Login window or press <return>
again, which will move the cursor up to accept.

You should next see an empty, light gray screen with a small white banner at the top that says "Welcome
to the Golden Tiger system." However, if your name or password is incorrect, you will be unable to get to the
Tiger software. A message to this effect will appear and you will have to log in again.
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LOGGING OUT

Ifs not necessary to log out if you leave your workstation for only a few minutes. However, if you leave
for an extended peripd of time (more than half an hour) during· the workday, you should log out first and put
the software back into Idle Image. This is how it's done:

• Select Log out from the system middle mouse button popup.
• A Confirmer will appear that says "Logging out will close all windows. Are you sure you want to log

out?" Select yes.
• Another Confirmer then appears that says "Do you really want to quit Golden Tiger?" Select no.
• After doing.this, the Idle Image will re-appear on the screen. When you're ready to resume your work,

press the space bar or click a mouse button to bring the Login window back.



The Popup Menu

The Golden Tiger system makes extensive use o f what is called a popup menu (or popup tree menu when
it displays the --> feature). You make these various menus appear by pressing a mouse button: the specific
menu obtained depends on where the cursor is the moment a .mouse button is pressed, and which mouse
button is pressed.

The system tree popups (there are two) are main system menus that will give you initial access to all the
Golden Tiger features. They are brought up at any time by pressing the middle or right mouse button while the
-cursor is located in any non-window (gray) area of the screen.

System Middle Mouse Button Menu

This is the main system popup menu that is made to appear with the middle mouse button and the cursor
in the gray screen (non-window) area. This menu is the access or gateway to major Golden Tiger software
features. The menu items are discussed individually below, from first to last:

Information Center
OIT Services -->

Graphics P ad
Scratch P ad
Fact Book

U ser Guide
gIl ser Rriofilen>« Scree*€oloe,> black

Smalltalk-> Idle I mage dark gray
Log out Printer Name gray

Edit OIT light gray
white

Information Center

Brings up a submenu that lists all the Information Center names currently stored on the disk. You must,
in turn, select one of the names, then click the left mouse button outside the list area to open the desired
Information Center. Note that:

* The user who is currently logged into the system (via the Login window) will have the words "(logged
in)" next to his/her Information Center name.

* Some Information Centers may require a password in order to be opened up. If this is the case, a
Password Q-Box will appear to receive the information. If an incorrect password is typed in, a Notifier appears
that says "Improper passwori Access deniei" Clicking with the left mouse button in the bottom pane of the
Notifier will return you to where you were before the selection.

18
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* One of the selections in the submenu is Add new one. Select this item when you want to create a brand
new Information Center. A Q-Box will appear that will ask for its name, password (if any), and classification.

* If you decide not to select any items in the submenu, you can dismiss it by moving the cursor out of the
submenu area and clicking the left mouse button once.

For a detailed description of Information Center functions, see the section titled "Information Center."

OIT Services ·->
Allows you to specify to which computer center a terminal emulation window is to be connected. Either a

text or graphic terminal emulator may be selected. Moving the cursor to the right with the middle mouse
button depressed will bring up the submenu selections for this category:

Default Delta Data Label

Default Tektronix Label

Graphics Pad

Generates all types of business graphics, such as pie, bar, and line charts, clustered and stacked bar charts.
and x-y scatter or linear fit plots. Although many parameters are automatically managed by the software, they
are still under full user control.

Selecting this item will open up a Q-Box that says "What SOrt of Graphics pad?" This Q-Box allows you
to define, by various choices, the type of graphics pad (also known as an image editor) you want to create.
These choices are explained below:

Pad Type: To begin, the graphical object can either be a Chart.or a Sketch.
Size: Standard is the default size for the chan Or sketch, which is 6" x 6".
FullPage will open the image editor to a working area the size of an 8-1/2 x 11 inch page. minus the

borders.

Landscape will open the image editor to a working area the size of an 8-1/2 x 11 inch page, bottom
working area has its long dimension horizontal instead of vertical (or portrait).

InputSize will allow you to define the size (square or rectangular) of your image editor. A Q-Box
appears asking for both the height and width of the image-to-be, The number(s) typed in must be whole
numbers and will automatically be in inches.

FrameSize will allow you to frame the size of your image with the Origin and Corner cursors. just as you
would frame a window when you open it

FromScreen will allow you to frame a section of the screen, complete with its contents. The section call
be edited, saved, and stored into any available Information Center.

Scratch Pad

A Scratch Pad is a text item whose contents are treated in a casual manner-that is, a list of meetings for
the week, messages in common, reminders, and so forth, can be typed into one. Since it's located on the system
middle mouse button popup, it can be selected and opened by anyone currently logged in to the system. The
same Scratch Pad window can be used over and over.

Usually, a Scratch Pad is not given a file name and is not stored into an Information Center, as other
types of more permanent text are. It is more like a note or memo tacked on the wall for everyone to read.

In order to remove the contents of a Scratch Pad, the text must be selected and deleted, or the same text
will appear ever'y time a Scratch Pad is opened up.
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Fact Book

This is·an-on-line text version of The,World Factbook, complete with maps and text entry capability. Text
information from other windows can be copied and pasted into the displayed Fact Book window.

User Guide

This is the on-line video display version of the GoMen Tiger User's Guide. It contains all three Sections
and supporting documentation found in the Guide, but no illustrations. -

User Profile -->
Screen Color --> black dark gray gray light gray white · i
Changes the screen background color from black, through shades of gray to white. -
Idle Image
Allows you to pick up any graphical object that is stored in the Information Center's transfer (or

copy) buffer. It is retrieved from the transfer buffer by going to an Information Center and copying it, then
placing it in the Idle Image form.

Printer Name

Allows you to change or set the default printer name.
Edit OIT
Allows you to edit the login sequences for the OIT and specifia user-defined set of function keys.

Smalltalk -->

This menu item contains features that are used by programmers only, and not the average Golden Tiger
user.

Log Out
Selecting Log out is the correct way to end a session with the Golden Tiger system. This will shut down

all open windows,- save all altered Information Centers to the disk, and verify that all connections to OIT are
closedbefore logging the user out of Golden Tiger.

When you are finished for the day, or during the day if you need to leave your workstation for an.
extended period of time-(more than half an hour), you must log out and return the software to Idle Image in
the following way:

• Select -Log out from the popup.
• A confirmer appears that says "Logging out will close all windows. Are you sure you want to log out?"

Select yes.
• Another confirmer appears that says "Do you really want to quit Golden Tiger?" Select no.
• When you do this, the Idle Image will display itself. When you're ready to resume your work, press the

space bar (dr click a mouse button) which will. bring up the Login window again.

--I- --I.---
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It may occasionally be necessary to completely power down your workstation processor. Here is the
procedure for shutting offthe system:

• Select Log out from t:he popup.
• Select yes from both the first andsecond Confinners that appear.
• Shortly, the software will take you into "Tajo" software (you don't need to know what that means).
• Press the middle mouse button in the screen area and bring up its menu; select quit.
• Allow a few seconds, then walk to your processor and flip the rocker switch from "on" back to "off."

System Right Mouse Button Menu

This is the main syste popup menu that is made to appear with the right mouse button and the cursor in
the gray screen (non-window) area. This popup menu is used for some on-screen window manipulations and
display of system in formation.

select & close
r·«--- find -rt ·

time of day
resources

garbage collect
idle start

collapse display
restore display

Select & close

Usually, when you select one window, the currently-selected window will
deselect This menu item permits you to multiple-select any number of
windows currently on the screen and close them. When you use select & close,
a submenu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows that are
on the screen (including collapsed windows). When you move the cursor over
this list and click the left or middle mouse button over your choice(s), the
window titles will appear in reverse video. which indicates they have been
selected for closure.

If you change your mind and want to deselect a window title, click the
right mouse button again over the title to remove the reverse video. Otherwise.
moving the cursor out of the submenu and clicking any mouse button will
cause the named window(s) to disappear. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and
ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window.
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Find D

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select & close. A submenu will appear on the screen with the titles of all the
open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the label of
the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one ofthe items is selected (the title in the submenu will be
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The-find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the submenu list and
clicking any mouse button.

Time of day -
Displays the current time in the upper right-hand area of the screen.

Resources

Numerically displays the system's remaining Core (number of words of memory remaining), Oops
(amount of remaining space for an object), and Disk Space (free pages) at the top of the screen. This feature is
very useful when you are creating and storing a number of files, as it will infor:m you of how much in the way
of resources you have to work with.

Garbage collect
When you select this item, a Confirmer appears that asks "Are you sure you want to garbage collect?"

After selecting yes, the system will get rid of"junk" files and clean up unwanted, hidden debris. Its purpose is
to open up more disk space.

Idle start

Gets you immediately to your display's current idle image without logging out first.

Collapse display
Collapses all opened windows to their title tabs. Each one can be re-opened expand.

Restore display
After working with and manipulating windows for a period of time, leftover images and pieces of

windows tend to collect and clutter the screen. This is used to"clean up" the screen area and restore it to a more
recognizable condition. However, it will also eliminate any 'time of day" or "resources" information displayed
at the top of the screen.



The Information Center

The Information Center is the hub of the Golden Tiger system and is probably the tool that you will find
the most serviceable to a wide variety of needs. It is an information management device that places
innumerable resources within easy reach of even the most inexperienced user. You can do everything from
putting out a one-line memo to creating a comprehensive document involving sophisticated spreadsheets,
graphs, maps, and illustrations in practically the Ome it takes to think through the idea. All of these
data-handling tools are available from any of the various Information Cehters.

Imagine the Information Center as the ideal office:
* In one corner stands the efficiently-organized file cabinet filled with stored raw materials, as well

as intermediate and finished work. It is complete with cross-references, item references, keywords, annotations,
and almost every other- conceivable method of finding andretrieving just the right folder or individual item
you might need.

* Against the far wall is the library containing resources such as maps, charts, photographs, and any
other relevant material that you have saved for future use.

* A tall cabinet by the door holds tools to create charts, outlines, spreadsheets, databases, and maps
at the tip of a finger.

* At every turn you find yourself supplied with a list of alternate actions readily available to you
with popup menus.

* Even the trash can is special because it allows you to retrieve incomplete or mistakenly-discarded
documents.

Access to this ideal office exists in the Golden Tiger Information Center, ready and waiting for
occupancy. There are two additional Information Centers which will help you learn what tools are available
and how to apply them. One is the Userguide Information Center that contains this User Guide on-line in text
form. The other isthe Demo Information Center that contains examples of windows and various tools.

Another special and personal feature of the Information Center is its fiexibility. It is as individual as you
are: you will manipulate the available tools according to your own work habits, and not have to adjust to a rigid
system. You are provided with everything needed to organize and use information in whatever style that best
suits you, by calling up, manipulating, and creating items in a manner very close to old-fashioned, hands-on,
pen and paper directness, while at the same time utilizing the speed, accuracy, and power of the latest
technology--the best ofboth worlds!

Starting in requires little more than that you be given your password--your "key" to the ideal
office--and enter the system. Concise directions, along with clear menus and graphics, make functional use a
simple matter oflogical steps from there.

BASIC CONCEPTS

This section provides an overview of the main components of the Infonnation Center, their functions and
manipulations.

23
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OPENING OR CREATING AN INFORMATION CENTER

• To open an Information Center, press the middle mouse button with the cursor in a non-window area
to get the system middle mouse button menu. When the popup menu appears, select Information Center (it will
go into reverse video) and release the mouse button.

open an information center

OI T Services -->

Graphics P ad
ScratchPad
Fact Book
U ser Guide

User Profile -->
Smalltalk-->

Log out

:9119

Conrad (logged in)
Demo
N ash

U serguide
Piersol

Add new one

• Immediately, a submenu appears by ifself. Because more than one Information Center is in your
Golden Tiger software, you are given a choice of which name to select and open up. Note: if you decide not to
open an Information Center,-click the left mouse button anywhere outside the submenu and the list of names
will disappear.

• Notice the first Information Center that is listed carries your logged-in name. That is, when you log in,
an Information Center will automatically get your name; thus, someone who logs in with the name "Bill" will
cause a "Bill (logged in)" to show on the submenu and a "Bill's Information Center" window when it is
opened.

• When you've selected an Information Center name, the Golden Tiger system will respond by
presenting you with a rectangular outline with the upper left corner highlighted, The outline shows the size the
new window will be and the highlighted corner (called the Origin cursor) indicates that the window can be
movei To place the window where you want it to be on th& screen, move the cursor to that location; the
window outline will follow along. Then click the left mouse button.'The outline will disappear and the window
itself will appear in that space.

The Information Center window consists of two panes and a title tab. The upper pane is a display area
which provides you with information about what the Wifidow is doing internally. You have no direct access to
this pane. The lower pane contains a list of the Information Center's contents. Any of the items can be opened
and the contents perused. This pane also contains a scroll bar.

The order in which these items are listed is alphabetical. If you were to add another item, the list modifies
itself so that the new item appears in its proper alphabetical place.
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D emo's I nfo Center

There is no available Item Reference,

 Examples
3% Pasadena
* Welcome .:

30 --
0%

• If you select Add new one in order to
create a brand new Information Center, a

Q-Box will next appear that says "Add
new info center for (name)." Here you
can give the new Information Center a

name and a password (which is optional).
Selecting accept from the Q-Box will
create the new Information Center.

88
:its

THE FOLDER

The folder makes up a large part of
an Information Centefs structure. It is

the data organizer that helps you file and
cross-reference your materials. An
Information Center is really an aggregate
of folders; it is the "top level" folder and
as such has no special properties over
any other folders.

A folder holds other folders and

items. An "item" can be a text file, a
map, a chart, a photo, and so on. Like
the Information Center, the typical
folder window consists of a title tab, two
panes (the lower pane has a scroll bar),
and filenames that are automatically
listed in alphabetical order. A new folder
can be created any time by selecting the
create --> folder submenu option from
the folder or Information Center window

=1

Demo's Welcome Folder

The available Item Reference is:

LosAngeles

---4-- I ,

C ontinental US
fishes
Los Angeles basin
Sample Text



MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP MENU

The middle mouse button popup menu is identical for both the Information Center and a folder, and
contains the following options:

Open

Displays the selected filename in a window.
Display ->

Structure tree
structure tree

Displays, in graphic form in a window, all
the file items and folders contained within a folder ret rieve by--> structure list

and how they interconnect. A folder is represented duplicate cross references
by a rectangle with a black title tab at the top left, copy
while items are plain rectangles. To display a folder's cut
Structure Tree, select the folder name with the left past e
mouse button, then select display --> structure tree. label/key wordsThe Structure Tree's middle mouse button popup
menu contains the following options: hardcopy

Open create->
Displays the selected file item in a trash

window. in box
Add connection

maintenance-->
Connects items to folders or folders to

other folders: for instance, if"Los Angeles" (a map)
is connected to "Fred" (a folder), "Los
Angeles" is now located in "Fred."as well Structure of Information Center
as its original location. If you try to
connect a folder to an item, or an item to

,.' Airbases
an item, you will get a Notifier that says :-
"(name) is not a folder: you can't add a ,/' ./ ATLAS: Databases
connection here." '

Remove connection / / ./ Lakes

Removes the connection that

6/ -_------ Map Locationscurrently exists between an item and a g./  LO
folder, or a folder and a folder. of m aps *---__

94>. ---- Mountains
Redisplay
Refreshes the Structure Tree

4 \ Rivers
window by removing -broken lines, left

over lines, or gaps that were created when -9 i j US map
adding and removing connections. /K I

Organize

Recomputes and displays the
connections in a more efficient way.
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Scroll

Allows ygu to display whatever area of the Structure Tree is currently not visible in the window.
Selecting scroll causes a miniature representation of the entire Structure Tree to appear, as a subwindow, in the
upper lefthand corner of the window. By placing the cursor into the subwindow and pressing and holding
down the left mouse button, a movable, rectangular scroll bar will appear. Put the scroll bar over the part of the
Structure Tree currently not visible that you want to see, and release the .mouse button. The subwindow will
disappear and the Structure Tree will scroll right to that area.

Hardcopy
Makes a hardcopy of either the currently visible portion of the graphic Structure Tree (by just

selecting hardcopy) or an item in the Structure Tree itself (a map, text item, etc.) by selecting the item name so
that it goes into reverse video, then selecting hardcopy.,·-

Structure of Information Center

Information Center-Folder

Examples,demo- Folder

Atlas of maps,map-Folder
Aifbases-Item

ATLAS: Databases-Folder

cities-Item

Lakes-Item

Map Locations,map-Folder
Los Angeles,map,los angeles-Folder

LOS Angeles basin,image,los angeles-Item
Mountains-Item

Rivers-Item

US map,map -Item C
World map,map-Item IhardcopyData Bases,database-Folder

cities,database,map-Item -

aidala

Structure list

A filing structure outline
that lists all the folders

and items in a folder

and what type of item
each listed filename

is-text item, outline,
folder, spreadsheet, etc.

To display a folder's
Structure List, place the
cursor inside the folder

window and select

display --> structure list
from the popup. A

Structure List's middle

mouse button popup
menu contains the

following options:

junk-Item

Sales office-Item

US map,map-Item

fred-Folder

Outlines.outline-Folder
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Display
Displays the selected filename in a window.

Hardcopy
Makes a hardcopy of either the listing in the. Structure List (by just selecting hardcopy) or an item in

the Structure List itself (a map, text item, etc.) by selecting the item name, then selecting hardcopy.
Cross references

Finds the same data items existing in different folders and puts them in a "holder" (a temporary
holding device t:hat resembles a folder). If there are no cross references belonging to your selected item, a
Notifier will appear that says "There are no other references ·to this selection."

Retrieve by -->
Key words

Identifies folders and different kinds of items that are in some way associated with a particular key
word. The best illustration of how this can work is to go through a typical sequence of events. For instance, if
you select a folder called "Samples" from "Bill's Info Center," open the folder, and then select retrieve by -->
key words, the following will occur:

• A window called "Key Word List from Samples" will appear. Listed in the pane below are all the
key words belonging ih the "Samples" folder. One ofthem is "text."

• In this case, you are interested in locating files having to do with the key word of text, so select it
Then press the middle mouse button, which will display a popup menu with the options

get items keyed with this word
get folders keyed with this word
get everything keyed with this word .

on it. Select get items keyed with this word and release the mouse button.

Key Word List from Samples
There is no available Item Reference

1%*E

%%

%%

image
20:*4!1249:M.:............................ ..................

get folders keyed with this word
get everything-keyed with this word

• This will open 'a window called "Items Keyed by Text from Samples" which lists all items
associated with the key word of text. You select one of the listed files called "The New Report * from Text
Files." The window's middle mouse button popup menu has the following options to manipulate the selected
file:
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Open. Displays the selected file in a window.
Duplicate: Creates a duplicate file with a new name. Selecting duplicate opens a "New,item label"

Q-Box, where you type in a new name, any key words, and its classification. The new file name will appear as
an Item Reference in displayed folders. Using paste will place the duplicated file into the folder ofyour choice.

Copy. Puts a copy. of the file into a .
copy buffer. Items keyed by text from Samples |

Cut. Removes the file from its ,

current listing and puts it into a copy buffer. The available Item Reference is:
Items keyed to. Filters or further Section I. Introduction & Hardware

refines the key word search. Selecting this will  _-_--_____-
B How to Start Golden Tiger + from Section 2
U Introduction + from Section I. Introduction
4# ST-80: The Languagee from Section I, Inti*t Xerox 1108-111 Workstation + from Sectic

bring up a Prompter that says "key word?"
Type in your word and press the <return> key.
This will display a list of the items associated
with the key word. and what folder each item 3@ ......----
comes from. If nothing can be identified, a open
message will say "There are no items keyed by duplicate
(key word) from Text Files." co py

Key words. Selecting this will display cut
a window called "Key Word List from The
New Report • from Text Files," with all the items keyed to
associated key words listed in the pane below. key words

Make folder. Creates a new folder make folder
that consists of the same files listed in the

"Items Keyed by Text from Samples" window.
Selecting make folder opens a Q-Box called "New folder label." You type in the name of your new folder and
any key words. The new folder can be pasted into an Information Center or another folder.

Folders 

Displays a list of all the folders (and what folders they come from) that are contained in the folder
you have just selected.

Items

Displays a list of all the items (and what folders they come from) that are contained in the folder
you have just selected.

Items with key
Filters or further refines the key word search. Selecting this will bring up a Prompter that says "key

word?" Type in your word and press the <return> key. This will display a list of the items associated with the
key word, and what folder each item comes from. If nothing can be identified, a message will say "There are no
items keyed by (key word) from (folder name)."

Data type
Causes a window to appear that lists all the items of the same data type you've selected and what

folder each originates from. When you select data type, it brings up the following data item list:
text, spreadsheet, map, image, report, database, chart, press, interpress, outline, and preview.
Select the desired data type first. When the sdlection goes into reverse video, place the cursor

outside the list, click the left mouse button, and open to the temporary window (or holder) via the Origin
cursor.
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Duplicate

Creates a duplicate file with a new name given by you. Selecting duplicate opens a "New item label"
Q-Box, where you type in a new name (label), any key words. and its classification. The new file name will
appear as an Item Reference in displayed folders. Using paste will place the duplicated file into the folder of
your choice.

Copy
First select the item name to be copiei then select copy from the popup. The item is temporarily stored

in the copy buffer. Next move the cursor to any other Information Center or folder currently open. The item
will be listed in the upper pane as an Item Reference. If you now select paste from the middle mouse button
popup, the file will be copied to that window. If you copy two different files in a row, the copy buffer willlose
the first file. You can paste only what is currently in the buffer.

Cut

Eliminates a file completely or moves it to another folder or Information Center without keeping a copy
in the current window (as opposed to using copy). To completely remove a file, select it, then select cut from
the popup, To move the file to another window, move the cursor to that window and select paste.

If you immediately elli another file without pasting the first one, the first file will be lost from the copy

buffer. If you accidentally cut a file or forget to paste it, it can be rewieved from the Trash (explained below).
Paste

Picks up the item in the copy buffer and places it in another window. Paste will also remove this selection
from the Trash. If no item is in the copy buffer the window will flash and the paste command is ignored.

Label/key words
Allows you to edit an item in certain ways. When you select label/key words, it brings up an "Edit item

label" Q-Box in which you can change the item's name, keyword(s), and classification. If the item is currently

open and displayed on the screen when you change its name, its window title tab name won't change until you
close the item and re-open it later, even though the new name will instantly change in the folder.

Edit item label

accept cancel bailOut

Name

Keywords database,map

Classification .22€1 Int XPers XPriv XReg
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Hardcopy

Sends your sejected file be printed. Notice that this allows you to hardcopy a file without opening it first
You may, o f course, display the file in a window and select the hardcopy command from there. The result is the
same.

Two Q-Boxes appear in succession after you
select hardcopy: the first Q-Box, called "Select
hardcopy method," displays a choice between
Direct (just send the file to be printed) or
Preview (don't print the file but put it into a

: Preview window).

i In this case, you would select Direct, which
will bring up the second printing Q-Box. It
needs a printer name (if none is there); you

may also designate here how many copies to print and what page to start printing on. After this information is
typed in, click over accept. While the system is sending the file to be printed, a message to this effect will
appear in the upper righthand corner of the screen. After the file has been printed, "Done" or "finished" will
display there.

Create -->

Makes a new item from a folder and stores it into the folder. After the item is created and stored, you can
display it by selecting it with the left mouse button, then selecting open from the popup menu.You have a
choice of the following types of data items to create:

Select Hardcopy Method

accept cancel bailOut

Choose either: *Directi# Preview

if preview: |||.¢*0+Wili AN.¢*Rk f %*

open
display-->

retrieve by->
duplicate

copy
cut

paste
label/key words

hardcopy
424-createz»rk-

trash
in box

maint enance-->

text item

report
U k =6·*Ak folder@aj)i:t€*Ae

data base
outline

spreadsheet
info center from selection

Text item

A single-paned window into
which text is entered and edited.

Report

A Report window consists of
three panes: an image pane, a

contents pane, and a text
entering and editing pane.

Folder

The main data organizer that
holds all types of items and other

folders.

Data base

A data management tool that
allows you to rapidly display

data, add to it or change it create
new data. and manipulate the
various data according to your

particular needs.
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Outline

A method of structuring a Add Folder
document Once an outline has been

constructed, the outline window is accept cancel bailOut

capable oftaking part or all of the
material and producing an"organized , . Name The new folder

document from it.

Spreadsheet  .. Keywords min ·-
A modeling device or tool that · *2

allows you to explore "what-if" - »
scenarios.

Info center from selectioIf

A way of creanng a new Information Center from a folder. Selecting-this option displays an "Add New
Information Center" Q-Box, in which you name it and password it (if-necessary). 'Ihe new Information Center
will contain the same item(s) as the folder (or item) that was selected when the Information Center was created.

Trash

This is a backup feature that stores "unwanted" items (until-you deliberately delete them from here).
When an item is cut from a folder, it will automatically go into- the- folder's "trash bin" and be listed in the
bottom pane. It's invaluable as a storage window if you:have accidentally deleted a file or find that you need a
deleted file later on.

Selecting trash will cause the trash bin to appear. Its middle mouse button popup menu contains the
following optiods for manipulating trashed files:

Open

B ill's TR ASH Displays the contents of a selected filename
in a window.

The available Item Reference is: Restore

Takes the file from the trash bin and puts it
Table of Contents -

back into an Information Center's In Box. When

686 ' r, . 1
te Fact Book 

you select restore, it brings up a Q-Box where you
may give the file a new name and any key words.9% mea:nie

32 1£y.Characters restore Selecting accept then-removes the' file from the
l.* Table of Contents =-=-------- label/key words trash bin and restores -it into an Inforihation

Center.dump selection Label/key words
$31 dump all trash - - Allows you to edit an item in certain ways.

open in box When you select label/key words, it brings up an
33?BEREEE,

'-'Edit item label" Q-Box in which you can change
 the item's name, keyword(s), and 'classification. If
the item is currently open and displayed on the

screen when you change. its name, its window title tab name won't change until you close the item and re-open
it later, even though the new name will instantly change in the folder. . .
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Dump selection
Deletes the selected file from the trash bin.

Dump all traih
Deletes all the files at once from the trash bin. Before this occurs, a Confirmer appears that says

"Do you really want to dump the whole trash bin?" (yes or no) to make sure that you really want to delete all
the item(s).

Open in box
Allows you to get to the "in box" from the "trash bin."

In box

An inbox isa folder to receive items that, at the time, have no place else to go. For instance, if you store
an item that has no key words, or has key words that don't match those of any existing folder, the item will be
placed into the in box for your convenience. You call select the item later and refile it when you are ready. The
popup menu for this feature is as follows:

Open
Displays the contents of the selected Bill's In Box open

filename in a window. duplicate
Duplicate The available Item R

copy
Creates a duplicate file with a new name How to Start Golden cut

given by you. Selecting duplicate opens a "New  ....._____._ label/key wordsitem label" Q-Box, where you type in a new m How to Start IGolden open trashname Oabel), any key words, and its FA ST-80: The Langua·ge
classification, The new file name will appear as * Xerox 1108-111 WOry.SIanon
an Item Reference in displayed folders. Using * ------------
paste will place the duplicated file into the folder *d
of your choice.

Copy
First select the item name to be copied, then 

select copy from the popup. The item is 
temporarily stored in the copy buffer. Next move
the cursor to any other Information Center or

folder currently open. The item will be listed in the upper pane as an Item Reference. If you now select paste
from the middle mouse button popup, the file will be copied to that window. I f you copy two different files in a
row, the copy buffer willlose the first file. You can paste only what is currently in the buffer.

Cut

Eliminates a file completely or moves it to another folder or Information Center without keeping a copy

in the current window (as opposed to using copy). To completely remove a file, select it, then select cut from
the popup. To move the file to another window, move the cursor to that window and select paste.

If you immediately cut another file without pasting the first one, the first file will be lost from the copy
buffer. I f you accidentally cut a file or forget to paste it. the file can be retrieved from the Trash window.
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Label/key words
Allows you to edit an item in certain ways. When you select label/key words, it brings up an "Edit

item label" Q-Box in which you can change the item's name, keyword(s), and classification. If the item is
currently open and displayed on the screen when you change its name, its window title tab name won't change
until you close the item and re-open it later, even though thenew name will instantly change in the folder.

Open trash
Allows you to get to the "trash bin" from the "in box."

Maintenance -->

A maintenance tool for saving and restoring Information Centers, changing.passwords, identifying files
not listed in a window, and-so on. The available choices on the submenu-are:

Save info center

Saves away the Inf6rmation Center, with all its structure, to the disk.
Restore info center

Brings back the previously stored Information Center. This comes in handy if you have, for
instance, added items to your Information Center and decide you don't want them afterwards. By selecting
restore info center, you'll get the Information Center as it existed before adding the items.

Close info center

Saves an Information Center, then removes its data .structure from memory. This gets some
resources (core and oops) back.

Destroy info center
Removes the Information Center from memory: it·kills the. Information·Center file on the disk,

scavenges for all types of data · items that were listed in the Information Center, and then gets rid of them.
Selecting destroy info center brings up a Confirmer that says "This will DESTROY the (name) Information
Center. Are you sure?" with a yes or no decision.

Change password
Changes a password and/or an access level via a '.'Change Information Center parameters for

(name)" Q-Box.
File name list

Lists all the files in an Information Center and what type of item each one is (text, image, database,
etc.). If you named a typical text file "My Summary" it will appear in the file name list as
"MySummary.text- + 1." You may list all the files at once that are residing in the Information Center, or select
and list one file at a time.

Lock

Prevents anyone, other than the owner of an Information Center, from viewing the locked file(s).
Unlock

Releases the file(s) in an Information Center by allowing others besides the owner to view them.
Scavenged items 1
Displays the scavenge folder, typically called "Data items living on borrowed time" (see access

unreferenced below). These are items that have previously been deleted and no longer belong to any
Information Center or folder. If there are no items currently in the scavenge folder, a Notifier will appear that
states "The scavenge folder is empty."
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Access unreferenced

A useful device which scavenges for data items that have become "detached," or deleted from
folders or Informatidn Centers, then subsequently dumped from the trash bin. This could be thought of as a
"last resort" to get to files/items that have actually been deleted and to re-establish them. It is also a method by
which you can gather rogether and permanently delete unwanted items off the disk, thereby freeing up needed
disk space.

After selecting access unreferenced, a list of the types of previously-deleted (from the Trash
window) data items that Golden Tiger will scavenge or look for displays itself:

hardcopy save info center
create--> restore info center

trash close info center
in box destroy info center

maintenance::>.. change password
file name list

lock
unlock

scavenged items
4 /:.-I.Ii

backup selection

text

spreadsheet
map

image
report

database
cliart

press
interpress

outline

preview,

You may select from one to all of the data items, then click the left mouse button outside the list
Immediately, a message will appear in the reference pane of the folder that states *** I am working *** and

"Checking active data items." When it has finished, you will see the message "I have my lists now" and tile
Origin cursor, so that you may open up the resulting Scavenge Folder. All the relevant items are put into this
folder, which is called "Data items living on borrowed time." It has its own middle mouse button popup menu
with the following options:
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Open

Displays the selected item contents in a
window.

Cut

Data items living on borrowed time
 The available Item Reference is: I

Removes the selected item from the list -Maintenang@-2*bmenul
and displays it in the folder's Reference pane 1-----
above. This means you can then, if you wish, Bu bayarea,db- + 1

3% composedguydobbs, pvp- + 1move the cursor into a desired folder or * itemlabel, pvp- + 1
Information Center and paste the item into it. igH ------------- open

Refile Cut
Brings up a Q-Box that allows you to refile

give the selected item a (new) name, any key * destroyword(s), and a choice of existing Information 
Centers to file it into. -

Destroy

destr-oytall
release

Deletes the selected item completely off release all
the disk. Selecting destroy will cause a
Confirmer to appear that asks "Destroy will
remove (item) from the disk. Are you sure?"
Ifyou then select yes, there will be no chance
of ever accessing this item again.

Destroy ali

Deletes all the listed items completely off the,disk. Selecting destroy all will cause a Confirmer to
appear that asks "Destroy all will remove all these items from the disk. Are you sure?" If you then select yes,
there will be no chance of ever accessing these items again.

Release

Protects a selected item from a destroy; that is, all other listed items can be destroyed, but an item
that's been selected and released first will disappear from the list and show up again when you next do an
access unreferenced.

Release all

Protects all current items from a potential destroy all; that is, any other listed items can be
destroyed, but items that have been released first will disappear from the list and show up again when you next
do an access unreferenced.

Backup selection
Sends a copy of your file(s) directly to a designated remote file server while still in Golden Tiger:

• Move the cursor into the Information Center Ihat contains the file(s) to be backed up.
- If you want to back up one item, select it first
- If you want to back up everything in a folder, select the folder name
- If you want to back up the entire Information Center, move the cursor to the top level of the

window where the title tab is and don't select anything.
• A Q-Box appears called "Backup Selection ta File Server." It's divided into three parts.
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Host: Here is where you select your server or host. There is probably a default host name already
shown, such as VaultFiles:Golden:Lion.

Directdry: The directory name and/or file drawer on the remote file server where the files are to
be stored. The default current user's name will probably be displayed there.

Password: The currently logged-in user must enter his/her correct password here.
• After selecting accept, an Origin cursor appears so you can open an "XDE Communication

Center" window, which already has the initial command to back up the files. It will show you what it is doing
so you can confirm what files are being stored.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON POPUP MENU

The right mouse button in an Information Center or folder brings up the standard window manipulation
popup menu with the following functions:

Help

To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the
pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confir·mer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on tile screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titleS
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.
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Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the_cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag tile
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You call move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window ·to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame ofthe window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size-and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other. Collapse is available when a window is

open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsei
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is genatally descriptive of the window, a number o f open windows call be kept and organized on the screen
withoutthe display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The Sketch Editor

OVERVIEW

the Sketch Editor is a basic graphics tool that is used to draw images. much as a painter creates a
painting. The "canvas" is the sketch creating (middle) pane, and the "brush" is represented by the cursor as it
moves around the pane.

The window of the Sketch Editor is similar in structure and function to that of the Chart Editor. Only the
commands from the middle mouse button popup menu in the sketch creating (middle) panc are different.

Sketch Editor

This is the text pane ...

I
C3-1

Acri ,.ri r.; Brush Grid , Mode

draw ' coff) Over

OPENING ASKETCH El)1 l'OR

ro open up a Sketch F.ditor. select Graphics Pild from the middle mouse biitton system popup.
Immediately, a Q-Box request form will appear [hat <[ates -What sort of Graphics pad')- Here you will have a
choice of either a Sketch pad (the default) or a Chart pad. Leave the default selected before clicking over
uccept.

Other choices that you can select from the request furrn are all related to sketch size:
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What sort of Graphics pad?

accept cancel hailOut

Pad Type: Chart 94€9-.-Sketclt£**41:.
Size: 4 -Standard» FullP age Landscape

InputSize irrameSize FromScreen

Standard (the default). A standard 6- x 6- sketch area.
FullPage. An 8-1/2" x 11" sketch area oriented in portrait mode (vertical).

Landscape. An 8-1/2" by 11" sketch area oriented in landscape mode (horizontal).
InputSize. Allows you to set a different height and width (other than standard) for the sketch.

Sketch dimensions are always given in inches.
Frame. Allows you to define the size of the s£etch with the Origin and Corner cursors, the same as

you do when you open a window with the frame command.

FromScreen. Allows you to simultaneously frame an area of the screen as you are opening the
sketch. Whatever was framed will appear in the· sketch creating (middle) pane.

SKETCH ED[TOR WINDOW DESCRIPTION

When you open a Sketch Editor you will sce three main areas (or panes) in the window:

• I'he top or text pane. which acts like a regular text window (every command is the same) where you may

enter text and perform other functions. Text entries are used for labels on the sketch below by placing the
typed-in text into the copy buffer (using copy from the popup) and then either pasting it into the sketch

creating pane or into the Brush (from the Brush button) for placement on the sketch.

• The middle or sketch creating pane where the sketch itself and other related graphics are represented.

• The bottom or button pane which has five "buttons" across the window. Each button is represented as a
rectangle with an upper hal f that contains the button title (Activity, Brush, Color, Grid. Mode) and a lower half

that displays the currently selected option.
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Sketch Editor Text Pane

rhe left middle.-and right mouse buttons function within the text (top) pane of tle Sketch Editorin the
following ways:

LEFI- MOUSE BUTTON

Ihis button retains its normal operations in the text pane of moving the insertion mark (or caret) around
to determine where text entry is to occurand to select blocks oftext to he edited.

MIl)1)LF. MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button brings up a variation of the gtandard text manipulation popup menu with the
following functions:

\guin

Repeats the last replace. copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the las[ command. For instance. if you have deleted text undo will put it back in.
Copy
Puts a copy of tile current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copv buffer.
Paste

Maces. at the insertion mark. whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Compute it

l'akes selecred text. evaluates it. and displays the result. For example. ifyou type in -2 + 3- and select it.
then select compute it. the number "5-- will appear.

rinte stamp

Displays the day-month-year and current time in the upper lefthand corner of the text pane.
Fonts--> regular or underlined
Allows you lo change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree popup

menu, including bold. italic. underlined, and different text sites.

RIGHT MOUSE BL.FI-1-ON MENU

l'he right mouse button menu is the standard window manipulation popup. [t is exactly the same in the
Sketch Editor's text pane, creating pane. and button pane.

Help

1'0 use the window help tool. press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the pop-up
menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a reference to
the User Guide. and to where more in R,rma[ion about the window may be found.

Classification

Ilhe classific.ttion of an> data window may be changed bv the user to retlect its new <tatub. A Change
Window Classificalion input form appears and the new classification is selected bY the user. Select :licept on
the input form und the data window classification bitrs. top and bouum. will change w retlect the selection. If
Lhe data item has noclasbitication there .ire noclassification bars.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others. If any of the windows selected for closure have contents that require saving, a Confirmer
will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-arid-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
ofall the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one o f the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed. with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored. and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around. using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re- format themselves. as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows arc fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand

I he selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.
Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.

Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab
anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released. the selec[ed window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and plaCe tt where you want it. To release the tab,it the
desired location. click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction o f the space of [he window itself. and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window. a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu ofa collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen. you can close it by selecting close celf. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released. the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if >'ou want to Close that particular window
withoutsaving thecontents.
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Sketch Editor Creating Pane
This.pane acts as a canvas upon which you create and edit your free form drawings or more formalized

graphics and images. After you are finished you may save your sketch into a file for later retrieval or make a
hardcopy of it.

The left and middle mouse buttons function within this pane as described below. The right mouse button
brings up the standard window popup menu, as detailed in the Sketch Editor Text Pane section.

New Sketch Editor

57&48·iISiNG:.:CAS·. 44:':·ixi:41·::c·.

Jolor Grid

(off-:,

. -1 -1

/: ModeActivity 1 Brush i:

draw li ' -- li i over

11 1 11

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

lf you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around with the mouse, the citrsor
becomes a pencil or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor:
this is a "freehand drawing" feature. The cursor can also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The
Brush shape is added to the sketch by clicking (or pressing) the left mouse button.Tile exact manner in which
the Brush shape is added to the sketch will be determined by the state of the five graphic control "buttons" in
the bottom Button panc.
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Mil)1)1.F. MOUSE BUTTON MEND

Ilhe middle mouse button controls a popup menu with the following functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the Button pane to their default settings. Reset does not reset anything in the Text
or Sketch Creating panes. The defaults are:

* draw (Activity button)
* a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square (Brush button)
* black (Color button)
* off(Grid button)
* over ( Mode button)

\:cept

1-akes a -snapshot" of the sketch you are currently working on. rha[ is, the iketch will be saved. so that if
you do a cancel afterwards. you will get this image back. I f you are annotating a complex sketch. it's a good idea
to do an accept as you complete each stage of your work.

Cancel

Re[urns you to the sketch that existed after the last accept. It will undo everything you have clone since
then. If you started with a blank sketch. a cancel withoul any previous accept will put you back to a blank
sketch creating pane.

Copy
Stores the current sketch in the creating pane into a buffer. so tia[ you may transfer the sketch to another

compatible window or to a Brush. For example, you may copy the sketch and then puste it into another
graphics editor or image-type window. You cannot transfer a sketch into .1 text w indow.

Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the sketch creating pane. For example. when you use the upper text
pane to creace tex[. select i[. and copy it. you can then (with paste) place the [ert into the middle pine below.
Paste will always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor. which is at the upper left corner of the sketch
pane.

If you want to specify where the text is togo. use paste in the Brush hut[on menu. I he brush ihape will
change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location fur the text in the sketch creating panc
and click the left mouse button to add the text to the sketch.

Frase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally select this option. then
selecting cancel will recover the last chart saved with an accept.

Invert

Reverses the bits in the sketch image: that is. atl the white bits will be set to black. and all the black bits
will be yet to white.

5 lagnify
After selecting this function, you Apecify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in the

iketch creating pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the sketch panc). The amount of magnification
that occurs is delermined by the Stle of the area thi[ is framed. When displaying the magnified drea on the
Acreen. the nile is: the larger the framed area. the smaller the magnitication used.
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A fter framing the desired area, a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clicking the left mouse button at that point. Do not pldce the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay.

As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occuring on the normal-sized
sketch form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click the left
mouse button to close the form and return to normal.

Save file

Stores the sketch into an [nfurmation Center for later retrieval. Selecting save file will cause a Confirmer
to appear that asks if you want to overwrite the existing file or create a new file. In either case, an Info Center
Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords, and target Information Center to store the
file in.

Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. Select accept at the

top of the form when you're finished and the hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing
queue.

.
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Sketch Editor Button Pane

l'he Button paneat the bottom of the Sketch Editor window contains the tools to manipulate material in
the text pine. and especially the sketch creating pane.

I'here are five rectangular-shaped buttons and each has two parts: its title at the top and the current
selection at the bottom. The sclecton is changed and updated accordingly when a new selection from the
button's popup menu is made. These buttons can basically be thought ofas graphics or image editors.

Since each Sketch Editor button has its own unique popup. we will go through every one individually,
starting with the graphics button at the far left and working from there towards the right. The middle mouse
button menu is the only one described for this pane.

IMil)1)1.F MOUSE BLTTON MENU

A ,Tiv ir:,, Brush Color Grid Mode

draw • Coff) over

1.Activity Button

Illis button se[s the mode of operation for the br-ush:
1)raw

1-his default setting assures that the cursor will perform like a s[andard paintbrush. I he cursor
becomes the brush form currently displayed in the Brush button, and puts copies (une-at-a-time or continuous)
of the form on the creating pane above when the left mouse buttor is pressed or clicked. If the mouse button is
pressed and held down and the brush/cursor moved about inside the crea[ing mine. the brush form will be
copied along the path of the brush/cursor.

!Stamp

This option is similar to draw. except stamp will simply produce one copy at a time of the current
brush form. even if the left mouse button is held down and moMed inside [he creating pane. Use stamp lo get
the cleanest cop> of a brush form.

1.ine

Allows you to draw a line wi[h the brush form between two pecified points. To specify the start
point go to the locallon in the creating pane where you want the line to begin and press the left mouse button.
Do not release the motie button. as this will only produce the current ftirm in the brush menu. Instead. hold
the mouse button down and move the brush [o the desired end point. The start and end points will le
connected bv a -rubberband" line that acts as a visual aid. Nlove the brush up and down slightly until the line
is smooth. with no htair,teps" showing. then release the button. l'he line will now connect between tile two
points.

Curve

Similar to drawing a line: howeker. i[ [akes an extra point to determine the cuned line. To draw a
curve. go to your start point then press and hold the left mouse bution. .Moic the brush [o [he nerl point and
release the mouse buttun. l'here should he a -mbberband- line joining the two points. 12) hpecify the curvature
of your line. move the brush around to define the apex of the curve. Al this time. you should sce a repeated
drawing t) facurpe line tr>ing to fullow the curran[ brush point.
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When the desired curve line is reached, click the left mouse button. The final curve line will appear
and link up the three points.

Splines-->
The following four commands wilt enable you to draw connected, straight, or curved lines of your

choice.

Open Curve. Here, a set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush
becomes a crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse
button. As each point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired point:s have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Closed Curve. This is like the Open Curve, except that it will draw a closed, connected curve so that
the result is a continuously connected line, with the last point connected back to the first point.

A set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and
points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is
clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1." ..

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Open Linear. A set of points are .put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a
crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each
point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1." ;

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence.

Closed Linear. This is like Open Linear, except that it will connect the last point to the first point. A
set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair. and points are entered
by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is clicked down, it is
numbered, starting with "1.-

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence, including the connection from the last point to the first point.

Rectangle

When this function is selected, the cursor assumes the shape of the upper left (Origin) cursor as
soon as it is moved into the editing pane. You can then frame the size of your rectangle by pressing the left
mouse button, just as you can frame certain types ofwindows when you open them.

Circle

Select this, and when the cursor assumes a crosshair shape in the editing pane, press the left mouse
button at the point where you want the center of the circle to be. Move the crosshair away from the center o f
the circle in any direction and note the "rubberband" line that will indicate the radius of the circle. After you
have chosen the appropriate radius, release the mouse button. A circle will draw itself about the center point at
the specified radius.

Block

Fills a rectangular area (that you have just defined) with any color or pattern currently in the Color
button. The rectangular area is not outlined. .
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Fill

Fills a rectangular area (that you have defined) with the current color or pattern in the Color burton.
l'here are two ste'ps to filling an area. First. the Origin cursor appears and you define the rectangle (so the fill

command will have an outer boundary). After this, the crosshair cursor appears: you now click with the left
mouse button to indicate which area within the rectangle is [o be filled.

2. Brush Button

1 his button provides all the graphics tools for manipulating the shape of the drawing brush, The Brush
button popup menu contains the following functions:

Default

This resets the current brush form to be a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square.
[cons-->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of
the available annotation furms or icons. Select the desired icon and the Brush button will be updated to reflect

this. When you move tic cursor into the creating pane above. copies of the selected icon may be placed onto
the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Symbok ->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenli of all of
the available chart symbol forms. Furthermore, to the right of each of these forms is another abmenu
(although no --> indicates this). If required, you may go two levels for your selection: once you have selected
the desired symbol from the first submenu. move to the right of the selection to [he next submenu to further
modify the symbol.

The resulting form is displa>ed in the Brush button. When you move the cursor into the crea[ing
pane above. copies of the selected form may be placed onto the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Alter -->

This tree popup branches off [o five other subfunctions, all of which allow you to manipulate the
current brush form:

Iniert. After selecting this, the brush form will bc color-reversed: the black hits will become white
bits and pice versa. This is sometimes referred to as "reverse video.

Rotate -->. The submenti selections to the right gi,e you the choice of rotating your brush form 90,
180. or 270 degrees. The "brush form," in this case. should be a symbol. an icon, or some sort of trained image:
the default brush (a 4 by 4 pixel iquare) will reflect no alterations. The rotation is always clockwise. so that two
90-degree rotations will be equivalent to a 180-degree rotation.

Note that this functicin. along with the mirror function, allows you [o generate many combinations
of the existing icon or s>mbal fi)rms.

Mirror. This "mirror-images- the x-axis of the brush furm. For example. if you have a brush ful-m
that looks like ">" in the beginning, the brush will look like "<" after mirror is used. In order to mirror the
y-axis. mirror the x-axis first and then do a rotate -->180 from [he popup menu.

IMagnify. Enlarges the current brush form. after wiu have typed the width and height magnification
factors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears, I he form represented on the Brush blit[On will
immediately retlect the change.

Shrink. Reduces the current brush form, after you have typed the w·idth,ind heigh[ reduction
ructors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The form represented on the Bru·,h bution will
immediately retlect the change.
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Square

After selecting this, a Prompter requests you to specify the new size for the square brush. The
square brush form of the new specified size will be produced, using the current color or pattern in the Color
button.

Round

Produces a round paint brush (the default is square) with the current color or pattern in the Color
button. A Prompter will request the radius for the round paint brush.

Rectangle
A Prompter will request that you specify the linewidth for the rectangular brush. You will then

frame the rectangle to the desired size and it will become the brush form. This allows the rapid generation of
many boxes ofthe same size:

Circle

A Prompter will request you to specify the linewidth for the circular brush. You will specify the size
of the desired circle by placing its center on the pane (by pressing the left mouse button) and "rubberbanding"
out to the desired radius. It will promptly become the brush form.

Frame

A fter selecting this, the Origin cursor appears and you will define a rectangle that encompasses your
desired screen material: that is. the particular area of the image on the.screen that you wish to become the
brush form.

Surround

This resembles frame, blit allows you to pick up irregular images that might be difficult to outline
with that function. The normal cursor image is displayed: you will press the left mouse button and use it like a
pencil to surround or "rope" the screen image. After releasing the mouse button, the crosshair cursor appears.
Next, click with the left mouse button as close as possible to the roped-off image (or even inside the image).
The brush form will assume the shape o f the surrounded object.

Copy
Takes the image currently in the Brush button and puts it into the image copy buffer for later use.

For example, you may copy the brush image and paste it into the creating or editing pane and/or the Brush
button in any other graphics editor. This gives the ability to move an image from one image-type editor to
another.

Paste

Takes the image in the Brush button and replaces it with the image in the copy buffer. For example,
you may copy or cut a piece of text and paste it into the Brush button. or you may copy another image
somewhere else and paste it into the Brush button.- ·

Retrieve

Allows you to get a brush image from the Information Center's transfer buffer. The item in the
transfer buffer must be an image in order for the operation to work correctly.

Save

Allows you to store the current brush form into the Information Center of your choice.
Hardcopy

After selection, a printing or hardcopy Q-Box will appear requesting information such as printer
name, number of copies, and so on. After you have typed in this informuation (or you may with to leave the

default settlngs), select accept at the upper left of the Q-Box. "Done" or "printing successful." which will
appear at the top right of the screen later on. means the file has been printed.
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3. Color Button

lhe Color button allows you to change the color or pattern used by the brush form to any of those shown
on the popup. Besides the colors and patterns that you see on the menu. you may also create you own patterns.
One way is to paste a standard pattern into Lhe brush image, then Lise your imagination and the brush
manipulation tools to create a new pattern. Once this pattern is pasted into the Color button. you will bc able to
stan drawing with it.

4. Grid Button

When you use the Grid button, an invisible grid for the creating pane can be made to appear fur accurate
cursor positioning. You may set the spacing of the grid in hoth x,ind y axes: moreover, you can turn the grid
on or off in either the x or y axis to allow maximum tlexibility.

On/Off-->

You may select on or off from here in the r or y axis: this feature works like a switch that will
'toggle"the gridding on and off accordingly. For example. i f your current x axis gridding is on. the command
on/off and x will turn the x axis gridding off. If you repeat this prucedure. you will find that the x axis gridding
will return to off. This is also true. c,f course. fur y axis gridding. The current status will always be displayed in
the Grid button.

Spacing

Sets the spacing in the horizontal and vertical directicin separately. After selection, a Prompter
appears requesting the spacing fur each direction: enter whole numbers only. If either of the gndding axes is
on. its corresponding spacing wilue will also be shown next to it to help you determine the gridding distance.

5. Mode Button

['he setting of the Mode button will determine the method in which the brush form is to be added to the
creating pane.

Over

[he brush form you draw with will be drawn over the image in the crea[ing pane. The white bits in
the brush form are not transparent and will overlay (cover) the image.

Under

Ilic brush form you draw with will be drawn under the image in the creating pane. Onlv the black
bits in the brush form will be set on the screen. because the white parts ofthe brush image are now transparen[.

Reverse

Ilie white bits in your brush will have no effect on the image. which is Linder the brush. Hut the
black lits in vour brush will turn the black bits in the image under [he brush white. Similarly. the black bits in
your brush will turn the white bits in the image under [he brush black.

Erase

['he black bits in the brush furm will set any black bits on the screen to white, thus making the
image invisible. The white bits in the brush form will again have no effect on the screen image.
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OVERVIEW

The Map Editor provides the capability of displaying or creating bitmap images generated from a digital
geographic database, which then call be edited and annotated. In other words, maps are generated on demand
from a map database that has been stored on the local disk or in a remote mass storage device, such as a file
server. The Map Editor allows you to expand (zoom) areas within the displayed area and to annotate the map
with data from other databases. These databases can be files of cities, harbors, depots, or anything else you find
useful as a map annotation.

The Map Editor window is similar in strubture and function to that of a Sketch editor. Only the
commands in the tree popup menu in the map editing (middle) pane are different.

OPENING A MAP EDITOR

From your Demo Information Center, select the item titled "World Map" and open it. The map that
subsequently appears can be used as a template for other maps, since you can add information to it, modify it,
and zoom in on it to draw submaps.

52
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MAP EDITOR W[NDOW DESCRIPTION

When you open a Map Editor you will see three main areas (or panes) in the window:
• The top or Iext pane, which acts exactly like a regular workspace window (every command is the same)

where you may enter text and perform other functions. Text entries are used for labels on the map below by
placing the typed-in text into the copy buffer (using copy from the popup) and then either pasting it into the
map editing pane below or into the Brush (from the Brush button) for placement on the map.

Information returned from certain map queries is also displayed in this pane. For instance, when
Lat/Lan is selected from the map editing popup menu, the latitude/longitude of the cursor point is displayed
and updated as the cursor is moved about the map. When diStance/bearing queries are made on the map, the
result is also displayed here.

• The middle or map edizingpane where the map itself and other related graphics are represented.
• The bottom or button pane which has five "buttons" across the window. Each button is represented as a

rectangle with an upper half that contains the button title (Activity, Brush, Color, Grit Mode) and a lower half
that displays the currently selected option.
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Map Editor Text Pane

The left, middle, and right mouse buttons function within the text (top) pane of the-Map Editor in the
following ways:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

This button retains its normal operations in the text pane of moving the insertion mark (or caret) around
to detennine where text entry is to occur and to select blocks oftext to be edited.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button brings up a varition of the standard text manipulation popup menu with the
following functions:

Again
Repeats the last replace, copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects ofthe last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it back in.
Copy

Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Compute it

Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and select it
then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.

Time stamp
Displays the day-month-year and current time in the upper lefthand corner of the text pane.
Fonts--> regular or underlined
Allows you to change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree popup

menu, including bold, italic, underlined, and different text sizes.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button menu is the standard window manipulation popup. It is exactly the same for the
Map Editor's text pane, editing pane, and button pane.

Help

To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the
pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A Change
Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select accept on
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and.bottom, will change to reflect the selection. If
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in. and close all of the others,
select close others. ff any of the windows selected for closure have contents that require saving, a Confirmer
will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Per'mits you to select any number of the windows cur·rently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s). which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer wl]1 appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appeal· on the screen with the titles
o f all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this zool will cause
an outline of the window to be formet with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this comer to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it arouni using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed, In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand

The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.
Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.

Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a numbbr ofopen windows call be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location. -

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the

screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have

been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may afpear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.

...
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Map Editor Editing Pane

This pane i@ like a canvas upon which you can draw objects, display and edit maps, and annotate them.
After you are finished you may save your map image into a file for later retrieval or make a hardcopy of it.

The left and middle mouse buttons function within this pane as described below. The right mouse button
brings up the standard window popup menu, as detailed in the Text Pane section.

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

If you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around, the cursor becomes a pencil
or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor. The cursor can
also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The Brush shape is added to the map by clicking (or
pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manne in which the Brush shape is added to the map will be
determined by the state of the five graphic control buttons.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button controls a popup menu with the following map editing functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the button pane to their default settings. Reset does not reset anything in the text
or map editing panes. The defaults are:

* draw (Activity button)
* a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square (Brush button)
* black (Color button)
* off (Grid button) reset
* over (Mode button) accept

Accept
cancel

Takes a "snapshot" of the map you are
currently working on. That is, the map will be copy
saved, so that if you do a cancel afterwards, paste
you will get the image back. If you are erase
annotating a complex map, it's a good idea to invert
do an accept as you complete each stage of

magnify dii,play databasesyour work.
Cancel save file query & display
Returns you to the map that existed hardcopy select & search

after the last accept. It will undo everything databaseser> make new database
you have done since then. If you started with location--> add to database
a blank map, a cancel without any previous redraw map remove place
actept will put you back to a blank map

zoom redisplay allediting pane.
Copy

Stores the current map in the editing
pane into a buffer, so that you may transfer the map to another compatible window or to a Brush. For example,
you may copy the map and then paste it into another graphics editor or image-type window. You cannot
transfer a map into a text window.
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Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the map pane. For example, when you use the up-per tdxt pane to
create text select it, and copy it, you can then (with paste) replace the contents of the map pane with the copied
text. Paste will always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor which is at the upper left corner of the

map pane.

If you want to specify where the text is to go, use paste in the Brush button menu. The brush shape will
change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location for the text in the map editing pane and
click the left mouse button to add the text to the map. ·

Erase

Gets. rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally use this function, then
selecting cancel will recover the last map saved with an accept.

Invert

Reverses the bits in the map image; that is, all the white bits will be set to black, and all the black bits will
be set to white.

Magnify

After selecting this function, you specify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in the
map editing pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the map pane). The amount of magnification
that. occurs is detennined by the size of the area that is framei When displaying .the magnified area on the

screen, the rule is: the larger the framed area, the smaller the maghification used.
After framing the desired area, a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen

location and place the magnified form by clicking, the left mouse button at that point Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay.

As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occurring on the normal-sized
map form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click the left mouse
button to close the form and return to nonnal.

Save File

Stores the map into an Information Center for later retrieval. Selecting save file will cause a Confirmer to
appear that asks if you want to overwrite the existing map or create a new map. In either case, an Info Center
Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords, and target Information Center to store the
map in.

Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. Select accept at the

top of the form when you're finished so the hardcopy request will be started and placed in the background
printing queue.

Databases -->

Display databases. Opens to a list of the current databases. After you select one of the items, the
information appears on the map.
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Query & display. Allows you to use a query as a filter for information by utilizing a series of query
"templates." When you construct a query, a different approach is used to enter most of the information.
Instead of typing in text and numbers or selecting from various boxes, you will utilize a series of small popup
menus. These menus are designed to keep track of your query syntax (field name - operator - value) and to
guide you in forming the query correctly.

In order to illustrate how this work's, here is the procedure to make a typical latitude query, such as
to display on the map all cities at "latitudes greater than 30":

. F

hardcopy display databases
databases##9> 
location-> select & search
redraw map make new database

zoom add to database

remove place Enter query on Cities,db- + 1
redisplay all

backspace
cancel
Label
Icon
lat
lon

key

• Select query & display from the popup, then select the desired database from the list that appears
(in this case, it would be cities). Next, a Prompter says "Enter query on cities.db."

• Unlike other Prompters, you will not key in text or numbers and terminate it with a <return>.
Notice that a mouse cursor appears in the bottom part of the Prompter, with the middle mouse button
highlighted. This means that you are to press the middle mouse button to start entering your query.

• After pressing the middle mouse button, a tiny popupappears that contains:
backspace. Eliminates (or backspaces over) the current displayed value.
cancel. Closes the popup and cancels the query.
The remaining choices in the popup vary, as they represent the current applicable list in the Fields

pane ofyour Database window. In this example, one of the variable selections is lat(itude).
• Select lat and observe that lat now appears at the bottom of the query Prompter. Press the middle

mouse button again.
•Thesecond popup toappear contains afixedlist of operators: backspace cancel <>=<=>=-

contains - contains

• You want to query latitudes "greater than," so select > and observe that lat > appears in the
Prompter. Press the middle mouse button again.

• The third popup contains another fixed list: backspace cancel enter value
• Since you're ready to enter the number value of the query, select enter value. A Prompter appears

that says "Enter a number." This time, key in "30" then press <return>.
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• The original Prompter reappears and displays the query lat > 30 at the bottom. Press the middle
mouse button again to bring up the last menu. Its fixed choices are: backspace cancel ACCEPT and _or xor.

• Ifyou now select ACCEPT from the menu, the names of all cities at "latitudes greater than 30" will
quickly be displayed in their appropriate places on the map.

Select & search. Searches for database references to your selected item. Selecting this option
changes the cursor into a crosshair. Move the crosshair into the map and superimpose it over the crosshair

symbol located next to the item name you wish to select, then click the left mouse button. If database
references exist, an Origin cursor will appear in order that you may frame and display the folder that contains
the references. If no reference exists, a Confirmer will appear that says "There is no reference to this place.
Shall I make a new folder?" If you select yes, this gives you the opportunity to start a database reference folder
for the item.

Make new database. Brings up a Prompter that says "New database name." Type in the new name
below and press <return>. Now if you select display databases, the new database name will be listed. There will
be no usable database information in it until you do an add to database.

Add to database. Allows you to fill in information for a new database. Selecting this option changes

the cursor into a crosshair. Since the database item is neiw, it will not yet appear on the map, so you must click
over the point on the map where you want it to appear. After this, an "Identify this poinf' Q-Box will appear.
In it you must type in the point name and the key. Select accept, and the list of databases appears in order for
you to select the desired one. When this is done, the new informition will appear in the correct database.

Remove place. Gets rid of a database item on the map. Selecting this option changes the cursor into

a crosshair. Move the crosshair into the map and superimpose it over the crosshair symbol located next to the
name you wish to delete, then click the left mouse button.

Redisplay all. Refreshes the map; cleans up any leftover bits and pieces and partially obscured
names.

Location ·->

Lat/lon. Lists, in the text pane, the latitude and longitude of a map point selected with the crosshair
cursor.

Lat/lon grid. Draws a latitude/longitude grid upon the map. Selecting this option brings up a
Prompter that says "Type spacing for grid (deg)." Type in the number and <return>, To get rid ofa grid, you
must select cancel from the middle mouse button popup.

dist/bearing. Lists, in the text pane, the distance and bearing of a map point selected with the
crosshair cursor.

Redraw map
Redraws a complete duplicate map:

• Select redraw map, which causes the Origin cursor to appear.
• Press and hold down the left mouse button as you frame to the size that you want the redrawn map to

be.

• When you release the mouse button, the frame of the map appears on the display. Click the left mouse
button and the software will begin to redraw the map to the new size.
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Zoom

Displays an enlarged and sized map area. This is done in several stages:
• Select zoom and the Origin cursor appears. Press and hold down the left mouse button as you frame the

map area to be zoomed.
• When you release the mouse button, the Origin cursor appears again. This time, press and hold down

the left mouse button as you frame the area size to display into (this will be represented by a gray rectangle).
• When you release the mouse button, the frame of the zoomed area appears on the display. Click the left

mouse button and the software will begin to draw the zoomed map window.

Zoom Map
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Map Editor Button Pane

The Button pane at the bottom of the Map Editor window contains the tools to manipulate material in
the text pane, and especially the map editing pane.

There are five rectangular-shaped buttons and each has two parts: its title at the top and the current
selection at the bottom. The selecton is changed and updated accordingly when a new selection from the
button's popup menu is made. These buttons can basically be thought of as graphics or image editors.

Since each Map Editor button has its own unique popup, we will go through every one individually,
starting with the Activity button at the far left and working from there towards the right The middle mouse
button is the only one described for this pane.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

1:li'
Activity i. Brush  . Color INI Grid # Mode fi|i

&3 "IM' ' iii over 42i:!
:/

+

1. Activity Button

This button sets the mode of operation for the brush:
Draw

This default setting assures that the cursor will perform like a standard paintbrush. The cursor
becomes the brush form currently displayed in the Brush button, and puts copies (one-at-a-time or continuous)
of the form on the editing pane above when the left mouse button is pressed or clicked. If the mouse button is
pressed and held down and the brush/cursor moved about inside the editing pane, the brush form will be
copied along the path ofthe brush/cursor.

Stamp
This option is similar to draw, except stamp will simply produce one copy at a time of the current

brush form, even if the left mouse button is held down and moved inside the editing pane. Use stamp to get the
cleanest copy of a brush form.

Line

Allows you to draw a line With the brush form between two specified points. To specify the start
point, go to the location in the editing pane where you want the line to begin and press the left mouse button.
Do not release the mouse button, as this will only produce the current form in the brush menu. Instead, hold
the mouse button down and move the brush. to the desired end point. The start and end points will be
connected by a "rubberband" line that acts as a visual aid. Move the brush up and down slightly until the line
is smooth, with no "stairsteps" showing, then release the button. The line will now connect between the two
points.

Curve

Similar to drawing a line; however, it takes an extra point to determine the curved line. To draw a
curve, go to your start point then press and hold the left mouse button. Move the brush to the next point and
release the mouse button. There should be a "rubberband" line joining the two points. To specify the curvature
of your line, move the brush Around to define the apex of the curve. At this time, you should see a repeated
drawing of a curve line trying to follow the current brush point. -

b.)
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When the desired curve line is reached, click the left mouse button. The final curve line will appear
and link up the three points.

Splines-->.
The following four commands will enable you to draw connected, straight, or curved lines of your

choice.

Open Curve. Here; a set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush
becomes a crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse
button. As each point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered. a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Closed Curve. This is like the Open Curve, except that it will draw a closet connected curve so that
the result is a continuously connected line, with t:he last ppint connected back to the first point.

A set ofpoints are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and
points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is
clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Open Linear. A set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a
crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each
point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the p0ints will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence.

Closed Linear. This is like Open Linear, except that it will connect the last point to the first point A
set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and points are entered
by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is clicked down, it is
numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered. a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence, including the connection from the last point to the first point.

Rectangle
When this function is selected, the cursor'assumes the shape of the upper left (Origin) cursor as

soon as it is moved into the editing pane. You can then frame the size of your rectangle by pressing the left
mouse button, just as you can frame certain types of windows when you open them.

Circle

Select this, and when the cursor assumes a crosshair shape in the editing pane, press the left mouse
button at the point where you want the center of the circle to be. Move the crosshair away from the center of
the circle in any direction and note the "rubberband" line that will indicate the radius of the circle. After you
have chosen the appropriate radius, release the mouse button. A circle will draw itself about the center point at
the specified radius.

Block

Fills a rectangular area (that you have just defined) with any color or pattern currently in the Color
button. The rectangular area is not outlined.
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Fill

Fills a rectangular area (that you have defined) with the current color or pattern in the Color button.
There are two steps to filling an area. First, the Origin cursor appears and you define the rectangle (so the fill
command will have an outer boundary). After this, the crosshair cursor appears; you now click with the left
mouse button to indicate which area within the rectangle is to be filled.

2. Brush Button

Provides all the graphics tools for manipulating the shape of the drawing brush. The Brush button popup
menu contains the following functions:

Default

This resets the current brush form to be a 4-pixel by 4-pikel black square.
Icons ->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of
the available annotation forms or icons. Select the desired icon and the Brush button will be updated to reflect
this. When you move the cursor into the editing pane above, copies of the selected icon may be placed onto the
image by clicking the left mouse button. r

Symbols -->
Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of

the available chart symbol forms. Furthermore, to the right of each of these forms is another submenu
(although no --> indicates this). If required, you may go two levels for your selection: once you have selected
the desired symbol from the first submenu, move to the right of the selection to the next submenu to further
modify the symbol.

The resulting form is displayed in the Brush button. When you move the cursor into the ediring
pane above, copies of the selected form may be placed onto the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Alter -->

This tree popup branches off to five other subfunctions, all of which allow you to manipulate the
current brush form: -

Invert. After selecting this, the brush form will be color-reversed: the black bits will become white
bits and vice versa. This is sometimes referred to as "reverse video."

Rotate -->. The submenu selections to the right give you the choice of rotating your brush form 90,
180, or 270 degrees. The "brush fonn," in this case, should be a symbol, an icon, or some sort of framed image;
the default brush (a 4 by 4 pixel square) will reflect no alterations. The rotation is always clockwise, so that two
90-degree rotations will be equivalent to a 180-degree rotation.

Note that this function, along with the mirror function, allows you to generate many combinations
of the existing icon or symbol forms.

Mirror. This "mirror-images" the x-Eis of the brush form. For example, if you have a brush form
that looks like ">" in the beginning, the brush will look like "<" after mirror is used. 1n order to mirror the
y-axis, mirror the x-axis first and then do a rotate ->180 from the popup menu.

Magnify. Enlarges the current brush form, after you have typed the width and height magnification
factors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The fonn represented on the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.

Shrink. Reduces the current brush form, after you have typed 'the width and height reduction
fuctors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appeah. The form represented on the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.
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Square
After selecting this, a Prompter requests you to specify the new size for the square brush. The

square brush form ofthe new specified size will be produced, using the current color or pattern in the Color
button.

Round

This produces a round paint brush (the default is square) with the current color or pattern in the
Color button. A Prompter will request the radius for the round paint brush.

Rectangle
A Prompter will request that you specify the linewidth for the rectangular brush. You will then

frame the rectangle to the desired size and it will become the brush form. This allows the rapid generation of
many boxes of the same size.

Circle

A Prompter will request you to specify the linewidth for the circular brush. You will specify the size
of the desired circle by placing its center on the pane (by pressing the left mouse button) and "rubberbancling"
out to the desired radius. It will promptly become the brush form.

Frame

After selecting this, the Origin cursor appears and you will define a rectangle that encompasses your
desired screen material; that is, the particular area of the image on the screen that you with to become the
brush form.

Surround

This resembles frame, but allows yOu to pick up irregular images that might be difficult to outline
with that function. The normal cursor image is displayed; you will press the left mouse button and use it like a
pencil to surround or "rope" the screen image. After releasing the mouse button, the crosshair cursor appears.
Next, click with the left mouse button as close as possible to the roped-off image (or even inside the image).
The brush form will assume the shape of the surrounded object

Copy
Takes the image currently in the Brush button and puts it into the image copy buffer for later use.

For example, you may copy the brush image and paste it into the graphic or editing pane and/or the Brush
button in any other graphics editor. This gives the ability to move an image from one image-type editor to
another.

Paste

Takes the image in the Brush button and replaces it with the image in the copy buffer. For example,
you may copy or cut a piece of text and paste it into the Brush button, or you may copy another image
somewhere else and paste it into the Brush button.

Retrieve

Allows you to get a brush image from the Information Center transfer buffer. The item in the
transfer buffer must be an image in order for the operation to work correctly.

Save

Allows you to store the current brush form into the Information Center of your choice.
Hardcopy
After selection, a printing or hardcopy Q-Box will appear requesting information such as printer

name, number of copies, and so on. After you have typed in this informuation (or you may with to leave the
default settings), select accept at the upper left of the Q-Box. "Done" or "printing successful," which will
appear at the top right of the screen later on, means the file has been printed.
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3. Color Button

The Color button allows you to change the color or pattern used by the brush form to.any of. those shown
on the popup. Besides the colors and patterns that you see on the menu, you may also create you own patterns.
One way is to paste a standard pattern into the brush image, then use your imagination and the brush
manipulation tools to create a new pattern. Once this pattern is pasted into the Color button, you will be able to
start drawing with it

4. Grid Button

When you use the Grid button, an invisible grid for the editor pane can be made to appear for accurate
cursor positioning. You call set the spacing of the grid in both x and y axes; moreover, you may turn the grid
on or offin either the x or y axis to allow maximum flexibility.

On/Off-->

You may select on or off from here in the x or y axis; this feature works like a switch that will
"toggle" the gridding on and off accordingly. For example, if your current x axis gridding is on, the command
on/off and x will turn the x axis gridding off. If you repeat this procedure, you will find that the x axis gridding
will return to off. This is also true, of course, for y axis gridding. The current status will always be displayed in
the Grid button.

Spacing
Set the spacing in the horizontal and vertical direction separately. After selection, a Prompter

appears requesting the spacing for each direction; enter whole numbers only. If either of the gridding axes is
on, its corresponding spacing value will also be shown next to it to help you determine the gridding distance.

5. Mode Button 

The setting of the Mode button will determine the method in which the brush form is to be added to the
editing pane.

Over

The brush form you draw with will be drawn over the image in the graphics pane. The white bits in
the brush form are not transparent and will overlay (cover) the image.

Under

The brush form you draw with will be drawn under the image in the graphics pane. Only the black
bits in the brush form will be set on the screen, because the white parts of the brush image are now transparent.

Reverse

The white bits in your brush will have no effect on the image which is under the brush, but the
black bits in your brush will turn the black bits in the image under the brush white. Similarly, the black bits in
your brush will turn the white bits in the image under the brush black.

Erase

The black bits in the brush form will set ally black bits on the screen to white, thus making the
image invisible. The white bits in the brush form will again have no effect on the screen image.
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OVERVIEW

The Chart Editor is a graphics tool that uses your data to produce different types of charts. You have a
choice of producing pie, bar, or line charts, clustered and stacked bar charts, x-y scatter, or linear fit plots. You
may use data which are already available from a database or create your own data as you go along.

The window of the Chart Editor is similar in structure and function to that-of the Sketch Editor. Only the
commands from the middle mouse button popup menu in the chart creating (middle) pane are different

OPENING A CHART EDITOR

To open up a Chart Editor, select Graphics- Pad from the middle mouse button system. popup.
Immediately, a Q-Box request form will appear that states "What sort of Graphics pad?" Here you will have a
choice of either a Sketch pad (the default) or a Chart pad. Select Chart here, then select accept.

Other choices that you call select from the request form are all related to chart size:
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Standard (the default). A standard 6" x 6" chart area.
FullPage. An 8-1/2" x 11" chart area oriented in portrait mode (vertical).
Landscape. An 8-1/2" by 11" chart area oriented in landscape mode (horizontal).
InputSize. Allows you to set a different height and width (other than standard) for the chart. Chart

dimensions are always given in inches.
Frame. Allows you to define the size of the chart with the Origin and Corner cursors, the same as

you do when you open a window with the frame command.
FromScreen. Allows you to simultaneously frame an area ofthe screen as you are opening the chart.

Whatever was framed will appear in the chart creating (middle) pane.

CHART EDITOR W[NDOW DESCRIPTION

When you've opened a Chart Editor you will see three main areas (or panes) of the window:
• The top or text pane, which acts exactly like a regular text window (every command is the same) where

you may enter text and perform other functions. Text entries are used for labels on the chart below by placing
the typed-in text into the copy buffer (using copy from the popup) and then either pasting it into the chart
creating pane below it or into the Brush (from the Brush button) for placement on the chart.

• The middle or chart creatingpane where the chart itself and other related graphics are represented.
• The bottom or button pane which has five "buttons" across the window. Each button is represented as a

rectangle with an upper half that contains the button title (Activity, Brush, Color, Grid, Mode) and a lower half
that displays the currently selected option.
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Chart Editor Text Pane

The left, middle; and right mouse buttons function within the text (top) pane of the Chart Editor in the
following ways:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON '

This button retains its normal operations in the text pane ofmoving the insertion mark (or caret) around
to determine where text entry is to occur and to select blocks oftext to be edited.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button brings up a variation of the standard text manipulation popup menu with the
following functions:

Again

Repeats the last replace, copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it back in.
Copy
Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Compute it

Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and select it
then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.

Time stamp
Displays the day-month-year and current time in the upper lefthand corner of the text pane.
Fonts--> regular or underlined
Allows you to change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree popup

menu, including bold, italic, underlined, and different text sizes.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button menu is the standard window manipulation popup. It is eactly the same for the
Chart Editor's text pane, creating pane, and button pane.

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up medu. A window will appear oh the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be founi

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A Change
Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select accept on
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to refiect the selection. If
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.

.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the othefs,
select close others. If any of the windows selected for closure have contents that require saving, a Confirmer
will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents thaf have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for fmding to be highlighted, afid-also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that Window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the.Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re- format themselves, as abpropriate, to fill the dewly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand
The selections coIIapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.

Collapse is available whbn a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space o f the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.
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Chart Editor Creating Pane
-

This pane acts as a canvas upon which you can do freehand drawing, produce all types of business
graphics, and, of course, do formal charting. After you are finished you can save your chan or image into a file
for later retrieval or make a hardcopy of it

The left and middle mouse buttons function within this pane as described below. The right mouse button
brings up the standard window popup menu, as detailed in the Chart Editor Text Pane section.

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

lf you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around via the mouse, the cursor
becomes a pencil or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor;
this is a "freehand drawing" feature. The cursor can also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The
Brush shape is added to the chI't by clicking (or pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manner in which
the Brush shape is added to the chart will be determined by the state of the five graphic control "buttons" in
the bottom Button pane.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button controls a popup menu with the following functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the button pane to their default settings. Reset does not reset anything in the text
or chart creatng panes. The defaults are:

·* draw (Activity button)
* a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square (Brush button)
* black (Color button)
·* off(Grid button)
* over (Mode button)

Accept

Takes a "snapshot" of the chart you are currently working on. That is, the chart will be saved, so that if
you do a cancel afterwards, you will get this image back. lf you are annotating a complex chart, it's a good idea
to do an accept as you complete each stage of your work.

Cancel

Returns you to the chart that existed after the last accept. lt will undo everything you have done since
then. lf you started with a blank chart, a cancel without any previous accept will put you back to a blank chart
editing pane.

Copy

Stores the current chart in the editing pane into d buffer, so that you may transfer the chart to another
compatible window or to a Brush. For example, you may copy the chart and then paste it into another graphics
editor or image-type window. You cannot transfer a chart into a text window.

Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the chart pane. For example, when you use the upper text pane to
create text, select it, and copy it, you can then (with paste) place the text into the middle pane below. Paste will
always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor which is. at the upper left conner of the chart pane.
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If you want to specify where the text is to go, use paste in the Brush button menu. The brush shape will
change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location for the text in the chart creating pane
and click the left mouse button to add the text to the chart.

Erase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally select this option, then
selecting cancel will recover the last chart saved with an accept.

Magnify

After selecting this function, you specify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in the
chart creating pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the chart pane). The amount of magnification
that occurs is determined by the size of the area that is framed. When displaying the magnified area on the
screen, the rule is: the larger the framed area, the smaller the magnification used.

After framing the desired area, a magnified f0rm of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clicking the left mouse button at that point. Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay.

As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occuring on the normal-sized
chart form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click the left
mouse button to close the form and return to normal.

Chart data

Returns the displayed chart to the version currently stored in memory.
Change chart -->

Allows you to change the physical characteristics of the chart by using the following options:
Parameters. Selecting this will cause a "Change set up" Q-Box to appear, which will allow you to

change the chart type (pie, bar); chart title; whether to include/not include a label, legend, fill, label by
percent, or automatic scaling; and label text size (four available).

Size. Allows you to frame your chart to a larger or smaller size. The original chart also remains on
the screen. You can keep it or close it.

Add labels. Adds relevant labels at the bottom reset
of the chart (if they are not already there). This is also an

acceptoption in the "Change set up" Q-Box.
Add legend. Adds a relevant legend at the top cancel

right of the chart. Thisis also an option in the "Change set . undo
up" Q-Box. copy

Change data --> paste
Allows you to modify existing chart data or create

erase
new chart data by using the following options:

New data. Selecting this will bring up a "Make magnify
new chart" Q-Box. Here you can put in completely new chart data

information for the chart by changing its title, data type, change chart-->
and/or type of chart. After selecting accept in the Q-Box, ·ElifiWieilatteD* new data
a "Making new chart data" window next appears, waiting save chart modify data
for you to key in appropriate material. This window's
middle mouse button popup has several text editing hardcopy compress data
options:
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Make new chart

accept cancel done

Title: i

Data type :           stacked

- =2»1-- cluster LineType of chart -;,

xyPlot

Pie XY

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste. Places the item currently in the copy buffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the label; values must be entered as integers, not fractions or decimals. After
you select accept, the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that, another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box will re-appear every time you select accept. Cancel will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data. With the left mouse button, select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the
popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or Value for that particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;
bailOut causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made.

chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"
Q-Box to be displayed (in chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Modify data. Selecting this brings up an "Editing chart data" window. The current data labels and
values are listed in the window. You will be able to alter the information by using the options from the
window's middle mouse button popup:

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste. Places the item currently in the copy buffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the libel; values must be entered as integers, not fractions or decimals. After
you select accept, the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that, another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box will re-appear every time you select accept. Cancel will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data. With the left mouse button, select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the
popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or Value for that particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;
bailOut causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made.
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New Chart Editor

i Hi ...i:.;i:i?i?i;i; iIi :i:i?.i:?i:i:i:%:iii?i
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: · edit data
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chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"

Q-Box to be displayed (in chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Compress data
This is a computational device that groups or puts together like items. For instance, if you have a

label entry for " Jones" with a value of"20", and later on there is another label entry of"Jones" with a value of
"10," compress data will combine the two entries into a single label "Jones" with a value of "30."
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Save chart

This stores the chart into an Information Center for later retrieval. Selecting save chaK Will' cause a
Confinner to appear that asks ifyou want to overwrite the existing chart or create a new chart. In either case, an
Info Center Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords, and target Information Center
to store the chart in.

Hardcopy
Selecting this will cause a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing.

Select accept at the top of the form when you're finished and the hardcopy request will be placed in the
background printing queue.
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Chart Editor Button Pane

The Button pafie at the bottom of the Chart EditOr window contains the tools to manipulate material in
the text pane. and especially the chart creating pane.

There are five rectangular-shaped buttons and each has two parts: its title at the top and the current
selection at the bottom. The selecton is changed and updated accordingly when a new selection from the
button's popup menu is made. These buttons can basically be thought of as graphics or image editors.

Since each Chart Editor button has its own unique popup, we will go through every one individually,
starting with the Activity button at the far left and working from there towards the right. The middle mouse
button is the only one described for this pane.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

Activity  B rush * Color 1 Grid E Mode Il

dra'¥ EN • EN over EN<off)

1. Activity Button
Sets the mode of operation for the brush:

Draw

This default setting assures that the cursor will perform like a standard paintbrush. The cursor
becomes the brush form currently displayed in the Brush button, and puts copies (one-at-a-time or continuous)
o f the form on the creating pane above when the left mouse button is pressed or clicked. If the mouse burton is
pressed and held down and the brush/cursor moved about inside the creating pane, the brush form will be
copied along the path of the brush/cursor.

Stamp
This option is similar to draw, except stamp will simply produce one copy ata time of the current

brush form, even if the left mouse button is held down and moved inside the creating pane. Use stamp to get
the cleanest copy ofa brush form.

Line

Allows you to draw a line with the brush form between two specified points. To specify the start
point, go to the location in the creating pane where you want the line to begin and press the left mouse button.
Do not release the mouse button, as this will only produce the current form in the brush menu. Instead, hold
the mouse button down and move the brush to the desired end point. The start and end points will be
connected by a "rubberband" line that acts as a visual aid. Move the brush up and down slightly until the line
is smooth, with no "stairsteps" showing, then release the button. The line will now connect between the two
points.

Cune

Similar to drawing a line; however, it takes an extra point to determine the curved line. To draw a
curve, go to your start point then press and hold the left mouse button. Move the brush to the next point and
release the mouse button. There should bea "rubberband" line joining the two points. To specify the curvature
of your line, move the brush around to define the apex of the curve. At this time. you should see a repeated
drawing of a curve line trying to follow the current brush point.
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When t:he desired curve line is reached, click the left mouse button. The final curve line will appear
and link up the three points.

Splines-->
The following four commands will enable you to draw connected, straight, or curved lines of your

choice.

Open Curve. Here, a set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush
becomes a crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse
button. As each point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1." 41

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the niiddle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Closed Curve. This is like the Open Curve, except that it will draw a closed, connected curve so that
the result is a continuously connected line, with the last point connected back to the first point.

A set ofpoints are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and
points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is
clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappeatand the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Open Linear. A set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a
crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane boint and clicking the left mouse button. As each
point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have bedn entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disa]>pear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence.

Closed Linear. This is like Open Linear, except that it will connect the last point to the first point. A
set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and points are entered
by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is clicked down, it is
numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence, including the connection from the last point to the first point.

Rectangle
When this function is selected, the cursor assumes the shape of the upper left (Origin) cursor as

soon as it is moved into the editing pane. You can then frame the size of your rectangle by pressing the left
mouse button, just as you can frame certain types of windows when you open them.

Circle

Select this, and when the cursor assuides a crosshair shape in the dditing pane, press the left mouse
button at the point where you want the center of the circle to be. Move the crosshair away from the center of
the circle in any direction and note the "rubberband" line that will indicate the radius of the circle. After you
have chosen the appropriate radius, release the mouse button. A circle will draw itself abbut the center point at
the specified radius.

Block

Fills a rectangular area (that you have just defined) with any color or pattern currently in the Color
button. The rectangular area is not outlined.
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Fill

Fills a rectangular area (that you have defined) with the current color or pattern in the Color button.
There are two steps to filling an area. First, the Origin cursor appears and you define the rectangle (so the fill
command will have an outer boundary). After this, the crosshair cursor appears; you now click with the left
mouse button to indicate which area within the rectangle is to be filled.

2. Brush Button

Provides all the graphics tools for manipulating the shape of the drawing brush. The Brush button popup
menu contains the following functions:

Default

This resets the current brush form to be a.4-pixel by 4-pixel black square.
Icons -->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of
the available annotation forms or icons. Select the% desired icon and the Brush button will be updated to reflect
this. When you move the cursor into the creating pane above, copies of the selected icon may be placed onto
the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Symbols -->
Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of

the available chart symbol forms. Furthermore, to the right of each of these forms is another submenu
(although no --> indicates this). If required, you may go two levels for your selection: once you have selected
the desired symbol from the first submenu, mdve to the right of the selection to the next submenu to further
modify the symbol.

- The resulting form is displayed in the Brush button. When you move the cursor into the creating
pane above, copies of the selected form may be placed onto the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Alter -->

This tree popup branches off to five other subfunctions, all of which allow you to manipulate the
current brush form:

Invert. After selecting this, the brush form will be color-rev*rsed: the black bits will become white
bits and vice versa. This is sometimes referred to as "reverse video."

Rotate -->. The submenu selections to the right give you the choice of rotating your brush form 90,
180, or 270 degrees. The "brush form," in this case, should be a symbol, an icon, or some sort of framed image;
the default brush (a 4 by 4 pixel square) will reflect no.alterations. The rotation is always clockwise, so that two
90-degree rotations will be equivalent to a 180-degree rotation.

Note that this function, along with the mirror function, allows you to generate many combinations
of the existing icon or symbol forms.

Mirror. This "mirror-images" the x-axis of the brush form. For example, if you have a brush form
that looks like .>,9 in the beginning, the brush will look like "<" after mirror is used. 1I1 order to mirror the
y-axis, mirror the x-axis first and then do a rotate -->180 from the popup menu.

Magnify. Enlarges the current brush form, after you have typed the width and height magnification
factors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The form represented on the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.

Shrink. Reduces the current brush form, after you have typed the width and height reduction
fuctors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that hppears. The form represented On the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.
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Square
After selecting this, a Prompter requests you to specify the new size for the square brush. The

square brush form of the new specified size will be produced, using the current color or paffern -in the Color
button.

Round

Produces a round paint brush (the default is square) with the current color or pattern in the Color
button. A Prompter will request the radius for the round paint brush.

Rectangle
A Prompter will-request that you specify the linewidth for the rectangular brush. You will then

frame the rectangle to the desired size and it will become the brush form. This allows the rapid generation of
many boxes of the same size. -

Circle

A Prompter will request you to specify, the linewidth for the circular brush. You will specify the size
of the desired circle by placing its center on the pane (by pressing the left mouse button) and "rubberbanding"
out to the dedired radius. It will promptly become the brush form.

Frame . .

After selecting this, the Origin cursor appears and you will define a rectangle that encompasses your
desired screen material; that is,' the particular area of the image on the screen that you wish to become the
brush form.

Surround

- - This resembles frame, but allows you to pick up irregular images that might be difficult to outline
with that function. The normal cursor image is displayed; you will press the left mouse button and use it like a
pencil to surround or "rope" the screen image. After releasing the mouse button,..the crosshair cursor appears.
Next click With the left mbuse button as close as possible to the roped-off image (or even inside the image). The
brush form will assume the shape ofthe surrounded object ·

Copy
Takes the image currently in the Brush button and puts it into the image copy buffer for later use.

For example, you may copy the brush image and paste it into the creating or editing pane and/or the Brush
button in any other graphics editor. This givesthe ability to move an image from one image editor to another.

Paste

Takes the image in the Brush button and replaces it with-the image in the copy buffer. For example,
you may copy or -cut a piece of text and paste it into the Brush button, or you may copy another image
somewhere else and paste it into the Brush button.

Retrieve

Allows you to get a brush image from the Information Center transfer buffer. The item in the
*-'tiansfer buffer mtist be an image in order for the operation to work correctly.

Save

Allows you to store the current brush form into the Inforniation Center ofyour choice.
Hardcopy
After selection,· a printing or hardcopy Q-Box will appear requesting information such as printer

name, number of copies, and so on. After you have typed in this informuation (or you may with to leave the
default settings), select accept at the upper left of the Q-Box: "Done" or "printing successful," which will
appear at the top right of the screen later on, means the file has been printed.
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3. Color Button

The Color botton allows you to change the color or pattern used by the brush form to any of those shown
on the popup. Besides the colors and patterns that you see on the menu, you may also create you own patterns.
One way is to paste a standard pattern into the brush image, then use your imagination and the brush
manipulation tools to create a new pattern. Once this pattern ispasted into the Color button, you will be able to
start drawing with it.

4. Grid Button

When you use the Grid button, an invisible grid for the creating pane can be made to appear for accurate
cursor positioning. You can set the spacing of the grid in both x and y axes; moreover, you may turn the grid
on or off in either the x or y axis to allow maximum flexibility.

On/Off -0 +
You may select on or off from here in the x or y axis; this feature works like a switch that will

"toggle" the gridding on and off accordingly. For example„if your current x axis·gridding is on, the command
on/off and x will turn the x axis gridding off. If you repeat this procedure, you will find that the x axis gridding
will return to off. This is also true, of course, for y axis gridding. The current status will always be displayed in
the Grid button.

Spacing ,
Sets the spacing in the horizontal and vertical direction separately. After selection, a Prompter

appears requesting the spacing for each direction; enter whole numbers only. If either of the gridding axes is
on, irs corresponding spacing value will also be khown next to it to help you detennine the gridding distance.

5. Mode Button

The setting of the Mode button will determine the method in which the brush form is to de added to the
creating pane.

Over

The brush form you draw with will be drawn over the image in the graphics pane. The white bits in
the brush form are not transparent and will overlay (cover) the image in the graphic editing pane.

'Under

The brush form you draw with will be drawn under the image in the creating pane. Only the black
bits in the brush form will be set on the screen, because the white Barts of the brush image are now transparent.

Reverse

The white bits in your brush will have no effect on the image which is under the brush. But the
black bits in your brush will turn the black bits in the image under the brush white. Similarly, the black bits in
your brush will turn the white bits in the image under the brush black.

Erase -

The black bits in the Brush form Will set any black bits on the screen to white, thus making the
image invisible. The white bits in the brush form will again have no effect on the screen image.

C



The Hardcopy Tool

OVERVIEW

A hardcopy of text or graphics is created and sent to a printer by a feature that will be called a hardcopy
fool. This tool is sometimes referred to as "background pAnting" because once you have specified what to print
and how, you can go ahead and do other things in the Tiger system while the hardcopy tool is creating a press
file and sending it to the printer. (A press file is a file in a certain format that the printer can understand).

Whenever the hardcopy tool has something to work on, a printing status window appears on the screen (in
the upper righthand corner) to give infonnation about what the hardcopy is currently doing, and to allow you
access to its list of popup menu options.

USING THE HARDCOPY CONIMAND

Making a hardcopy of your text or graphics is easy. since most of the other tools in the system (such as
text windows, charts, maps) contain one or more popup menus with the command hardcopy in it.

Once the hardcopy command has been selected, you will be presented with one or more request fonns
(known as Q-Boxes) to specify what is to be done with the text, graphics, or various possible combinations.
When you have finished filling in your request form, a package containing your instructions and a copy of what
is to be printed is put on the end of the hardcopy t001'S queue (or list). The printing status window then
provides the only access to iI.

"SELECT HARDCOPY METHOD" Q-BOX
When you are going to hardcopy text-type files (text outlines), a special Q-Box appears titled "Select

hardcopy method." This Q- Box will not appear if you are attempting to print graphics files. After the label
Choose either: you have two choices:

Direct (the default) means that you want
to send the file directly to the printer. If you
select this it will, in turn, cause the standard
Hardcopy Q-Box to appear next, which is
described below. :eview

Preview means that you don't want to
b¢¥*ING*.1hardcopy this fiie, but instead intend to put it in

another type of window into which you can
merge graphics with text files. See the section
titled "The Preview Window" for a complete
description of this feature.

I f you select Preview, the two words
(Portrait and Landscape) next to if preview:
"wake up" and become selectable, whereas they
are normally obscured if the selected hardcopy
method is Direct.Portrait and Landscape refer
to the orientation of the image ona standard
8-1/2" x 11" page. Portrait means the text or
illustration will orient 11" venically and 8-1/2'
horizontally. Landscape means the text or illustra[ion will orient 8-1/2" vertically and 11" horizontally.

Select Hardcopy Method

accept cancel bailOut

Choose either: *Direct* P]

if preview: it»ri>,Ai!<% jAN

Select Hardcopy Method

accept cancel bailOut

Choose either: Direct U¥6yie.z

if preview: +4.Portraiti Landscape

8 W
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STANDARD HARDCOPY Q-BOX ITEMS
The items on the request form(s) vary with what kind of data is being hardcopied, but a standard set of

items appears on all the request forms. These are:

accept c ancel bailOut

Send to Printer 26,¥GinOW.222 later

File in an info center yes 0£85/ino 46*9.f.,'..•

Number Copies 1

Starting Page No. 1

Printer Name Printer name here 

Mode

Size

Border

44#:normal,* landscape

AFF. F.fili half

no

Title

Send to Printer:

Now. Send the press file to the printer as soon as it is created.
Later. Make a press file and file it into the Infonnation Center, but don't try to send it.
File in an Info Center:

Yes. I f this is selected (along with later in the line above), it causes another request form to appear that
lets you specify how the item being hardcopied should be filed (by label, key words, Info Center).

No. Combined with now in the line above, this causes the file to be deleted once it has been sent to the
printer.

Number Copies
Type an integer: the default is 1. This does not need to be filled in if later is specified in the top line.
Starting Page No.
Type an integer; the default is 1. The page numbering will start with this number.
Printer Name

Type in the name of printer here; the default is whatever the last specified printer name was. It is not
necessary to fill Ihis in if later is specified in the top line.
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HARDCOPY Q-BOX MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP
In addition to the selectable items within the standard Q-Box, its middle mouse button popup, menu

displays the following choices: -
Again
Repeats the last copy or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it back in.
Copy
Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mafk, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Cancel

Deletes the material you've filled in and returns the Q-Box to its original (default) state.

ADDITIONAL GRAPHICS Q-BOX ITEMS
For image and graphics data, the following items are added to the standard hardcopy request form:
Mode:

Normal is the default; and refers to the orientation of the image on an 8- 1/2" x 11" page. Normal means
it will orient the image with the 8-1/2" across add the 11" virtically.

Landscape is a 90-degree rotation of the normal image. It will orient the image with the 8-1/2" vertically
and the 11" across.

Size:

Full (the default) means print the image at the same size as it appears on the display.
Half means print the image scaled to half the displayed size.
Border:

Yes (the default) causes a 2-screen-unit wide border to be put around the image when it is printed out.
No means that no border will be placed around the image when it is printed out.
Title:

You may type in a title or caption for the image, or leave it blank. If a title is entered, it will be printed
centered beneath the image.

ANNOTATED TEXT Q-BOX
For text with annotations, this one item is added to the standard set:
Print Annotations: -
Yes (the default) means the annotation reference numbers will be printed in the text, and a table of the

annotations will be printed at the end of the text.
No means neither the annotation reference numbers nor their associated text will be printed.
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HARDCOPY EFFECrS ON THE SYSTENt

While a hardcopy is being made, you will notice some lessening in the speed at which the Golden Tiger
system reacts to motise clicks and typing. In order to keep this reaction time as quick as possible, hardcopying
uses only small increments o f time when needed. While this makes it easier for you to do other things. it slows
down the printing considerably. If you want something printed faster and don't need to utilize other system
features at the same time, there is an option called foreground in the printing status window popup that tells the
printing process to take over the system. This is described in the subsection titled "Active State Menu
Options."

PRINTING STATUS WINDOW FEATURES
The Printing Stams Window appears automatically during hardcopy creation in the upper righthand

portion of your screen. This window gives you the ability to look at and change what the hardcopy process is
doing, or is scheduled to do. It is a fixed-size window whose title tab tells you which of three possible states the
hardcopy process is currently in: active, access, or ESC for control.

PRINTING STATUS WINDOW MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The label above the printing status window shows the current printing state or mode, of which there are
three. ItS middle mouse button popup menu options are:

* Printing -active means the hardcopy tool is alive and working. The active state is what you will first
get when you hardcopy a document.

Access queue changes printing from the "active" to the "access" State, which contains a different
middle mouse button popup that controls moving items around the queue. emptying the queue, and so on.

Number waiting brings up a Notifier giving the number of items currently waiting in the queue.
Foreground causes printing to take over control of the system so it can finish sooner. Once in this

state, you cannot work in other areas of the window while the printing tool is working, The only thing you can
do now is to press and release the ESC key to switch access back to the more active state (ir may take as long as
five seconds to switch). Otherwise, the faster printing will continue and the window will disappear as usual
when all the printing is done.

* Printing - access in
the label means the hardcopy
tool will not tell the queue to
print the next document after
the current one is finishei

This allows you to inspect and
modify items in the queue.
The middle mouse button

popup associated with this
mode has the following items:

Printing-access
show current

Waiting for queue modify current
abort current
empty queue

modify queue item -->
remove from queue ->

move to front -->
restart queue
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Show current brings up a Notifier telling what file it is currently wbrking on; and if it is a complete
press file, what printer it is being sent to.

Modify current brings up a request form to change whether the file currently being worked on is to
be sent noW or later, which printer to send it to, and the number of copies to send.

Abort current causes the printing request currently being worked on to be stopped at whatever stage
it's in.

Empty queue causes the queue to be emptied of all entries.
Show queue item --> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the

queue; this brings up a notifier that describes what file or label it is, and if it is a complete press file, what
printer it will be sent to.

Modify queue item --> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the
queue; this brings up a request form that willlet you change whether the document is to be sent now or later,
which printer to send it to, and the number ofcopies to send.

Remove from queue --> Press and move the cursor to the Fight and select the desired entry in the
queue; this removes the entry from the queue and deletes the press file.

Move to front --> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the queue;
this moves it to the front of the queue and ensures that it will be the next document printed.

Restart queue returns the hardcopy tool to the Active state.

* ESC for control - appears in the label after
you select foreground from the Active state pobup. It ESC for control
means that the hardcopy status window has taken over
the system to get its job done faster. You will not be Sending Temp,press- + 1, to idaho
able to work in other areas as you normally could
while printing is going on, unless you now press and
release the keyboard ESC key.

PRINTING STATUS WINDOW RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU
When in use, Active state and Access state each has its own unique middle mouse button popup.

However, the right mouse button popup is the same for both states and contains the standard set of window
manipulation options, except for close self:

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Close others -
When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that

most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).-
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Select and close

Permits you to select any number- of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location. .

More than one window may be selected with this. function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest comer. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame ,

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window,will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand

The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.
Collapse is available when a window is open and actiVe. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.

Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab
anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse.button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired locatioh, click the left mouse button.
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Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed-window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

Stops everything being printed or waiting to be printed. The printing status window will disappear
automatically at a convenient time after all the printing.requests have been filled.

7



Word Processing

01'ERVIEW

The ability to quickly and easily create a document-such as a memo, report, summary, procedure-is
an integral part o f the Golden Tiger software. In fact, this entire User Guide was created with the same software
that you are now using, which includes all the word processing features. Tiger's word processing capabilities go
far beyond merely keying in and editing text. You may choose a variety of fonts and styles, add various kinds
of images (sketches, maps, charts), annotate words, and even compute numbers, all with the numerous popup
menu selections that are available at the touch o f a finger.

All word processing is done in the text pane of a window. Some types of windows are a combination of
text and graphics panes, while others aren't. For instance, a Text Item window has just one pane that is for text
creation and editing only, while a Report window contains both a text editing and graphics image pane. The
text editing pane middle mouse button popup menu is the same for both types of windows. It is this menu.
with its listed options, that will be described later in detail.

Add Item

accept cancel bailOut

Name .
open

display--> Keywords text

retrieve by--> Clanification 1)917& Int XPers XPriv XReg
duplicate

copy
cut

paste 35*2@.textitem€*4**85.-
label/key words report

hardcopy folder

*ecreatem>Nts<, data base
trash 011tline
in box spreadsheet

maintenance--> info center from selection

OPENING A TEXT ITEM WINDOW

A text item window is ideal for word processing. It is opened by pressing the middle mouse button in an
Information Cenier or a Folder, then selecting create --> text item from the resulting popup. Immediately after
that, an "Add Item" Q-Box will appear, and you must type in the label (title) of your text item after Name. plus
any keywords (the default is text) and the appropriate classification for the document.

..
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After selecting accept, the new text item
Workspace name is placed into whatever Information *

The first window you will encounter Center or Folder it was created from. Next

after you've left the Idle Image is the select the name with the left mouse button,
then select open from the middle mouse

Login window, This window is like a button popup. When the Origin cursor
locked gate that you must unlock in order appears, click the left mouse button to place
to get to the rest of the Tiger software, and . the opened window on the screen. The

all the files that you have created and window's name appears in the title tab at the

stored, gwrn-mmmemm!,g top. An insertion mark, or caret sits at the
upper left corner of the window pane. When

The login procedure is designed to you start typing text, it will appear exactly at
assure that only authoriz66 individuals the insertion mark.

will have access to data stored on the

workstation itself and on the other SCROLL BAR

machines to which the workstation is An important feature of a typical
text-editing/word processing window is the

connected, Furthermore, the procedure
scroll bar. A scroll bar allows you to move

will personalize data stored on the through text from top to bottom and back
machine; more than one individual can again, or jump quickly to any part of the text
have data on the machine without gaining It is represented by a narrow rectangular area

access to each other's data, unless specific that is displayed next to the left side of the
pane that it controls. The scroll bar isn't always
visible, and will disappear when no longer
needed.

The length of the scroll bar represents the length of the entire document, and inside of it is a gray area.
This gray area is located within the scroll bar at a point relative to the location of the text within the window. In
other words, it represents that portion of text currently showing on the screen. If the gray area is at the top of
the scroll bar, then the window is showing text at the beginning of the document. If the gray area fills the entire
scroll bar, then you can be sure that all of the document is currently displayed.

In order to move, or scroll, through a document, the following points should be noted:
• Observe that the arrow "at rest" points both up and down when it resides in the scroll bar area. If you

place the cursor toward the top of the scroll bar and click the left mouse button, the arrow briefly turns into an
"up" arrow and the window text moves from the bottom up as the solid gray area moves downward.

• If you place the cursor at the top of the scroll bar.and click the right mouse button, the arrow points
"down" and text will move from the top down as the gray area moves upward.

• A more rapid way to scroll through text is to press and hold down the middle mouse button; you can
then move the gray area up or down at will (the arrow will point to the right) and thereby "jump" to certain
parts of the text when you release the button.

• You can also press and hold down either the luft or right mouse button anywhere within the scroll bar
area and make a fast scroll back and forth within the text, instead of one click at a time. Scrolling moves the
text that is next to the cursor.
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SELECTING TEXT

Text must first be selected in order to perform editing operations on it. Selected text is usually displayed
in reverse video; tifat is, the characters of selected text appear in white on a black background. You select text
(characters, words, lines) with the left mouse button in three ways:

Click -The mouse button is pressed and immediately released without moving the cursor. This places a
caret (a small arrow·head at the bottom of a line of text, pointing upward between characters) at the location o f
the cursor.

Double Click -The mouse button is clicked twice in succession with the cursor in the same location. This
is the same as clicking at the location o f the care L

Draw Through - Press the button and hold iI down. Move the mouse to draw through (left to right or
right to left) the letters. words or paragraphs to be selected. Release the mouse button.

EMPTY SELECTIONS (the caret)
Empty selections are used for inserting text A caret indicates the location of an empty selection. (The

caret is a small arrowhead that points upward between characters at the bottom of a line of text.) The seleclion
is made by pointing the cursor at the desired location and clicking the left mouse button.

SELECTION FROM START TO END POINT

To select any arbitrary section of text, place the cursor immediately in front of the first character to be
selected and press the left mouse button. While continuing to hold the button down, move the cursor to a point
just beyond the last character to be selected. To terminate the selection, release the mouse button.

i As the cursor is moved. the text being selected is displayed in reverse video. It doesn't matter w·hat is
selected while the mouse button is being held down as long as you end up with the desired text selected.
Selections can be made in either direction from the start point-forward (moving to the right and down). or
backward (moving to the left and up).

If the desired end o f the selection is not visible in the window. select the start point and continue to hold
down the mouse button while moving the cursor just below the window (or above. if selecting backwards). This
makes the text SCr011 automatically while it is being selected. Once the end point becomes visible. moving the
cuisor back into the window will terminate the scrolling.

ENTITY SELECTION

Whole "text entities" can be selected with one action. A textual entity is any text between delimiting
characters. Delimiters are spaces (words), returns (paragraphs). star[ and end of text (entire document),
parentheses, double quotes, square brackets. angle brackets.

- To select delimited text double click the left mouse bunon just after the first delimiter or just before

the last delimiter. The entire delimited text (even text not currently displayed) will be selected.
- To select a single word, double click anywhere berween the spaces before and after it.
- To select a single paragraph (defined here to be text between returns), double click before the first

character or just after the last character.
- To select the entire document. double click in front of the first character in it or after the very last

character in it. ('The cursor must be at tile very beginning of all the text. not some lafer portion which has been
made visible by scrolling.)

1
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IMPLICIT SELECTION

When typing text, there is an implicit selection of all the text typed since the last explicit (with the mouse)
selection. Implicit selections'do not show in reverse video; however, hitting the ESC key will cause any.existing
implicit selection to be explicitly displayed in reverse video.

TYPING TEXT

When typing, characters are inserted at the location of the caret. You don't need to type a <return> at the
end of every line typed, since the software will take care of the word wrapping itself by automatically basing
line endings on the size of the window. If you want to replace text, select it and then start typing in the new
text; it is not necessary to delete the unwanted text first with the BS or DEL key.

SPECIAL KEYS AND KEY COMBINATIONS

When typing text, there are a few useful keys and key combinations that will perform some simple
functions without your resorting to ihe mouse or a popup menu:

• The BS or backspace key will erase the character preceding the caret. If text is explicitly selected (in
reverse video), striking the BS key will delete the selection and one character in front of it.

• The DEL key will delete the current selection (either explicit or implicit). This means that if it is struck
while typing, everything typed since the last mouse selection will be deleted.

• The ESC key will cause any implicit selection to be displayed in reverse video.
• Holding down the CTRL key in conjunction with typing a certain keyboard number will change the

text font; CTRL and a keyboard character will' change text style. See the popup item called Fonts --> for a
complete description.

• Holding down the CTRL key and hitting a "d" will cause the current date to replace any displayed
selection.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP BASIC EDITING FUNCTIONS

This section covers the basic editing functions of the middle mouse button again
tree popup. All of these functions operate in conjunction with the current selection undo

The "copy buffer" (which temporarily holds text) described below facilitates  geBU/1
copying and moving text around (including moving between windows, because all cut wf
windows use the same buffer), recovering from mistakes, and copying the same
thing repeatedly.

paste
saveThe text editing functions are:

Again strip CRs
Used to search for a piece of text or to do a search and replace. It wililook for search

the next occurrence starting from the current selection; if the left shift key is also hardcopy
held down, it will repeat until the end of the text. - annotation-->

To find the next occurrence of a piece of text, copy or cut the text to be looked fonts-->
for (this places it in the copy buffer). Select the place to start looking for it, and then
select again. It will either find the text being searched for and select it, or it will utilities-->
flash the window to indicate it couldn't find it
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Use of again after replacing a piece of text will cause it to look for the next occurrence of the replaced text
and replace it with the same thing. If it doesn't find anything to replace, the window will ftash.

The again function can be repeated over and over by selecting it repeatedly, or it can be automatically
repeated by holding down tile left-shift key while selecting again until it is finished.

Undo

Attempts to undo or reverse the last action performed. This is particularly useful to get back text that has
been mistakenley replaced or deleted. Undo will replace the current selection with whatever was the last text to
be replaced, copied, or cut

Copy

Puts a copy of the current selection into the text copy buffer. Once text is copied into the buffer it can be
placed anywhere into any text window (see paste), or again can be used to find other occurrences ofit.

Cut

Deletes the current selection, and places the deleted text into the text copy bufferlfthe next operation is
a paste, the cut text has essentially been moved. Using cut and then again will find the next occurrence of the
cut text

Paste

Replaces the current selecton with the contents of the teXI copy buffer. Thus, if the current selection is
empty, paste is equivalent to inserting the copy buffer text at the caret.

Paste does not affect the contents of the copy buffer, so the same text can be pasted repeatedly. Again can
be used after paste to perform a search and replace operation (see again).

Save

Stores the file Onto the disk.

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <realm>s from text that is received from another data source.

Search

Looks through an Information Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any of its labels or
keywords.

Hardcopy

When you are going to hardcopy text files, a special Q-Box appears titled "Select Hardcopy Method."
After tile label Choose either: you have two choices:

Direct (the default) means that you want to send the file directly to the printer. If you select this it will, in
turn. cause the standard Hardcopy Q-Box to appear next.

Preview means that you don't want to hardcopy this file, but instead intend to put it in another type of
window into which you can merge graphics with text files. See the section titled "The Preview Window" for a
complete description of this feature.

If you select Preview. the two words (Portrait and Landscape) next to if preview: "wake up" and become
selectable, whereas they are normally obscured when the selected hardcopy method is Direct.

Portrait and Landscape refer to the orientation of the image on a standard 8-1/2- x 11" page. Portrait
means the text or illustration will orient 11" vertically and 8-1/2" horizontally. Landscape means the teXI Or
illustration will orient 8-1/2" vertically and 11" horizontally.
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Annotation -->

Annotations can be thought of as working notes, editorial comments, or footnotes which are kept
attached to the texf but are not displayed in it. In paper and pencil days, the common practice for adding
annotations was to scribble comments in the margins of the paper. Instead, in the Golden Tiger software, a tool
called an "annotation marker" is used. The marker appears right in the text, and it can be selected for display,
deletion, or expansion of the annotation.

Annotation markers are numbers, starting at 100, enclosed within double colons and displayed in a
7-point (very small) font. They look like this::soo::. Every marker number is unique within a document, so if
an annotation is copied and pasted elsewhere in the text, it will get a new number.

The text of an annotation (and any annotations in it) is really attached to the annotation marker. This
means that if text with the marker in it is copied, cut, or pasted, the annotation travels along with it. Therefore,
annotations are deleted by cutting their marker from the text, copied by copying their marker, and can be
pasted into text in the same or another window.

If your document has annotations and you want to make a hardcopy, the standard set of items in the
"Select Hardcopy Method" Q-Box will contain an additional Print Annotations: yes or no choice. Yes (the
default) means the annotation reference numbers will be printed in the text, and a table of the annotations will
be printed at the end of the text. No means neither the annotation reference numbers nor their associated text
will be printed.

Using Annotation --> is a much more elegant way of electronically scribbling notes in the margins;
annotations can even be made on annotations ad infinitum. After moving the cursor to the right the following
submenu items appear:

Create

First, type the text that will comprise the contents of the annotation, select this text, then select create. The
selected text is replaced by the annotation marker.

Display
An annotation is opened up by selecting its marker and then selecting display. If the marker has not been

selected correctly, an error message will come up and you must re-try. If it was correctly selected, you will be
presented with an Origin cursor to open up the annotation's window.

The annotation window popup menu has fewer items for text editing that the word processing text
window popup, but those it does have are identical.

The label of the annotation window indicates exactly which annotation it is and where it came from by
displaying the label of the original word processing window, followed by the sequence of annotation markers
up to and including itself.
When the annotation window is closed, any annotation windows open on annotations within its text will also
close.

Expand -
A selected annotation marker is replaced by the text of the annotation by using expand. When an

annotation marker is expanded, the annotation ceases to exist. Any annotations within the expanded
annotation will not be expanded.
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Fonts --> again
Golden Tiger software comes with a variety of undo

fonts [hat you can selett from. The "default" font, and
what you see in this particular paragraph, is called copy  serif 10
Serif 10 regular. The Table below is a summary of the cut serif 10

available fonts. paste serif 10

The Table summary is shown in Gacha, which is save serif 10

a fixed-pitch font; that is, each character takes up the strip CR s I;;@wr-jio,#
same amount of space along a line of text, like a searcli serif 10 1
typewriter font. It's best to use a fixed-pitch font if you
need to use tabs in a table, such as the one above. All hardcopy serif 12

of the other fonts are variable-pitch; their width varies annotation--> serif 12
from character to character as appropriate, =t font*:6·>» serd 7 2

Serif refers to the little added widenings in a utilities-->
character, such as those on the ends of the cross bar

and foot of the capital T. Compare that with a
sans-serif "t" shown here: T, Font designers long ago learned that serifs help a person's eyes scan text easily
and also permit smaller white space between letters. However, sans-serif fonts are often better for emphasis,
and tend to stand out more if you are labeling things like charts, tables, or viewgraphs.

Font Families Point Sizes

1) Serif regular, bold, italic, underlined 10, 12, 14, 18

2) Sans-serif regular, bold, italic, underlined 7, 10, 12, 14

3) Gacha regular, bold, italic, underlined 10
4) Cream regular, underlined 12

Fonts will look different on the screen from the way they do in hardcopy output. This is because the
system utilizes screen fonts and printer fonts. Thisis is particularly true of bold and italic fonts, because their
screen widths are larger than their printer widths. In general, the hardcopy output will look much better than
the screen display.

Fonts can be selected by either of two ways: from the fonts -> submenu or from the keyboard.

SELECTING FONTS FROAI THE Fonts --> SUBMENU

The submenu is a scrollable list o f all the fonts that you have available in the software. To change the font
of an existing piece of text, first select the ten, then select fonts --> and slide to the right [o the list. The list will
scroll up or down if the cursor is placed at the bottom or top of the list while the middle mouse button is
pressed down. Select the desired font from this list.

SELECTING FONTS FROM THE KEYBOARD

Text fonts may be changed by first selecting the desired text and then using certain keyboard commands,
or by using the keyboard commands while keying in text. These various "quick commands" make text regular,
bold. italic. regular-underlined, bold-underlined. or italic-underlined (but only if the font variant exists in the

system).



The commands require that the control key (marked CTRL and located above or to the left of the
left-SHIFT key) be held down while striking the relevant keyboard key. To remove a CTRL command from
text, hold down both the CTRL and SHIFT keys while striking the relevant keyboard key.

These quick commands are:

CTRL Purpose
- underline text

b make text boldface

i make text italic

CTRL-SHIFT

- remove underline

b remove bold

i remove italic

The quick commands for changing fonts during text entry or after selection are done by holding the
CTRL key down while typing a numeral 0 through 9. There is no guarantee that the fonts illustrated below will
stay in this exact order; some experimentation may be necessary to map your font set:

CTRL Result

1 serif 10 point
2 serif 10 bold

3 serif 10 italic
4 serif 12 point
5 serif 12 bold
6 serif 1 2 italic

serif 18 point
8 serif 18 bold
s serif 1 8 italic
0 sans-serif 12 point

Utilities -->

Basically, these are functions that are useful but are not used in the mainstream or day-to-day tasks:
Add as key word
Automatically adds a new selected key word to the label/keywords designation of your text item

name.

Time stamp
Causes the current text selection to be replaced with the current date and time. such as ( 4 May

1985 5:53:06 pm).
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Restore

Returns the text to the way it was before the last save was used.
Erase file

Causes a Confirmer to appear that states "This will erase all the text from the file. Are you sure?"
with a yes or no selection. Selecting yes will delete all text from the file.

Compute it

Takes selected text, evaluates it. and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and
select it. then select compute it, the number '"'5" will appear.

File as new item

Files the entire document or only selected text as a new text item. If you're filing only selected text, a
Confirmer will appear that says "File only selected text?" to which you must selectyes or no. Then a Q-Box will

appear that needs the new item label, keywords, classification, etc. If you're filing the entire document, only the
Q-Box will appear.

RIGHT MOUSE BUITON TEXT WINDOW POPUP

The right mouse button brings up the standard window manipulation popup menu with the following
functions:

Help

To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the
pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A
Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to refleci the
selection. If [he data item has no classi fication there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window [hat you are currently working in, and close all of the others,

select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the w·indows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currendy on the screen and close them. A fter this

selection has been made. another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse bUIton over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse bution. If any of the windows selected for

closure have contents thai have not been saved. a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close thar specific window.
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Find l
Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the

.

screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu'will appear on the screen with
the titles of all the open wihdows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also.cause the actual title for the
window to fade in-and-out on the screen at the location o f that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse-button.

Move

If you do IiOt like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formet with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left comer of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left comer of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower.right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, zising the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle bf the size and proportion that you want, theh release the left mouse button. The.
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
- Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released. the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location; click the-·left mouse button.

Since the tabs make·u# only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title
in the tab is generally descfiptive of the window,-a numbe-r ef open.windows can be kept and organized on the
screen without the display 16oking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its ptecollapsed site and location.
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Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on
the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closed Depending on the type of window and whar you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may. appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The Preview Window

OVER#'IEW

The Preview window is a tool that allows you to compose documents w·hich combine pictures with text
files and/or to perform some editing functions that cannot be done in a regular text w·indow. The Preview
window requires several steps to set up:

• First, the image and text files are created separately,
• Second. when you are ready to combine

pictures and text select hardcopy from the text Select Hardcopy Method
window middle mouse button popup, which will
bring up a "Select Hardcopy Method" Q-Box. accept cancel bailOut

The Q-Box allows you to either send the text file .
L ....... :....Choose either: Direct 51!re¥leurAto the printer to make a hardcopy of it (by 9 --4 ..:12.-I·

selecting Direct) or to put the text file into if preview: fl*Eli« Landscape
Preview form (by selecting Preview).

• Third, select Preview, then accept from
the Q-Box. This will cause an "Item Label"

Q-Box to appear.
• Fourth, type in the item label

(the name you want to call the
Preview window) then accept.

accept cancel bailOut

User Label: 1 6 =Ta; 05'lal

Key Words: preview

Info center: 

• Fifth, a corner cursor will

appear, attached to a rather large,
fixed-size window outline. Place the

outline at a convenient area on the

screen and click the left mouse

button to open the Preview window

(but make sure the entire outline is
on the screen when you do this).

The text will now appear in the
Preview window,

A few of the Preview window's features are:

* Automatic text wrap-around of graphics images, When you transfer a picture or graphic image (chart
graph. etc.) into the Preview window area of your choice, you then select a popup menu item called compose
page and the text in that area will position itself around or at the side(s) of the image. If you don't like the w'ay
the text has wrapped, a few simple manipulations on your pan will alter Ihe layout until k appears the way you
want it [0.

·* There are many editing functions available, as weli as the ability tO Create multiple columns. change
margin seuings. vary line spacing, and set tabs.
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* A "text page break line" will break a page wherever you u·ant it to. Since you are able to do this. you
can avoid problems like single lines moving to the next page, or titles being separated from their appropriate
text.

·* In addition to working with images and text wrap-around, you can create "blank spaces" of any size On
tile shape o f a rectangle or square) and wrap text around them, t00. These blank spaces have many uses. such as
a template for positioning later pictures or as a wedge for evening up columns.

* The text and graphics you see in the Preview window are exactly the way they will appear when
printed out. Thus. you can be sure that your screen layouts of text and images will be accurate and realistic.

NORMAL MODE

A Preview window has two modes: a "normal" mode and a "picture layout" mode. Normal is the default.
You may switch back and forth between the two states by selecting picture layout from the "normal" mode
middle mouse button popup, and back to normal from the "picture layout" mode middle mouse button popUp.

Normal mode contains both text and pictures/blank spaces, while picture layout mode displays only
pictures and blank spaces, and no text. If you have a picture that needs to go on a page that contains no text,
your Preview window must be in picture layout mode.

For a Preview window that is currently in normal mode, the middle mouse b UtIOn popup menu has many
text editing options to choose from, which are described below. Remember, although you edit or change text in
the Preview document, the material in the original text file remains the same.

NORMAL MODE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP

page -->
coinpose page

conipose document
hardcopy

save

justification -->
tab

set options Paste in text from the copy buffer.

F',ao,r,k..4.".... froni Info CeIlter
add pictures --> append text --> R
picture layout edit text

file away text
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Page ··>
Foniard

Moves you forward one page to the next page of the document. If you are on the last page when
you select forward, a Prompter will appear that says "This is the last page!" meaning that you cannot go
forward beyond this page. However, images (only) can be placed beyond tile last page of a document when the
Preview window is in picture layout mode.

Back

Moves you back one page to the previous page of the document. If you are on the first page when
you select back, a Prompter will appear that says "This is the first page!" meaning that you cannot go back
beyond the first page (in either mode).

Random

Causes a small scrollable popup to appear that can display up to five numbers. This option is useful
when, for instance, you are currently working in a 15-page document. are on page l, and want to get to page 4.
Instead of having to go forward page by page to reach 4, selecting random will display a submenu: the numbers
will read 1 through 5. While still holding down the left mouse button, select 4 and the document will jump
immediately to page 4.

If you are somewhere in the same document and want to jump ahead more than five pages (or jump
back-it works both ways), you can scroll the submenu forward through the available page numbers by
pressing and holding down the left mouse button as you place the cursor at the bottom edge of the submenu.
To scroll backwards, place the cursor at the top edge of the submenu. Select the appropriate page number
when it appears by moving the cursor back inside the submenu.

Compose page
Arranges (or re-arranges) the images and text within the current displayed page. This option should be

used each time you change image or text positions. It will compose only what needs to be composed.
Compose document

Arranges each page of the document at one time. starting with whatever page is currently displayed.
While composing, the cur·rent page number is shown in the page break box below. If you want to stop the
composing process before it has finished, hold down the left mouse button.

Hardcopy
Prints the Preview document. The Q-Box that appears is similar to other hardcopy Q-boxes used

throughout the system. except for several additional commands:
• You have a choice of printing the page currently on the screen or the whole document
• You may type in a major heading that will appear at the top left corner of the printed document
• You may also type in a minor heading. which will appear under the major heading.

Saje

Stores all the information that you have created up to the moment into a file.
Justification -->

There are four types of text justification, as described below. You may justify· one or several lines of a
paragraph, the paragraph itself, or the whole page, as long as the line(s) in question have been selected with the
left mouse button. When you select a type ofjustification, the cursor will change from the normal arrow into an
appropriate illustrative shape.

After tile designated justification has taken place. you may exit that state by clicking the left mouse
button to return to the "regular" cursor. orjust by selecting another command from the popup.
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Full

This is the default justification setting for text in a Preview window. The softw·are produces spacing
between words solhat lines of text starting at or near the left margin will end exactly at [he right margin.

Left

Note that this is the only justification setting for text in a typical text item window (before putting it
into Preview). The text begins at the left margin (unless there is a tab or spaces) and ends, with varying spacing,
at or near the right margin, giving the right margin a "ragged" look.

Center

Sets selected text lines to center between the left and right margins. This is a convenient feature to
use when centering titles.

Right

Lines of text begin at the left margin with varying spacing, thus giving the left margin a "ragged"
look. The lines end exactly at the right margin.

Tab

Tabs must first be entered into your text by pressing the Tab key on the keyboard (either in regular or
Preview). Every tab has a default setting, which may only be changed while editing the Preview document-
During this time you may also add new tabs. move existing tabs. or delete tabs. To use this featUre:

Preview Window Tab Rule

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4(

| 1 I ! 1 i I,t ! | i I, I,1l | 11 , I i Ii 1 i I t | , |, | i I , I i | i I l I i I l I i | l | i11 I i1 i | l I,I l ' I | I | i | i I i I i | l
t 1 3 t.
26 84 144 200

Center Right ijecinial

• Select tab: the Origin cursor will appear. This lets you open and place a Tab Rule (which you will need
to make tabs) into the Preview document. You may place the Tab Rule at the top of the document or anywhere
within it, because the tab creations that you subsequently make from it will still apply to tabs anywhere in the
documenc

• 1-he Tab Rule displays one preset tab (in the form of an arrow) with its numerical tab setting shown
underneath. The units of measurement on the Tab Rule appear in points (there are 72 points to an inch). You

can change the measurement unit ahead of time from points to inches, centimeters, or picas by using the

"Margin, Column, and Line Settings" Q-Box (first select set options from the popup to make it appear).
• Below the Tab Rule is a list of the four types of tabs available: Left. Center, Right, and Decimal. You

may select the type of tab ahead of time, or change the tab type after you have created it by selecting the
desired tab type. then clicking over the tab to be changed. Notice that the small tab arrow will change shape
when you change the type of tab it represents.
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• Tab manipulations on the Tab Rule are all done with the left mouse button. Tabs may be moved.
deleted or created:

- To move a tab and change its setting, first place the cursor over it (in the unit number area
underneath)·, press and hold down the left mouse button. The tab will select and appear in reverse video, and
the cursor takes on the shape of the left-tab arrow. Move the selected tab to the left or right along the Tab Rule.
As you do. the number setting will blink and increase or decrease. depending on the direction you're going.
Note that once you've selected the tab. you can move the left-tab arrow cursor above or way below the Tab
Rule. It's not necessary to keep the cursor exactly over the tab as you attempt to move it. Release the mouse
button when the tab has been moved to the desired location.

To delete an unwanted tab, merely select it by pressing and holding down the left mouse button and
moring the tab completely off the Tab Rule and outside the margin (in either direction). When you release the
mouse button outside the margin, the tab will disappear. If it's necessary. you can move the tab "through'
other tabs to get it out beyond the margin. You can also delete a tab by placing it precisely over another
unselected tab: when you release the mouse button. the unwanted (selected) tab will disappear.

- To create a new tab, place the cursor at the desired location on the Tab Rule and either (1) click the
left mouse button at the desired location. or (2) press and hold down the left mouse button and move the
left-tab arrow cursor until you pinpoint the desired location, then release it.

• The final step in setting tabs is to bring up the Tab Rule's middle mouse button popup, There are two
choices on it: apply and bailout.

- Apply will recompose and
redisplay the page text with all the
new tab settings.

- Bailout will undo all the Margin. Column, and Line Settings
new tab settings. return them to
what they were before, and cause accept cancel bailOut

the Tab Rule to disappear from the Preview window. Top

Set options
Selecting set options opens a

Q-Box called "Margin. Column,
and Line Settings."This offers an
opponunity to change the top,
bottom. right or left margin
settings. to channel the window text
into one to four columns, to
determine the width between

columns (gutter width),to change
line leading. and to change the type
of tab setting.

Bottom 1.0

Right 0.749999

Left 1.0

Columns ki2Lj 234
Gutter Width 5 10 15 IE51 25 30
Tab Unit inch cm | pira5 
Line Spacing  1.5 2.0 3.0
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- The margin setting units are in inches: there is already a default for each margin that can be typed over
to give it a new setting. The range of settings runs from 0.25 to 3 inches maximum for the left and right
margins, and 0.75 to 2 inches maximum for the top and bottom margins.

- The gutter width between columns is measured in "screen" units; these units increase or decrease in
increments o f 5 between 5 and 30. and are selected with the left mouse button instead of being keyed in.

- Line spacing can be changed from the de fault o f 1 (single-spaced) up to 3 (triple-spaced).
- Tab settings can be changed from the default, which is measured in points, to inches, centimeters, or

picas.
When you select or type in a new setting in the Q-Box, the software will automatically rearrange the page

to accommodate the new information.

Modify text -->

Permits you to replace the entire document text with text from another file. append text at the end of the
document, and perform various editing functions. Ideally, text should be as "finished" as possible before
placing it in a Preview window. However, it is realized that not every circumstance can be anticipated. and that
it will often be necessary to do some "after-the-fact" editing by adding or deleting space, eliminating or
copying text, changing fonts, and so on, Modify text --> contains a number of practical text manipulation
features:

Replace text -->
from Info Center

Replaces all the text currently in the Preview window with text from a file selected from an
Information Center. To accomplish this:

• Select the desired filename from the+Information Center and select copy (or cut) from its middle
mouse button popup in order to store the text in a transfer buffer.

•Next, move back into the Preview window and select replace text -·> from Info Center. If [ext is
already in the Preview window, a Confrmer will appear thar says "Fa[al to current text! Continue?" with a yes
or no decision.

• Selecting yes will copy all the text from the transfer buffer into the Preview window. The new
text will attempt to wrap around any images in the window (images are not overwritten by the text transfer).

Paste

Replaces all the text currently in the Preview window with text you have previously cut or copied
from another text window.

Append text ·->
from Info Center

Adds text from a file selected from an Information Center to the end of the text currently in the
Preview window. To accomplish this:

• Select the desired filename from [he Information Center and select copy (or cut) from its middle
mouse button popup in order to store the text in a transfer buffer.

•Next, move back into the Preview window and select append text ··> front Info Center.
• The file text will appear appended to the end o f the current text.
Paste

Appends to text currently in the Preview window the tex[ you have previously cut or copied from
another text window.
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Edit text

Offers a variety of Preview editing features. It is also the only way you can type in, change. or delete
text while in Preview. After selecting it. observe that the regular cursor arrow will have the word "Edit"
attached to it. When it appears, you must select the particular text area that needs editing, which is done by
holding down the left mouse button and moving the cursor down over each line of text (at this point, you can't
select one word or one character only).You may select one line or the entire page this way. As you select each
line, it goes into reverse video.

When you release the mouse butIon, the system will automatically frame the selected text area into
a pane (with its own scroll bar). The text is no longer in reverse video. Now you can move the cursor into the
pane and select one character, word, line, or paragraph. in order to do your editing.

Most of the text editing w·ill be done from the options offered in the pane's middle mouse button
popup. These are:

again. Repeats the last edit.
undo. Reverses the effects of the last edit.

copy. You may copy text from another text window or from within the Preview· window. In either

case you. must first put the text into a copy buffer ahead of time. Here is a typical sequence of actions if you
want to copy text from the same Preview· window:

- Select edit text.

- Select the text area that text will be copiedfrom with the left mouse button.
- Wait for the editing pane to appear, then select the exact text that you want copied.
- Select copy.

- Select done from the pane popup.

- Select edit text again from the Preview window popup.
- Select the text area that text will be copied to. Wait for the pane to appear around the selected

area.

- Place the insertion caret: select paste from the pane popup and wait for the text stored in the
transfer buffer to appear at the caret.

- Select accept if you want to accept the change.
- Select done.

cut. Use cut if you want to remove the text completely from an area and place it somewhere else. It
works almost exactly the same as copy. Here again is a typical sequence of actions if you intend to cut text from
the same Preview· window and move it somewhere else:

- Select edit text.

- Select the text area that text will be cut from with [he left mouse button.

- Wait for the editing pane to appear, then select the exact text that you want removed.
- Select cut.

- Select accept from the pane popup.
- Select done.

- Select edit text again from the Preview window popup.
- Select the text area that text will be moved to. Wait for the pane to appear around the selected

area.
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- Place the insertion carer; select paste from the pane popup and wait for the text stored in the
transfer buffer to abpear at the caret.

- Select accept i f you want to accept the change.
- Select done.

paste. Places, at the insertion caret, whatever text is currently in the copy or transfer buffer.
accept. Stores the editing changes.
cancel. Restores all edited text to its original form and takes you out of the edit text state.
fonts -->. Allows you to change selected text, via a scrollable tree popup submenu. to another

typeface.
File away text

Files newly-edited text away to your designated Information Center'S In Box. Since files that you
edit in Preview then become different from their original text files, this is a way of storing the edited file.
Selecting file away text will bring up a Q-Box where you may fill in the User Label (desired filename), any key
words, which Information Center to store it in, and the filing method (manual or automatic).

Add pictures -->
This menu option lets you grab pictures (graphics images) from other parts of the Preview document or

other documents and place them in the Preview window. It also lets you create and place blank spaces. It'S
probably a good idea to do a compose page after you have added another picture or blank space to the text

Paste

Places an image (or text) currently in the copy buffer into the Preview document. A typical series of
steps would be:

• In a Sketch Pad (or other type of graphics pad) frame the desired image there and select copy
from the sketch pane middle mouse button popup.

• Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures --> paste.
• The image will suddenly appear, represented by a movable gray rectangle (or square) with the

cursor embedded in the center,

• Click the left mouse button ro place the image into the Preview document. The gray rectangle
disappears and the copied image takes its place.

• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it "Pasted.image- + x" ("x" is
a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.

Blank space

A "blank space" is like a blank picture. 1ts shape. which you frame for size, is that of a square or
rectangle. A blank space can do such things as act as a template for positioning later images, as a wedge for
opening space between paragraphs or titles and paragraphs. or as a means for evening up column endings. The
many uses of variable blank spaces in your Preview document will become apparent as you use them. After
selecting blank space, the following steps w·ill take place:

• The Origin cursor appears. which allows you to begin zo frame the size of your blank space.
• When you have finished framing. the blank space is represented by a movable gray square or

rectangle with rhe cursor embedded at the bottom.
• Click the left mouse button to place the blank space into the Preview document. The gray color

will then disappear, replaced by a blank. bordered square or rectangle.
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From screen

Allows you to frame an area of the Preview window or an area of another currently opdned window.
These framed areas, whether of images or text, are treated as picmres and can be placed into the Preview
document by using the following steps:

• Select add picture --> from screen to bring up the Origin cursor. You can now frame an
appropriate area o f the PreView window or some other open window.

• The newly-framed image is represented by a movable gray rectangle with the cursor embedded
at the bottom.

• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.
• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it "Screen.image- +x" ("x" is

a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.
From my list .
Brings up the list of "Paste.image" and "Screen.image" pictures appearing in the Preview

document, including pictures removed earlier in the current Preview session. The number to the left of each
".image" name is the page number that it appears on:

• Select the desired image name from the list
• When the image appears, it is represented by a movable gray rectangle with the cursor attached.
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.

from Info Center

Lets you select.an image name from an Information Center and place the subsequent image into the
Preview document:

• Select the image filename from the Information Center.
• Select copy from its middle mouse button popup.
• Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures --> from Info Center. You'll

immediately observe the representative movable gray rectangle with the cursor attached.
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.

Picture layout
There are two modes or "states" in a Preview window: a "normal" state or a "picture layout" state. You

will be in either one or the other. The normal state is that which contains all the text and images you are
working on. The picture layout state contains the images and blank spaces of the document only-there is no
text. This means you can edit and manipulate images faster, without having to constantly move or wrap text
around them.

The picture layout state middle mouse button popup is almost identical to the normal state popup, except
that it contains no menu options that deal with text manipulations.

When you are in the picture layout state and wish to return to the normal state, you merely select back to
normal from the middle mouse button popup.



THE TEXT PAGE BREAK LINE

One of the special features of the Preview window is the ability to designate where you want a page to
break. Thus, you can avoid things like single lines moving to the next page ("widows") or titles being separated
from their text. This is accomplished with the text page break line.

The text page break line will only separate text material, not graphics. Even if an image appears

underneath a text page break line, the image will still remain on the same page. and nor move to the next page.
You can place an image by itself on the next page only if you are currently in picture layout mode.

To use the text page break line, move the cursor over the page number located in the square at the
bottom right section of the Preview window. Press and hold down the left mouse button. The square turns gray
and is then easily moved up and down the window edge, dragging the bottom line up or down with it. When
you release the mouse button, the lines of text rearrange themselves.

THE PICTURE AND THE BLANK SPACE

In a Preview document there are two types of graphics that you will work with:

* A picture, which is a chart, graph, sketch, or some other type of graphical object.
* A blank space. which is a bordered rectangular or square area that contains no graphical material. You

frame a blank space to whatever size is needed. Its uses range from acting as a preliminary picture layout device
to being a means of adding space anywhere within the text material. Although the blank space appears to have

a border (so that you can see it), the border does not appear when the document is printed. However, you con
deliberately add a border if you want to via a popup option.
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Both a picture and a blank space
must first be selected in order for you to

perform editing fu actions on them,
such as moving, adding/removing

borders. and other options. Either type
of object is selected by placing the

cursor into its center area and clicking
the left mouse button. You will then see

gray "sticky points" at the sides and
center.

Selected chart showing "sticky points"

While a picture or blank space is
selected, you cannot perfor'm any text
editing (if you're in "normal" state). as
the popup menu tha[ contains those

options will be unavailable. Instead, the
picture or blank space will acquire its

own middle mouse button popup
menu.

When you've finished editing the graphics object and want to deselect it, move the cursor outside the
object anywhere in the Preview window and click the left mouse button. The sticky points w·ill disappear and
the regular middle mouse button popup menu is again available.

Since a selected picture menu popup is different from a selected blank space popup, each one will be
discussed separately.
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SELECTED PICTURE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP
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Picture -->

Center

Centers the picture with respect to the outer rectangle so that there is even spacing on all four· sides.
Move

Allows you to move the picture inside its outer rectangle or border, permitting you to "fine tune"
the placement of the picture within that area. This means the movement of the picture is bounded or restricted
by the outer rectangle, and there is a difference between moving the picture and moving the rectangle.

In order to actually pick up and move the rectangle that contains the picture to another area of the
window, you do not use a command from the popup. Instead, you place the cursor into the sticky point at the
center of the picture and press down and hold the left mouse button. The picture will temporarily turn into a
gray rectangle that follows the cursor's movements. When you come to the right location, release the left mouse
button to place the picture.

Border

Draws a 2-bixel-wide border around the picture (hot the outer rectangle). This is a toggle command,
which means that if you select picture --> border and place a border around the picture, you can remove the
border by selecting picture --> border again.

Scale -->

The following four submenu options dehl with scaling or resizing pictures. Due to system graphics
constraints, a proportion-scaled or fit-scaled image (explained below) cannot be shown on the screen as it will
appear when it's printed. Instead, the newly scaled image is represented by a gray rectangle of the correct size
that overlays the original image. I f you need to view the original image agajn, you can select show real, If you
decide not to scale the image after all, you then select unscale.
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Proportion scaling
Allows you to scale an image to a larger or smaller size in the same ratio aspect as the original.
• Upon selection. the Origin cursor appears in order for you to frame the new size of your image.

The frame will always stay in direct proportion to the original.
• After framing, release the left mouse button. The image is represented by a blinking, movable

gray rectangle attached to the cursor. Click the left mouse button to place the rectangle in the Preview
document

• Even though your image has in actuality been scaled, it can only be shown as a solid gray
rectangle with the words "Scaled Image/Prop" appearing in the upper lefthand corner.

• The rectangle can be moved around or deselected.
Fit scaling
Allows you to scale an image to a larger or smaller size within a rectangular area that you speci fy. It

is possible to deliberately distort the image's x and y parameters:
• Upon selection. the Origin cursor appears in order for you to frame the new size of your image.

The frame is flexible and can be sized as desired.

• After framing, release the left mouse button. The image is represented by a morable gray
rectangle attached to the cursor. Click the left mouse button to place the rectangle in the Preview document.

• Even though your image has in actuality been scaled. it can only be shown as a solid gray
rectangle with the words "Scaled Image/Fit" appearing in the upper lefthand corner.

• The rectangle can be moved around or deselected.
Unscale

Returns you to your original image:
• Upon selection, a movable gray rectangle attached to the cursor appears. It is the size of the

original image.
• Click the left mouse button zo place the rectangle into the Preview document. The original

image will then re-appear.
Shoil real

Shows the original image for comparison in the upper lefthand corner of the newly'-scaled image.
If the scaled image is much bigger or smaller than the original. show real may show a slightly clipped or smaller
original image because of system graphics constraints.

While the original image is being shown, a Prompter appears on the scaled object that says "This is
the scaled image!" When you are finished viewing the original image. you may click the left mouse button in
the bottom part of the Prompter, and the image will disappear.

Frame -->

Fit picture

Automatically resizes or returns the frame to a size that fitS around the picture.



Border Bordered picture and' frame

Draws a 2-pixel-wide border around the
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You may create a border on one side of the picture, or up to all four sides. If the border is not even on all
sides, you can select picture --> center [o correct the spacing.

Remove

Takes the selected picture off the page. The removed picture is placed in a buffer in case you want to use
it later. You can get to it again by selecting add pictures --> from my list, which contains all the -Paste. image"
and "Screen.image" pictures appearing in the Preview document. including pictures removed earlier in the
current Preview session. However, when you quit from Golden Tiger, the removed pictures will not be saved.

A "blank space" with its popup SKI.ECTED BLANK SPACK (Rectangle) MII)DLE MOUSE
BUTTON POPUP*43*11§34«**0*44%

2222**292*3*22*224*fu
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niove

border

The selected blank space has its own middle mouse button
popup. It also contains "sticky point&" (as docs a selected picture),

which means that you can move a blank space by selecting its
center slicky point. or increase or decrease the size ofthe blank

. space by selecting the sticky poitit at each side.

remove
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AIoje

Allows yall to pick up and move the blank space to another area of the Preview' window. The blank space
will temporarily turn into a gray rectangle that follows the cursor's movements. When you come to the right
location, click the left mouse button to place the blank space.

Another way to move the blank space is by placing the cursor into the sticky point at the center of the
blank space and pressing and holding down the left mouse button. The blank space will turn into a gray
rectangle that follows the cursor's movements. Again, when you come to the right location, click the left mouse
button to place the blank space.

Border

Draws a 2-pixel-wide border around the blank space. This is a toggle command, which means that if you
select border and place a border around the blank space. you can remove it by selecting border again.

Remove

Deletes the blank space completely from the Preview document.

PICTURE LA' OUT MODE

There are two modes in a Preview window: a "normal" mode or a "picture layout" mode. You will be in
either one or the other. The normal mode is that which contains all the text and images you are working on.
The picture layout mode contains the images and blank spaces of the document only-there is no text. This
means you can edit and manipulate images faster, without having to constantly move or wrap text around
them.

PICI-URE LAYOUT MODE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP

The picture layout mode middle mouse button popup is almost identical to the normal mode popup.
except that k contains no menu options that deal with text manipulations. For a Preview w:indow thar is
currently in picture layout mode (with no selected picture or blank space), the popup menu contains the
following items:

Page -->
Forward

Moves you forward one page to the next page of the document. If you are already on the last page
when you select forward, a Prompter will appear that says -This is the last page!" meaning that you cannot go
forward beyond the last page. However, images (regular or blank space) can be placed beyond the last page of a
document when the Preview window is in picture layout mode,

Back

Moves you back one page to the previous page of the document.+If you are already on the first page
when you select back. a Prompter will appear that says "This is the first page!-' meaning that you cannot go
back beyond the firSI page (in either mode).

Random

Causes a small scrollable popup to appear that can display up to five numbers. This option is useful
when, for instance, you are currently working in a 15-page document, are on page 1. and want to get to page 4
next. Instead of having to go forward page by page to reach 4, selecting random u ill display the popup: the
numbers will read 1 through 5. While still holding down the left mouse button, select 4 and the document will
jump immediately to page 4.
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Ifyou are somewhere in the same document and want to jump ahead more than five pages (or jump
back-it works both ways), you can scroll the popup forward thr6ugh the available page numbers by pressing
and holding down the left mouse button as you place the cursor at the bottom edge of the popup. To scroll
backwards, place the cursor at the top edge of the popup. Select the appropriate page number when it appears
by moving the cursor back inside the popup.

Add pictures -->
This menu option lets you grab pictures from other parts of the Preview document or other documents

and place them in the Preview window. It also lets you create and place blank spaces.
Paste

Places an image or blank space currently in the copy buffer into the Preview document. A typical
series of steps would be:

• In a Sketch Pad (or other type of graphics pad) frame the desired image there and select copy
from the sketch pane middle mouse button popup.

• Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures --> paste.
• The image will suddenly appear, represented by a movable gray rectangle (or square) with the

cursor embedded in the center.
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document. The gray rectangle

disappears and the copied image takes its place.
• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track ofit by calling it "Pasted.image- +x " ("X" is

a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.
Blank space
A "blank space" is like a blank picture. Its shape, which you frame for size, is that of a square or

rectangle. A blank space can do things like act as a template for positioning later images, as a wedge for
opening space between paragraphs or titles and paragraphs, or as a means for evening up column endings. The
many uses of variable blank spaces in your Preview document will become apparent as you use them. After
selecting blank space, the following steps will take place:

• The Origin cursor appears, which allows you to begin to frame the size of your blank space.
• When you have finished framing, the blank space is represented by a movable gray square or

rectangle with the cursor embedded at the bottom.
• Click the left mouse button to place the blank space into the Preview document. The gray color

will then disappear, replaced by a blank, bordered square or rectangle.
From screen

Allows you to frame an area of the Preview window or an area of another currently opened window.
These framed areas, whether of images or text, are treated as pictures and can be placed into the Preview
document by using the following steps:

• Select add picture --> from -sckeen to bring up the Origin cursor. You can now frame an
appropriate area of the Preview window or some other open window.

• The newly-framed image is represented by a movable gray rectangle with the cursor embedded
at the bottom.

• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document
• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it "Screen.image- + x" ("x" is

a number). See the description of from my list for more information about.this.

L_-
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From my list

Brings up the list o f"Paste.image" and "Screen.image" 1. P ast ed.image- + 6
pictures appearilig in the Preview document, including pictures 1. Pasted.image-+ 7
removed earlier in the current Preview session. The number to the 1. Past ed.image-+ 8
left of each ".image" name is the page number that it appears on:

• Select the desired image name from the lisL 1. Pasted.image-+ 9
• When the image appears, it is represented by a 1. Pasted.image-+ 10

movable gray rectangle wirh the cursor attached. 1. P asted.image-+ 11
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into 1. Screen.imaee-+ 1

the Preview document. :i:* 1. Pasted.image-+ 1
from 1nfo Center

Lets you select an image name from an Information
Center and place the subsequent image into the Previek, document:

• Select the image filename from the Information Center.
• Select copy from its middle mouse button popup.

• Move the cursor into the Preview' window· and select add pictures ·-> from Info Center. Youll
immediately observe the representative movable gray rectangle with the cursor attached.

• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.
Back to normal

There are two modes or "states" in a Preview window: a "normal" state or a "picture layout" state. You
will be in either one or the other. The normal state is [hat which contains all the text and images you are
working on. The picture layout state contains the images and blank spaces only-there is no text. This means
you can edit and manipulate images faster, without having to constantly move or wrap text around them.

When you are in the picture layout state and wish to return to the normal state, you merely select back to
normal from the middle mouse button popup.

RIGHT JIOUSE BUTTON POPUP

The right mouse button ina Preview window brings up the standard window manipulation popup menu
with the following functions:

Help

To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the
pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and [o where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new· status. A
Change Wrindow Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom. will change to reflect the
selection. 1 f the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

W-hen a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others.
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).
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Select and close

Permits you to select any number o f the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the
screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with
the titles of all the oben windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the
window to fade in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by this comer to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the fram¢ of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re- format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space. -

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.
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Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space o f the window itself, and because the title
in the tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windo·s can be kept and organized on the
screen without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on [he right mouse button pOp-Up menu o f a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group o f open windows on
the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confinner may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contenis.

.



Outlines

OVERVIEW

Outlines are a method of producing structure for a report or document. As in the technique taUght in
school, outlines are used to indicate the principal features or different paris of a topic The outline merhod
consists of a series of entries, each of which has a name, some place in the organization, and a paragraph
associated with it. The outline window allows you to move these entries around. organize them. and change the
names and paragraphs of each one.

Outlines are very useful for structuring large documents and reports; this Golden Tiger User's Guide is an

example of a large and complex document created with outlines. Once a suitable oudine has been built, the
outline window is capable of taking part of all of i[ and producing an organized document from iL Since the
outline window has only one pane to work in, it will be referred to as "outline' from now on.

Typical Outlinel
::di:i.li..'MJE·.

The Areas of the' Sheet
values

Numbers
.

w trings
Other Value.s

The Scroll Button

The Command Bar
The Rule/Value Button
The Address Mode Button
The Update 1.,fide Button
The Cells
The P.ow and Column Indices
Rules

Referencing Other Cells
:P.eferencing Other Sheets

Simple Math
C ell P.eference by Pointing
1.,fore Complex 1.·Cath Functions
String Functions
If-Thens, or Doing Things Sometime
Other Interesting Functions
Referencing Groups of Cells
IGroup Functions
Referencing Cells on Other Sheets

DESCRIPTION

In a typical outline, you will see a list of
entries (individual filenames). Some of these

entries are preceded by a "-" (dash), which
means that there are subentries hidden under

that entry.
If the outline contains no entries, you will

see a window with the entry "Empty

Outline" in iL and it will be preceded by a

";" (semicolon). This means that particular
entry has no text in iL Any entry that
currently has no text will display the
semicolon.

I f there are several or more entries. you
will notice that some are more indented than

others; thus. the more indented an entry is,
the deeper it is in the document's

organization.

SELECTING AN ENTRY

Selecting an entry in the outline is done
by pointing at it with the cursor and clicking
the left mouse bution. You will know the

entry name is selected when a narrow

rectangle surrounds it, just as it does when
selecting an entry in a folder window.
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Copy

First select whatever entry is to be copied. After copy is used, the selected entry (along with i[s subentries,
if any) is placed into something called the "copy buffer," which temporarily holds it, I f you use paste -·> next
from the popup, the entry will be placed wherever in the outline you have chosen. The original entry will
remain where it was.

Cut

First select whatever entry is to be cut. After cut is used, the selected entry (along with its subentries, if
any) is placed into something called the "copy buffer," which temporarily holds it. If you use paste --> next
from the popup, the entry will be placed wherever in the outline you have chosen, The original entry will be
deleted.

Paste -·> copy
In a typical outline, things are organized in terms 0 f entries and Cllt

subentries. This appears on the screen as an indentation, with all paste -->
subentries indented further than the main entry. The following three E?77,#123 liefore
paste functions are used to specify where to paste items into the outline:

hide afterBefore. Places the entry in the copy buffer right before the
selected entry on the same level. sllow under

After. Places the entry in the copy buffer right after the edit
selected entry on the same level. rename

Under. Places the entry in the copy buffer into the outline as produce ->
the firm entry under the selected entry ar the next level of indentation.

As an example, in the outline accept
Joseph cancel
Philip compress
John

Mary
Susan

Joseph is before Mary, Susan is under Mary, and John is after Philip. Susan is not under Joseph. nor
8 Jolln before Mary.

Add -->

This works in the same way as the paste function, except that in each case a new entry is placed into the
outline. The system will ask you the name of the entry before it puts it in.

Before. Places the entry in the copy buffer right before the selected entry on the same level.
After. Places the entry in the copy buffer right after the selected entry on the same level.
Under. Places tile entry in the copy buffer into the outline as the first entry under the selected entry

at the next level of indentation.

Hide

By selecting an entry and using hide, you can conceal those entries under it that have no immediate
interest. After this is done a dash (-) will precede the selected entry,

Show

Restores a selections hidden entry to visibility.
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Edit

Select the entry of choice first; when edit is used it will open the entry into a text window that can be
.

changed and edited.
Rename

Gives an entry a new daine. Selecting the entry first and rename will cause a Prompter to appear that asks
"New Headline Label?". After you have typed in the new name/label, press <return>. The selected entry will
acquire the new name.

Produce-->

There may be several classification levels within an outlined document. This feature allows you to print
only the text existing at a lower classification level and exclude from printing all text existing at a higher level.
Selecting produce --> will bring up a "Maximum classification level to print?" Q-Box, wherein you can specify
the desired level. There are three types of text affected: -

Text. Regular text.
Structure. The outline hierarchy.
EZPub text. A differently formatted text file compatible with a VM system.
Hardcopy. Allows you to make a hardcopy of the selected entry (and any entries under it). In

obtaining a hardcopy, the first of two Q-Boxes will appear, asking if this file is Direct or Preview (select Direct).
The next Q-Box needs the printer name (unless it's already there), number of copies (ifmore [han one), and so
on. Select accept from the top of both Q-Boxes when you're finished with them. When the hardcopy is
complete, a message to that effect will appear in the top right portion ofthe screen.

Accept
Saves a new file or the changes to a file. Until this is used, editing changes will not be remembered.

Accept is used twice for outlines-once from the popup in the opened text window and again here in the
outline window (make sure the entry is selected first).

Cancel

When this is used, the outline reverts to the state it was in when it was last saved (accept).
Compress

"Cleans up" an outline file after a number of changes or additions have been made to it. Every time
changes are made to an outline, extra information is added to the file the outline is saved in. Eventually, this
could overburden the file. Compress is best used after the outline or an entry has been finished.

OUTLINES RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button.popup contains the standard Set of window menu commands:
Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more informition about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect.its new status. A Change
Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select accept on
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the selection. If
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are nor being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others.
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at thar window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved. a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.

The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause Ihe actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window,

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Nlove

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting [his tool will cause
an oudine of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window· where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame dn the window popup menu. the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to '-rubber band." Move it around. using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want. then release the left mouse bUtIOn. The
contents of the reframed window will re- format themselves. as appropriate. to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some w·indows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand

The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button pppup menu.
Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window ficollapsed.

Selecting collapse allows -you to compress any active window down to its title tab and. place that tab
anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the-tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number bf open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button-pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location. -

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the grouF 6f open windows on the

screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be close¢ Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The OIT Text Window

OVERVIEW

The OIT Text Window provides a terminal interface to a host computer. It is meant to be used in a
manner similar to the Delta Data terminal.
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The OIT Text Window has five subwindows or panes, which act differently depending on the overall
state of the system. The window label corresponds to the menu item selected from OIT Services ··>. The short
wide "window status" pane beneath it always shows the current state of the system. Below it is the -'receive"
pane (which itself has a subpane at the top written to by some OIT programs). and below thar is the "transmit"
pane. Along the right side is the "function keys" pane, with a small "function keys status" pane above it for use
during editing.
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HOW TO OPEN THE OIT TEXT WINDOW

An OIT text window is opened by selecting the appropriate item from the OIT Services --> list located in
the main system middle mouse button popup menu. (The items in this list are defined ih-your OIT window
access "profile"). For each item selected you are provided with the following information: the label for the
window, what type of window to open (Delta Data or Tektronix emulation), and optionally, an automatic login
sequence to be sent to the host once the window is open.

EDITING THE OIT WINDOW ACCESS PROFILE

The OIT window access profile can be edited. Select User Profile --> OIT Edit from the main system
middle mouse button popup; this will produce a menu list of all the currently existing OIT window access
profiles existing on your local disk. Selecting one of these will bring up a window showing whatever OIT
services have been put there.

Each item in the liit consists of its name, the window type, the auto login sequence, and a set o f function
keys. The window type is either "Delta Data" or "Tek," indicating which type of window to open. "Delta
Data" is a text-only window that does many of the things a Delta Data will do. "Tek" is the graphics window
that does many of the things a Tektronix terminal does.

The auto-login sequence takes the formresponsel, response2,..., responseN. These
are the text strings that are sent in succession as responses to the host computer-when the OIT window is
opened, responsel is sent, something comes back from the host, then response 2 is sent, and so on. If any
response is.left empty (indicated by two commas next to each other) the auto-login sequence will wait for you
to enter the response (useful forpasswords). Since responsel is the first message to be sent when the window
is opened, this would normally contain the switching characters.

The commands for editing the window access profile list are in the middle mouse button popup menu.
Only a subset of commands is available in the profile windows of persons other than a logged-in user, unless
the logged-in user is a System Administrator. Access profile editing windows may be opened to several users at
once so that items can be copied from one user to another.

The fulllist of popup commands is as follows:
Edit keys
Opens a function key editing window to the function keys associated with the selected item.
Edit auto login
Brings up a Q-Box that allows editing of the name (rename), window type, and/or auto-login sequence of

the selected item.

Create empty
Brings up a Q-Box to allow entry of the name, window type, and an auto-login sequence for a new item.

After selecting accept, this new item will automatically be pasted into the list. The new item will have an empty
set of function keys.

Copy
Makes a copy of the selected item (name, window type, auto-login, and associated function keys) and

places it into a copy buffer shared by all the OIT access profile editing windows. As.an aid in remembering
what is in this buffer, the name of the item is displayed in the small pane at the top Of the window.

Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
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Paste .

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, at the
end of the list. Selecting paste brings up a Q-Box that allows changing the name, window type, or auto-login. If
the accepted name matches one which is already in the list, a Confirmer will appear asking whether the existing
entry should be overwritten. If the answer is no, the paste will be aborted.

OIT TEXT WINDOW STATES

The OIT Text Window has five basic states: Transmit, Receive, Browse, Full Screen Editing, and Edit
Function Keys. The state of the window dictates the behavior of each pane.

The window opens into Transmit state, which is the state for sending to the host. When receiving from
the host it is in Receive state. Browse state is for editing received text. Full Screen Editing is a form of the
browse state entered when using full screen editing. When you are editing a list of function keys, it is in Edit
Function Keys state. ·

Transmit State

Transmit State is essentially the default state for the window. Here, only the Transmit pane is fully active
for typing and text editing. When a <return> is used (or received as an "enter" from a function key), the text in
the pane will be sent out to the host computer, echoed in the Receive pane, and deleted from the Transmit
pane. The state will then be changed to Receive, in order to receive the host computer's response.

If multiple lines of text or text greater than 80 characters long has been pasted into the Transmit pane, a
<return> will cause the text to be sent out a line at a time, with lines over 80 characters broken at the nearest
space before 80.

The middle mouse button menu that is available in both the Receive and Transmit panes provides the
standard text editing functions as well as several additional functions. These are described below:

Again
Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
Copy

Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, at
the end o f the list.

Clear memory
Clears the machine's memory of what has been received.
Browse

Switches the window to Browse state.

Full screen

Starts a sequence to get to the Full Screen Editing state and assumes you are already editing a file.
You will be asked to specify the number of lines to bring in from that file to be edited at one time. It will then
ask the host to send that many lines and enter Full Screen Editing state on whatever text is sent back.
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Re-send

Sends the last line that was transmitted to the host again.
Fix

Puts the last line that was transmitted into the Transmit pane so it can be edited for retransmission.
The first mouse button may also be used to select text in the Receive pane, causing it to be copied into the
Transmit pane, and for selection of function keys in the Function Key pane.

The Function Key pane's activity is limited to:
• Selection of function keys (causing the key's,text to be sent to the Transmit pane)
• edit from the middle mouse button menu (which changes the state to Edit Function Keys)
• Scroll up (to scroll the list up if there are more function keys than can.be displayed at once)
• Scroll down.

Receive State

In this state, the Receive pane has total control in order to display the text as it is received. The window
will return to Transmit State when it receives the proper command from the host, or when you select break or
abort in the middle mouse button menu. Selecting brbak causes it to try to tell the host to stop whatever its
doing, and clears the input buffer of any data that has been received but not yet .displayed. Selecting abort
causes termination o f any auto-login sequence in progress, dumps anything that has not yet been transmitted
into the Transmit pane, and returns the window to Transmit State (but does not notify the host that anything
has happened).

Browse State

In this state the Rdceive pane is transformed into a fully functional text editing pane with some special
functions. Browse State is reached by selecting browse in the middle mouse button menu while in Transmit
State. When Browse State is entered the Receive pane is .given full text editing control (becoming a Browse
pane), and the last page of text received is put in it. The window status pane indicates which pages of the total
number are being browsed. The Transmit and Function Keys panes are not available while in Browse State.

Along with the standard text window functions, the Browse State popup menu has the following
additional options:

Again
Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
Copy
Makes a copy o f the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, at
the end o f the list.

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
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Search

Looks through an In formation Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any of irs labels
or keywords.

Hardcopy

Causes a Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. When this is done the
hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing queue.

Fonts ·->

Allows you to change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree
popup menu.

Clear memory
Clears the machine's memory of what has been received.
FileIt

The same as file as new item in the standard text window. It puts the selected text (or if nothing is
selected, all text) in the window (edited page) into a file in an Information Center of your designation.

Paging -->

Note that editing while in Browse State does not affect the page contents stored in memory.
Therefore. getting the same or other pages in place of those currently displayed, overwrites any editing that was
done.

Get prev page. Replaces the current contents of the Browse pane with the contents of the page
previous to the first one currently displayed. Does nothing if you already have page one.

Get next page. Replaces the current contents of the Browse window with the contents of the next
page that was received after the last one currently displayed. Does nothing if you already have the last page.

Get page(s) ·->

Sliding to the right w'ill bring up a scrollable menu containing each page number available.
Selecting one number causes that page to be displayed in the Browse pane. Selecting one number and sliding to
the right again brings up another scrollable menu containing each page number from which the other end of a
range of pages to be displayed can be selected.

Add next page(s). Adds the user-specified number of pages after the last one now displayed to the
current contents of the Browse window.

Add prev page(s). Inserts the user-specified number of pages in front of the first one now displayed
in the current contents of the Browse window.

End browse. Returns to Transmit State.

Full Screen Editing State

Full Screen Editing State is just like Browse State. except no paging is allowed. It also has the following
special full screen commands:

Full screen -->

Abort. Terminates Full Screen Editing State. Any editing done on the currently displayed page will
be lost.

Continue ·->. Contents of the pane are sent to the host and the next page of text is received and
brought into Full Screen Editing State.

Save. The host is told to aucomatically save the text being sent back.
No save. The host is not told to automatically save the text being sent back.
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Accept -->. Contents of the pane are sent to the host. Full Screen Editing State is then tenninated.
Save. The host is told to automatically save the text being sent back.
No save. The host is not told to automatically save the text being sent back.

f
Edit Function Keys State

In Edit Function Keys State, only the Function Keys pane is operable. A menu is provided which allows
changing the order of appearance of the keys in the list, adding new user-defined keys, removing keys,
re-labeling, and re-defining keys. The small pane on top of the Function Keys pane shows the contents of the
function key buffer during editing.

The Function Keys pane contains a list of the labels for all the defined function keys. Upon opening an
OIT window, the list of labels is set up from the definitions in the logged-in user's OIT access profile. The list
and the functions performed upon selection of a label, will only change if you edit them, or when the host
sends Function Keys loads. The current Function Keys definitions will automatically be saved when the Oil'
window is closed, as long as the contents have been saved.

HOW TO EDIT

Edit Function Keys is entered by selecting edit from the middle mouse button menu in the Function
Keys pane while in Transmit State. The Function Keys window becomes fully active. The small status pane
above the Function Keys pane shows the label of the function key in the function key buffer. The function key
buffer is used to temporarily store the definition of a key -which has been created, topied, or cut, so that it can
be pasted somewhere else. This window's middle mouse button menu displays the following options:

End edit

Ends the editing session and returns the OIT window to Transmit stiate.
Accept

Saves the current function key definitions.
Cancel

Returns the list to the last accepted definitions.
Copy

Copies the definition of the currently selected key and places it in the function key buffer.
Cut

Removes the currently selected key from the list, placing its definition in the function key buffer.
Paste

Inserts the key from the function key buffer into the list in front of the currently selected key. If no
key is selected, adds it on the end of the list.

Create-

Creates a user-defined function keyrputs it in the function key buffer, and pastes it into the list. It
asks for a label, the text to be sent, and whether that text should be entered (sent to the host) automatically.

Edit label

Changes the label of the currently selected key.
Edit text

Changes the text to be sent when the currently selected key is selected in Transmit state.
Edit enter key

Specifies whether the text should be entered (sent) immediately, or allow more to be added.
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There are some special things that can be put into Function Keys text:
• A double ampersand (&&) w,ill be replaced by whatever is in the Transmit pane when the

function key is selected.
• A hex specification for a character inside of double angle brackets will cause that hex value to be

sent (e.g., "«1B»" is an ESC).



The OIT Graphics Window

OVERVIEW

The OIT Graphics Window provides a graphics terminal interface to a host computer. It is meant zo be
used in a manner similar to the Tektronix terminal.
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The OIT Graphics Window can be opened into two different sizes. each o f which has a different window
layout. When the OIT Sen·ices menu selection opens a "Tek" window, a Q-Box appears on the screen to let
you specify making the w·indow either half or full size, and where incoming text should be displayed. (Tack text
style displays it in the Graphics Display pane; non-Tack style displays it in the Receive panel.
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The half-size OIT Graphics Window has six subwindows or panes:

- Starting from the top left, below the window label, is the "window status" pane
- Beneath it, in order, are the 512 pixel x 512 pixel "graphics display" pane
- The "receive" pand
- The "transmit" pane
- Appended on the right side is the "function keys" pane
- Lastly, a-small "function keys status" pane on top for editing.

The full-size OIT Graphics Window has four subwindows or panes (it has no Function Keys panes):
- Starting at the top-left and covering most of thescreen is the 1024 wide by 780 high "graphics display"

pane

- Within its borders, starting about one-and-a-half inches to the right of it, and only displayed while in
use, is the "receive" pane

- Below it is the "transmif' pane on the left
- The "window status" pane on the right.

HOW TO OPEN THE WINDOW

An OIT Graphics Window is opened by selecting the appropriate item from the OIT Services --> list
located in the main system middle mouse button popup menu. (The items in this list are defined in your OIT
window access "profile"). For each item selected you are provided with the following information: the label for
the window, what type of window to open (Delta Data or Tektronix emulation), and optionally, an automatic
login sequence to be sent to the host once t:he window is open. The OIT window access profile can be edited by
selecting Edit OIT from the User Profile --> submenu of the main system screen menu.

WINDOW STATES

The OIT Graphics Window has four basic states: Transmit, Receive, Browse, and Edit Function Keys.
The state of the window dictates the behauor of each pane.

The window opens into Transmit State, which is the state for sending to the host. When receiving from
the host it is in Receive State. Browse State is for editing received text. When you are editing your list of
function keys, the window is in Edit Function Keys State.

Transmit State

Transmit State is essentially the default state for the window. Here, only-the Transmit pane is fully active
for typing and text editing. When a <remrn> is used (or received as an "enter" from a function key), the text in
the pane will be sent out to the host computer, echoed in the Receive pane, and deleted from the Transmit
pane. The state will then be changed to Receive, in order to receive the host computer's response.

The middle mouse button menu available in bpth the Receive and Transmit panes provides the standard
text editing functions as well as several additional functions:

Again
Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
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Copy

Makes a copy o f the selected item and places it into a copy bu ffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, at
the end of the list.

Clear memory
Clears the machine's memory o f what has been received.
Browse

Switches the window to Browse State.

Re-send

Sends the last line that was transmitted to the host again. -
Fix

Puts the last line that was transmitted into the Transmit pane so it can be edited for retransmission.
Always echo
Sets the Transmit pane to "always echo" anything that is typed, including passwords. This is useful

because when drawing, the pane is put.in a "no echo" state and is not switched back automatically.
Page
Puts a page break in the saved text and clears both text and graphics windows
Reset

Does everything page does, but also resets the location to 0,0.
Capture graphics -->
For creation of map style data, hints, and control files from any vector data·that comes in while this.

option is on (default is off). When on is selected, it will ask you to provide information for creation and
Information Center filing.

Hardcopy -->
Gives the standard image hardcopy sequence for either the entire image or the area framed by the

user.

File out -->

Gives the standard fileout (save) sequence to put either the entire image or the area framed by the
user as an image in an Information Center.

Copy-->

Puts a copy of either the entire image or an area you have framed into the image copy buffer; after
doing this, you call go to any of the image,editing windows and paste the copy into the window or brush.

The Function Key pane's activity is liniited to:
• Selection of function keys (causing the key's text to be sent to the Transmit pane)
• edit from the middle mouse button menu (which changes the state to Edit Function Keys)
• Scroll up (to scroll the list up if there are more function keys than can be displayed at once)
e Scroll down.
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Receive State

In this state the Receive and/or Graphics Display pane(s) have total control in order to display the text
and graphics as they are received. The window will go back to Transmit State when it receives the proper
command from the host, or when you select break or abort in the middle mouse button menu. Selecting break
causes it to try to tell the host to stop whatever its doing. and clears the input buffer of any data that has been
received but not yet displayed. Selecting abort causes termination of any auto-login sequence in progress.
dumps anything that has not yet been transmitted into the Transmit pane, and returns the window to Transmit
State (but does not notify the host thar anything has happened).

Browse State

In this state the Receive pane is transformed into a fully functional text editing pane with some special
functions. Browse State is reached by selecting browse in the middle mouse button menu while in Transmit
State. When Browse State is entered the Receive pane is given full text editing control (becoming a Browse
panel and the last page of text received is put in it. The Window Status pane indicates which pages of the total
number are being browsed. The Transmit and Function Keys panes are not available while in Browse State.

Along with the standard text window fu notions, the Browse state popup menu has the following
additional options:

Again
Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
Copy
Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected. at
the end of the list.

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
Search

Looks through an Information Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any of its labels
or keywords.

Hardcopy

Causes a Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. When this is done the
hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing queue.

Fonts ·->

Allows you to change selected teXt to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree
popup menu.

Clear memory

Clears the machine's memory of what has been received.
FileIt

The same as file as ne,i item in the standard text window. It puts the selected text (or if nothing is
selected. all text) in the window (edited page) into a file in an Information Center of your designation.
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Paging -->

Note that editing while in Browse State does not affect the page contents stored in memory.
Therefore, getting the same or other pages in place of those currently displayed overwrites-any editing that was
done.

Get preY page. Replaces the current contents of the browse pane with the contents of the page
previous to the first one currently displayed. Does nothing if already have page one.

Get next page. Replaces the current contents of the Browse window with the contents of the next
page that was received after the last one currently displayed. Does nothing if you already have the last page.

Get page(s) -->
Sliding to right will bring up a scrollable menu containing each page number available. Selecting

one number causes that page to be displayed in the Browse pane. Selecting one number and sliding to the right
again brings up another scrollable menu containing each page number from which the other end of a range of
pages to be displayed can be selected.

Add next page(s). Adds the user-specified number of pages after the last one now displayed to the
current contents of the Browse window.

Add prev page(s). Inserts the user-specified number of pages in front of the first one now displayed
in the current contents of the Browse window.

End browse. Returns to Transmit State.

Edit Function Keys State

In Edit Function Keys State, only the Function Keys pane is operable. A menu is provided which allows
changing the order of appearance of the keys in the list, adding new user-defined keys, removing keys,
re-labeling, and re-defining keys. The small pane on top of the Function Keya pane shows the contents of the
function key buffer during editing.

The Function Keys pane contains a list of the labels for all the defined function keys. Upon opening an
OIT window, the list of labels is set up from the definitions in the logged-in user's OIT access profile. The list,
and the functions performed upon selection of a label, will only change if you edit them, or when the host
sends Function Keys loads. The current Function Keys definitions will automatically be saved when the OIT
window is closed, as long as the contents have been saved.

HOW TO EDIT

Edit Function Keys is entered by selecting edit from the middle mouse button menu in tile Function
Keys pane while in Transmit State. The Function Keys window becomes fully active. The small status pane
above the Function Keys pahe shows the label of the function key in the function key bufTer. The function key
buffer is used to temporarily store the definition o f a key which has been created, copied, or cut, so that it can
be pasted somewhere else. The window middle mouse button menu displays the following options:

End edit

Ends the editing session and returns the OIT window to Transmit State.
Accept

Saves the current function key definitions.
Cancel

Returns the list to the last accepted definitions.
Copy

Copies the definition of the currently seldcted key and places it in the function key buffer.
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Cut

Removes the currently selected key from the list, placing its definition in the function key buffer.
Paste

Inserts the key from the function key buffer into the list in front of the currently selected key. If no
key is selected, adds it on the end of the list

Create

Creates a user-defined function key, puts it in the function key buffer, and pastes it into the list. It
asks for a label, the text to be sent, and whether that text should be entered (sent to the host) automatically.

Edit label

Changes the label of the currently selected key.
Edit text

Changes the text to be sent when the currently selected key is selected in Transmit State.
Edit enter key
Specifies whether the text should be entered (sent) immediately, or allow more to be added.

NN-NNN

There are some special things that can be put into Function Keys text:
• A double ampersand (&&) will be replaced by whatever is in the Transmit pane when the

function key is selected.
• A hex specification for a character inside of double angle brackets will cause that hex value to be

sent (e.g., "«1B»" is an ESC).



The Database Tool

OVERVIEW

Da[abase is a powerful data management tool by which you are able to rapidly bring up your data. make
many kinds of additions or changes to it. create new data, and manage Ihe various data according to your
particular needs. Database information is flexibly integrated. and can be sent on to a Chart Editor as well as
accessed from a Spreadsheet.

The basic functions o f Database are data entry, data manipulation, and data output. You can manipulate
your data with queries, sort the data. then produce a report that can immediately be hardcopied.

Sales office
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WINDOW DESCRIPTION

A Database is created when you select the middle mouse button create ··> database option from any
Information Center or Folder. After this. an "Add Database" Q-Box appears that asks for the database name.
any keywords, and its classification. Upon selecting accept, your typical Database window opens up. It is of
fixed size and composed of two rows and five panes. The top row· contains the Fields. Hits, and Text panes; the
bottom row contains the Queries and Report Formats panes. Each pane's functions and popup menul options
are described next.

Fields Pane

A "field" is a specific area in a record. The Fields pane lists your da[a felds and allows you to modify and
update them as needed. When you select a listed item. its characteristics are displayed in the adjacent Hits
pane. The Fields pane middle mouse button popup menu offers the following options:
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Add

Adds a new field to your database. Selecting add brings up a "Field Entry" Q-Box. It requires the
new field name, field length (the probable number of characters needed for the field; the default is 10), and
field type, whether string (text) or number (number of data digits).

When you ebter the new field name, don't type in spaces before or after the name. Furthermore,
your field name should be unique among other field names to avoid confusion (no duplicates). The spaces
between your field name words appear as dashes.

The field length is the integer character count for your data field. You must calculate how many
characters will probably be needed to define this field. For instance, a typical longitude designation is
"241.750" which requires a minimum of 7 characters (include the period in your count). If you specify a length
of 30 for a field but use only 25, the length, as far as ihe system is concerned, will still be 30. There is no harm
done here, except some disk space and memory are wasted, and after many such entries this could become
significant. If you enter too small a number, the system will truncate the information. Thus, if the field "Los
Angeles Basin" is given a length of 15, it will appear as "Los Angeles Bas". These situations are easily remedied
with the change length menu option. You must enter field length using an integer only-no decimals,
fractions, or negative numbers.

Your answer to field type will be determined by the kind of data being entered into the new field
name. "String" refers to text material, while numeric material requires "number."

Delete

Eliminates the item in the Field pane that is currently selected. After selecting delete, a
precautionary Confirmer appears that asks "Are you sure you want to delete filename?" to which you must
click over yes or no.

Rename

Lets you assign a new field name to an already existing name. After selecting rename, a Prompter
appears that asks "New field name?". You must then type in the new name and press the <return> key, so the
name will be entered into the system.

Change Length
Allows you to change the field length. After selecting change length, a Prompter appears that asks

"New field length?" You must type in the desired number and press the <return> key, so the number will be
entered into the system. This command will truncate extra data if the new field length is shorter than the
previous field length, and it will pad the fields with blank spaces if the new field length is longer.

Definition

Displays the characteristics of a selected field name. After selecting definition, a Notifier appears
that lists the Field Name, Field Length, and Field Type in the top part. When you have finished reading the
definition, click in the bottom part of the Notifier where it says "Click mouse here please."

Hits Pane

The Hits pane displays all the records resulting from field name that you selected from the Fields pane.
Records can be listed, sorted, deleted, undeleted, and so on.

The Hits pane middle mouse button popup contains the following items:
Show all records

Lists all undeleted records residing in the Hits pane. Tile field listed is the same field currently
selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection in the Fields pane, it will default tile selection to the first
item in the Fields pane.
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Sort hits

Sorts the current Hits pane information in ascending order (as in a, b, c ..·, 1,2,3). The program
will only sort the field which is currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection,--thB program will
use the first item in the Fields pane for sorting.

Reverse hits

Reverses the current Hits pane list. In other words, the first item on the list becomes the last item on
the list, the second item on the list becomes the second-to-the-last item on thelist, and so on.

Show deleted records

Displays those records that have been eliminated with ' delete record. When you have finished
viewing the list of deleted records and wish to return to the previous list, select undo query from the Queries
pane middle mouse button popup. You may also select show aIl records from the Hits pane (which may or may
not be the previous list).

Delete record

Deletes the record currently selected in the Hits pane. When delete record is selected, a Confirmer
appears that asks "Are you sure about deleting this record?" You then have a choice of clicking over yes or no.

Undelete record

Brings back a record that has been deleted earlier. To do this, first select show deleted records from
the popup. Next, select (with the left mouse button) the record from the resulting list that you wish to undelete,
then select undelete record from the popup. If you now select show all records from the popup, you will get a
display of the fulllist, including the record that you have just-undeleted.

Make new database

Takes the list of records from the current Hits pane list and makes a new database window from
them. To do this, select make new database. A Q-Box appears, and you must fill in the new database label
(name), classification, what Information Center to file it into, etc. After selecting accept, the new database will
be filed into the designated Information Center. You may then 'get to it by either selecting paste from the
Information Center's middle mouse button popup and selecting and opening the file when it appears in the
List pane, or by selecting in box from the same popup and selecting and opening the file from there.

Chart data

Transfers the records information currently in the Hits pane to a Chart Editor, where the
information will automatically be drawn or charted for you. To accomplish this, the following steps are taken:

o Select chart data, and observe the "Chart data" Q-Box that subsequently appears. Here you must
choose how to label the chart, what value(s) are to be assigned to it, and whether the information should be
compressed. 

- The selectable items appearing after Labels: will be the same data field items currently listed in
the Fields pane. The selection from this option will display below the x axis of the chart. If you plot an xy chart,
select a label for your x axis and a single value for your y axis.

- Unlike other Q-Box entries, Valtie: information is not entered by keying it in or selecting from
different boxes. When you move the cursor into that area and click the left mouse button,- the cursor changes
into the shape of a mouse with the middle mouse button highlighted. This means that you are to press the
middle mouse.button to start entering your value(s).

- After pressing the middle mouse button, a tiny popup appears that contains:
backspace. Eliminates.(or backspaces over) the current displayed value.
cancel. Eliminates all current displayed values.
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- Themmaining choices in the popup can vary. as they represent the current applicable numeric
fields associated with the information in the Hits pane that you are charting. You are able to input multiple
fields for your values. so that you can plot cluster bar charts, stack bar charts, and stack line charts. You can
also utilize one field to plot bar charts, line, charts, pie charts. and xy charts.

- Compress? if selected yes (de fault is no), the resulting chart will sum or group like items into one
comprehensive item. In other words. a "compress" will group all names of the same name together in your
label selection. so that the final result will encompass all of them.

Before compression:

LabelValue

regionA100
region8200
regionA 300

After compression:

LabelValue

region.,400

region8200

• When you have filled in the Q-Box and selected accept, the Origin (top left) cursor appears in
order for you to frame the chart to your desired size. After the chart is framed and you've released the left
mouse button. another Origin cursor appears. This represents the top left corner of the complete Chart Editor
window-: the chart itself is in the middle pane section. Click the left mouse button once to place the window
upon the screen.

• If you now wish to edit the displayed chart. add or delete features, increase/decrease the chart
font size. and so on. use the chart area middle mouse button popup. Every menu item is described below:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

lf you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around via the mouse, the cursor
becomes a pencil or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor:
this is a " freehand drawing" feature. The cursor can also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The
Brush shape is added to the chart by clicking (or pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manner in which
the Brush shape is added to the chart u·ill be determined by the state of the five graphic control "buttons" in
the bottom Button pane,

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON

The middle mouse button accesses a popup menu that contains these chart manipulation functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the Butron pane below to their defuult settings.
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Accept

Takes a "snapshot" of the chart you are currently working on. That is, the chart will be saved, so
that if you do a cancel afterwards, the editor will return you to this image. lf you are annotiting a complex
chart, it's a good idea to do an accept as you complete each stage of your work.

Cancel

Returns you to the chart that existed after the last accept. lt will undo everything you have done
since then. lf you started with a blank chart, a cancel without any previous accept will put you back to a blank
chart editing pane.

Copy

Stores the current chart in the editing pane into a buffer, so that you may transfer the chart to
another compatible window or to a Brush. for example, you may copy the chart and then paste it into another
graphics editor or image-type window. You cannot transfer a chart into a text window.

Paste

Places tile contefits of the buffer into the chart pane. For example, when you use the upper text
pane to create text, select it, and copy it, you can then (with paste) place the text into the middle pane below.
Paste will always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor which is at the upper left corner of the chart
pane.

If you want to specify where the text is to go, use paste in the Brush button menu. The brush shape
will change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location for the text in the chart creating
pane and click the left mouse button to add the text to the chart.

Erase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally use this function, then
selecting cancel will recover the last chart saved with an accept.

Magnify

After selecting this function, you specify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in
the chart creating pane (the system will ignore any aread outside of the chart pane). The amount of
magnification that occurs is determined by the size of the area tha[ is framed. In order to display the magnified
area on the screen, the larger the framed area, the smaller the magnification used.

After framing the desired area, a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clicking the left mouse button at that point. Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay. As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occuring on the
normal-sized chart form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click
the left mouse button to close the·form and return to normal.

Chart data

Returns the displayed chart to the version currently stored in memory.
Change chart -0 -

Allows you to change the physical characteristics of the chart by using the following options:
Parameters. Selecting this will cause a "Change set up" Q-Box to appear, which will allow you to

change the chart type (pie, bar); chart title; whether to include/not include a label, -legend, fill, label by
percent, or automatic scaling; and label text size (four available).

Size. Allows you to frame your chart to a larger or smaller size. The original chart also remains on
the screen. You can keep it or close it.
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Addlabels. Adds relevant labels at the bottom of the chart (ifthey are not already there). This is also
an option in the "Change set up" Q-Box.

Add legend. Adds a relevant legend at the top right of the chart. This is also an option in the
"Change set up- Q-Box.

Change data -·>
Allows you to modify existing chart data or create new chart data by using [he following options:
New data. Selecting this will bring up a "Make new chart" Q-Box. Here you can put in completely

new information for the chart by changing its title, data type, and/or type of chart. After selecting accept in the
Q-Box, a "Making new chart data: window next appears, waiting for you to key in appropriate material. This
window's middle mouse button popup has several text editing options:

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste. Places the item currently in the copy buffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the label: values must be entered as integers, no[ fractions or decimals. After
you select accept, the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that. another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box w·ill re-appear every time you selec[ accept. Cancel will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data. With the left mouse button, select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the
popup. which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or Value for chat particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;
bailOut causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made.

chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"
Q-Box to be displayed (in chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Modify data. Selecting this brings up an "Editing chart data" window. The current data labels and
values are listed in the window. You will be able to alter the information by using the options from the
window's middle mouse button popup:

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste. Places the item currently in the copy buffer at the insenion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box, This allows you to.fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the label; values must be en[ered as integers, not fractions or decimals. After
you select accept, the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that. another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box will re-appear every time you select accept. Cancel will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data. With the left mouse button. select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the
popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or Value for that particular
data (you must select accept 10 complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values:
bailOut causes the Q-Box [o disappear, with no changes having been made.
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chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"
Q-Box to be displayed (in chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Compress data
This is a computational device that groups or puts together like items. For instance, if you have a

label entry for "Jones" and a value "20" with it, and later on there is another label entry of "Jones" with a value

of "10," compress data will combine the two entries into a single label "Jones" with value "30."
Save chart

Stores the chan into an Information Center for later retrieval. Selecting save chart will cause a
Confirmer to appear that asks if you want to overwrite the existing chart orcreate a new chart. In either case, an
Info Center Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords. and target Information Center
to store the chart in.

Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box [o appear requesting necessary in formation for printing. Select accept at

the top of the form when you're finished and the hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing
queue.

• For a complete description of the other two panes o f a Chart Editor window ([he top Text pane
and the bottom Button pane) and their respective popup menus, see the section titled "Chart Editor."

Compress database

Throws away all deleted items. thereby opening up additional disk space.
Text Pane

This is the (unlabeled) pane for editing info]·mation contained in the database records. It displays tile
relevant information corresponding to the currenrly selected item in the Hits pane. along with a predetermined
set of data fields, The dan fields are identical to those currently represented in the Fields pane, so they will
vary as the data fields in the Fields pane change. The data felds are "protected," in thar they cannot be edited
or deleted; they appear in boldface.

Editing information in this pane is much like editing a record entry form. The editing features available
are very simple and the pane is not meant to contain large amounts of text. Here a tab will jump you to the next
field and highlight it, and a <return> will place the caret at the beginning of the next field. The pane middle
mouse button popup contains some standard text editing options as well as some special options:

A::1 in

Repeats the last copy or cut that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance. if you have deleted text. undo will put it
back in.

Copy
Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer for later placement.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer for later placement: however. you
cannot cut a protected data field.

Paste

Places. at the insenion mark. whatever information is currently in the copy bu ffer.
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Compute
Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and

select it, then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.
Search Text

Searches for a text word or item as it is linked to a label or keyword within an Information Center.
To do this:

• Select the text word/item you want to search for, then select search text from the popup.
• Shortened title tab(s) of currently activated Information Center(s) will next appear in the Text

pane. Select the desired title tab, then click the left mouse button once outside the Database window.
• When the text is found, the Origin cursor appears. You now use it to frame and open the resulting

window called "Hits for:" All identified items are listed in the pane below.
• You may select an item from the list and manipulate it with the pane middle mouse button menu.

The menu choices are:

- Open. Opens up the selected item.
- Duplicate. Physically makes another file on the disk, as opposed to copying an existing file.

Selecting duplicate causes a "New item label" Q-Box to appear. You must designate a name (the current name
is highlighted), any keywords (keywords that belong to the current name are already there), and a classification.
Selecting accept will pu[ the duplicated file in the In Box of whatever Information Center the original file came
from.

- Copy. Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy bu ffer for later placement.
- Cut. Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer for later placement.
- Items keyed to. Opens a Prompter that says "Key word?" Type in the desired key word and

<return>. This in turn opens to a window with a title ub o f "Items keyed by *text*" that lists below those items
linked to the desired key word,

- Key words. Brings up a "Key Word List" window that lists the key word(s) associated with the
selected file. If you then select one of the listed key words, the window middle mouse button popup gives you
three choices: "Get [items] [folders] [everything] keyed with this word." The resulting window is called "Items
keyed by (key word) from (name ofitem)' and a list below of the relevant items.

- Make folder. Brings up a "New folder label" Q-Box with the current name highlighted. Key
words can be entered. Selecting accept will place the (new) folder name into the same Information Center
where the original came from (look for it in the In Box).

Require
A way of doing queries without having to invent a new query. While in a record in a text pane.

double-click one of the fields: require willlook at values. go through the Hits list and throw out everything thai
does?i't contain relevant infonnation.

Exclude

Given the same situation as in require above, exclude gets rid of everything that does have the

information.

Blank Record

Leaves the current data fields displayed but removes the information associated with them: this is
like getting a blank form to work with.
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Add Record

Adds a new record to the Hits pane list. You may either edit existing data field information or start
with a blank form and key in the information before selecting add record. .

Accept Record

Accepts editing changes made to data field information.
Reset Record

Puts the record information that you have changed back to the way it was before the last accept
record or before you edited the text.



Queries PBne

The Queries pane acts as a "filter" on the database. It allows you to enter and keep track of queries for
your particular database: if you wish, these entries can be saved into a constantly updated file so that the next
time you open your database. every query not·previously deleted will be listed.

The pane's middle mouse button popup menu contains the following options:
Show all records

Lists all undeleted records in the Hits pane. The field listed will be the same fields that you have
currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection. the program will use the first item in the Fields
pane.

Sort hits

Sorts the current Hits pane information in ascending order (a, b. c ... 1,2,3). The program will
only sort the field which is currently selected in the Fields pane. I f there is no selection. the program will use
the first item in the Fields pane for sorting.

Reverse hits

Reverses the current Hits pane list. In other words, the first item on the list becomes the last item on
the list the second item on the list becomes the second-to-the-last item on the list and so on.

Add

Allows you to add or construct a new query using a
series of query "templates." You may then use them to query the Eriter your query;
whole database or just the Hits window.

When you select add to construct your new query, a backspace=

different approach is used to enter most of the information. cancel
Label  -

Instead of typing in text and numbers or selecting from various Icon

boxes, you will utilize a seMes of small popup menus. These 1&1
lon

menus are designed to keep track of your query syntax (field kev

name - operator - value) and zo guide you in forming the
query correctly. In order to illustrate how this works. here is the
procedure to add a typical latitude query, such as "latitudes greater than 30":

• Select add from the popup: A Prompter appears that says "Enter your query."
• Unlike other Prompters, you will not key in text or numbers and terminate k with a <return>.

Notice that a mouse cursor appears in the bottom part of the Prompter, with the middle mouse bUtIOn
highlighted. This means [hat you are to press the middle mouse button to start entering your query.

• After pressing the middle mouse button. a tiny popup appears that contains:
backspace. Eliminates (or backspaces over) the current displayed value.
cancel. Closes the popup and cancels the query.

The remaining choices in the popup vary, as they represent the current applicable list in the Fields
pane. In this example. one of the variable selections is lat(itude).

• Select lat and press the middle mouse button again. (Notice that lat now appears at the bottom of
the query Prompter).

• The second popup to appear contains a fixed list of operators: backspace cancel < > = <= >=
- contains - contains

• You want to query latitudes "greater than," so select > and observe that lat > appears in the
Prompter. Press [he middle mouse button again.

145
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• The third popup Contains another fixed list: backspace cancel enter value
• Since you're ready to enter the number value of the quer'y, select enter value. A Prompter appears

that says "Enter a number." This time, key in "30" then press <return>,
• The original Prompter reappears and displays the query

lat > 30 at the bottom. Press the middle mouse button againbackspace
cancel to bring up the last menu. Its fixed choices are: backspace

<
3 cancel ACCEPT and or xor

•If your query is to be more complex than the threebackspace
cancel simple steps just described, you may extend the query as far

enter vallie as you need to by selecting the logic operators to connect the
contains queries: QueryA and QueryB or (and so on). However, you- contains

want to finish the query at this point, so select ACCEPT
from the popup. This will place the new query at the bottom
of the list in the Queries pane.

• If you now select lat > 30 from the list with the left mouse button and then select query from the
pane's middle mouse button popup, the query will be made against the whole database. The results will be
displayed in the Hits pane.

Delete

Cuts the current list selection in the Queries pane off the list. If there is no selection, the window
will flash and nothing will happen.

Delete all

Eliminates all the entries in the Queries pane. This command essentially erases every query entry
and starts a new list.

Query

Queries the pane selection against the database, which does not include deleted records. If there is
no selection, the window will flash and nothing will happen. You may return to tile previous list by selecting
undo query.

Query hits

Queries the pane selection against the current list in the Hits pane, not the entire database. This
command is useful when you want to filter your data by stages. For example, if you want to find out those
people living in Los Angeles who are over 65, you will query city = Los Angeles first to obtain the number of
people living in Los Angeles, then query age > 65 to get the correct answer.

Undo query

Returns the current Hits pane list to the previous list. The current Hits list is transferred into a
buffer. so that if you select undo query again the Hits pane list will toggle back to the firSt liSL

Report Formats Pane

The Report Formats pane lists report formats that you have found to be useful for the database, A report
fonnat basically displays the order in which you wish certain fields to be listed. A report format can be saved
and retrieved for later use. The pane's middle mouse button popup menu contains the following options:

Show all records

Lists all undeleted records residing in the Hits pane. The field that is listed is the same field
currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection, the program will list the first item in the Fields
pane.
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Sort hits

Sorts the current Hits pane information in ascending order (a, b, c ... 1,2,3). The program will
only sort the field which is currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection, the program will use
the first item in the Fields pane for sorting.

Reverse hits

Reverses the current Hits pane list. In other words, the first item on the list becomes the last item on
the 1* the second item on the list becomes the second-to-the-last item on the list, and so on.

Add

Allows you to add a new report format using a popup menu as a "template" instead of typing in text
or numbers. The popup guides you in forming a report format that uses the correct fields. To do this, the
following steps are taken:

• Select add from the pane popup. A Prompter appears that says "Enter your report"
• Observe that the cursor has changed to a mouse with the middle mouse button highlightei This

means that you are to press the middle mouse button and select the option(s) shown in the resulting popup:
backspace. Eliminates (or backspaces over) the item that appears at the bottom of the Prompter.
cancel. Closes the Prompter and stops making a report format.
Accept. Saves the new report format.

The remaining choices in the popup vary, as they are the same as the current list in the Fields pane.
• Select one or several choices from among the variable list, then select accept. The popup will

disappear and the new report format name will be at the bottom of the list in the Report Fonnats pane.
Delete

Cuts the current selection in the pane off the list. If there is no selection. the window will flash and
nothing will happen.

Delete all

Eliminates all the entries in the pane. This command essentially erases every report format entr'y
and starts a new list.
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show all record; _
sort hits

reverse hits
add

delete
delete all

*make:reportss

accept cancel bailOut
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Make report

Allows you to create a report in a t?xt window that already contains columns of field information
(column spacing is determined by a Q-Box). This information is linked to the report format previously selected
by you from the Report Formats pane list. Only the records currently in the Hits pane are used for reporting;
to get a report of the whole database, select show all records from the Hits pane popup before you generate
your report. In order to create a report, the following steps are taken:

• Select the

desired report format
Enter Column Widths

from the list, then select

make report from the
pane's popup menu.

• A Q=Box will 
appear. Type in the

label or name that you 1
intend to give to the
report, its classification,

1
filing method, and so

on. Select accept.
• Another Q-Box 1

appears called "Enter
Column Widths." It 1

enables you to set the
. width (in inches only)

for up to five columns.

When you've finished setting the desired width(s),select accept and your newly-named report window can next
be openei

accept cancel bailOut

Column 'Width (inches): 1

Column Width (inches): 2

Column vlridth (inches): 3

Column Wid€h (inches): 4

Column Width (inches): 5
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• An Origin cursor will next appear, so that you may frame and open a text window. When it is
opened. the name you've given to the report will be in the title tab at the top. Inside the window, the field
information containedin your selected report format is displayed in columns. This information can be edited
and you can key in, and edit, additional text before or after the columns.

The text window has a middle mouse button popup tree menu that contains many standard
text-editing options. These are:

Again
Searches for a piece of text or to do a search and replace. It will look for the next occurrence starting

from the current selection; if the left shift key is also held down, it will repeat until the end of the text
To find the next occurrence of a piece of text, copy or cut the text to be looked for (this places it in

the copy buffer). Select the place to start looking for 1 and then select again. It will either find the text being
searched for and select it, or it will flash the window to indicate it couldn't find iL

Use of again after replacing a piece of text will cause it to look for the next occurrence of the
replaced text and replace it with the same thing. If it doesn't find anything to replace, the window will flash.

The again function can be repeated over and over by selecting it repeatedly, or it can be
automatically repeated by holding down the left-shift key while selecting again until it decides it is done.

Undo

Attempts to undo or reverse the last action performed. This is particularly useful to get back text
that has been mistakenly replaced. Undo will replace the current selection with whatever was the last text to be
replaced, copied, or cut

Copy
Puts a copy of the current selection into the text copy buffer. Once text is copied into the buffer it

can be placed anywhere into any text window (see paste), or again can be used to find other occurrences of it
Cut

Deletes the current selection, and places the deleted text into the text copy buffer. If the next
operation is a paste, the cut text has essentially been movei Using cut and then again will find the next
occurrence of the cut text.

Paste

Replaces the current selecton with the contents of the text copy buffer. Thus, if the current selection
is empty, paste is equivalent to inserting the copy buffer text at the caret

Paste does not affect the contents of the copy buffer, so the same text can be pasted repeatedly.
Again can be used after paste to perform a search and replace operation.

Save

Stores the file onto the disk.

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
Search

Looks through an Information Center for any occurrences of your selected text in ally of its labels
or keywords.

Hardcopy
Causes a Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. You may designate

whether the hardcopy is to be in portrait or landscape mode.
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Annotation -->

Annotations can be thought of as working notes, editorial comments, or footnotes which are kept
attached to the text but are not displayed in it In paper and pencil days, the common practice for adding
annotations was to scribble comments in the margins of the paper. Instead, in the Golden Tiger software, a tool
called an "annotation marker" is usei The marker appears right in the text, and it can be selected for display,
deletion, or expansion of the annotation.

Annotation markers are numbers, starting at 100, enclosed within double colons and displayed in a
7-point (very small) font They look like this: ::100:: . Every marker number is unique within a document, so if an
annotation is copied and pasted elsewhere in the textit will get a new number.

The text of an annotation (and any annotations in it) is really attached to the annotation marker.
This means that if text with the marker in it is copied, cut, or pasted, the annotation travels along with it
Therefore, annotations are deleted by cutting their marker from the text, copied by copying their marker, and
can be pasted into text in the same or another window.

Using Annotatidn --> is a much more elegant way of electronically scribbling notes in the margins;
annotations can even be made on annotations ad infinitum. After moving the cursor to the right, the following
submenu items appear:

Create 

First type the text that will comprise the contents of the annotation, select this text then select
create. The selected text is replaced by the annotation marker.

Display
An annotation is opened up by selecting its marker and then selecting display. If the marker has not

been selected correctly, an error message will come.up and you must re=try. If it was correctly selected, you will
be presented with an Origin cursor to open up the annotation's window.

The annotation window popup menu has fewer items for text editing that the word processing text
window popup, but those it does have are identical.

The label of the annotation window indicates exactly which annotation it is and where it came from
by displaying the label of the original word processing window, followed by the sequence of annotation
markers up to and including itself.

When the annotation window is closed, any annotation windows open on annotations within its text
will also close.

Expand

A selected annotation marker is replaced by the text of the annotation by using expand. When an
annotation marker is expanded, the annotalion ceases to exist. Any annotations within the expanded
annotation will not be expanded.

Fonts -->

Golden Tiger software comes with a variety of fonts that you can select from (the default font is
Serif 10 regular). First, select the text that is to have its font style changed, then select fonts -> and move to the
right to bring up the extensive scrollable font submenu. Select the desired font

Utilities ->

Basically, these are functions that are useful but are not used in the mainstream or day-to-day
editing tasks:

Add as keyword

Automatically adds a new selected key word te the label/keywords designation of your text item
name.
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Time stamp
Causes the current text selection to be replaced with the current date and time, such as ( 4 May

1985 5:53:06 pm).
Restore ,

Returns the text to the way it was before the last save was usei
File as new item

Files the entire document or only selected text as a new text item. If you're filing only selected text
a Confirmer will appear that says "File only selected text?" to which you must select yes or no. Then a Q-Box
will appear that needs the new item label, key words, classification, etc. If you're filing the entire document,
only the Q-Box will appear. -

Compute it
Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and

select it then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON

The right mouse button in any of the five Database panes brings up the standard window manipulation
popup with the following functions:

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be founi

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A
Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the
selection. If the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close -
Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this

selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saveds a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.
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Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the
screen. Thetool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with
the titles of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the
window to fade in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You call then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the windo*where the frame is, click tile left mouse button.
Frame 
Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the

cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen uhtil it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lowep right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill,the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framei In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsei
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is releaset the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title
in the tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the
screen without the display looking cluttered and cohfusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location.
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Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on
the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The Spreadsheet

OVERVIEW 

A spreadsheet is a modeling device or tool that lets you explore different types of"what-if' scenarios.
Spreadsheets can, in turn, be linked together to form powerful distributed spreadsheets.
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CREATING A SPREADSHEET

Creating a spreadsheet is done from an Information Center in several stages; you will first select create
-> spreadsheet from its middle mouse button popup menu. Immediately, an "Add Spreadsheet" Q-Box
appears, into which you will key in the spreadsheet's name, any key words, and so on. After selecting accept,
the new spreadsheet name will appear in the same Information Center from which it was created.

Now you must select the spreadsheet name with the left mouse button and select open from the middle
mouse button popup. The resulting Q-Box, called "Enter Spreadsheet Dimensions," has a default of 5
horizontal rows and 3 vertical columns; you may ke-ep or change either number.

Selecting accept from the Q-Box will cause the Origin cursor to appear, with which you can now frame
and open the newly-made spreadsheet window.
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WHAT MAKES A SPREADSHEET -
You will notice several things about a spreadsheet:
* There is a set of four arrows in the upper left corner. This is the scroll button.
* There is a sequendal set of numbers with heavy boundaries on the top and left sides. These are the row

and column indices.

* There are the ceUs (which are probably blank at this point) immediately under and to the right of the
index bars.

* Under the cells there are a trio of boxes that are set at the default words "value, . "absolute," and "auto

update."
- The one with "value" in it is the valuebule button.
- The one with "absolute" in it is the address mode button.
- The one with the phrase "auto update" in it is the update mode button.

* Finally, at the very bottom, there's a long bar that says "nil" in it This is the command bar. Each of
these attributes is discussed next:

The Scroll Button

The scroll button is used to get a scrolling map onto the screen. When you click the mouse in the
arrowhead area, a rectangle will appear to the left side ofthe window. This is the scrolling map. It will probably
be white in the beginning, but as you enter data into the spreadsheet, areas of it will become black or gray to
signify that there is data in the sheet. This rectangle is a one-fifteenth scale map of how the entire sheet looks.
There will also be a light gray area that shows what part of the entire sheet you are seeing right now. To make
the scrolling map disappear, click in the center or outside of it.

The Row and Column Indices

These areas are used mainly for changing the shape of a given row or column of cells. Cells can be made
very tall, wide, or small. The means to do this are discussed in the "Changing Row/Column Size" section.

The indices give you a convenient reference to where you are in the sheet. They start at Row 1 and
Column 1, and grow larger numerically as you go towards the right and the bottom.

The Cells

This is where most things happen in a spreadsheet, as you point at cells and change their rules and values.
This is also where you can copy. cut, and paste cells and rules from one place to another. The cell popup menu
is described in "The Cell Menu" section.

Cells can contain almost any object, from simple numbers to charts, graphs, vectors, and matrices. Entire
personal databases can be kept in cells, allowing you to both query and analyze them from within a
spreadsheet

The Rule/Value Button

This area is a button that toggles back and forth between the words "rule" and "value" each time you
click the left mouse button.

Every cell has two parts: a value (the information it holds), and a rule (how it relates to other cells). The
rule/value button lets you tell the spreadsheet which part to show you in the command bar. Since all changes
are made through the command bar, this button also tells the sheet which part of the cell you are trying to
charige-the rule or the value.
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The Address Mode Button

This is a simple area to deal with, but it controls a function that can be difficult to grasp at first To start

this area is a button that toggles back and forth between the words "absolute" and "relative" fach time you
click the left mouse button.

To better understand the address mode button, you will need to read about what cell rules are, and how

the cells refer to each other. Basically, cells can talk about one another in two different ways; that is, "absolute"
and "relative." This button tells the system which way to do it when it is asked to hame-a cell.

The Update Mode Button

The update mode tells the system whether you want everything to update as soon as any value is enterei
This is handy, since the Golden Tiger software cannot update everything on a spreadsheet instantly, especially
if it is complicatei It is an advantage to be able to save all your updates until you have made the desired
changes in your spreadsheet.

The update mode button toggles the state of the system between "auto update" and"no updates." If the
system is currently on "no updates," it will save mformation until you set the system back to "auto update,"
then it will update everything at that point

The Command Bar

The command bar gives a helping hand to the cells, letting you edit the value or rule of the cell you have
selectei It is very much like a typical text window in that you can do all of the usual text editing things with the
middle mouse button popup menu, which consdts of the following options:

Again
Repeats the last replace, copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it
back in.

Copy

Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Accept

Puts the value or rule into the-cell, depending upon how the Rule/Value button is currently set
Cancel

Sets the contents of the window to where they were after the last accept was used.

USING THE SPREADSHEET

After learning the basic terms associated with a spreadsheet, the next step is to become familiar with its
workings.
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SELECTING A OELL
One of the most basic things to know is how to select a cell or group of cells. You must first select an

individual cell or a group before you can do anything to it, such as adding values or rules, or moving it around.
To select a single cell, place the mouse within the cell and click the left button. The cell will turn from

gray to a darker gray to signify that it has been selectei In the command bar below, the word"nil" will appear
(if the cell was empty), or some value will appear (ifthe cell had contents).

You can also select a group (a rectangular block) of cells. To do this, find the upper left: corner of the
group to be selectei press the left mouse button, and drag the cursor to the bottom right corner before you
release the mouse button. It's much like framing a window, but instead you're framing a group. You may also
select a group vercally from top to bottom.

THE CELL M[DDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU
The pell popup menu is a collection of useful things to do to cells. Its operation is very similar to other

system middle mouse button menus: clear
Clear

Sets the contents to "nil" and blanks the rule for every selected cell. update
Update . copy
Tells a selected cell to evaluate its rule and display the result cut
Copy Cut Paste paste
You probably noticed the familiar copy, cut and paste in the cell menu. copy ruleThese menu items work the way they do in other areas of Golden Tiger software;

however, there are a few differences when they are used with spreadsheets: paste rule
You may copy or cut groups of cells, as well as single cells. The main display links

differences apply to pasting cells. ' details
Ifyou copy a single cell and paste to a selected group ofcells, the cell will be save sheet

duplicated in each. If you copy a group of cells and paste them into a smaller group, then hardcopy
the selected first group will be "clipped0" If the second group is larger than the selected
group, no cells will be clipped, and the cells left over will be unaffectei

Ifyou copy a group and paste it into a single cell, the single cell willbe set to
the cell at the top left corner of the copied group.

Copy/Paste rule
Copying and pasting rules works somewhat like the copy, cut, and paste for cells in general. You

may copy the rule only of a single cell. Ifa group is selected it will take the rule ofthe top left selected cell.
You may paste a rule into one cell or a group of cells, and all the cells selected will get the rule.

Once the rule has been pastet all the cells that just received it will evaluate the rule and update themselves.
Display links
Draws lines to all cells that either depend on the selected cell or supply data to it. This is how to find

all of the cells associated with a given cell if you want to move it or change it.
If no cell has first been selected when this option is used, the sheet will display the links among all

the cells.

Details

Opens the spreadsheet upon which the selected cell's value is dependent.
Save sheet

Stores the spreadsheet, with all present rules and values, onto the disk.
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Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear. Select accept when the correct information has been enterect

and the system will place the file into the printing queue.

CHANGING ROW/COLUMN SIZE

If you want to change the height of a row or width of a column, you have to use the row and column
indices to do it. The row indices are the numbers at the left, while the column indices are the numbers at the
top.

® To change the height of a row, hold the Shift key down and press the left mouse button in one of the
row indices. As you move the cursor up or down, the horizontal line corresponding to that row will move with
it-it has the appearance of a sliding bar. You cannot make the row shorter than about one-third of an inch.
When you release the mouse button, the window will redisplay itself to match the new height.

• To change the width of a column, hold the Shift key down and press the left mouse button in one of the
column indices. As you move the cursor left or right, the vertical line corresponding to the column will move
with it; it has the appearance of a sliding bar. You cannot make the column smaller than about one-third of an
inch. When you release the mouse button, the window will redisplay itself to match the new width.

SCROLLING AROUND THE SHEET

Not all of the spreadsheet is always visible in the window you have on the screen. When you want to see
another part of the spreadsheet, you will use the scroll map:

9 Click the left mouse button in the scroll bar area to make the scroll map appear. The rectangle that
makes up the map represents the entire spreadsheet·while the light gray rectangle (the window marker) within
the map represents what part you are able to see in the window.

• Move the window marker around by pressing and holding the left mouse button and moving it around
the scroll map. When you let up the mouse button, the window will redisplay itself to accommodate the new
location.

• At times you may want to select a group of cells that are larger than the window. In this case, if you
want to keep selecting cells that are out of the window, continue dragging off the edge of the window. The
window will scroll itself in order to get the cells you want onto the screen. When you eventually reach the cell
you want, you can let up on the mouse button.

VALUES

You will probably want to change Values in the cells quite often. This is done by selecting a cell, typing
the desired value, and setting the rule/value button to "value." The cursor can be in either the cells or the
command bar when you type.

Once you have the value typed in, you must accept (store) it There are three ways to do this:

•Press the <return> key, which will accept the value and move the selection down one row.
® Press the ESC key, which will accept the value and move the selection right one cell.
® Use the accept command off the middle mouse button menu in the command ban

In the following sections, you'll learn how to specify various types of valuei
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NUMBERS

One of the kinds of values you can put into spreadsheets is a number. There are several types available,
and these are:

Type Examples

Integer -3, -20 -1, 0, 1, 29 3

Float (the real numbers) 1.1, 38.8945, 2.0, 3.14159

Fraction (-2/3), (1/4)

You enter these numbers just as displayed above. There are special instances for some of these; for
instance, to get the Golden Tiger version of pi, enter"Float pL"

Numbers.understand numerous mathematical functions. For a list of those functions, look in the section
litled"More Complex Math Functions."

STRINGS

Numbers are not the only kinds of values that the spreadsheet can handle. Strings are collections of
characters in sequence. They are useful for labelling areas of a sheet, giving additional information such as
units of measurement, and many other like tasks.

Strings can be specified by typing an apostrophe (') before and afterthe characters you want in the string.
If the string needs an apostrophe in it, put a pair of apostrophes in insteai

Here are some examples: - -
'This is a string!' + an ordinary string.
here"s another' A a string with an apostrophe.

There are ways to test and manipulate strings in the system. You'll find more information on them in the
section titled "String Functions."

OTHER VALUES

The spreadsheet can handle many different kinds of things. While ifs impractical to go into all of them,
here are a few examples:

Booleans are values that are either true or false, and are specified by typing either the Yord "true" or
"false." Theyare useful for lots of decision-making procedures, in that you can test them and decide on actions
with them. This is illustrated in the section titled "If-Thens, or Doing Thing; Sometimes."

Points are x-y pairs that can be treated as vectors as well. They are mentioned in the section on "Other
Interesting Functions." You specify them by typing a number, followed by the symbol "@," followed by a
number. Anexampleis"3@4," whichmeans"x=3" and "y =4"

Charts are simple business graphics that you can build into cells. They need large cells to display nicely.
How to build a chart is described in "Other Interesong Functions."

RULES

Using Rules in a spreadsheet is complex, but very powerful. One of the major things that makes a
spreadsheet creative is the ability to say that some cell has a.value that depends on the value of another cell. „

This is done by specifying a rule by which the cell can update itself whenever one of the cells it depends
upon changes. The rule can be simple, such as stating that a given cell is always equal to the value of some
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other cell, plus one. Or it may be much more complex. With rules, you can do all sorts of useful calculations
without having to learn how to program a computer.

You enter a rule much the same way you do a value, but with the rule/value button s6t to "rule."
However, you can accept a rule only with the accept command from the middle mouse button popup in the
command bar.

You must know how to write rules. This·task is described in the next few sections.

REFERENCING OTHER CELLS

Here is a cell reference: {R1C2}. This is about the simplest reference you can make concerning a cell.
What that says is "the value of the cell at row 1 and column 2." Remember that "rows" are the horizontal
bands of cells, and cdlumns are the vertical ones. They are numbered, and appear with dark borders around
them across the top and left side of a sheet The "Rl" stands for "row number 1," and the "CE' stands for
9'column number 2." Thislype of reference is called an absolute reference, since we are absolutely pointing at
row 1 column 2.

There is another kind of reference called the relative reference. Here's an example: {R-3C+2}. It says
"the value of the cell three rows up and two cells right of this celL" For instance, if this cell were at {R8(4},
we would be talkiu about {R5C6} with our exaniple. {ROC-1} points at a cell on the same row, but one
column left of the cell it appears in.

There are other kinds of references as well, for talking about groups of cells and cells on other sheets, but 
these examples are sufficient for now.

SIMPLE MATH

An expense form is a good example of using simple math in a spreadsheet. The rules you need to make
an expense form would probably use only the four basic math operations: + - * /. They are described
below.

You can use the cell references to make up rules by telling them to do things like adding themselves. For
instance, the rule '9·[RIC].} + 1" says "make this cell's value equal to the value of the cell at row 1 column 1,
plus one."

The rule always evaluates from left to right, so things may be a little different from what you are
accustomed to. "I + 3 /{RICI}" would be the same as saying "4/{Rlel}," not "1 + 0/{RICI})."
Whenever you aren't quite sure how something is going to work, put parentheses around it

The rule can be as long as you like; you may string a set of items together, such as "{R3O4} /3 + (2 *
02- 1( + 2})." If the cell at OUC4} has a value of 3, and the cell at{R-1(+2} has a value of 8, the rule would
evaluate to 17.

The kinds of operations we have been talking about are called binaly, because they have two elements
that participate. In the expression "2 + 3," both "27 and "3" participate in the operation of addition. However,
some operations are called unao, because only one element takes part. This is discussed in the next section. .

CELL REFERENCE BY SELECTING

There is a simple way to make references while you're building a rule. When you are making a rule, and
the cell you want to reference can be seen on the screen, hold down the Shift key and click over the cell. The
reference for the cell you want to reference will appear in your rule, saving you most of the typing. There is a
similar way of selecting groups of cells, which will be discuised later.
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MORE COMPLEX MATH FUNCTIONS

Up until now, the rules being described involved "binary" operations. A spreadsheet can also handle
"unary" operations. Ifs important to understand how unary operations work, and how they are different from
binary operations. Like binary operations, they evaluate from left to right, but they are always done before any
binary operations are done.

For instance, there is a unary operation named "squarei" It multiplies a number by itself, thus "3 + 4
squared" evaluates to 19. If things were always evaluated left to right, it would have evaluated to 49, "(3 + 4)
squared," rather than 19, "3 + (4 squared)." This can be a difficult concepf but practice will make you get
used to it Remember, if you aren't sure how something is going to work, put parentheses around it.

There's one other type of operation called the "keyword." There may be several elements that participate,
or only one. The thing that makes this different is the fact that it has a colon (:) in iL "raisedTo:" is a keyword
message that raises one number to the power of another. Keyword operations always get done after all the
others

Here is an example "2 raisedTo: 1 + 1" evaluates to 4, because the keyword operation is done last. If
things were always done left to right, it would evaluate to 3; that is, "(2 raisedTo: 1) + 1„" instead of 4, or "2
raisedTo: (1 + 1)." Here is a more complex example: "2 + 1 negated raisedTo: 2" evaluates to... 1.

Below is a list of some of the available functions:

Name Example Function

squared 33.2 squared square

sqrt 33.2 sqrt square root
raisedTo: 3.2 raisedTo: 8 raise to the given power
1n 33.2 1n natural logarithm
exp 33.2 exp exponential

log: 10 log: 3 log to the given base
sin 33.2 sin sine in radians

COS 33.2 cos cosine in radians

tan 33.2 tan tangent in radians
arcSin 12.8 arcSin inverse sine

arcCos 12.8 arcCos inverse cosine

arcTan 12.8 arcTan

degreesToRadians 3 degreesToRadians
radiansToDegrees 3 radiansToDegrees

truncated 33.2 truncated

rounded 33.2 rounded

abs 33.2 abs

inverse tangent

convert degrees to radians
convert radians to degrees

nearest integer less than
nearest integer
absolute value
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STRING FUNCTIONS

Strings can be treated in several different ways. When you have a string, you can treat it as a bunch of
characters, or as a whole string, For instance, you can ask a string what character is at a given spot, hbw long the
string is, or whether it contains some other string or character. You can paste them together, or just take small
sections ofthem.

Here is a list of some of the things you can do:

Name

at:

copyFrom:to:
indexOf:

findString:startihgAt:
size

and some examples:

Function

put strings together
character at a spot
get part of a string
position of a character
position of a string
size of a string

Name Example Result

at:

copyFrom:to:
indexOf:

'two',' parts' 'two parts'

'two' at: 2 · St

'two' copyFrom: 2 to: 3 'wo'

'two' indexOf: $0 3

findString: 'two'

startingAt: . '
findString:

w' startingAt: 1 2

size 'two' size 3

IF-THENS, OR DOING THINGS SOMETIMES
There are times when you want to specify things to be done only under certain conditions. This is often

called an "if-then" construct It allows an action to be taken only if some condition is true.
In Golden Tiger, the way to specify this is with the "ifTrue:ifFalse:" construction. Here is an example:

{Rl.Cl} = {R2C3} ifI'rue: ['hello'] ifFalse: ['goodbye']
What it says is that if {R1C1} is equal to {R2O3}, then the value of this cell is "hello," otherwise it is

"goodbye."
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You can make all sorts of tests on things, and most are pretty self-explanatory once you see them. Below
is a list:

>

<

- = (is not equal)

The ifI'rue:ifFalse: construct can also take a bgolean and decide based on that. For instance, if {R2C3} is
the boolean true, then the following example would evaluate to "That is true." Here is the example:

{R2C3} ifI'rue:['That is true'] ifFalse:['That is not true'].

OTHER INTERESTING FUNCTIONS

This section is sort of a grab-bag of features for various data types. There are several types of values that
can be used in cells, and each has its own particular functions. These are some of the more interesting:

Boolean There are only a few interesting functions. One of the most interesting is the "not" function.
{R2C3} not ret:urns the opposite of {R2C3} ifit is aboolean. Thus, a true becomes a false, and vice versa.

Points. The functions you can perform on points allow you to look at the x and y value, treat them as
vectors, and other things. Below are some examples:

Name Example Result Function

x (2@3) x 2 the x value of a point
y (2@3) y 3 the y value of a point
r (2@3) r 3.60555 distance of a point from 0@0
theta (2@3) theta 0.982836 angle of a point from 0@0
+ (2@3) + (4@5) 6@8 vector addition

- (2@3) - (4@5) -2 @ -2 vector subtraction

Charts. Often a chart will enhance the impact of a spreadsheet. You can build a business chart into a cell
using the following rules:

BarChart new. title: 'My Title' labels: {some group of cells} data: {another group}
LineChart new title: 'My Title' labels: {some group of cells} data: {another group}

Here is a real example:
BarChart title: 'Yearly Sales' labels:{RIC1:R5C1} data: {R1C2:R5(:2}

Cell Position. There are some special cases where you want to know what cell this is from a rule so that
you can do some fancy displaying of unusual values. You can find out what row this cell is in by putting in the
word "ycell" where you want the row number to appear; "xcell" will give the column number ofthe cell.
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REFERENCING GROUPS OF CELLS
Eventually, you may want to work on groups of cells in a spreadsheet. Many times, you will want to sum

up all the elements in a group of cells, find the mean or standard deviation of the group, or work with'a matrix
of some sort. The.Golden Tiger package allows you to specify these groups in a syntax similar to the one you've
already seen.

{Rlel:R3O4} is a group reference. It says "the values of the rectangular group of cells with a top left
corner at R1C1 and lower right corner at R3C4." To obtain a reference like this, do the following:

® Open a spreadsheet set the value/rule switch to "rule," and then select some cell.
® Start at another cell and drag the mouse to yet. a third cell by keeping the mouse button pressed the

whole time and also holding the Shift key down.
• Now let up on all the buttons, and observe what shows up in the command bar. If everything has been

done right, what appears should look somewhat like the group reference sample shown in a previous
paragraph. Notice that the first part of the reference is the cell where you started dragging the mouse, and the
second part is the cell where you finished dragging. This is, by the way, the most convenient way to make a
group reference, and is generally similar to the way to make a cell reference by selecting.

GROUP FUNCTIONS +
Groups of cells can be treated two ways-either as simple lists, or as matrices. If you treat them as a list,

then you have a set of functions for doing some statistical manipulations on them. If you treat them as a matrix,
you can use some matrix manipulation functions on them. Either-way, they can be very' helpful in lots of
different problems.

Here are some things you can do to groups:

Groups as lists:

Name

sum

mean

median

mode

standardDeviation

Example

{R1C1:R3C4} sum

{R1C1:R3C4} mean

{R1C1:R3C4} median

{R1C1:R3C4} mode

{R1C1:R3C4}

Function

the sum of all the elements

the mean of the elements

the median of the elements

the mode of the elements

the standard deviation of all

the elements
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Groups as matrices:

Name Example Function

invert

determinant

{R1C1:R3¢4} invert the inverse of the matrix

{R1C1:R3C4} determinant the determinant of the matrix

{Rlel-: R2C2} * -{R2C3} multiply ·by number or matrix

REFERENCING CELLS ON OTHER SHEETS

The last major area to understand.about references is how to talk-about cells in other sheets. This has a
number of uses, including the ability to have a hierathy of spreadsheets. For instance, you might have a set of
regional sales sheets alltinked to a .national sales sheet, and the national sales sheet linked to a corporate-wide
balance sheet, and so on.

To talk to a cell on another sheet, you simply have to put the name of the sheet, followed by a semicolon
(;), into the beginning of the reference. Only absolute references can be used: "{eastSales;r2c3" and
"{westSales;Rl(1:R6Cl}" are both valid references to other sheets. It is important that inter-sheet links go in
only one direction,-otherwise the effects may be rather unpredictable. Thus, if nationalSales depends on some
information in wesdales, westSales should not depend on any cells in nationalSales.

MOUSE RIGHT BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button in any of the Spreadsheet panes brings up the standard window manipulation
popup with the following functions:

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classificadon of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A
Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the
selection. If the data item has no classification, thdre are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the -windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.
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More than one window m* be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the
screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on tile screen with
the titles of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding w be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the
window to fade in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button. -

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu.The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and openthe window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size ofa window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title
in the tab·is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be keptand organized on the
screen without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location.
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Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on
the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window© When
the mouse button is released, the window wil be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without savmg the contents.
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- A mouse which is the pnmary tool for manipulating display activities and the content of displayed
information. It is housed in a small, white plastic box with three black elongated buttons on top. The mouse is
connected by a wire to the back of the workstation keyboard. and it may be placed either to the right or to the
left of thekeyboard.

"N-Na....

Most typical computer workstations have the processor sitting right next to the video display and
keyboard. However, your processor may be located in another room nearby. Find the processor so you'll know
whereitis incase you have to tum itonor off, or reboot it.
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Smalltalk-80: The Language

The Golden Tiger system is implemented in a computer language known as Smantalk·80TM (Smalitalk-80
is a trademark of Xerox Corporation). Smalltalk-80 is an object-oriented, high level programming language
with a special fiexibility for development of user interactive functions. For more detailed information on any
functions of Smalltalk-80, you may refer to the books titled Smallialk 80,0 The Intemetive Programming
Environment by Adele Goldberg (Addison-Wesley, 1983), or Smalitalk-80: The Language and its
Implementation by Adele Goldberg and David Robson (Addison Westey, 1983).

One of the most apparent characteristics of programs written in the Smalltalk-80 lahguage-and a major
source of its power to serve users-is that information of many different types can be displayed on the screen
simultaneously. When nothing is on the display, it is a uniform shade of gray. As different types of data are
called to the screen, they are displayed in white rectangular areas known as windows. Windows call lie on top of
each other much as a scattering of pieces ofpaper can lie atop one another on a desk. These windows are easily
changed in size, moved, uncovered, removed, copied, and so on, under the control of the user.

Smalltalk allows you to perform these manipulations easily and, with a minimum of practice, to perform
them with little conscious thought, so that your attention can be concentrated On the meaning of the
information contained in the windows and not on the operation of the machine.



INTRODUCTION

Golden Tiger is a development activity aimed at organizing and enhancing the capabilities of analysts
through the use of a flexible, computer-based personal workstation. The features of the current Golden Tiger
system have evolved significantly from earlier versions, and many new features have been added.

The Golden Tiger system permits you to view and easily manipulate many forms of data such as text,
pictures, and graphics. These data can be created at the workstation itself or obtained electronically from
separate databases. The system also permits the remote operation of apphcations programs on mainframe
computers, with the results being presented in such a way that they can be readily manipulated and integrated
into other activities on the display.

The Golden Tiger system is especially designed to be easily used by individuals who have no familiarity
with computers. The system is dependable, and it is essentially impossible for you to work yourself into a
corner. Thus, tile easiest way to learn the Golden Tiger software is by actively using it! For a good beginning
document that introduces you to its basic software features, read The Tiger Tama.

Sections I and II of this document repeat much of the basic material contained in The Tiger Tan!er
However, Section III details all the functions andmenus ofall the analytical tools that are provided-and with
this information you can explore every system capability. The document material has, in general. been
arranged in order of the skill necessary to use each feature successfully. By the time you get to the point of
using that feature, you will have developed these skills. An on-line Help aid, and this Guide, are also available
in text form on the display.

Every effort has been made to make this document as accurate and informative as possible, but activities
for the Golden Tiger system are dynamic and changing. Consequently, there is no way to be completely
Up.to-date. The infonnation contained in this document is based on the best information at Vista Laboratory
on the date of publication and may not correspond exactly to the Golden Tiger configuration which you use.
However, it should make no difference in your learning how to use-the system quickly and efficiently with this
Guide.
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SECTION I: HAra)WARE

This section discusses the computer hardware, software (language), and how to turn the workstation processor
OIl.

The Golden Tiger Workstation - 0 Xerox 1108 111

Display

Keyboard Mouse

i®EMEE®:Em ®2

TYPICAL WORKSTATiON

Several pieces of
equipment make up

your immediate
workstation-the

display screen,
keyboard, and
mouse (which is
sitting on your desk

or table). The
workstation's

processor contains its
disk drive. A special
laser xerographic

printer (used by the
other Golden Tiger
workstations as well)
is available at a

nearby location to
hardcopy your text
and illustrations.

Specifically, the Tiger workstation consists of:

V- -

- A two-page.sized video display screen that has a 17-inch diagonal; the display at this point will be dark
and the Idle Image will be bouncing around on the screen to let you know the system is alive and well.

- A standard typewriter-layout keyboard with several special function keys.

- A processor that houses a fixed disk (which you will never see or need to change) and a maintenance
panel; there is also a small fioppy disk drive located above the maintenance panel, but you won't be using it.
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Turning on the Processor

Normally, before you start to use your workstation it will be in Idle Image; that is, you will only see a
form or icon displayed Und probably moving) against a dark screen. This means your workstation processor is
turned on but the Golden Tiger software has not yet been called up for use. To begin using the software, all
you need to do is click any mouse button or press and release the space bar. This will bring up the Login
window (described later).

If your wofkstation processor has been completely turned off for some reason, this is how to get it "up
and running" again:

• Pull down the cover of the processor maintenance panel, if the cover is closed.
- There are two buttons there that are labeled "Left Boot Button" and "Right Boot Button." We use

these buttons to *'boot" or start up the processor.
- To the right of these is a ...:, .:it· '6, .·-4...1.:....tr -f . - ......9 . .I :

rocker switch with "off" underneath : 1
. i:

one side and "on underneath the

other. The rocket switch will be in the 1 1
"off' position.

9 =1•Push the rocket switch to the F. TE·:·:·YEE'..iii ..i...i*

"on" position. Let the processor start - *M®i @* 1*KIM
up for a few seconds. Notice in the Q 1ii®1iit ... .ii...
lower lefthand corner of tile panel that mmm ..z, „I,'. 100081 rgwl rli]71 I
a red 4 digit number (probably 0000) Button ..42 0 1
displays itself. i& }t®11'*min"®1 Boot (Off) Con)

• Next boot the processor this W·Ii :Ii...12·iii? :i:il. I i:i: i.fi
way: simultaneously press both the :.: 1:, Expanded ViewLeft Boot Button and Right Boot  
Button with two fingers of one hand.

* Release only the Left Boot Button, and watch the numbers count up from 8888 to 0000.
• Since you are going to boot at 0001, release the Right Boot Button as soon as 0001 appears.
• If you cycle past the number, don't worry. Press both buttons in again, release the Left Boot Button,

watch the numbers appear as before, then release the Right Boot Button at 0001.
• It takes several minutes for the system to get itself ready. When iCs finished, the first thing you should

see is the Idle Image.

For a description of how to turn the processor completely off, see tile popup menu item called Log Out
that is described in the section titled "System Middle Mouse Button Menu."

$-4
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This section discusses the overall user interface. The following interface devices are described:
* The Mouse

* System Cursors
* Windows

·* Input Forms (Confirmers, Notifiers, Prompters, and Q-Boxes)

The Mouse

Become familiar with your mouse. Basically, it is a small rectangular box with three black buttons that are
located near the top: there should also be a pad underneath the mouse for smoother movement. A thin cord
(the tail) connects the mouse to the keyboard. Southpaws may pick up the mouse and its pad and place it at the
left side of the keyboard; it will work just as well.

The object is to press a mouse button with one finger (or two different fingers-usually the index and
middle fingers) while holding the sides of the mouse with the thumb and remaining fingers. This makes the
mouse easy to maneuver.

The mouse is a primary tool for manipulating windows and menus and the content of displayed
infonnation. Pressing the buttons on the top of the mouse invokes different reactions depending upon where
the cursor is at the time. Many man*ulations call be performed with one hand on the mouse without having to
use any keyboard commands. Motion of the mouse·on the desk top is replicated by motion of the cursor on the
screen. If the mouse reaches Ge end of its plastic pad, pick up the mouse and move it to the center of the pad.
The cursor on the screen will not move.

In general, the left mouse button is used to select items on the screen, the middle mouse button brings up
menus associated with specific activities, and the right mouse button brings up menus which cleal with the
display as a whole.

Before we go any further, here are descriptions of mouse/button interactions that you will need to know

as you follow the examples and use your text and graphics software.

* Left mouse button

- The pointing and selecting button on the mouse.
* Middle mouse button

- Brings up menus associated with pane specific activities.

* Right mouse button
- Brings up the menu associated with window activities.

* To "click" means to

- Press the left mouse button down then immediately release it. You will hear an audible "click" from
the mouse.

C
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* To "double click" means to

- Click-theleft mouse button rapidly twice.
* To"press and release" the mouse button means to

- Push the button down and release it at some future time by letting the buion up. When you press a
mouse button, press and hold the button down until you are sure of exactly what you want to do before you
release it.

* To "select" something can mean two different things and is done in two slightly different ways:
( 1) Place the cursor at your point o f interest and click the left mouse button. This accomplishes things

like placing the insertion mark at a desired location or highlighting (selecting) text thathas to be edited.
( 2) Press the middle or right mouse button-and hold it down; that will cause a menu to appear (menus

will be discussed shortly). When you move the cursor down and up through the menu list, each item will
highlight, or select. If you release the mouse button while the cursor is currently on a highlighted item, the
menu item has then been selected and will start to perform its intended function.

To use the mouse, grasp the long sides lightly between your thumb and last two or last three fingers, with
your index finger positioned so that it can. easily reach all three of the buttons. Use your index finger, if
possible, to perform all of the button pushing.

To cause the cursor to move, use your hand and wrist--some people prefer more of one and less of the
other, but it makes little difference. For large movements about the Screent moving your haild is the proper
technique. For smaller movements, wrist motion, with your wrist resting on the table, is more precise.

Don'tlook at the mouse: look at what the the cursor is doing on the display and think about putting the
cursor where you want it to go. Like most eye-hand coordination skins of this type, you will soon not think of
themouse-atall, but only about the activity you want to perform.

1
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System Cursors

The cursor is the changeable graphical symbol that displays on the workstation screen. As you move the
mouse over the mouse grid, the cursor (on the screen) will duplicate the mouse's movements at 2:1 linear
magnification.

Only one cursor at a time is controlled by the mouse. The cursor takes on different shapes in order to
provide you with visual feedback so you know what the system is currently doing. For example, if the machine
is writing to the disk, the cursor changes to the form of a pencil. If the machine is reading data from the disk,
the cursor takes on the shape of a pair of glasses. Cursor shapes unique to the Golden Tiger program are listed
along with their names and typical use in Table 1, which follows.

Cursor Shapes Used in the Golden Tiger

·* Normal - The one usually displayed; an alrow that points northwest The point of cursor selection is
at the upper left comer, at the tip of the arrowhead.

* Origin (top left) - This cursor, which indicates the upper left corner of a window frame, is used when
a window is being moved on the screen or when a window is being framed.

* Bottom Left - Indicates the bottom left corner of a window frame and is used when a window is being
moved on the screen.

* Corner (bottom righO - Indicates the bottom right comer of a window frame and is used when a
window is being moved on the screen or when a window is being framed.

* Top Right - Indicates the top right corner· of a window frame and is used when a window is being
moved on the screen.

* Mouse - Looks like the mouse with the middle button darkened. It is used to indicate that pressing
the middle mouse button is required to cause some action to take place.

* Crosshair - Looks like a gun site crosshair. It is used whenever the system is requesting the user to
identify a point at which information will be given (such as longitude or latitude).

* Execute - A coffee cup that is used when the system is working on something and not paying any
attention to the user.

* Wait - An hourglass that is used when the system is working on something and not paying any
attention to the user.

* Read - Looks like a pair of glasses. It appears when information is being read from a disk file.
* Write - Looks like a pencil writing on the screen, representing information being written onto an

external disk file.

* Down Arrow - A downward-pointing arrow. It is used in the scroll bar to indicate scrolling the text
down.

* Up Arrow - An upward-pointing arrow. It is used in the scroll bar to indicate scrolling the text up.
* Up Down Arrow - An up-and-down arrow. It is the shape the rrow takes when it's "at resf' in the

scroll bar.

* Marker - A horizontal arrow pointing to the right It is used in a scroll bar to indicate the proportional
location, in the file, to which you want to jump.

* Center Justify - Looks like two arrows pointing to the center. It is used in the Preview window to
indicate that Preview will apply center justification to the selected text
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Some Golden Tiger Cursors

Normal  Wait

Origin Gop left)

Bottom Left

Read

Write

Corner (bottom right) Down Arrow

Up Arrow Top Right

Up Down
Mouse

Marker
Crosshair

 Center JustifyExecute

1
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Golden Tiger Windows

OVERVIEW

All of the work in the Golden Tiger System is performed iii different kinds of windows. A window is a
rectangular· area containing text and/or pictures. These can be examined, created, edited stored, and retrieved
through the use of mouse and menu interactions within the window There are usually three main components
of a Golden Tiger window:

System Browser

Numeric-Magnitudes -----------
Numeric-Numbers
C ollections-Abstract
Collections-Unordered

Collections-Sequenceal
Collections-Text H#JUHWH&&62 i class

This is a typical window, It has four panes, and each pane has its

own scroll bar, This is a text palle,

- The Window Pane

First, a typical window often consists of two or more panes. Windows may have one pane or many panes,
depending upon the purpose of the particular window. Also, panes call come in several varieties. These
varieties will be discussed as appropriate during the process of learning about the windows themselves.

- The Title Tab

Second, a window has a title tab. A title tab is the small, rectangular area at the upper left of the main
window. It contains a title, which is a very short description of what the window is about, or what you have
decided to name it. The title tab appears in reverse video (white letters on a black background) when its
window is the "active" window. If your display becomes crowded and confusing because of many opened
windows you can, if you wish, "collapse" these windows to just their title tabs. Because the title tabs take up
much less space, it is easy to keep track of all of the windows that are currently being usedL
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- The Scroll Bar

Third, many windows have a scroN bar (although some types of windows never have them). If you have
an open window containing a large body of text, you maybe able to-view only a portion of it at a time. Needed:
a device whereby you can move through text from top to bottom ant[ back again, or jump quickly to any part of
the text Illat device is the scroll bar. which is the narrow rectangular area that is displayed next to the left side
of the window (or pane) that it controls. The scroll bar isn't always visible-it appears only when the cursor is
inside the appropriate window or pane. As with menus that pop up andthen disappear when no longer needed,
this feature reduces screen clutter and space is used more effectively.

The lehgth of the scroll bar represents the length of the entire document and inside of it is-a gray area.
This gray area is located within the scroll bar at a point relative to the location of the text within the window. In
other words. it represents that portion of text currently showing on the screen. If the gray area is at the top of
the scroll bar, then the window is showing text at the beginning of the document If the gray area fills the entire
scroll bar, then you an be sure that all of the document is currently displayed.

For more information on how to use the scrolling feature, see "Scroll Bar" in the Word Processing section
of this Guide.

ACTIVE/OPEN WINDOWS
a Window's standard

A window is "open" if it has been called into being and has not been right mouse button popup

"closed'* specifically. While theoretically a very large number of windows
can be open at one time. as the number increases, they will be oveflapped by
other windows or even completely covered. Many of these windows will not help
be contributing to the work being done, and others will be completely classificatio n
forgotten. Furthermore, each window which is open requires machine close others
resources--some a little and some a great deal-because the machine must
remember each window and its contents in case you want to see it again. The

select and close

window manipulations described in this section tell you, among other things, find
how to close unwanted windows. move

While many windows can be open at one time, only one window can be fr ame
"active." To make any window on the display the active window, place the collapsecursor in any portion of that window which can be seen and click the left close self
mouse button. This will "awaken" that window and bring it to the top of the
stack, if there are several overlapping windows on a display.

The standard window popup menu, which appears in most windows
(or panes), is brought up by pressing the right mouse button while the cursor
is inside an active window. Each of these menu options is desciibed below:

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information aboutthe window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any dat;a window may be changed by you to reflect its new status. A "Change
Window Classification" Q-Box appears, and you may select the new classification. Select accept at the top and

1
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the window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the selection. If the data item has rio
classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that

specific window (yes or no).
Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows, Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking the left mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it to another location. Place the cursor

in the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where tile frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frarne

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left comer of the new

window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchoret and the cursor
changes to a small Comer cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor

about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.
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Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
Collapse and expand appear in place of each other on the menu--collapse is available when a window is

open and active; expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs makeup only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self'

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen, close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. Depending on the
type of window and what you have been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to
close that pafticular window without saving the contents (yes or no).
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Input Forms

Golden Tiger has a feature known as Input Forms. These forms appear quite often when you are using
the software. They appear when additional information is required from you in order to complete a task, There
are four basic types of input forms:

(1) Confirmers
(2) Notifiers
0) Prompters
(4) Q-Boxes

CONFIRMERS

A Confirmer attempts to keep you
from making a mistake, such as trying

Scratch pad's contents have not been saved, Are you to close a window full of text without

certain that you want to close? saving the text first. In other words,
when you attempt to do an activity

yes no that will destroy work you have done,
-------... ---.-. the system will present you with a

Confirmer to give you a second
chance to consider that choice.

The top pane of the typical Confirmer
. . presents a brief message explaining

the consequences of what you are attempting to do. Below this pane are two additional panes, one labelled yes
and the other no. Regardless of where the insertion mark was before the Confirmer appeared, it is now limiting
cursor movement you cannot get the cursor out of the Confirmer area without answering either one or the
other ofthe choices by clicking over it. When you try to move the cursor outside the Confirmer, it will Cash to
attract your attention. When the cursor is in the yes area, it changes into a "thumbs-up" hand. When the cursor
is in the no area, it changes into a "thumbs-down" hand.

If you select yes, you will OK your activity and then quit from it. If you select no, the action will be
stopped and you will return to where you were.

NOTIFIERS

A Notifier lets you know the status
of some action that you have tried to

There were no recoverable files of the specified types do (perhaps mistakenly). The top
pane contains a message explaining

click mouse here please
current reality, or whaCs wrong with
your intended action. The bottom

pane needs the left mouse button
clicked there, which has the effect of stopping or sidestepping your action. It's a polite way o f not letting you do
something that could have unforeseen consequences.
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PROMPTERS

Line width for rectangle:

A

A Prompter appears when the activity you have selected needs
additional information typed in. The top pane of a Prompter asks a
ques6on which is pertinent to the activity being performed. The
lower pane of the Prompter contains a space for your answer; the
insertion mark is automatically located here and can't be moved
until the question is answered (but ifyou change your mind, press
the <return> ke>y). When you type in the answer, you can backspace
over any errors. Pressing <return> enters the answer6

Q·BOXES
A Q-box (the "Q" stands for "question") appears in several varieties:
Fill·in-the-Blank. Requires you to type in infoimation and/or select from among choices (the default

choices are already selected and can be changed).
Password. Requires a password in order to proceed to the next action. Passwords are not displayed on the

screen but are represented by an asterisk (*) for each character typed in. Gaining access to other computers,
databases, and some applications programs may require additional passwords other than your login passwori

Single Select. You must select one item from a displayed list of choices.
Muitiole Select. You can select one or several or all items from a displayed list ofchoices.

Typical "Multiple Select" Q-Box

accept cancel bailOut

Send to Printer 1/*FF fho#**fil later
. 2 067*: 1

File in an info center yes 2 >gllfILO.kit«?t ]
Number Copies 1

Starting Page No. 1

Printer Name Printer name heffl

Mode ]90.normale i landsc ape
Size 9694 full<%92 : half

Border Uffityes€3373&; no

Title

1



SECTION III: HOW TO USE GOLDEN TIGER

Login Window

The first window you will encounter after you've left the Idle Image is the Login window. This window is
like a locked gate that you must unlock in order to get to the rest of the Tiger software, and all the files that you
have created and stored.

The login procedure is designed to assure that only authorized individuals will have access to data stored
on the workstation itself and on the other machines to which the workstation is connected, Furthermore, the
procedure will personalize data stored on the machine; more than one individual can have data on the machine
without gaining access to each other's data, unless specific permission is granted.

You must perform the login procedure correctly or the machine will not let you continue any further¤ The
information requested is cross-checked by the machine and its supporting machines, if connected.

LOGGING IN

If the cursor is not there already, move it into the Login window. Then move it out of the window. When
you do this, the window flashes rapidly; this is a reminder that you haven't yet completed the activity
associated with the window. There are several other windows and menus that flash like this, too, as you will see
when using the Golden Tiger software on a regular basis.

Three outlined choices are available in the Login window, and you will select:

Accept when your user name and

password have been typed in correctly.
Cancel when you have logged in

something incorrectly-all your text
will be eliminated and you can start
over again.

bailOut when you've changed
your mind about logging in and want
to quit completely from the work
session or go back to Idle.

Golden Tiger Log In

accept cancel I bailOut

Name: Smithsonian

Password: ******

In a typical login procedure, type in your name (the first highlighted area). then press <return>. After the
cursor jumps to the Password line, type your password. For protection, every character in the password will
appear as an asterisk (*). Now you may either select accept at the top of the Login window or press <return>
again, which will move the cursor up to accept.

You should next see an empty, light gray screen with a small white banner at the top that says "Welcome
to the Golden Tiger system." However, if your name or password is incorrect. you will be unable to get to the
Tiger software. A message to this effect will appear and you will have to log in again.
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LOGGING OUT
It's not necessary to log out if you leave your workstation for only a few minutes. However, if you leave

for an extended period of time (more than half an hour) during the workday, you should log out first and put
the software back into Idle Image. This is how it's done:

• Select Log out from the system middle mouse button popup.
• A Confirmer will appear that says "Logging out will close all windows. Are you sure you want to log

out?" Select yes.
e Another Confirmer then appears that says "Do you really want to quit Golden Tiger?" Select no.
• After doing this, the Idle Image will re-appear on the screen. When you're ready to resume your work,

press the space bar or click a mouse button to bring the Login window back.



The Popup Menu

The Golden Tiger system makes extensive use of what is called a popup menu (or popup tree menu when
it displays the «-> feature). You make these various menus appear by pressing a mouse button: the specific
inenu obtained depends on where the cursor is the moment a mouse button is pressed, and which mouse
button is pressed.

The system tree popups (there are two) are main system menus that will give you initial access to all the
Golden Tiger features. They are brought up at any time by pressing the middle or right mouse button while the
cursor is located in any non-window (gray) area of the screen.

System Middle Mouse Button Menu

This is the main system popup menu that is made to appear with the middle mouse button and the cursor
in the gray screen (non-window) area. This menu is the access or gateway to major Golden Tiger software
features. The menu items are discussed individually below, from first to last:

Information Center
OIT Services ->

Graphics Pad
Scratch Pad
Fact Book
U ser Guide

•*mwmli Screen€olor»> black -
Smailtalk=> Idle Image dark gray

Log out Printer Name gray
Edit OIT light gray

white

Information Center

Brings up a submenu that lists all the Information Center names currently stored on the disk. You must
in turn select one of tile names, then click the left mouse button outside the list area to open the desired
Information Center. Note that:

* The user who is currently logged into the system (via the Login window) will have the words "Clogged
iny' next to his/her Information Center name.

* Some Information Centers may require a password in order to be opened up. If this is the case, a
Password Q-Box will appear to receive the infonnation. If an incorrect password is typed in, a Notifier appears
that says "Improper password. Access denied." Clicking with the left mouse button in the bottom pane of the
Notifier will return you to where you were before the selection.

CO
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* One of the selections in the submenu is Add new one. Select this item when you want to create a brand
new Information Center. A Q-Box will appear that:will ask for its name, password (if any). and classification.

·* If you decide not to select any items in the submenu, you can dismiss it by moving the cursor out of the
submenu area and clicking the left mouse button once.

For a detailed description of Information Center functions, see the section titled "Information Center."

OIT Services ··>
Allows you to specify to which computer center a terminal emulation window is to be connected. Either a

text or graphic terminal emulator may be selectei Moving the cursor to the right with the middle mouse
button depressed will bring up the submenu selections for this category:

Default Delta Data Label
Default Tektronix Label

Graphics Pad
Generates all types of business graphics, such as pit bar, and line charts, clustered and stacked bar charts,

and x-y scatter or linear fit plots. Although many parameters are automatically managed by the software, they
are still under full user control.

Selecting this item will open up a Q-Box that says "What sort of Graphics pad?'* 'I'his Q·Box allows you
to define, by various choices, the type of graphics pad (also known as an image editor) you want to create.
These choices are explained beIow:

Pad Type: To begin, the graphical object can either be a Chart ora Sketch.
Size: Standard is the default size for the chart or sketch, which is 6" x 6".
Full]?age will open the image editor to a working area the size of an 8-1/2 x 11 inch page, minus the

borders.

Landscape will open the image editor to a workihg area the size of an 8-1/2 x 11 inch page, bottom
working area has its long dimension horizontal instead of vertical (or portrait).

InputSize will allow you to define the size (square or rectangular) of your image editor. A Q-Box
appears asking for both the height and width of tile image-to"be,The number(s) typed in must be whole
numbers and will automatically be in inches.

FrameSize will allow you to frame the size of your image with the Origin and Corner cursors. just as you
would frame a Window when you open it

FromScreen will allow you to frame a section of the screen, complete with its contents. The section can
be edited, saved, and stored into any available Information Center.

Scratch Pad

A Scratch Pad is a text item whose contents are treated in a casual manner-thatis, alist of meetings for
the week, messages in common, reminders, and so forth, can be typed into one. Since it's located on the system
middle mouse button popup, it can be selected-and opened by anyone currently logged in to the system, The
same Scrath Pad: window can be used over and over.

Usually, a Scratch Pad is not given a file name and is not stored into an Information Center, as other
types of more permanent text are. It is more like a note or memo tacked on the wall for everyone to read.

In order to remove the contents of a Scratch Pad, the text must be selected and deleted, or the same text
will appear every time a Scratch Pad is opened up.
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Fact Book

This is an on-line text version of The World Factbook, complete with maps and text entry capability Text
information from other windows can be copied and pasted into the displayed Fact Book window.

User Guide

This is the on-line video display version of the Golden Tiger User's Guide. It contains all three Sections
and supporting documentation found in the Guide, but no illustrations

User Profile ->

Screen Color ··> black dark gray gray Iight gray white
Changes the screen background color from black, through shades of gray to white.
Idle Image -
Allows you to pick up any graphical object that is stored in the Information Center's transfer (or

copy) buffer. It is retrieved from the transfer buffer by going to an Information Center and copying it, then
placing it in the ldle Image form.

Printer Name

Allows you to change or set the default printer name.
Edit OIT

Allows you to edit the login sequences for the OIT and specity a user-defined set of function keys.

Smalltalk ->

This menu item contains features that are used by programmers only, and not the average Golden Tiger
usen

Log Out
Selecting Log out is the correct way to end a session with the Golden Tiger system. This will shut down

all open windows, save all altered Information Centers to the disk, and verify that all connections to OIT are
closed before logging tile user out of Golden Tiger.

When you are finished for the day, or during the day if you need to leave your workstation for an

extended period of time (more than half an hour), you must log out and return the software to Idle Image in
the following way:

• Select Log out from the popup.

• A confinner appears that says "Logging out will close all windows. Are you sure you want to log out?"
Select yes.

• Another confirmer appears that says "Do you really want to quit Golden Tiger?" Select no.
• When you do this, the Idle Image will display itself. When you're ready to resume your work, press the

space bar (or click a mouse button) which will bring up the Login window again.
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It may occasionally be necessary to completely power down your workstation processor. Here is the
procedure for shutting off the system:

• Select Logout from the popup.
• Select yes from both the first andsecond Confirmers that appear.
• Shortly, the software will take you into "Tajo" software (you don't need to know what that means).
•Press tile middle mouse button in the screen area and bring up its menu; select quit.
• Allow a few seconds, then walk to your processor and flip the rocker switch from "ons, back to "off."

System Right Mouse Button Menu

This is the main syste popup menu that is made to appear with the right mouse button and the cursor in
the gray screen (non-window) area. This popup menu is used-forsome on-screen window manipulations and
display ofsystem information.

select & close
M.,ffindft¢t

time of day
resources

garbage collect
idle start

collapse display
restore display

Select & close

Usually, when you select one window, the currently-selected window will
deselect This menu item pelmits you to multiple-select any number of
windows currently on the screen and close them. When you use select & close,
a submenu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows that are
on the screen (including collapsed windows). When you move the cursor over
this list and click the left or middle mouse button over your choice(s). the
window titles will appear in reverse video. which indicates they have been
selected for closure.

If you change your mind and want to deselect a window title, click the
right mouse button again over the title to remove the reverse videoi Otherwise,
moving the cursor out of the submenu and clicking any mouse button will
cause the named window(s) to disappear. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and
ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window.
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Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen,
The tool works very similarly to select & close. A submenu will appear on the screen with the titles of all the
open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the label of
the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in·and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the submenu will be
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the submenu list and

clicking any mouse button.

Time of day

Displays the current time in the upper right-hand area o f the screen.

Resources

Numerically displays the system's remaining Core (number of words of memory remaining), Oops
(amount o f remaining space for an object), and Disk Space (free pages) at the top of the screen. This feature is
very useful when you are creating and storing a number of files, as it will inform you of how much in the way
ofresources you have to work with.

Garbage collect
When you select this item, a Confirmer appears that asks "Are you sure you want to garbage collect?"

After selecting yes, the system will get rid of "junk" files and clean up unwanted, hidden debris. Its purpose is
to open up more disk space.

Idle start

Gets you immediately to your display's current idle image without logging out first.

Collapse display

Collapses all opened windows to their title tabs. Each one can be re-opened expand.

Restore display
After working with and manipulating windows for a period of time, leftover images and pieces of

windows tend to collect and clutter the screen. This is used to"clean up" the screen area and restore it to a more
recognizable condition. However, it will also eliminate any "time of day" or "resources" information displayed
at the top of the screen.



The Information Center

The Information Center is the hub of the Golden Tiger system and is probably the tool that you will find
the most serviceable to a wide variety of needs. It is an information management device that places
innumerable resources within easy reach of even the most inexperienced user. You can do everything from
putting out a one-line memo to creating a comprehensive document involving sophisticated spreadsheets,
graphs, maps, and illustrations in practically the time it takes to think through the idea.-All-of these
data-handling tools are available from any of the various Information Centers.

Imagine the Inforniation Center as the ideal office:
* In one comer stands the efficiently-organized file cabinet filled with stored raw materials, as well

as intennediate and finished work. It is complete with cross-references, item references, keywords, annotations,
and almost every other conceivable method of finding and retrieving just the right folder or individual item
YOU might need,

* Against the far wall is the library containing resources such as maps, charts, photographs, and any
other relevant material that you have saved for future use.

* A tall cabinet by the door holds tools to create charts, outlines, spreadsheets, databases, and maps
at the tip ofa finger.

* At every turn you find yourself supplied with a list of alternate actions readily available to you
with popup menus.

* Even the trash can is special because R allows you to retrieve incomplete or mistakenly-discarded
documents.

Access to this ideal office exists in the Golden Tiger Information Center, ready and waiting for
occupancy, There are two additional Information Centers which will help you learn what tools are available
and how to apply them. One is the Userguide Information Center that contains this User Guide on-line in text
form. The other is the Demo Information Center that contains examples of windows and various tools.

Another special and personal feature of the Information Center is its flexibility. Iris as individual as you
are: you will manipulate the available tools according to your own work habits, and not have to adjust to a rigid
system. You are provided with everything needed to organize and use information in whatever style that best
suits you, by calling up, manipulating, and creating items in a manner very close to old,fashioned, hands"on,
pen and paper directness, while at the same time utilizing the speed accuracy, and power of the latest
technology-the best ofboth worlds!

Starting in requires little more than that you be given your password-your "key" to the ideal
offic-and enter the system. Concise directions, along with clear menus and graphics, make functional use a
simple matter of logical steps from there.

BASIC CONCEPTS

This section provides an overview of the maincomponents ofthe Infonnation Center, their functions and
manipulations.

23
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OPENING OR CREATING AN INFORMATION CENTER

e To open an Information Center, press the middle mouse button with the cursor in a non-window area
to get the system middle mouse button menu. When the popup menu appears, select Information Center (it will
go into reverse video) and release the mouse button.

 open an information center

OIT Services ->
Graphics Pad
Scratch Pad
Fact Book
User Guide

User Profile ->
Smalltalk->

Log out

Conrad (logged in)
Demo
N ash

Userguide
Piersol

Add new one

• Immediately, a submenu appears by ifseIf. Because more than one Information Center is in your
Golden Tiger software, you are given a choice of which name to select and open up. Note: if you decide not to
open an Information Center, click the left mouse button anywhere outside the submenu and the list of names
will disappear.

• Notice the first Information Center that is listed carries your logged-in name. That is, when you log in,
an Information Center will automatically get your name; thus, someone who logs in with the name "Bill" will
cause a "Bill (logged in)" to show on the submenu and a "Bill's Information Center" window when it is
opened.

• When you've selected an Information Center name, the Golden Tiger system will respond by
presenting you with a rectangular outline with the upper left comer highlighted, The outline shows the size the
new window will be and the highlighted comer (called the Origin cursor) indicates that the window can be
moved. To place the window where you want it to be on thb screen, move the cursor to that location; the
window outline will follow along. Then click the left mouse button.'The outline will disappear and the window
itself will appear in that space.

The Information Center window consists of two panes and a title tab. The upper pane is a display area
which provides you with information about what the window is doing internally. You have no direct access to
this pane. The lower pane contains a list of the Information Center's contents. Any of the items can be opened
and the contents perused. This pane also contains a scroll bar.

The order in which these items are listed is alphabetical. If you were to add another item, the list mo.difies
itself so that the new item appears in its proper alphabetical place.
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D emo's Info Center

There is no available Item R.eference,

0 Examples
R* pasadena
m Welcome

• Ifyou select Add new one in order to
create a brand new Infotmation Center, a

Q-Box will next appear thatiays "Add
new info center for (name):' Here you
can give the new Information Center a

name and a password (which is optionaD.
Selecting accept from the Q-Box will
create the new Information Center.

THE FOLDER

The folder makes up a large part of
an Information Center's structure. It is

the data organizer that helps you file and
cross-reference your materials. An
Information Center is really an aggregate
of folders; it is the "top level" folder and
as such has no special properties over
any other folders.

A folder holds other folders and

items. An "item" can be a text file, a
map, a chart, a photo, and so on. Like
the Information Center. the typical
folder window consists of a title tab, two
panes (the lower pane has a scroll bar),
and filenames that are automatically
listed in alphabetical order, A new folder
can be created any time by selecting the
create --> folder submenu option from
the folder or Information Center window.

D emo's Welcome Folder
The available item Reference is:

LogAngeles

Continental US
fishes
Los Angeles bisin
Sample Text



MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP MENU

The middle mouse button popup menu is identical for both the Information Center and a folder, and
contains the following options:

Open

Displays the selected filename in a window.

Display -> open
Structure tree display j-=»42% structure tree
Displays, in graphic form in a window, all

the file items and folders contained within a folder retrieve by-> structure list
and how they interconnect A folder is represented duplicate cross references
by a rectangle with a black title tab at the top left, copy
while items are plain rectangles. To display a folder's cut
Structure Tree, select the folder name with the left paste
mouse button, then select display -> structure tree.

label/key wordsThe Structure Tree's middle mouse button popup
menu contains the following options: hardcopy

Open create-->

Displays the selected file item in a trasli
window. in box

Add connection maintenance->
Connects items to folders or folders to

other folders: for instance, if -I-os Angeles" (a map)
is connected to " Fred" (a Folder), "Los ,
Angeles" isnow located in"Fred," aswell Structure of Information Center
as its original location. If you try to
connect a folder to an item, or an item to

,.. Airbases
an item, you will get a Notifier that says

"(name) is not a folder: you can't add a /' / ATLAS: Datahase$
connection here.'

Remove connection // /- Lakes

Removes the connection that

currently exists between an item and a -50--- --- Map Locations  Le
folder, or a folder and a folder, of m ap# ter-----

- Mountains
Redisplay
Refreshes the Structure Tree ·., 1. -Rivers

window by removing broken lines, left

over lines, or gaps that were created when 1 2 US map
adding and removing connections. /.4. 1

Organize

Recomputes and displays the
connections in a more efficient way.
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Scroll

Allows you to display whatever area of the Structure Tree is currently not visible in the window.
Selecting scroll causes a miniature representation of the entire Structure Tree to appear, as a subwindow, in the
upper lefthand corner of the window. By placing the cursor into the subwindow and pressing and holding
down the leftmouse button, a movable, rectangular scroll bar will appear. Put the scroll bar over the part ofthe
Structure Tree currently not visible that you want to see, and release the mouse button. The subwindow will
disappear and the Structure Tree will scroll right to that area.

Hardcopy
Makes a hardcopy of either the currently visible portion of the graphic Structure Tree (by just

selecting hardcopy) or an item in the Structure Tree itself (a map, text item, etc.) by selecting the item name so
that it goes into reverse video, then selecting hardcopy.

Strudure of Information Center

Information Center -yolder

Examples,demo-Folder

Atlas of inaps,map-Folder
Aifbases-Item

ATLAS; Databases-Folder

cities-Item

Lakes -Item

Map Locations,map-Folder
Los Angeles,map.los angeles-Folder

Los Angeles basin,image,los angeles -Item
Mountains-Item

Rivers-Item

US map,map-Item „,1.I.ell,Il

World map,map-Item 'Coi
Data Bases,dalabase-Folder

cities,database.map-Item

Structure list

A filing str·ucture outline
that lists all the folders

and items in a folder

and what type of item
each listed filename

is-text item, outline,

folder, spreadsheet, etc.
To display a folder's

Structure List, place the
cursor inside the folder

window and select

display -·> structure list
from the popup. A

Suucture List's middle

mouse button popup
menu contains the

following options:

junk-Item

Sales office -Item

US map,map-Item

fred-Folder

Outlines,outline-Foldef
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Display

Displays the selected filename in a window.
Hardcopy

Makes a hardcopy of either the listing in the Structure List (by just selecting hardcopy) or an item in
the Structure List itself (a map, textitem, etc.) by selecting the item name, then selecting hardcopy.

Cross references

Finds the same data items existing in different folders and puts them in a "holder" (a temporary
holding device that resembles a folder). If there are no cross references belonging to your selected item, a
Notifier will appear that says "There are no other references to this selection."

Retrieve by -->
Key words

Identifies folders and different kinds of items that are in some way associated with a particular key
word. The best illustration of how this can work is to go through a typical sequence of events. For instance, if
you select a folder called "Samples" from "Bill's Info Center," open the folder, and then select retrieve by ->
keywords, the following will occur:

• A window called "Key Word List from Samples" will appear, Listed in the pane below are all the
key words belonging in the "Samples" folder. One of them is"text"

• In this case, you are interested in locating files having to do with the key word of text, so select it
Then press the middle mouse button, which will display a popup menu with the options

get items keyed with this word
get folders keyed with this word
get everything keyed with this word ·

on it Select get items keyed with this word and release the mouse button.

Key Word List from Samples
There is no available Item Reference

F image
i :. spreadsheft.:.,,

E get folders keyed with this word
get everything keyed with this word

• This will open a window called "Items Keyed by Text from Samples" which lists all items
associated with the key word of text. You select one of the listed files called "The New Report + from Text

Files." The window's middle mouse button popup menu has the following options to manipulate the selected
file:
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Open. Displays the selected file in a window.
Duplicate. Creates a duplicate file with a new name. Selecting duplicate opens a "New item label"

Q-Box, where you type in a new name, any key words, and its classification. The new file name will appear as
an Item Reference in displayed folders. Using paste will place the duplicated file ihto the folder of your choice,

Copy. Puts a copy of the file into a
copy buffer. Items keyed by text from Samples 

Cut. Removes the file from its

current listing and putsitinto acopy buffer. The available Item Reference is:
Items keyed to. Filters or further Section I, Introduction & Hardware

refines the key word search. Selecting this will *0
bring up a Prompter that says "key word?"  How to Staft Golden Tiger + from Section.
Type in your word and press the <return> key. ;*0 Introduction + from Section I. IntroductionST-80N The Langllagee from Section I, Int,
This will display a list of the items associated Xerox 1108-111 Workstation ** from Sectic
with the key word, and what folder each item ------------
comes from. If nothing can be identified, a open
message will say "There are no items keyed by duplicate
(key word) from Text Files." copy

Key words. Selecting this will display Cut

a window called "Key Word List from The items keyed to
New Report • from Text Files," with all the
associated key words listed in the pane below. key words

Make folder. Creates a new folder - make folder
that consists of the same files listed in the

"Items Keyed by Text from Samples" window.
Selecting make folder opens a Q-Box called "New folder label.' You type in the name of your new folder and
any key words. The new folder can be pasted into an Information Center or another folder.

Folders

Displays alist ofall-the folders (and what folders they come from) that are contained in the folder
you have just selected.

Items

Displays a list of all the items (and what folders they come from) that are contained in the folder
you have just selected.

Items with key
Filters or furtherrefines the key word search. Selecting this will bring up a Prompter that says "key

word?" Type in your word and press the <return> key. This will display a list of the items associated with the
key wordi and what folder each item comes from. If nothing can be identified, a message will say "There are no
items keyed by (key word) from (folder name)."

Data type
Causes a window to appear that lists all the items of the same data type you've selected and what

folder each originates from. When you select data type, it brings up the following data item list:
text. spreadsheet, map, image, report, database, chart, press, interpress, outline, and preview.
Select the desired data type first. When the selection goes into reverse video, place the cursor

outside-thelist click the left mouse button, and open to the temporary window (or holdef) via the Origin
cursor.

1
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Duplicate
Creates a duplicate file with a new name given by you. Selecting duplicate opens a "New item label"

Q-Box, where you type in a new name (labeD, any key words, and its classification. The new file name will
appear as an Item Reference in displayed folders. Using paste will place the duplicated file into the folder of
your choice.

Copy
First select the item name to be copied, then select copy from the popup. The item is temporarily stored

in the copy buffer. Next move the cursor to any other Information Center or folder currently open. The item
will be listed in the upper pane as an Item Reference. If you now select paste from the middle mouse button
popup, the file will be copied to that window. If you copy two different files in a row, the copy buffer will lose
the first file. You can paste only what is currently in the buffer.

Cut

Eliminates a file completely or moves it to another folder or Information Center without keeping a copy
in the current window (as opposed to using copy). To completely remove a file, select it, then select cut from
the popup. To move the file to another window, move the cursor to that window and select paste.

If you immediately cut another file without pasting the first one, the first file will be lost from the copy
buffer. Ifyou accidentally cut a file or forget to paste it, it can be retrieved from the Trash (explained below).

Paste

Picks up the item in the copy buffer and places it in another window. Paste will also remove this selection
from the Trash. If no item is in the copy buffer the window will flash and the paste command is ignored.

Label/key words
Allows you to edit an item in certain ways. When you select label/key words: it brings up an "Edit item

label" Q-Box in which you can change the item's name, keyword($), and classification. If the item is currently
open and displayed on the screen when you change its name, its window title tab name won't change until you
close the item and re-open it later, even though the new name will instantly change in the folder.

Edit item label

accept cancel I bailOut

Name .

Keywords database,map

Classification  Int XPers XPriv XReg
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Hardcopy
Sends your selected file be printed. Notice that this allows you to hardcopy a file without opening it first.

You may, of course, display the file in a window and select the hardcopy command from there. The result is the
same.

Two Q-Boxes appear in succession after you
select hardcopy: the first Q-Box, called "Select
hardcopy method," displays a choice between
Direct Oust send the file to be printed) or
Preview (don't print the file-but put it into a

i . Preview window).
' In this case, you would select Direct, which

will bring up the second printing Q-Box. It
needs a printer name (if hone is there); you

may also designate here how many copies to print and what page to start printing on. After this information is
typed in, click over accept. While the system is sending the file to be printed, a message to this effect will
appear in the upper righthand corner of the screen. After the file has been printet "Done" or " finished" will
display there,

Create ··>

Makes a new item from a folder and stores it into the folder. After the item is created and stored, you can
display it by selecting it with the left mouse button, then selecting open from the popup menu.You have a
choice of the following types of data items to create:

Select Hardcopy Method

accept Cancel b ailOut

Choose either: -92*rect* Preview
.. 4444 1*'2''t'*'l/4Uee :D 'D 0 :h' 44·' "vi:t:'.h·if preview: i:+Al{trit.ti**1;Ii 4?in#4%30

open
display->

retrieve by->
duplicate

copy
cut

paste
label/key words

hardcopy text item

-hltireate.**4# report
trash 4..ti,ket»folder*29*1.,0
in box data base

maintenance--> outline
spreadsheet

info center from seledion

Text item

A single-paned window into
which text is entered and edited.

Report
A Report window consists of
three panes: an image pane, a

contents pane, and a text
entering and editing pane.

Folder

The main data organizer that
holds all types of items and other

folders.

Data base

A data management tool that
allows you to rapidly display

dat* add to it or change it, create
new data, and manipulate the
various data according to your

particular needs.
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Outline

A method of structuring a Add Folder

document. Once an outline has been

constructed, the outline window is accept cancel bailOut
capable of taking part or all of the
material and producing an organized Name The new folder

document from it.

Spreadsheet Keywords nlitleA
A modeling device or tool that t

allows you to explore "what-if'
scenarios.

Info center from selection

A way of creating a new Information Center from a folder. Selecting this option displays an "Add New
Information Center" Q-Box, in which you name it and password it (if necessary). The new Information Center
will contain the same item(s) as the folder (or item) that was selected when the Information Center was created.

Trash

This is a backup feature that stores "unwanted" items (until you deliberately delete them from here).
When an item is cut from a folder, it will automatically go into the folder's "trash bin" and be listed in tile

bottom pane. It's invaluable as a storage window if you have accidentaHy deleted a file or find that you need a
deleted file later on.

Selecting trash will cause the trash bin to appear. Its middle mouse button popup menu contains the
following options for manipulating trashed files:

Open

Bill's TRASH Displays the contents of a selected filename
in a window.

The available Item P.eference is: Restore

Takes the file from the trash bin and puts itTable of Contents
back into an Information Center' s In Box. When

you select restore, it brings up a Q-Box where you
may give the file a new name and ally key words.
Selecting accept then removes the file from the
trash bin and restores it into an Infonnation

Center.
1#0

Label/key words
%@8 Allows you to edit an item in certain ways.

When you select label/key words, it brings up an
"Edit item label" Q-Box in which you can change
the item's name, keyword(s), and classification. If
the item is cunently open and displayed on the

screen when you change its name, its window title tab name won't change until you close the item and re-Qpen
it later, even though the new name will instantly change in the folder.

Fact Book
ineanie
My Characters
Table of Contents

restore

label/key words
dump selection I
dump all trash

open in box
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Dump selection
Deletes the selected file from the trash bin.
Dump all trash
Deletes all the files at once from the trash bin. Before this occurs, a Confirmer appears that says

"Do you really want to dump the whole trash bin?" (yes or no) to make sure that you really want to delete all
the item(s).

Open inbox
Allows you to get to the "in box" from the "trash bin."

In box

An in boxisa folder to receive items that at thetime, have no place else to go. For instance, if you store
an item that has no key words, or has key words that doit match those of any existing folder, the item will be
placed into the in box for your convenience. You can select the item later and refile it when you are ready. The
popup menu for this feature is as follows:

Open
Displays the contents of the- selected - Bill's In Box open

filename in a window. duplicate
Duplicate

The available Item R copy
Creates a duplicate file with a new name How to Start Golden cut

given by you. Selecting duplicate opens a "New 'm -......._.- label/key words
item label" QBox, where you type in a new  How to Start Golden Open trashname (label), any key words, and its L ST-80: The Language
classification. The new file name will appear as * Xerox 1108-111 Worinallon
an Item Reference in displayed folders. Using  -------'--=-
paste will place the duplicated file into the folder 2
of your choice. 41

Copy iii
First select the item name to be copied, then :

select copy from the popup. The item is ,g
temporarily stored in the copy buffer. Next move
the cursor to any other Information Center or
folder currently open. 'I'he item will be listed in the upper pane as an Item Reference. If you now select paste
from the middle mouse button popup, the file will be copied to that window. Ifyoutopy two different files in a
row, the c:opy buffer willlose the first file. You can paste only what is currently in the buffer.

Cut

Eliminates a file completely or moves it to another folder or Information Center without keeping a copy
in the current window (as opposed to using copy). To completely remove a file, select it, then select cut from
the popup. To move the file to another window, move the cursor to that window and select paste.

If you immediately cut another file without pasting the first one. the first file will be lost from the copy
buffer. If you accidentally cut a file or forget to paste it, the file can be retrieved from the Trash window.
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Label/key words
Allows you to edit an item in certain ways. When you select label/key words, it brings up an "Edit

item label" QBox in which you can change the item's name, keyword(s), and classification. If the item is
currently open and displayed on the screen when you change its name, its window title tab name won't change
until you close the item and re- open it later, even though the new name will instantly change in the folder.

Open trash
Allows you to get to the "trash bin" from the "in box."

Maintenance -->

A maintenance tool for saving and restoring Information Centers, changing passwords, identifying files
not listed in a window, and so on. The available choices on the submenu are:

Save info center

Saves away the Information Center, with all its structure, to the disk.
Restore info center

Brings back the previously stored Information Center. This comes in handy if you have, for
instance, added items to your Infonnation Center and decide you don't want them afterwards. By selecting
restore info center, you'll get the Infornlation Center as it existed before adding the items.

Close info center

Saves an Information Center, then removes its data structure from memory. This gets some
resources (core and oops) back.

Destroy info center
Removes the Information Center from memory: it kills the Information Center file on the disk,

scavenges for all types of data items that were listed in the Infonnation Center, and then gets rid of them,
Selecting destroy info center brings up a Confirmer that says "This will DESTROY the (name) Information
Center. Are you sure?" with a yes or no decision.

Change password

Changes a password and/or an access level via a "Change Information Center parameters for
(name)" Q-Box.

File name list

Lists all the files in an Information Center and what type of item each one is (text, image, database,

etc.). If you named a typical text file "My Summary" it will appear in the file name list as
"MySummary.text- + 1." You may list all the files at once that are residing in the Information Center, or select
and list one file at a time.

Lock

Prevents anyone, other than the owner of an Infor·mation Center, from viewing the locked file(s).
Unlock

Releases the file(s) in an Information Center by allowing others besides the owner to view them.
Scavenged items

Displays the scavenge folder, typically called "Data items living on borrowed time" (see access
unreferenced below). These are items that have previously been deleted and no longer belong to any
Information Center or folder. If there are no items currently in the scavenge folder, a Notifier will appear that
states "The scavenge folder is empty."
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Access unreferenced
A useful device which scavenges for data items that have become "detached," or deleted from

folders or Information Centers, then subsequently dumped from the trash bin. This could be thought of as a
"last resort"to get to files/items that have actually been deleted and to re-establish them. It is also a method by
which you can gather together and permanently delete unwanted items off the disk, thereby freeing up needed
disk space.

After selecting access unreferenced, a list of the types of previously-deleted (from the Trash
window) data items that Golden Tiger will scavenge or look-for displays itself:

hardcopy save info center
create-> restore info center

trash close info center
in box destrov info center

*Innintenance** -EfiingipaSSWEr
file name list

lock
unlock

scavenced items

backup selection

text

spreadsheet
,map
image
report

database
chart

press
interpress

outline

preview

You may select from one to all of the data items, then click the left mouse button outside the list
Immediately, a message will appear in tile reference pane of the folder that states - I am working *** and
"Checking active data items." When it has finished, you will see the message "I have my lists-now" and the
Origin curson so that you may open up the resulting Scavenge Folder. All the relevant items are put into this
folder, which is called "Data items living on borrowed time." It has its own middle mouse button popup menu
with the following options:
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Open
Displays the selected item contents in a Data items living on borrowed time

window.

Cut z The available Item Reference is:

Removes the selected item fromthe list 
and displays it in the folder's Reference pane mp==un
above. This means youcan then, ifyou wish, i-- bayarea, clb- + 1

U composedguydobbs,pvp-+ 1
move the cursor into a desired folder or t*+: itemlabelpvp- + 1
Information Center and paste the item into it. 40 ----------- open

cutRefile ·4

refileBrings up a Q-Box that allows you to

give the selected itema(new) name, any key  destroy
word(s), and a choice of existing Information ¤ destroytallCenters to file it into. d,.......................... release

Destroy
Deletes the selected item completely off release all

the disk. Selecting destroy will cause a

Confirmer to appear that asks "Destroy will
remove (item) from the disk. Are you sure?"
If you then select yes, there will be no chance
of ever accessing this item again.

Destroy all .

Deletes all the listed items completely off the disk. Selecting destroy all will cause a Connner to
appear that asks "Destroy all will remove all these items from the disk. Are you sure?" If you then select yes,
there will be no chance of ever accessing these items again.

Release

Protects a selected item from a destroy; that is, all other listed items can be destroyed, but an item

that's been selected and released first will disappear from the list and show up again when you next do an
access unreferenced.

Release all

Protects all current items from a potential destroy all; that is, any other listed items can be
destroyed, but items that have been released first will disappear from the list and show up again when you next
do an access unreferenced.

Backup selection

Sends a copy o f your file(s) directly to a designated remote file server while still in Golden Tiger:
• Move the cursor into the Information Center that contains the file(s) to be backed up.
- If you want to back up one item, select it first
- If you want to back up everything in a folder, selecithe folder name
- If you want to back up the entire Information Center, move the cursor to the top level of the

window where the title tab is and don't select anything.
• A Q-Box appears called "Backup Selection to File Server." It's divided into three parts.
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Host: Here is where you select your server or host. There is probably a default host name already
shown, such as VaultFiles:Golden:Lion.

Directory: The directory name and/or file drawer on the remote file server where the files are to
be stored. The default current usefs name will probably be displayed there.

Password: The currently logged-in user must enter his/her correct password here.
* After selecting accept, an Origin cursor appears so you can open an "XDE Communication

Centef' window, which already has the initial command to back up the files. It will show you what it is doing
so you can confirm what files are being stored.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON POPUP MENU
The right mouse button in an Information Center or folder brings up the standard window manipulation

popup menu with the following functions:
Help
To use the window Help tool press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found*

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period o f work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them: After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in·and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a inouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for tile window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursof anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.
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Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag che
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left comer of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand

The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other. Collapse is available when a window is
open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.

Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab
anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its

tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The Sketch Editor

OVERVIEW
The Sketch Editor is a basic graphics tool that is -used to draw images. much as a painter creates a

painting. The -canvas-is the sketch creating (middle) pane. and the "brush" is represented by the cursor as it
moves around the pane.

The window of the Sketch Editor is similar in structure and function to that of the Chart Editor. Only the
commands from the middle mouse button popup menu in the sketch creating (middle) pane are different.

Sketch Editor

This is tile text pane ,,.

1

1 ] BrushActivity :Rl Color iii Grid 1 Mode

draw YifY) i  overEl 1-

OPENING A SKILTCH EDHOR

To open up a Sketch Editor.. select Graphics Pad from the middle mouse button system PoPuP.
Immediately, a Q-Box request form will appear that states "What sort of Graphics pad?" Here you will have a
choice of either a Sketch pad (the default) or a Chart pad. Leave the default selected before clicking over
accept.

Other choices that you can select from the request form are all related to sketch size:
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What fort of Graphics pad?

accept cancel bailOut

Pad Type: Chart 20»©Sketdia*%41*t
Size: 24*4*44**ll Fullpage Landscape

InputSize FrameSize Fromscreen

Standard (the default). A standard 6" x 6" sketch area.
FullPage. An 8-1/2" x 11" sketch area oriented in portrait mode (vertical).
Landscape. An 8-1/2" by 11" sketch area oriented in landscape mode (horizontal).
Inpu¢Size. Allows you to set a different height and width (other than standard) for the sketch.

Sketch dimensions are always given in inches.

Frame. Allows you to define the size of the sketch with the Origin and Corner cursors. the same as
you do when you open a window with the frame command.

FromScreen. Allows you to simultaneously frame an area of the screen as you are opening the
sketch. Whatever was framed will appear in the sketch creating (middle) pan€.

SKETCH EDITOR WINDOW I}F.SCRIPTION

When you open a Sketch Editor you will sce three main areas (or panes) in the window:

• 7 he top or text pane, which acts like a regular text window (every command is the same) where you may

enter text and perform other functions. Text entries are used for labels on the sketch below by placing the
typed-in text into the copy buffer (using copy from the popup) and then either pasting it into the sketch
creating pane or into the Brush (from the Brush button) for placement on the sketch.

• The middle or sketch creating pane where the sketch itself and other related graphics are represented.

• The bottom or button Dane which has five "buttons" across the window. Each button is represented as a

rectangle with an upper hal f that contains the button title (Activity, Brush. Color, Grid. Mode) and a lower half
that displays the currently selected option.
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Sketch Editor Text Pane

The left, middk and right mouse buttons function within the text (top) pane ofthe Sketch Editor in the
following ways:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

This button retains its normal operations in the text pane of moving the insertion mark (or caret) around
to determine where text entry is to occur and to select blocks of text to be edited.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button brings up a variation of the standard text manipulation popup menu with the
following functions:

Again
Repeats the last replace. copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text undo will put it back in.
Copy
Putsa copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark. whatever in formation is currently in the copy buffer.
Compute it
Takes selected text, evaluates it. and displays the result. For example. if you type in "2 + 3- and select it.

then select compute it, the number -5" will appear.

Time stamp
Displays the day-month-year and current time in the upper tefthand corner of the text pane.
Fonts--> regular or underlined
Allows you to change selected text to whatever type face is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree popup

menu, including bold, italic, underlined. and different text sizes.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button menu is the standard window manipulation popup. It is exactly the same in thc
Sketch Editor's text pane. creating pane. and button pane.

Help
To use the window help tool. press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the pop-up

menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a reference to
the User Guide. and to where more in formation about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A Change
Window Classification input fonn appears and the new classification is selected by the user.-Select accept On
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom. will change to reflect the selection. [f
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others. [f any of the windows selected for closure have contents that require saving, a Confirmer
will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
Selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this jist and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected fbr
closure have contents that have not been saved. a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window,

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
ofail the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location ofthat window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

[f you do not like where a window is on the screen. you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed. with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it,

jo dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is. click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to 'rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse. until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of'the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this casc, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.

Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab-alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it To release the tab at the
desiredlocation, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself,and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu ofa collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with-a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on tile
screen. you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window.-When the
mouse button'is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type- of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.
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Sketch Editor Creating Pane
[his pane acts as a canvas upon which you create and edit your freeform drawings or more formalized

graphics and images, After you are finished you may save your sketch into a file for later retrieval or make a
hardcopy of it.

The left and middle mouse buttons function within this pane as described below. The right mouse button
brings up the standard window popup menu, as detailed in the Sketch Editor Text Pane section.

New Sketch Editor
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LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

If you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around with the mouse. the cursor
becomes a pencil or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor:
this is a "frechand drawing" feature. The cursor can also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The
Brush shape is added to the sketch by clicking (or pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manner in which
the Brush shape is added to the sketch will be determined by the state of the five graphic control "buttons' in
the bottom Button panc.
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MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button controls a popup-menu with the following functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the Button pane to their default settings. Reset does not reset anything in the Text
or Sketch Creating panes. The defaults are:

* draw (Activity button>
* a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square ( Brush button)
* black (Color button)
* off(Grid button)
* over (Mode button)

Accept
Takes a "snapshot" of the sketch you are currently working-on.-That is. the sketch will be saved, so that if

you do a cancel afterwards, you will get this image back. tfyou are annotating a complex sketch. it's a good idea
to do an accept as you complete each stage of your work.

Cancel

Returns you to the sketch that existed after the last accept. it will undo everything you have done since
then. if you started with a blank sketch. a cancel without any previous accept will put you back to a blank
sketch creating pane.

Copy
Stores the current sketch in the creating panc into a buffer, so that you may transfer the sketch to another

compatible window or to a Brush, For example, you may copy the sketch and then paste it into another
graphics editor or image-type window. You cannot transfer a sketch into a text window.

Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the sketch creating pane. For example. when you use the upper text
pane to create text, select it and copy it you can then (with paste) place the text into the middle pane below.
Paste will always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor, which is at the upper left corner of the sketch
pane.

If you want to specify where the text is to go, use paste in the Brush button menu. The brush shape will
change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location for the text in the sketch creating panc
and click the left mouse button to add the text to the sketch.

Erase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally select this option, then
selecting cancel will recover the last chart saved with an accept.

Invert

Reverses the bits in the sketch image: that Es. all the white bits will be set to black, and all the black bits
will be set to white.

Magnify
A fter selecting this function, you specify the area -to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in the

sketch creating pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the sketch pane). The amount ormagnification
that occurs is determined by the size of the area that is framed. When displaying the magnified area-on the
screen, the rule is: the larger the framed area, the smaller the magnification used.
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After framing the desired area, a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clicking the left mouse button at that point Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area. as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay.

As you edit the magnified form the changes you are making there are also occuring on the normal-sized
sketch form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click the left
mouse button to close the form and return to normal.

Save file

Stores the sketch into an Information Center for later retrieval. Selecting save file will cause a Confirmer
to appear that asks i f you want to overwrite the existing file or create a new file. In either case, an Info Center
Q-Box next appears and here you wi]1 specify the label, keywords, and target In formation Center to store the
file in.

Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. Select accept at the

top of the form when you're finished and the hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing
queue.

.
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Sketch Editor Button Pane

The Button pane at the bottom of the Sketch Editor window contains the tools to manipulate material in
the text pane, and especially the sketch creating pane.

There are five rectangular-shaped buttons and each has two parts: its title at the top and the current
selection at the bottom. The selecton is changed and updated accordingly when a new selection from the
button's popup menu is made. These buttons can basically be thought of as graphics or image editors.

Since each Sketch Editor button has its own unique popup,- we will go through every one individually,
starting with the graphics button at the far left and working from there towards the right. The middle mouse
button menu is the only one described for this pane.

MID DI.E MOUSE BUTTON MENU

i: EActivity  B rush 1 · Color ki . Grid F: 1,10,18 1
M:El il :
mE- draw t.

Ei

1.Activity Button
This button sets the mode of operation for the brush:

Draw

This default setting assures that the cursor will perform like a standard paintbrush. The cursor
becomes the brush form currently displayed in the Brush button, and puts copies (one-ata-time or continuous)
of the form on the creating pane above when the left mouse button is pressed or clicked. If the mouse button is
pressed and held down and the brush/cursor moved about inside the creating Dane, the brush form will be
copied along the path of the brush/cursor.

Stamp
This option is similar to draw, except stamp will simpty produce one copy at a time of the current

brush form, even if the left mouse button is held down and moved inside the creating pane. Use stamp to get
the cleanest copy ofa brush form.

Line

Allows you to draw a line with the brush form between two specified points. To specify the start
point, go to the location in the creating pane where you want the line to begin and press the left mouse button-
Do not release the mouse button, as this will only produce the current form in the brush menu. Instead, hold
the mouse button down and move the brush to the desired end point. The start and end points will be
connected by a "rubberband" line that acts as a visual aid. Move the brush up and down slightly until the line
is smooth, with no "stairsteps- showing, then release the button. Trhe line will now connect between the two
points.

Curve

Similar to drawing a line: however, it [akes an extra point to determine the curved line. To draw a
curve. go to your start point then press and hold the left mouse button. Move the brush to the next point and
release the mouse button. There should be a "rubberband" line joining the two points. To specify the curvature
of your line. move the brush around to define the apex of the curve. At this time, you should seea repeated
drawing of a curve line trying to follow the current brush point.
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When the desired curve line is reached, click the left mouse button. The final curve line will appear
and link up the three points.

Splines->

The following four commands will enable you to draw connected, straight, or curved lines of your
choice

Open Curve. Here, a set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush
becomes a crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse
button. As each point is clicked down. it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order o f their entry sequence„

Closed Curve. This is like the Open Curve, except that it will draw a closed. connected curve so that
the result is a continuously connected line, with the last point connected back to the first point.

A set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair. and
points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button, As each point is
clicked down, it is numbered. starting with "1.-

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will bc connected in the order o f their entry sequence.

Open Linear. A set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a
crosshair. and points arc entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each
point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1.'S

When all the desireet points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence.

Closed Linear. This is like Open Linear, except that it will connect the last point to the first point, A
set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair. and points are entered
by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is clicked down. it is
numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered. a click of the middle mouse button will term inate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence, including the connection from the last point to the first point.

Rectangle

When this function is selected. the cursor assumes the shape of the upper left (Origin) cursor as
soon as it is moved into the editing pane. You can then frame the size of your rectangle by pressing the left
mouse button, just as you can frame certain types of windows when you open them.

Circle

Select this, and when the cursor assumes a crosshair shape in the editing pane, press the left mouse
button at the point where you want the center of the circle to be. Move the crosshair away from the center of
the circle in any direction and note the "rubberband" line that will indicate the radius of the circle- After you
have chosen the appropriate radius, release the mouse button. A circle will draw itself about the center point at
the specified radius.

Block

Fills a rectangular area (that you have just defined) with any color or pattern currently in the Color
button. The rectangular area is not outlined.
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Fill

Fills a rectangular area (that you have defined) with the current color or pattern in the Color button,
There are two steps to filling an area. First. the Origin cursor appears and you define the rectangle (so the fill
command will have an outer boundary). After this, the crosshair cursor appears: you now click with the left
mouse button to indicate which area within the rectangle is to be filled.

2. Brush Button

This button provides all the graphics tools for manipulating the shape of the drawing brush. The Brush
button popup menu contains the following functions:

Default

This resets the current brush form to bea 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square.
Icons-->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu ofan of
the available annotation forms or icons. Select the desired icon and the Brush button will be updated to reflect
this. When you move the cursor into the creating pane above. copies of the selected icon may be placed onto
the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Symbols «>
Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollablc submenu ofall o f

the available chart symbol forms. Furthermore. to the right of each of these forms is another submenu
(although no --> indicates this). [f required, you may go two levels for your selection: once you have selected
the desired symbol from the first submenu, move to the right of the'selection to the next submenu to further
modify the symbol.

The-resulting form is displayed in the Brush button.-When you move the cursor into the creating
pane above. copies o f the selected form may be placed onto the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Alter -->

This tree popup branches offto five other subfunctions, all of which allow-you to manipulate the
current brush form:

Invert. Aftef selecting this, the brush form will be color-reversed: the black bits will-become white
bits and vice versa. This is sometimes referred to as "reverse video."

Rotate ->. The submenu selections to the right give you the choice -of rotating your brush form 90,
180, or 270 degrees. The "brush form," in this case, should be a symbol. an icon, or some sort of framed imager
the default brush (a-4 by 4 pixel square) will reflect no alterations. The rotation is always clockwise. so that two
90-degree rotations will be equivalent to a 180-degree rotation.

Note that this function, along with the mirror function, allows you to generate many combinations
of the existing icon or symbol forms.

Mirror. This "mirrorimages" the x-axis of the brush form. For example. if you have a brush form
that looks like , in the beginning. the brush will look like "<' after mirror is used. M order to mirror the.
y-axis. mirror the x-axis first and then do a rotate -->180 from the popup menu.

Magnify. Enlarges the current brush form. after you have lped tile width and height magnification
factors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter thal appears. i he form represented on-the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.

Shrink. Reduces the current brush form after you have typed the width and height reduction
fuctors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The for·m represented on the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.
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Square

After selecting this, a Prompter requests you to specify the new size for the square brush. The
square brush form of the new specified size will be produced, using the current color or pattern in the Color
button.

Round

Produces a round paint brush (the default is square) with the current color or pattern in the Color
button. A Prompter will request the radius for the round paint brush.

Rectangle
A Prompter will request that you specify the linewidth for the rectangular brush. You will then

frame the rectangle to the desired size and it will become the brush form. This allows the rapid generation of
many boxes of the same size.

Circle

A Prompter will request you to specify the linewidth for the circular brush. You will specify the size
of the desired circle by placing its center on the pane (by pressing the left mouse button) and "rubberbanding"
out to the desired radius. [t will promptly become the brush form.

Frante

A fter selecting this, the Origin cursor appears and you will define a rectangle that encompasses your
desired screen material: that is, the particular area of the image on the screen that you wish to become the
brush form.

Surround

Ill is resembles frame, but allows you to pick up irregular images that might be difficult to outline
with that function. The normal cursor image is displayed: you will press the left mouse button and use it like a
pencil to surround or "rope" the screen image. After releasing the mouse button, the crosshair cursor appears,
Next, click with the left mouse button as close as possible to the roped-off image (or even inside the image).
The brush form will assume the shape o f the surrounded object.

Copy

Takes the image currently in the Brush button and puts it into the image copy. buffer for later use.
For example, you may copy the brush image and paste it into the creating or editing pane and/or the Brush
button in any other graphics editor. This gives the ability to move an image from one image-type editor to
another.

Paste

Takes the image in the Brush button and replaces it with the image in the copy buffer. For example,
you may copy or cut a piece of text and paste it into the Brush button, or you may copy another image
somewhere else and paste it into the Brush button.

Retrieve

Allows you to get a brush image from the Information Center's transfer buffer. The item in the
transfer buffer must be an image in order for the operation to work correctly.

Save

Allows you to store the current brush form into the Information Center of your choice.

Hardcopy
After selection, a printing or hardcopy Q-Box will appear requesting information such as printer

name. number of copies, and so on. After you have typed in this informuation (or you may with to leave the
default settings), select accept at the upper leR of the Q-Box. "1)one" or "printing successful," which will
appear at the top right of the screen later on. means the file has been printed.
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3. Color Button

The Color button allows you to change the color or pattern used by the brush form to any of those shown
on the popup. Besides the colors and patterns that you see on the menu. you may also create you own patterns.
One way is to paste a standard pattern into the brush image, then use your imagination and the brush
manipulation tools to create a new pattern. Once this pattern is pasted into the Color button. you will be able to
start drawing with it.

4. Grid Button

When you use the Grid button, an invisible grid for the creating pane can be made to appear for accurate
cursor positioning. You may set the spacing of the grid in both x and y axes: moreover, you can turn-the grid
on or offin either the x or y axis to allow maximum flexibility.

On/Off -->

You may select on or off from here in the x or y axis: this feature works like a switch that will
"toggle" the gridding on and off accordingly. For example, if your current x axis gridding is on, the command
on/off and x will turn the x axis gridding off. 1 f you repeat this procedure, you will find that the x axis gridding
will return to off. '['his is also true, of course, for y axis gridding. The current status will always be displayed in
the Grid button.

Spacing
Sets the spacing in the horimntal .and vertical direction separately. After selection. a Prompter

appears requesting the spacing for each direction: enter whole numbers only. [f either of the gridding axes is
on, its corresponding spacing value will also be shown next to it to help you determine the gridding distance.

5. Mode Button

The setting of the Mode button will determine tile method in which the brush form is to be added to the
creating pane.

Over

The brush form you draw with will be drawn over the image in the creating pane. The white bits in
the brush form are not transparent and will overlay (cover) the image.

Under

The brush form you draw with will be drawn under the image in the creating pane. Only the black
bits in the brush form will be set on the screen, because the white parts ofthc brush image are now transparent.

Reverse

The white bits in your brush will have no effect on the image. which is under the brush. But the
black bits in your brush will turn the black bits in the image under the brush white- Similarly, the black bits in
your brush will turn the white bits in the image under the brush black.

trase

The black bits in the brush form will set any black bits on the screen to white, thus making the
image invisible. The white bits in the brush form will again have no effect on the screen image.
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OVERVIEW

The Map Editor provides the capability of displaying or creating bitmap images generated from a digital
geographic database, which then can be edited and annotated. In other words, maps are generated on demand

from a map database that has been stored on the local disk or in a remote mass storage device, such as a file
server. The Map Editor allows you to expand (zoom) areas within the displayed area and to annotate the map
with data from other databases. These databases can be files of cities, harbors, depots, or anything else you find
useful as a map annotation.

The Map Editor window is similar in structure and function to that of a Sketch editor. Only the
commands in the tree popup menu in the map editing (middle) pane are different

OPENING A MAP EDITOR

From your Demo Information Center, select the item titled "World Map" and open it. The map that
subsequently appears can be used as a template for other maps, since you can add information to it, modify it,
and zoom in on it to draw submaps.
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MAP EDITOR WINDOW DESCRIPTION
When you open a Map Editor you will see three main areas (or panes) in the window:
• The top or text pane, which acts exactly like a regular workspace window (every command is the same)

where you may enter text and perform other functions. Text entries are used for labels on the map below by
placing the typed-in text into the copy buffer (using copy from the popup) and then either pasting it into the
map editing pane below or into the Brush (from the Brush button) for placement on the map.

Information returned from certain map queries is also displayed in this pane. For instance, when
Lit/Lon is selected from the map editing popup menu, the latitude/longitude of the cursor point is displayed
and updated as the cursor is moved about the map. When distance/bearing queries are made on the map, the
result is also displayed here.

• The middle or map editingpane where the map itself and other related graphics are represented.
• I[he bottom or button pane which has five "buttons" across the window. Each button is represented as a

rectangle with an upper half that contains the button title (Activity, Brush, Color, Grid, Mode) and a lower half
that displays the currently selected option.

1
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Map Editor Text Pane

The left, middle, and right mouse buttons function within the text (top) pane of the Map Editor in the
following ways:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

This button retains its normal operations in the text pane of moving the insertion mark (or caret) around
to determine where text entry is to occur and to select blocks of text to be edited.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button brings up a varition of tile standard text manipulation popup menu with the
following functions:

Again

Repeats the last replace, copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it back in.
Copy
Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.

Compute it
Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and select it

then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.
Time stamp
Displays the day-month-year and current time in the upper lefthand comer of the text pane.
Fonts -> regular or underlined
Allows you to change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree popup

menu, including bold, italic, underlined, and different text sizes.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button menu is the standard window manipulation popup. It is exactly the same for the
Map Editor's text pane, editing pane, and button pane.

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A Change
Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select accept on
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the selection. If
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.
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Closeothers
When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that

most are hot being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others. I f any of the windows selected for closure have contents that require saving, a Confirmer
willappearandask if you are sure you want to close that specific window (yes or no).

Select and close
Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this

selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice®, which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you:to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at t:he location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline-of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest comer. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursof changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You call move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored* and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right comer of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move-it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you wants then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.

Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself; and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen

without the display looking cluttered and confusing.
Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu ofa collapsed window will restore the window

to its precollapsed size and location.
Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the

screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.
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Map Editor Editing Pane

This pane is like a canvas upon which you can draw objects, display and edit maps, and annotate them.
After you are finished you may save your map image into a file for later retrieval or make a hardcopy of it.

The left and middle mouse buttons function within this pane as described below. The right mouse button
brings-up the standard window popup menu, as detailed in the Text Pane section.

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

If you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around, the cursor becomes a pencil
or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor. The cursor call
also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The Brush shape is added to the map by clicking (or
pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manner in which the Brush shape is added to the map will be
determined by the state of the five graphic control buttons.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU
The middle mouse button controls a popup menu with the following map editing functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the button pane to their default settings. Reset does not reset anything in the text
or rnap editing panes. The defaults are:

* draw (Activity button)
* a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square (Brush button)
* black (Color button)
* off (Grid button) reset
* over (Mode button) accept

Accept cancel
Takes a 'snapshot" ofthe map you are

currently working on. That is, the mapwill be COE)y
savei so that ifyou do a cancel afterwards. paste
you will get the image back. If you are erase
annotating a complex map, it's a good idea to invert
do an accept as you complete each stage of
your work.

magnity display databases
Cancel save file query & display
Returns you to the map that existed hardCOpy select & Search

after the last accept. It will undo everything databasesm-> make new database
you have done since then. If you started with location--> - add to database
a blank map, a cancel without any previous redraw map remove placeaccept will put you back to a blank map
editing pane. zoom _ redisplay all 

Copy
Stores the current map in the editing

pane into a bu ffer, so that you may transfer the map to another compatible window or to a Brush.-For example,
you may copy the map and thent paste it into another graphics editor or image-type window. You cannot
transfer a map into a text window.

-4
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Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the map pane. For example, when you use the upper text pane to
create text, select it, and copy it, you can then (with paste) replace the contents of the map pane with the copied
text. Paste will always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor which is at the upper left corner of the
map pane.

If you want to specify where the text is to go. use paste in the Brush button menu. The brush shape will
change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location for the text in the map editing pane and
click the left mouse button to add the text to the map.

Erase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally use this function, then
selecting cancel will recover the last map saved with an accept.

Invert

Reverses the bits in the map image; that is, all the white bits will be set to black, and all the black bits will
be set to white.

Magnify
After selecting this function, you specify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in the

map editing pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the map pane). The amount of magnification
that. occurs is determined by the size of the area that is framed. When displaying the magnified area on the
screen, the rule is: the larger the framed area, the smaller the magnification used.

After framing the desired area, a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clitking the left mouse button at that point. Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay.

As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occurring on the normal-sized
map form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and cIick the left mouse
button to close the form and return to normal.

Save File

Stores the map into an Informa6on Center for later retrieval. Selecting save file will cause a Confirmer to
appear that asks if you want to overwrite the existing map or create a new map. In either case, an Info Center
Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords, and target Information Center to store the
map in.

Hardcopy

Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. Select accept at the
top of the form when you're finished so the hardcopy request will be started and placed in the background
printing queue.

Databases ->

Display databases. Opens to a list of the current databases. After you select one of the items, the
information appears on the map.
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Query & display. Allows you to use a query as a filter for information by utilizing a series of query
"templates." When you construct a query, a different approach is used to enter most of the information.
Instead of typing in text and numbers or selecting from various boxes, you will utilize a series of small popup
menus. Ihese menus are designed to keep :track of your query syntax (field Daine - operator - value) and to
guide you in forming the query correctly.

In order to illustrate how this works, here is the procedure to make a typical latitude query, such as
to display on the map all cities at "latitudes greater than 30":

hardcopy display databases
databases»> 0M!=1:w#MF,Z,
location-> .: select & search
redraw map make new database

zoom add to database I
remove-place Enter query on Cities,db- + 1
redisplay all

backspace
cancel

' Label
Icon
lat
lon
key

. Select query & display from the popup, then select the desired database from the list that appears
On this case, it would be cities). Next, a Prompter says "Enter query on cities.db."

• Unlike other Prompters, you will not key in text or numbers and terminate it with a <return>.
Notice that a mouse cursor appears in the bottom part of the Prompter, with the middle mouse button
highlighted. This means that you are to press the middle mouse button to start entering your query.

•After pressing the middle mouse button, a tiny popup appears that contains:
backspace. Eliminates (or backspaces over) the current displayed value.
cancel. Closes the popup and cancels the query.
The remaining choices in the popup vary, as they represent the current applicable list in the Fields

pane of your Database window. In this example, one of the variable selections is lat(itude).
• Select lat and observe that lat now appears at the bottom of the query Prompter. Press the middle

mouse button again.
•Thesecond popup to appear COntainsafixedhst ofoperators: backspace cancel <>=:<=>=

contains - contains

• You want to query latitudes "greater than," so select > and observe that lat > appears in Cle
Prompter. Press the middle mouse button again.

•The third popup contains another fixed list backspace cancel enter value
• Since you're ready to enter the number value of the query, select enter value. A Prompter appears

that says "Enter a number." This time, key in "30" then press <return>.
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• The original Prompter reappears and displays the query lat > 30 at the bottom. Press the middle
mouse button again to bring up the last menu. Its fixed Choices are: backspace cancel ACCEPT and or xor

e If you now select ACCEPT from the menu, the names of all cities at "latitudes greater than 30" will
quickly be displayed in their appropriate places on the map.

Select & search. Searches for database references to your selected item. Selecting this option
changes the cursor into a crosshair. Move the crosshair into the map and superimpose it over the crosshair
symbol located next to the item name you wish to select then click the left mouse button. If database
references exist, an Origin cursor will appear in order that you may frame and display the folder that contains
the references. If no reference exists, a Confinner will appear that says "There is no reference to this place.
Shall I make a new folder?- If you select yes, this gives you the opportunity to start a database reference folder
for the item.

Make new database. Brings up a Prompter that says " New database name." Type in the new name
below and press <return>. Now if you select display databases, the new database name will be listed. There will
be no usable database information in it until you do an add to database.

Add to database. Allows you to fill in information for a new database. Selecting this option changes
the cursor into a crosshair. Since the database item is new, it will not yet appear on the map, so you must click
over the point on the map where you want it to appear. After this, an "Identify this poinf' Q-Box will appear.
In it you must type in the point name and the key. Select accept, and the list of databases appears in order for
you to select the desired one. When this is done, the new information will appear in the correct database.

Remove place. Gets rid of a database item on the map. Selecting this option changes the cursor into
a crosshair. Move the crosshair into the map and superimpose it over the crosshair symbol located next to the
name you wish to delete, then click the left mouse button.

Redisplay all Refreshes the map; deans up any leftover bits and pieces and partially obscured
names.

Location ->

Lat/lon. Lists, in the text pane, the latit:ude and longitude of a map point selected with the crosshair
cursor.

Lat/lon grid. Draws a latitude/longitude grid upon the map. Selecting this option brings up a
Prompter that says "Type spacing for grid (deg)." Type in the number and <return>, To get rid of a grid, you
must select cancel from the middle mouse button popup.

dist/bearing. Lists, in the text pane, the distance and bear'ing of a map point selected with the
crosshair cursor.

Redraw map
Redraws a complete duplicate map:
• Select redraw map, which causes the Origin cursor to appear.
• Press and hold down the left mouse button as you frame to the size that you want the redrawn map to

be.

• When you release the mouse button:, the frame of the map appears on the display. Click the left mouse
button and the software will begin to redraw the map to the new size.
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Zoom

Displays an enlarged and sized map-area. This is done in several stages:
• Select zoom and the Origin cursor appears. Press and hold down the left mouse button as you frame the

map area to be zoomed.
• When you release the mouse button, the Origin cursor appears again. This time, press and hold down

the leftmouse button as you frame the area size to display into (this will be represehted by a gray rectangle).
• When you release the mouse-button, the frame of the zoomed area appears on the display. Click the left

mouse button and the software will begin to draw the zoomed map window.

Zoom Map
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Map Editor Button Pane

The Button pane at the bottom of the Map Editor window contains the tools to manipulate material in
the text pane, and especially the map editing pane.

There are five rectangular-shaped buttons and each has two parts: its title at the top and the current
selection at the bottom. The selecton is changed and updated accordingly when a new selection from the
button's popup menu is made. These buttons can basically be thought of as graphics or image editors.

Since each Map Editor button has its own unique popup, we will go through every one individually,
starting with the Activity button at the far left and working from there towards the right. The middle mouse
button is the only one described for this pane.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

*| Activity  Brush F Color F (Frid M Acode

(off) overE Edraw 

1.Activity Button

This button sets the mode of operation for the brush:
Draw

This default setting assures that the cursor will perfoim like a standard paintbrush. The cursor

becomes the brush form currently displayed in the Brush button, and puts copies Cone-at-a-time or continuous)
of the form on the editing pane above when the left mouse button is pressed or clicked. If the mouse button is

pressed and held down and the brush/cursor moved about inside the editing pane, the brush form will be
copied along the path of the brush/cursor,

Stamp
This option is similar to draw, except stamp will simply produce one copy at a time of the current

brush form. even if the left mouse button is held down and moved inside the editing pane. Use stamp to get the
cleanest copy of a brush form.

Line

Allows you to draw a line with the brush form between two specified points. To specify the start
point, go to the location in the editing pane where you want the line to begin and press the left mouse button.
Do not release the mouse button, as this will only produce the current form in the brush menu. Instead, hold

the mouse button down and move the brush to the desired end point. The start and end points will be
connected by a "rubberband" line that acts as a visui aid. Move the brush up and down slightly until the line
is smooth, with no "stairsteps" showing, then release the button. The line will now connect between the two
points.

Curve

Similar to drawing a line; however, it takes an extra point to determine the curved line. To draw a
curve, go to your start point then press and hold the left mouse button. Move the brush to the next point and
release the mouse button. There should be a "rubberband" line joining the two points. To specify the curvature
of your line, move the brush around to define the apex of the curve. At this time, you should see a repeated
drawing of a curve line trying to follow the current brush point,

1%)
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When the desired curve line is reached, click the left mouse button. The final curve line will appear
and link up the three points.

Splines-->
The following four commands will enable you to draw connected, straight, or curved lines of your

choice.

Open Curve. Here, a set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush
becomes a crosshair, and points are entered by locating theidesired pane point and clicking the left mouse
button. As each point is clicked downs it is numbefed, starting with "1."

When all tile desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their enuy sequence.

Closed Curve. This is like the Open Curve, except that it will draw a closed, connected curve so that
the result is a continuously connected line, with the last point connected back to the first point

A set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The br·ush becomes a crosshair, and
points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is
clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have beerl entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in tile order of their entiy sequence.

Open Linear. A set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a
crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each
point is clicked down; it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the Order of their
entry sequence.

Closed Linear. This is like Open Linear, except that it will connect the last point to the first point. A
set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and points are entered
by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is clicked down, it is
numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence, including the connection from the last point to the first point.

Rectangle
When this function is selected, the cursor assumes the shape of the upper left (Origin) cursor as

soon as it is moved into the editing pane. You can then frame the size oF your rectangle by pressing the left
mouse button, just as you can frame certain types of windows when you open them.

Circle

Select this, and when the cursor assumes a crosshair shape in the editing pane, press the left mouse
button at the point where you want the center of the circle to be. Move the crosshair away from the center of
the circle in any direction and note the "rubberband" line that will indicate the radius of the circle. After you
have chosen the appropriate radius, release the mouse button. A circle will draw itself about the center point at
the specified radius.

Block

Fills a rectangular area (that you have just defined) with any color or pattern currently in the Color
button. The rectangular area is not outlined.
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Fill

Fills a rectangular area (that you have defined) with the current color or pattern in the Color button.
There are two steps to filling an area. First, the Origin cursor appears and you define the rectangle (so the fill
command will have an outer boundary). After this, the crosshair cursor appears; you now click with the left
mouse button to indicate which area within the rectangle is to be filled.

2. Brush Button

Provides all the graphics tools for manipulating the shape ofthe drawing brush. The Brush button PoPuP
menu contains the following functions:

Default

This resets the current brush form to be a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square.
Icons ->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of
the available annotation forms or icons. Select the desired icon and the Brush button will be updated to reflect
this. When you move the cursor into the editing pane above, copies of the selected icon may be placed onto the
image by clicking the left mouse button.

Symbols ·*>
Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu of all of

the available chart symbol forms. Furthermore, to the right of each of these forms is another submenu
(although no --> indicates this). If required, you may go two levels for your selection: once you have selected
the desired symbol from the first submenu, move to the right of the selection to the next submenu to further
modify the symbol.

The resulting form is displayed in the Brush button. When you move the cursor into the ediring
pane above, copies of the selected form may be placed onto the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Alter-->

This tree popup branches off to five other sub functions, all o f which allow you to manipulate the
current brush form:

Invert. After selecting this, the brush form will be color-reversed: the black bits will become white
bits and vice versa. This is sometimes referred to as "reverse video."

Rotate ->.The submenu selections to the right give you the choice of rotating your brush form 90,
180, or 270 degrees. The "brush form," in this case, should be a symbol, an icon, or some sort of framed image;
the default brush (a 4 by 4 pixel square) will reflect no alterations. The rotation is always clockwise, so that two
90-degree rotations will be equivalent to a 180-degree rotation.

Note that this function, along with the mirror function, allows you to generate many combinations
of the existing icon or symbol forms.

Mirror. This "mirror-images" the x-axis of the brush form. For example, if you have a brush form
that looks like ">" in the beginning, the brush will look like .<" after mirror is used. tn order to mirror the

y-axis, mirror the x-axis first and then do a rotate ->180 from the popup menu.
Magnify. Enlarges the current brush form, after you have typed the width and height magnification

factors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The form represented on the Brush button will
immediately refiect the change.

Shrink. Reduces the current brush form, after you have typed the width and height reduction
fuctors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The form represented on the Brush button will
immediately reflect the change.
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Square
After selecting this, a Prompter requests you to specify the new size for the square brush. The

square brush form of the new specified size will be produced, using the current color or patten in the Color
button.

Round

This produces a round paint brush (the default is square) with the current color or pattern in the
Color button. A Prompter will request the radius for the round paint brush.

Rectangle
A Prompter will request that you specify the linewidth for the rectangular brush. You will then

frame the rectangle to the desired size and it will become the brush form. This allows the rapid generation of
many boxes of the same size.

Circle

A Prompter will request you to specify the linewidth for the circular brush. You will specify the size
of the desired circle by placing its center on the pane (by pressing the left mouse button) and "rubberbanding"
out to the desired radius. It will promptly become the brush form.

Frame

After selecting this, the Origin cursor appears and you will define a rectangle that encompasses your
desired screen material; that is, the particular area of the image on the screen that you with to become the
brush form.

Surround

This resembles frame, but allows you to pick up irregular images that might be difEcult to outline
with that function. The normal cursor image is displayed; you will press the left mouse button and use it like a
pencil to surround or "rope" the screen image. After releasing the mouse button, the crosshair cursor appears.
Next, click with the left mouse button as close as possible-to the roped-off image (or even inside the image).
The brush form Will assume the shape ofthe surrounded object.

Copy
Takes the image currently in the Brush button and puts it into the image copy buffef for later use.

For example, you may copy the brush image and paste it into the graphic or editing pane and/or the Brush
button in any other graphics editor. This gives the ability to move an image from one image-type editor to
another.

Paste

Takes the image in the Brush button and replaces it with the image in the copy buffer. For example,
you may copy or cut a piece of text and paste it into the Brush button, or you may copy another image
somewhere else and paste it into the Brush button.

Retrieve

Allows you to get a brush image from the Information Center transfer buffer. The item in the
tr·ansfer buffer must be an image in order for the operation to work coriectly.

Save

Allows you to store the current brush form into the Information Center of your choice.
Hardcopy
After selection, a printing or hardcopy Q-Box will appear requesting information such as printer

name. number of copies, and so on. After you have typed in this infoitnuation (or you may with to leave the
default settings), select accept at the upper left of the Q-Box. "Done" or "printing successful," which will
appear at the top right of the screen later on, means the file has been printed.
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3. Color Button

The Color button allows you to change the color or pattern used by the brush form to any of those shown
on the popup. Besides the colors and patterns that you see on the menu, you may also create you own patterns.
One way is to paste a standard pattern into the brush image, then use your imagination and the brush
manipulation tools to create a new pattern. Once this pattern is pasted into the Color button, you will be able to
start drawing with it

4. Grid Button

When you use the Grid button, an invisible grid for the editor pane can be made to appear for accurate
cursor positioning. You can set the spacing of the grid in both x and y axes; moreover, you may tum the grid
on or off in either the x or y axis to allow maximum flexibility.

011/Off =->

You may select on or off from here in the x or y axis; this feature works like a switch that will
"toggle" the gridding on and off accordingly. For example, if your current x axis gridding is on, the command
on/off and x will turn the x axis grid{ling off. If you repeat this procedure, you will find that the x axis gridding
will return to off. This is also true, of course, for y axis gridding. The current status will always be displayed in '
the Grid button.

Spacing
Set the spacing in the horizontal and vertical direction separately. After selection, a Prompter

appears, requesting the spacing for each direction; enter whole numbers only. If either of the gridding axes is
on, its corresponding spacing value will also be shown next to it to help you determine the gridding distance.

5. Mode Button

The setting of the Mode button will determine the method in which the brush form is to be added to the
editing pane.

Over

The brush form you draw with will be drawn over the image in the graphics pane. The white bits in

the brush foml are not transparent and will overlay (cover) the image.
Under

The brush form you draw with will be drawn under the image in the graphics pane. Only the black
bits in the brush form will be set on the screen, because the white parts of the brush image are now transparent.

Reverse

The white bits in your brush will have no effect on the image which is under the brush, but the
black bits in your brush will turn the black bits in the image under the brush white. Similarly, the black bits in
your brush will turn the white bits in the image under the brush black.

Erase

The black bits in the brush form will set any black bits on the screcn to white, thus making the
image invisible. The white bits in the brush form will again have no effect on the screen image.
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OVERVIEW

The Chart Editor is a graphics tool that uses your data to produce different types of charts. You have a
choice of producing pie, bar, or line charts, clustered and stacked bar charts, x-y scatter, or linear fit plots. You
may use data which are already available from a database or create your own data as you go along.

The window o f the Chart Editor is similar in structure and function to that of the Sketch Editor. Only the
commands from the middle mouse button popup menu in the chart creating (middle) pane are different.

OPENING A CHART EDITOR
To open up a Chart Editor, select Graphics Pad from the middle mouse button system popup,

Immediately, a QBox request form will appear that states "What sort of Graphics pad?" Here you will have a
choice of either a Sketch pad (the default) or a Chart pad. Select Chart here, then select accept.

Ottier choices that you can select from the request form are all related to chart size:

6

7%
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Standard (the default). A standard 6" x 6" chart area.
Fullfage. An 8-1/2" x 11" chart area oriented in portrait mode (vertical).
Landscape. An 8-1/2" by 11" chart area oriented in landscape mode (horizontal).
InputSize. Allows you to set a different height and width (other than standard) for the chart. Chart

dimensions are always given in inches,
Frame. Allows you to define the size of the chart with the Origin and Comer cursors, the same as

you do when you open a window with the frame command.
FromScreen. Allows you to simultaneously frame an area of the screen as you are opening the chart.

Whatever was framed will appear in the chart creating (middle) pane.

CHART EDITOR WINDOW DESCRIPTION

When you've opened a Chart Editor you will see three main areas (or panes) of the window:
e The top or text pane, which acts exactly like a regular text window (every command is the same) where

you may enter text and perform other functions. Text entries are used for labels on the chart below by placing
the typed-in text into the copy buffer (using copy from the popup) and then either pasting it into the chart
creating pane below it or into the Brush (from the Brush button) for placement on the chart.

• The middle or chart oren'ngpane where the chart itself and other related graphics are represented.
• The bottom or button pane which has five "buttons" across the window. Each button is represented as a

rectangle with an upper half that contains the button title (Activity, Brush, Color, Grid, Mode) and a lower half
that displays the currently selected option.
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Chart Editor Text Pane

The left, middle, and right mouse buttons function within the text (top) pane of the Chart Editor in the
following ways:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

This button retains its nonnal operations in the text pane of moving the insertion mark (orcaret) around
to determine where text entry is to occur and to select blocks of text to be edited.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button brings up a variation of the standard text manipulation popup menu with the
following functions:

Again
Repeats the last replace, copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

1'. . - . Reverse the effects of the last command. For instance5 if you have deleted text, undo will put it back in.
copy
Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffet.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Compute it
Takes selected text evaluates it, and displays the result For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and select it,

then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.
Time stamp
Displays the day-month-year and current time in the upper lefthand corner of the textpane.
Fonts-> regular or underlined
Allows you to change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree popup

menu, including bold, italic, underlined, and different text sizes.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU
The right mouse button menu is the standard window manipulation popup. It is eactly the same for the

Chart Editor's text pane, creating pane, and button pane.
Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to refiect its new status. A Change
Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user.-Select accept on
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom. will change to reflect the selection. If
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after art extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others. If any of the windows selected for closure have contents that require saving, a Confirmer
will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them, After this

selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs ofall the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.

The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the

label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and-out on the screen at the location ofthat window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is

highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.
The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and

clicking any mouse button.
Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the

window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the

window frame around by this comer to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.
To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing

the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Comer cursor marking the lower right comer of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the

window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents ofthe reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.

Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress amy active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction ofthe space ofthe window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

aose self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it front the group of open windows on the
screens you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.
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Chart Editor Creating Pane

This pane acts as a canvas upon which you can do freehand drawing, produce all types of business
graphics, and, ofcourse, do formal charting. After you are finished you can save your chart or image into a file
for later retrieval or make a hardcopy of it.

rThe left and middle mouse buttons function within this pane as described below. The right mouse button
brings up the standard window popup menu, as detailed in the Chart Editor Text Pane section.

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON

lf you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around via the mouse. the cursor

becomes a pencil or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with the cursor;
this is a "freehand drawing" feature. The cursor can also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The
Brush shape is added to the chart by clicking (or pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manner in which
the Brush shape is added to the chart will be determined by the state of the five graphic control "buttons" in
the bottom Button pane.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The middle mouse button controls a popup menu with the following functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the button pane to their default settings. Reset does not reset anything in the text
or chart creatng panes. The defaults are:

* draw (Activity button)
* a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square (Brush button)
* black (Color button)
* off (Grid button)

* over (Mode button)
Accept
Takes a "snapshot" of the chart you are currently working on. That is, the chart will be saved, so that if

you do a cancel afterwards. you will get this image back, lf you are annotating a complex chart, it's a good idea
to do an accept as you complete each stage of your work.

Cancel

Returns you to the chart that existed after the last accept, lt will undo everything you have done since
then. lf you started with a blank chart, a cancel without any previous accept will put you back to a blank chart
editing pane.

Copy

Stores the current chart in the editing pane into a buffer, so that you may transfer the chart to another
compatible window or to a Brush. For example, you may copy the chart and then paste it into another graphics
editor or image-type window. You cannot transfer a chart into a text window.

Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the chart pane. For example, when you use the upper text pane to
create text, select it, and copy it, you can then (with paste) place the text into the middle pane below. Paste will
always locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor which is at the upper left corner of the chart pane.
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If you want to specify where the text is to go, use paste in the Brush button menu. The brush shape will
change to whatever is in the buffer, You then go to the desired location for the text in the chart creating pane
and click the left mouse button-to add the textto the chart.

Erase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally select this option, then
selecting cancel will recover the last chart saved with an accept.

Magnify
After selecting this function, you specify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in the

chart creating pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the chart pane). The amount of magnification
that occurs is determined by the size of the area that is framed. When displaying the magnified area on the
screen, the rule is: the larger the framed area, the smaller the magnification used.

After framing the desired area, a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clicking the left mouse button at that point. Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay.

As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occuring on the normal-sized
chart forth. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click the left
mouse button to close the form and return to normal.

Chart data

Returns the displayed chart to the version currently stored in memory.
Change chart ->
Allows you to change the physical characteristics of the chart by using the following options:

Parameters. Selecting this will cause a "Change setup" Q-Box to appear, which will allow you to
change the chart type (pie, -bar); chart title; whether to include/not include a label, legend. fill, label by
percent, or automatic scaling; and label text size (four available).

Size. Allows you to frame your chart to a larger or smaller size. The original chart also remains on
the screen. You can keep it or close it.

Add labels, Adds relevant labels at the bottom reset
of the chart (if they are not already there). This is also an

acceptoption in the "Change set up" Q-Box.
Add legend. Adds a relevant legend at the top cancel

right of the chart This is also an option in the "Change set undo
uP" Q-Box copy

Change data -> paste
Allows yOu to modify existing chart data or create

erase
new chart data by using the following options:

New data. Selecting this will bring up a "Make magnify
new chart" Q-Box. Here you can put in completely new chart data
information for the chart by changing its title, data type, chanoe chart-->
and/or type of chart. After selecting accept in the Q'Box. -1 new data 1
a "Making new chart data" window next appears, waiting -saFE-chartf- 1110 dify data 
for you to key in appropriate material. This window'smiddle mouse button popup has several text editing hardcopy compress datal
options:
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Make new chart

accept cancel done

Title: .

Data type :  stacked
Type of chart  Cluster Line

xyPlot

Pie XY

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
:cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste. Places the item currently in the copy buffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the label; values must be entered as integers, not fractions or decimals. After i
you select accept, the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that, another "Enter data" Q-Box appears, You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box will re-appear every time you select accept Cancel will cancel to the

last accepted value.
edit data. With the left mouse button, select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the

popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or Value for that particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;

bai]Out causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made.
chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"

Q-Box to be displayed (in chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Modify data. Selecting this brings up an "Editing chart data" window. The current data labels and
values are listed in the window. You will be able to alter the information by using the options from the
window's middle mouse button popup:

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut Removes a selected item and places it into the copy bufTer.
paste. Places the item currently in the copy bu ffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the label; values must be entered as integers, not fractions or decirnals. After
you select accept, the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that, another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box will re-appear every time you select accept. Cancel will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data. With the left mouse button, select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the

popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or Value for that particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;
baiIOut causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made.
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chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"
Q"Box to be displayed On chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Compress data
This is a computational device that groups or puts together like items. For instance, if you have a

label entry for "Jones" with a value of "20", and later on there is another label entry of"Jones" with a value of
"10," compress data will combine the two entries into a single label "Jones" with a value of "30."
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Save chart

This stores the chart into an Information Center for later retrieval. Selecting save chart will cause a
Confirmer to appear that asks if you want to overwrite the existing chart or create a new chart. In either case, an
Info Center Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords, and target Information Center
to store the chart in.

Hardcopy
Selecting this will cause a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing.

Select accept at the top of the form when you're finished and the hardcopy request will be placed in the
background printing queue.
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Chart Editor Button Pane

The Button paile at the bottom of the Chart Editor window contains the tools to manipulate material in
the text Dane, and especially the char:t creating pane.

There are five rectangular-shaped buttons and each has two parts: its title at the top and the current
selection at the bottom. The selecton is changed and updated accordingly when a new selection from the
button's popup menu is made. These buttons can basically be thought of as graphics or image editors.

Since each Chart Editor button has its own unique popup, we will go through every one individually,
starting with the Activity button at the far left and working from thete towards the light. The middle mouse
button is the only one described for this pane.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

A Activity - m Brush lil Color 14 Grid ,
i.

N i draw : + <off)
l:.

 Mode 3
i ovef

1. Activity Button
Sets themode of operation for the brush:

Draw

This default setting assures that the cursor will perform like a standard paintbrush. The cursor
becomes the brush form currently displayed in the Brush button, and puts copies (one-at-atime or continuous)
of the form on the creating pane above when the left mouse button is pressed or clicked. If the mouse button is
pressed and held down and the brush/cursor moved about inside the creating pane, the brush form will be
copied along the path of the brush/cursor.

Stamp
This option is similar to draw, except stamp will simply produce one copy at a time of the current

brush form, even if the left mouse button is held down and moved inside the creating pane. Use stamp to get
the cleanest copy of a brush form.

Line

Allows you to draw -a line with the br:ush form between two specified points. To specify the start
point, go to the location in the creating pane where you want the line to begin and press the left mouse button.
Do not release the mouse button, as this will only produce the current form in the brush menu. Instead, hold
the mouse button down and move the brush to the desired end point The stan and end points will be
connected by a "rubberband" line that acts as a visual aid. Move the brush up and down slightly until the line
is smooth, with no "stairsteps" showing, then release the button. The line will now connect between the two
points.

Curve

Similar to drawing a line; however, it takes an extra point to detennine the cur;ved line. To draw a
cuI'Ve, -go to your start point then press and hold the left mouse button. Move the brush to the next point and
release the mouse button. There should be a "rubberband" line joining the two points. To specify the curvature
of your line, move the brush around to define the apex of the curve. At this time, you should see a repeated
drawing of a curve line trying to follow the current brush point
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When the desired curve line is reached, click the left mouse button. The final curve line will appear
and link up the three points.

Splines->
The following four commands will enable you to draw connected, straight, or curved lines of your

Choice.

Open Curve. Here, a set of points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush
becomes a crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse
button. As each point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered. a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order o f their entry sequence,

CIosed Curve. This is like the Open Curve, except that it will draw a closed, connected curve so that
the result is a continuously connected line, with the last point connected back to the first point.

A set o f points are put in to define the curved line to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and
points are entered by locating the desired pane point amd clicking the left mouse button. As each point is
clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will draw the
curve. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected in the order of their entry sequence.

Open Linear. A set of points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a
crosshair, and points are entered by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each
point is clicked down, it is numbered, starting with "1."

When atl the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order of their
entry sequence.

Closed Linear. This is like Open Linear, except that it will connect the last point to the first point. A
set o f points are put in to define the lines to be drawn. The brush becomes a crosshair, and points are entered
by locating the desired pane point and clicking the left mouse button. As each point is clicked down, it is
numbered, starting with "1."

When all the desired points have been entered, a click of the middle mouse button will terminate
the action. The numbers will disappear and the points will be connected by straight lines in the order o f their
entry sequence, including the connection from the last point to the first point.

Rectangle

When this function is selected, the cursor assumes the shape of the upper left (Origin) cursor as
soon as it is moved into the editing pane. You can then frame the size of your rectangle by pressing the left
mouse button, just as you can frame certain types of windows when you open them.

Circle

Select this, and when the cursor assumes a crosshair shape in the editing pane, press the left mouse
button at the point where you want the center of the circle to be. Move the crosshair away from the center of
the circle in any direction and note the "rubberband" line that will indicate the radius of the circle. After you
have chosen the appropriate radius, release the mouse button. A circle will draw itself about the center point at
the specified radius.

Block

Fills a rectangular area (that you have just defined) with any color or pattern currently in the Color
button. The rectangular area is not outlined.
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Fill

Fills a rectangular area (that you have defined) with the current color or pattern in the Colof button.
There are two steps to filling an area, Fitst the Origin cursor appears and you define the rectangle (so the fill
command will have an outer boundary). After this, the crosshair cursor appears; you now click with the left
mouse button to indicate which area within the rectangle is to be filled.

2. Brush Button

Provides all the graphics tools for manipulating the shape of the drawing brush. The Brush button popup
menu contains the following functions:

Default
This resets the current brush form to be a 4-pixel by 4-pixel black square.
Icons -->

Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu o f all of
rhe available annotation forms or icons. Select the desired icon and the Brush button will be updated to reflect
this. When you move the cursor into the creating pane above, copies ofthe selected icon may be placed onto
the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Symbols -*>
Moving the cursor to the right from this menu selection will produce a scrollable submenu o f all of

the -available chart symbol forms. Furthermore, to the right of each of these forms is another submenu
(although no ·-> indicates-this). Ifrequired, you may go two levels for your selection: once yout have selected
the desired symbol from the first submenu, move to the right of the selection to the next submenu to further
modify the symbol.

The resulting form is displayed in the Brush button. When you move the cursor into the creating
pane above. copies of the selected form may be placed onto the image by clicking the left mouse button.

Alter -->

This tree popup branches off to five other subfunctions, all of which allow you to manipulate the
current brush form:

In¥ert. After selecting this, the brush form will be color·reversed: the black bits will become white
bits and vice versa. This is sometimes referred to as "reverse video.:"

Rotate ··>. The submenu selections to the right give you the choice ofrotating your brush form 90,
180, or 270 degrees. The "brush form," in this case, should be a symbol, anicon, or some sort of framed image;
the default brush ta 4 by 4 pixel square) will reflect no alterations. The rotation is always clockwise, so that two
90-degree rotations will be equivalent to a 180-degree rotation.

Note that this function, along with the mirror function, allows you to generate marty combinations
of the existing icon or symbol fonns.

Mirror. This "mirror-images" the x-axis of the brush form, For example, ifyou have a brush form
that looks like ">" in the beginning. the brush will look like "<" after mirror is used. In order to mirror the
y»axis, mirror the x-axis first and then do a rotate -*>180 from the popup menu.

Magnify. Enlarges the current brush foml, after you have typed the width and height magnification
factors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The Forth represented on the Brush button will
immediately refiect the change.

Shrink. Reduces the current brush fonn, after you have typed the width and height reduction
fuctors (whole numbers only) into the Prompter that appears. The form represented on the Brush button will
immediately refiect the change.
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Square

After selecting this, a Prompter requests you to specify the new size for the square brush. The
square brush form of the new specified size will be produced, using the current color or pattern in the Color
bunon.

Round

Produces a round paint brush (the default is square) with the current color or pattern in the Color
button. A Prompter will request the radius for the round paint brush.

Rectangle
A Prompter will request that you specify the linewidth for the rectangular brush. You will then

frame the rectangle to the desired size and it will become the brush form. This allows the rapid generation of
many boxes of the same size.

Circle

A Prompter will request you to specify the linewidth for the circular brush. You will specify the size
of the desired circle by placing its center on the pane (by pressing the left mouse button) and "rubberbanding"
out to the desired radius. It will promptly become the brush form.

Frame

After selecting this, the Origin cursor appears and you will define a rectangle that encompasses your
desired screen material; that is, the particular area of the image on the screen that you wish to become the
brush form.

Surround

This resembles frame, but allows you to pick up irregular images that might be difficult to outline
with that function. The normal cursor image is displayed; you will press the left mouse button and use it like a
pencil to surround or "rope"the screen image. After releasing the mouse button, the crosshair cursor appears.
Next click with the left mouse button as close as possible to the roped-off image (or even inside the image), The
brush form will assume the shape of the surrounded object.

Copy

Takes the image currently in the Brush button and puts it into the image copy buffer for later use.
For example, you may copy the brush image and paste it into the creating or editing pane and/or the Brush
button in any other graphics editor. This gives the ability to move an image from one image editor to another.

Paste

Takes the image in the Brush button and replaces it with the image in the copy buffer. For example,
you may copy or cut a piece of text and paste it into the Brush button, or you may copy another image
somewhere else and paste it into the Brush button.

Retrieve

Allows you to get a brush image from the Information Center transfer buffer. The item in the
transfer buffer must be an image in order for the operation to work correctly.

Save

Allows you to store the current brush form into the Information Center of your choice.
Hardcopy
After selection, a printing or- hardcopy Q-Box will appear requesting information such as printer

name, humber of copies, and so on. After you have typed in this informuation (or you may with to leave the
default settings), select accept at the upper left of the Q-Box. "Done" or "printing successful," which will
appear at the top right of the screen later on, means the file has been printed.
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3. Color Button

The Color botton allows you to change the color or pattern used by the brush form to any of those shown
on the popup. Besides the colors and patterns that you see on the menu. you may also create you own patterns.
One way is to paste a standard pattern into the brush image, then use your imagination and the brush
manipulation tools to create a new pattern. Once this pattern is pasted into the Color button, you will be able to
start drawing with it

4. Grid Button

When you use the Grid button, an invisible grid for the creating pane can be made to appear for accurate
cursor positioning. You can set the spacing of the grid in both x and y axes; moreover, you may tum the grid
on or offin either the x or y axis to allow maximum flexibility.

On/Off -·>
You may select on or off from here in the x or y axis: this feature works like a switch that will

" toggle" the gridding on and off accordingly. For example, if your current x axis gridding is on, the command
on/off and x will turn the x axis gridding off. If you repeat this procedure, you will find that the x axis gridding
will return to off. This is also true, of course, for y axis gridding. The current status will always be displayed in
the Grid button.

Spacing
Sets the spacing in the horizontal and vertical direction separately. After selection, a Prom.pter

appears requesting the spacing for each direction; enter whole numbers only. If either of the gtid(ling axes is
on, its corresponding spacing value will also be shown next to it to help you determine the gridding distance.

5. Mode Button

The setting of theMode button will determine the method in which the brush form is to be added to the
creating pane.

Over

The brush form you draw with will be drawn over the image in the graphics pane. The white bits in
the brush form are not transparent and will overlay (cover) the image in the graphic editing pane.

Under

The brush form you draw with will be drawn under the image in the creating pane. Only the black
bits in the brush form will be set on the screen, because the white parts of the brush image are now transparent.

Reverse

The white bits in your brush will have no effect on the image which is under the brush. But the
black bits in your brush will turn the black bits in the image under the brush white. Similarly, the black bits in
your brush will turn the white bits in the image under the brush black.

Erase

The black bits in the brush form will set any black bits on the screch to white, thus making the
image invisible. The white bits in the brush form will again have no effect on the screen image.



The Hardcopy Tool

OVERVIEW

A hardcopy of text or graphics is created and sent to a printer by a feature that will be called a hardcopy
mot. This tool is sometimes referred to as "background printing" because once you have specified what to print
and how, you can go ahead and do other things in the Tiger system while the hardcopy tool is creating a press
file and sending it to the printer. (A press file is a file in a certain format that the printer can understand).

Whenever the hardcopy tool has something to work on, a printing status window appears on the screen (in
the upper righthand corner) to give information about what the hardcopy is currently doing, and to allow you
access to its list of popup menu options.

USING THE HARDCOPY COMMAND

Making a hardcopy of your text or graphics is easy, since most of the other tools in the system (such as
text windows, charts, maps) contain one or more popup menus with the command hardcopy in it.

Once the hardcopy command has been selected, you will be presented with one or more request forms
(known as Q-Boxes) to specify what is to be done with the text, graphics, or various possible combinations.
When you have finished filling in your request form, a package containing your instructions and a copy of what
is to be printed is put on the end of the hardcopy tool's queue (or lisO. The printing status window then
provides the only access to it.

"SELECT HARDCOPY METHOD" Q-BOX
When you are going to hardcopy text-type fles (text, outlines), a special Q-Box appears titled "Select

hardcopy method." This Q-Box will not appear if you are attempting to print graphics files. After the label
Choose either: you have two choices:

Direct (the default) means that you want
Select Hardcopy Method

to send the file directly to the printer. If you
select this it will in turn, cause the standard accept | c ance.1 hailOut
Hardcopy Q-Box to appear next, which is
described below. Choose either:  Preview

Preview means that you don't want to

hardcopy this file, but instead intend to put it in if preview: Hi 41#i»:f,%014:i- :4,1;:t, „:131
another type of window into which you can
merge graphics with text files. See the section
titled "The Preview Window" for a complete
description of this feature. Select Hardcopy Method

If you select Preview, the two words
(Portrait and Landscape) next to if preview: accept c ancel bailOut

"wake up" and become selectable, whereas they 

are nonnally obscured iftheselected hardcopy Choose either: Direct 
method is Direct.Portrait and Landscape refer -Lt.......4 Landscapeif preview: hum:*im,immiNAL
to the orientation of the image on a standard
8-1/2" x 11" page. Portrait means the text or
illustration will client 11" vertically and 8-1/2"
horizontally. Landscape means. the text or illustration will orient 8-1/2" vertically and 11" horizontally.

8t··j
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STANDARD HARDCOPY Q-BOX ITEMS
The items on the request form(s) vary with what kind of data is being hardcopied, but a standard set of

items appears on all the request forms. These are:

accept cancel bailOut_

Send to Printer UlIliEME1/il lalter

File in an info center yes  * i

Number Copies 1

Starting Page No. 1

Printer Name Printer name here *

Blode

Size

Border

-nolrn/*.4.'*1 landscape

half

no

Title

Send to Printer:

Now. Send the press file to the printer as soon as it is created.
Later. Make a press file and file it into the Information Center, but don't try to send it.
File in an Info Center:

Yes. If this is selected (along with later in the line above), it causes another request form to appear that
lets you specify how the item being hardcopied should be filed (by label, key words, Info Center).

No. Combined withnow in the line above, this causes the file to be deleted once it has been sent to the
printer.

Number Copies
Type an integer; the default is 1, This does not need to be filled in if later is specified in the top line.
Starting Page No.
Type an integer; tile default is 1, The page numbering will start with this number.
Printer i,laine

Type in the name of printer here:the default is whatever the last specified printer name was. It is not
necessary to fill this in if later is specified in the top Iine.
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HARDCOPY Q-BOX MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP
In addition to tile selectable items within the standard Q-Box, its middle mouse button popup menu

displays the following choices:
Again
Repeats the last copy or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects o f the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it back in.
Copy
Puts a dopy of the current selected text into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Cancel

Deletes the material you've filled in and returns the Q-Box to its original (default) state.

ADDITIONAL GRAPHICS Q-BOX ITEMS
For image and graphics data, the following items are added to the standard hardcopy request form:
Mode:

Normal is the default, and refers to the orientation of the image on an 8- 1/2" x 11" page. Normal means
it will orient the image with the 8-1/2" across and the 11" vertically.

Landscape is a 90-degree rotation of the normal image. It will orient the image with the 8-1/2" vertically
and the 11" across.

Size:

Full (the default) means print the image at the same size as it appears on the display.
Half means print the image scaled to half the displayed size.
Border:

Yes (the default) causes a 2-screen-unit wide border to be put around the image when it is printed out
No means that no border will be placed around the image when it is printed out
Title:

You may type in a title or caption for the image, or leave it blank. If a title is entered, it will be printed
centered beneath the image.

ANNOTATED TEXT Q·BOX
For text with annotations, this one item is added to the standard set:
Print Annotations:

Yes (the default) means the annotation reference numbers will be printed in the text, and a table of the
annotations will be printed at the end of the text

No means neither the annotation reference numbers nor their associated text will be printed.
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HARDCOPY EFFECTS ON THE SYSTEM

While a hardcopy is being made, you will notice some lessening ih the speed at which the Golden Tiger
system reacts to mouse clicks and typing.-In order to keep this reaction time as quick as possible, hardcopying
uses only small increments of time when needed. While this makes it easier for you to do other things, it slows
dowh the printing considerably. If you want something printed faster and don't need to utilize other system
features at the same time, there is an option called foreground ill the printing status window popup that tells the
printing process to take over the system. This is described ih the subsection titled "Active State Menu
Options."

PRINTING STATUS WINDOW FEATURES
The Printing Status Window appears automatically during hardcopy creation in the upper righthand

portion of your screen. This window gives you the ability to look at and change what the hardcopy process is
doing, or is scheduled to do. It is a fixed-size window whose title tab tens you which of three possible states the
hardcopy process is currently in: active, access, or ESC for control

PRINTING STATUS WINDOW MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU
The label above the printing status window shows the current printing state or mode, of which there are

three. Its middle mouse button popup menu options are:

* Printing - active means the hardcopy tool is alive and working. The active state is what you will first
get when you hardcopy a document.

Access queue changes printing from the "active" to the "access" state, which contains a different
middle mouse button popup that controls moving items around the queue, emptying the queue, and so on.

Number waiting brings up a Notifier giving the number of items currently waiting in the queue.
Foreground causes printing to take over control of the system so it can finish sooner. Once in this

state, you cannot work in other areas of the window while the printing tool is working. The only thing you can
do now is to press and release the ESC key to switch access back to the more active state (it may take as long as
five seconds to switch). Otherwise, the faster printing will'continue and the window will disappear as usual
when all the printing is done.

* printing - access in P rinting - access
the label means the hardcopy show current

tool will not tell the queue to Waiting for queue itiodify cut r ent
print the next document after abort current
the current one is finished.

This allows you to inspect and empty queue
modify items in the queue.
The middle mouse button modify queue item ->
popup associated with this remove from queue ->
mode has the following items: moveto front -->

restart queue
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Show current brings up a Notifier telling what file it is currently working on; and if it is a complete
press file, what printer it is being sent to.

Modify current brings up a request form to change whether the file currently' being worked on is to
be sent now or later, which printer to send it to, and the number of copies to send.

Abort current causes the printing request currently being worked on to be stopped at whatever stage
ifs in.

Empty queue causes the queue to be emptied of all entries.
Show queue item --> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the

queue; this brings up a notifier that describes what file or label it is, and if it is a complete press file, what
printer it will be sent to.

Modify queue item -> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the
queue; this brings up a request form that will let you change whether the document is to be sent now or later,
which printer to send it to, and the number of copies to send.

Remove from queue --> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the
queue; this removes the entry from the queue and deletes the press file.

Move to front --> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired entry in the queue;
this moves it to the front of the queue and ensures that it will be the next document printed.

Restart queue returns the hardcopy tool to the Active state.

* ESC for control - appears in the label after
you select foreground from the Active state pobup. It
means that the hardcopy statuS window has taken over

the system to get its job done faster. You will not be
able to work in other areas as you normally could
while printing is going on, unless you now press and
release the keyboard ESC key.

ESC for control
Sending Temp,press- + 1, to idalia

PRINTING STATUS WINDOW RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

When in use, Active state and Access state each has its own unique middle mouse button popup.

However, the right mouse button popup is the same for both states and contains the standard set of window
manipulation options, except for close self:

Help

To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the
pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Close others

When a display becomes very· crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,

select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to Close that
specific window (yes or no).
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Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of 811 the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, ahd also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and·out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
ofall the Open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
inand-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this comer to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click tile left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to chailge the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left comer of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame, Moving this cursor
'about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is tile rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button, The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move,
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup menu.

Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.
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Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button popup menu of a collapsed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

Stops everything being printed or waiting to be printed. The printing status window will disappear
automatically at a convenient time after all the printing requests have been filled.



Word Processing

OVERVIEW
The ability to quickly and easily create a document--such as a memo, report, summary, procedure-is

an integral part of the Golden Tiger software. In fact, this entire User Guide was created with the same software
that you are now using, which includes all the word processing features. Tigefs word processing capabilities go
far beyond merely keying in and editing text. You may choose a variety of fonts and styles, add various kinds
of images (sketches, maps, charts), annotate Words, and even compute numbers, all with the numerous popup
menu selections that are available at the touch of a finger.

All word processing is done in the text pane of a window. Some types of windows are a combination of
text and graphics panes. while others aren't. For instance, a Text Item window has just one pane that is for text
creation-and editing only, while a Report window contains both a text editing and graphics image pane. TIle
text editing pane middle mouse button popup menu is the same for both types of windows. It is this menu,
with its listed options, that will be desciibed later in detail.

Add Item

accept cancel b ailout

Name

o pen
display-- Keywords text

retrieve by-) Classification  Int XPers XPriv XReg
duplicate

copy
cut

paste
label/key words report

hardcopy folder

4%*create-*)Al§ data base
trash outline
in box spreadsheet

maintenance-> . info center from selection

OPENING A TEXT ITEM WINDOW
A text item window is ideal for word processing. It is opened by pressing the middle mouse button in an

Information Center or a Folder, then selecting create -·> text item from the resulting popup. Immediately after
that, an "Add Item" QBox will appear, and you must type in the label (title) of your text item after Name, plus
any keywords (the default is text) and the appropriate classification for the document.

89
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Workspace
E
4.4 The first window you will encounter

]@%.
93 after you've left the Idle Image is the
H#

tg Login window, This window is like a
4 locked gate that you must unlock in order
% to get to the rest of the Tiger software, and
ki all the files that you have created and
fit2% stored, 01,=:iMMMF5XMA1IM)Al

13 The login procedure is designed to9 9%

* assure that only authorized individuals
:4
#IM will have access to data sto:red on the
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After selecting accept, the new text item
name is placed into whatever Infonnation
Center or Folder it was created from. Next,
select the name with the left mouse button,
then select open from the middle mouse
button popup. When the Origin cursor
appears, click the left mouse button to place
the opened window on the screen. The
window's name appears in the title tab at the
top. An insertion mark, or caret, sits at the
upper left comer of the window pane. When
you start typing text, it will appear exactly at
the insertion mark.

31 workstation itself and on the other SCROLL BAR

An important feature of a typical
text-editing/word processing window is the
scroil bar. A scroll bar allows you to move

through text from top to bottom and back
again, or jump quickly to any part of the text
It is represented by a narrow rectangular area
that is displayed next to the left side of the
pane that it controls. The scroll bar isn't always
visible, and will disappear when no longer
needed„

The length of the scroll bar represents the length of tile entire document, and inside of it is a gray area.
This gray area is located within tile scroll bar at a point relative to the location of the text within the window. In
other words, it represents that portion of text currently showing on the screen. If the gray area is at the top of
the scroll bar, then the window is showing text at the beginning of the document. If the gray area fills the entire
Scroll bar, then you can be sure thapll of the document is currently displayed.

In order to move, or scroll, through a document, the following points should be noted:
• Observe that the arrow "at rest" points both up and down when it resides in the scroll bar area. If you

place the cursor toward the top of the scroll bar and click the left mouse button, the arrow briefly turns into an
"up" arrow and the window text moves from the bottom up as the solid gray area moves downward.

•If you place the cursor at the top of the scroll bar and click the right mouse button, the arrow points
"down" and text will move from the top down as the gray area moves upward,

e A more rapid way to scroll through text is to press and hold down the middle mouse button; you can
then move the gray area up or down at will (the arrow will point to the right) and thereby "jump'* to certain
parts of the text when you release the button.

• You can also press and hold down either the left or right mouse button anywhere within the scroll bar
area and make a fast scroll back and forth within the text, instead of one click at a time. Scrolling moves the
text that is next to the cursor.

machines to which the workstation is

connected, Furthermore, the procedure

will personalize data stored on the

machine; more than one individual can
have data on the machine without gaining
access to each other's data, unless specific
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SELECTING TEXT
Text must first be selected in, order to perform editing operations on it. Selected text is usually displayed

in reverse videol that is, the characters of selected text appear in white on a black background. You select text
(characters, words, lines) with the left mouse button in three ways:

Click - The mouse button is pressed and immediately released without moving the cursor. This places a
caret (a small artowhead at the bottom of a line of text, pointing upward between characters) at the location of
the cursor.

Double Click - The mouse button is clicked twice in succession with the cursor in the same location. This
is the same as clicking at the location of thecaret

Draw Through - Press the button and hold it down. Move the mouse to draw through (left to right or
right to left) the letters, words or paragraphs to be selected. Release the mouse button.

EMPTY SELECTIONS (the caret)
Empty selections are used for inserting text A caret indicates the location of an empty selection. (The

caret is a small arrowhead that points upward between characters at the bottom of a line of text.) The selection
is made by pointing the cursor at the desired location and clicking the left mouse button.

SELECTION FROM START TO END POINT
To select any arbitrary section'of text, place the cursor immediately in front of the first character to be

selected and press the left mouse button. While continuing to hold the button down, move the cursor to a point
just beyond the last character to be selected. To tenninate the selection, release the mouse button.

As the cursor is moved[, the text being selected is displayed in reverse video. It doesn't matter what is
selected while the mouse button is being held down as long as you end up with the desired text selected.
Selections can be made in either direction from the start point-forward (moving to the right and down), or
backward (moving to the left and up).

If the desired end o f the selection is not visible in the window, select the start point and continue to hold
down the mouse button while moving the cursor just below the window (or above, if selecting backwards). This
makes the text scroll automatically while it is being selected. Once the end point becomes visible, moving the
cuIsor back into the window will tenninate the scrolling.

ENTITY SELECTION

Whole "text entities" can be selected with one action. A textual entRy is any text between delimiting
characters. Delimiters are spaces (words), returns (paragraphs), start and end of text (entire document),
parentheses, double quotes, square brackets, angle brackets.

- To select delimited text double click the left mouse button just after the first delimiter or just before
the last delimiter. The entire delimited text (even text not currently displayed) will be selected.

i To select a single word, double click anywhere between the spaces before and after it.
- To select a single paragraph (defined here to be text between returns), double click before the first

character or just after the last character.
w To select the entire document, double click in front of the first character in it, :or after the very last

character in it. (The cursor must be at the very beginnihg o fall the text, not some later portion which has been
made visible by scrolling.)
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IMPLICIT SELECTION

When typing text, there is an implicit selection ofall the text typed since the last explicit (with the mouse)
selection. Implicit selections do not show in reverse video; however, hitting the ESC key will cause any existing
implicit selection to be explicitly displayed in reverse video.

TYPING TEXT

When typing, characters are inserted at the location of the caret. You don't need to type a <return> at the
end of every line typed, since the software will take care of the word wrapping itself by automatically basing
line endings on the size of the window. If you want to replace text, select it and then start typing in the new
text; it is not necessary to delete the unwanted text first with the BS or DEL key.

SPECIAL KEYS AND KEY COMBINATIONS

When typing text there are a few useful keys and key combinations that will perform some simple
functions without your resorting to the mouse or a popup menu:

• The BS or backspace key will erase the character preceding the caret. If text is explicitly selected (in
reverse video), striking the BS key will delete the selection and one character in front of it.

• The DEL key will delete the current selection (either explicit or implicit). This means that if it is struck
while typing, everything typed since the last mouse selection will be deleted.

• The ESC key will cause any implicit selection to be displayed in reverse video.
e Holding down the CTRL key in conjunction with typing a certain keyboard number will change the

text font: CTRL and a keyboard character will change text style. See the popup item called Fonts -> for a
complete description.

e Holding down the CIRL key and hitting a "d" will cause the current date to replace any displayed
selection.

M[DDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP BASIC EDITING FUNCTIONS

This section covers the basic editing functions of the middle mouse button again
tree popup. All of these functions operate in conjunction with the current selection undo
The "copy buffer" (which temporarily holds text) described below facilitates
copying and moving text around (including moving between windows, because all Dll t
windows use the same buffer), recovering from mistakes, and copying the same
thing repeatedly.

past e
save

The text editing functions are:
Again strip CRs
Used to search for a piece of text or to do a search and replace. It willlook for search

the next occurrence starting from the current selection ; if the left shift key is also hardcopy 
held down, it will repeat until the end of the text. annotation-->

To find the next occurrence of a piece oftext, copy or cut the text to be looked fonts-->
for (this places it in the copy buffer). Select the place to start looking for it, and then
select again. It will either find the text being searched for and select it or it will utilities-->

flash the window to indicate it couldn't find it
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Use of again after replacing a piece of text will cause it to look for the next occurrence of the replaced text
and replace it with the same thing. If it doesn't find anything to replace, the window will flash.

The again function can be repeated over and over by selecting it repeatedly, or it can be automatically
repeated by holding down the left-shift key whne selecting again untilit is finished.

Undo

Attempts to undo or reverse the last action performed. This is particularly useful to get back text that has
been mistakentey replaced or deleted. Undo will replace the current selection with whatever was the last text to
be replaced, copied, or cut.

Copy
Puts a copy of the current selection into the text copy buffer. Once text is copied into the buffer it can be

placed anywhere into any text window (see paste), or again can be used to find other occurrences of it.
Cut

Deletes the current selection, and places the deleted text into the text copy bufferlf the next operation is
a paste, the cut text has essentially been moved. Using cut and then again will find the next occurrence of the
cut text.

Paste

Replaces the current selecton with the contents of the text copy buffer. Thus, if the current selection is
empty, paste is equivalent to inserting the copy buffer text at the caret.

Paste does not affect the contents of the copy buffer, so the same text can be pasted repeatedly. Again can
be used after paste to perform a search and replace operation (see again).

Save
Stores the fle onto the disk.
Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
Search

Looks through an Information Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any of its labels or
keywords.

Hardcopy
When you are going to hardcopy text files, a special Q-Box appears titled "Select Hardcopy Method."

After the label Choose either: you have two choices:
Direct (the default) means that you want to send the file directly to the printer. I f you select this it will, in

turn, cause the standard Hardcopy Q-Box to appear next
Preview means that you don't want to hardcopy this file, but instead intend to put it in another type of

window into which you can merge graphics with text files. See the section titled "The Preview Window" for a
complete description of this feature.

If you select Preview, the two words (Poftrait and Landscape) next to if preview: "wake up" and become
selectable, whereas they are normally obscured when the selected hardcopy method is Direct.

Portrait and Landscape refer to the orientation of the image on a standard 8 1/2" x 11" page. Portrait
means the text or illustration will orient 11" vertically and 8-1/2" horizontally. Landscape means the text or
illustration will olient 8-1/2" vertically and 11" horizontally.
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Annotation -->

Annotations can be thought of as working notes, editorial comments, or footnotes which are kept
attached to the text but are not displayed in it. In paper and pencil days, the common practice for adding
annotations was to scribble comments in the margins of the paper. Instead, in the Golden Tiger software. a tool
called an "annotation marker" is usect. The marker appears right in the text, and it can be selected for display,
deletion, or expansion of the annotation.

Annotation markers are numbers, starting at 100, enclosed within double colons and displayed in a
7-point (very small) font They look like this: ::100.: . Every marker number is unique within a document, so if
an annotation is copied and pasted elsewhere in the text, it will get a new number.

The text of an annotation (and any annotations in it) is really attached to the annotation marker. This
means that if text with the marker in it is copied, cut or pasted, the annotation travels along with it, Therefore,
annotations are deleted by cutting their marker from the text, copied by copying their marker, and can be
pasted into text in the same or another window.

If your document has annotations and you want to make a hardcopy, the standard set of imms in the
"Select Hardcopy Method" Q-Box will contain an additional Print Annotations: yes or no choice. Yes (the
default) means the annotation reference numbers will be printed in the text, and a table of the annotations will
be printed at the end of the text. No means neither the annotation reference numbers nor their associated text
will be printed.

Using Annotation -> is a much more elegant way of electronically scribbling notes in the margins;
annotations can even be made on annotations ad infinitum. After moving the cursor to the right, the following
submenu items appear:

Create

First, type the text that will comprise the contents of the annotation, select this text, then select create, The
selected text is replaced by the annotation marker.

Display

An annotation is opened up by selecting its marker and then selecting display. If the marker has not been
selected correctly, an error message will come up and you must re-try. If it was correctly selected, you will be
presented with an Origin cursor to open up the annotation's window.

The annotation window popup menu has fewer items for text editing that the word processing text
window- popup, but those it does have are identical

The label of the annotation window indicates exactly which annotation it is and where it came from by
displaying the label of the original word processing window, followed by the sequence of annotation markers
up to and including itself.

When the annotation window is closed, any annotation windows open on annotations within its text will also
close.

Expand

A selected annotation marker is replaced by the text of the annotation by using expand. When an
annotation marker is expanded, the annotation ceases to exist. Any annotations within the expanded
annotation will not be expanded.
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Fonts '-> again
Golden Tiger software comes with a variety of undo

fonts that you can select from. The "default" font; and - i
what you see in this particular paragraph, is called copy  serif 10
Serif 10 regular. The Table below is a summary of the CUt serif 10

available fonts. paste ser ir 10
The Table summary is shown in Gacha, which is save serif 10

a fixed-pitch font; that is, each character takes up the strip CR s Mlp/I-----1
same amount of space along a line of text, like a searchserif 10 1
typewriter font. It's best to use a fixed-pitch font if youneed to use tabs in a table. such as the one above. All hardcopy serif 12
of the other fonts are variable-pitch; their width varies annotatiOn-=> serif 12
from character to character as appropriate. *% 1 1 Serif 12

Self refers to the little added widenings iII a ut ilities -->
character, such as those on the ends of the cross bar
and foot of the capital T. Compare that with a
sans-serif"t" shown here: T. Font designers long ago learned that serifs help a person's eyes scan text easily
and also permit smaller white space between letters. However, sans-serif fonts are often better for emphasis,
and tend to stand out more if you are labeling things like charts, tables, or viewgraphs.

Font Families

1) Serif regular, bold, italic, underlined
2) Sans-serif regular, bold, italic, underlined
3) :Gacha regular, bold, italic, underlined
4) Cream regular, underlined

Point Sizes

10, 12, 14, 18
7, 10, 12, 14

10

12

Fonts wi]1 look different on the screen from the way they do in hardcopy output This is because the
system utilizes screen fonts and printer fonts. Thisis is particularly true of bold and italic fonts, because their
screen widths are larger than their printer widths, In general, the hardcopy output will look much better than
the screen display.

Fonts can be selected by either of two ways: from the fonts"> submenuor from the keyboard.

SELECTING FONTS FROM THE Fonts --> SUBMENU
The submenu is a scrollable list of all the fonts that you have available in the software. To change the font

ofan existing piece of text, first select the text, then select fonts -> and slide to the right to the list. The list will
scroll up or down if the cursor is placed at the bottom or top of the list while the middle mouse button is
pressed down. Select the desired font from this list,

SELECTING FONTS FROM THE KEYBOARD
Text fonts may be changed by first selecting the desired text and then using certain keyboard commands,

or by using the keyboard commands while keying in text. These various "quick commands" make text regular,
bold, imlic, regularunderlined, bold.underlined, or italic-undeWind (but only if the font variant exists in the
system).

1



The commands require that the control key (marked CTRL and located above or to the left of the
left-SHIFT key) be held down while striking the relevant keyboard key. To remove a CTRL command from
text, hold down both the CTRL and SHIFT keys while striking the relevant keyboard key.

These quick commands are:

CTRL Purpose
- underline text

b make text boldface

i make text italic

CTRL-SHIFT

- remove underline

b remove bold

i remove italic

The quick commands for changing fonts during text entry or after selection are done by holding the
CTRL key down while typing a numeral 0 through 9. There is no guarantee that the fonts illustrated below will
stay in this exact order; some experimentation may be necessary to map your font set:

CTRL Result

1 serif 10 point
2 serif 10 bold

3 serif ZO italic

4 serif 12 point
6 serif 12 bold

5 serif 1 2 italic
7 serif 18 Doint

serif 18 bold
serif 1 8 italic

0 sans-serif 12 point

Utilities -->

Basically, these are functions that are useful but are not used in the mainstream or day·to-day tasks:
Add as key word
Automatically adds a new selected key word to the label/keywords designation of your text item

name.

Time stamp

Causes the current text selection to be replaced with the current date and time, such as ( 4 May
1986 6:53:06 pm).
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Restore

Returns the text to the way it was before the last save was used.
Erase file

Causes a Confirmer-to appear that states "This will erase all the text from the file. Are you sure?"
with a yes-or no selection. Selecting yes will delete all text from the file.

Compute it
Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and

select it, then select compute it, the number "" 5" will appear.
File as new item

Files the entire document or only selected text as a new text item. If you're filing only selected text, a
Confiriner will appear that says "File only selected text?" to which you must select yes or no. Then a QBox will
appear that needs the new item label, keywords, classification, etc. If youre filing the entire document, only the
Q-Box will appear.

RIGHT MOUSEBUITON TEXT WINDOW POPUP
The right mouse button brings up the standard window manipulation popup menu with the following

functions:

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to tile User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification
The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A

Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on theinput form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the
selection. If the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in: and close all of the others,
select close others from the popup menu and release the button. If any of the windows selectedfor closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choicets), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution ofthis command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.
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Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently oil the
screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear oIl the screen with
the titles of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the
window to fade in-andout on the screen at the location o f that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Mo¥e

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by this comer to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the more tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left comer of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower-right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed,
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released. the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title
in the tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number o f open windows can be kept and organized on the
screen without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on tile right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location.
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Close self
When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on

the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closed Depending on tile type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The Preview Window

OVERVIEW

The Preview window is a tool that allows you to compose documents which combine pictures with text

files and/or to perform some editing functions that cannot be done in a regular text window. The Preview
window requires several steps to setup:

• First, the image and text files are created separately.

e Second, when you are ready to combine  -
pictures and text, select hardcopy from the text Se.lect Hardcopy Method
window middle mouse button popup, which will
bring up a "Select Hardcopy Method" Q-Box. accept cancel bailOut

The Q-Box allows you to either send the text file

to the printer to make a hardcopy of it (by Choose either: Direct 
selecting Direct) or to put the text file into if preview:  Landscape
Preview form (by selecting Preview).

• Tllird, select Preview, then accept from

the Q-Box. This will cause an "Item Label"

Q-Box to appear.
• Fourth, type in the item label

(the name you want to call the
Preview window) then accept.

accept cancel haiIOut

User Label: ili222

Key Words: preview

+ rain. i; - <.
Info center: ti·p»... r::»  11 174 4 - 420 *f

* Fifth, a comer cursor will

appear, attached to a rather large,
fixed-size window outline. Place the

outline at a convenient area on the

screen and click tile left mouse

button to open the Preview window
(but make sure the enure outline is
on the screen when you do this).
The text will now appear in the
Preview window.

A few of the Preview window's features are:

* Automatic text wrap-around of graphics images. When you transfer a picture or graphic image (chart,
graph, etc.) into the Preview window area of your choice, you then select a popup menu item called compose
page and the text in that area will position itself around or at the side(s) o f the image. If you don't like the way
the text has wrapped, a few simple manipulations on your part will alter the layout until it appears the way you
Want it to.

* There are many editing functions available, as well as the ability to create multiple columns, change
margin settings, vary line spacing, and set tabs.

100
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* A "text page break line" will break a page wherever you want it to, Since you are able to do this. you
can avoid problems like single lines moving to the next page, or titles being separated from their appropriate
text.

*In addition to working with images and text wrap-around: you can create "blank spaces" of any size (in
the shape of a rectangle or square) and wrap text around them, too. These blank spaces have many uses, such as
a template for positioning later pictures or as a wedge for evening up columns.

·* The text and graphics you see in the Preview window are exactly the way they will appear when
printed out. Thus: you can be sure that your screen layouts of text and images will be accurate and realistic.

NORMAL MODE

A Preview window has two modest a "normal" mode and a "picturelayout" mode. Normal is the default.
You may switch back and forth between the two states by selecting picture layout from the "normal" mode
middle mouse button popup, and back to normal from the "picture layout" mode middle mouse button popup.

Normal mode contains both text and pictures/blank spaces, while picture layout mode displays only
pictures and blank spaces, and no text If you have a picture that needs to go on a page that contains no text,
your Preview window must be in picture layout mode.

For a Preview window that is currently in normal mode, the middle mouse button popup menu has many
text editing options to choose from, which are described below. Remember, although you edit of change text in
the Preview document, the material in the original text file remains the same.

NORMAL MODE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP

page -->
compose page

conipose document
hardcopy

save

justification -->
tab

set options |Paste in text from the copy buffer,
M F from Info Cented

add pictures --> append text --> 1
picture layout edit text

file away text
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Page->
Forward

Moves you forward one page to the next page of the document If you are on the last page when
you select forward, a Prompter will appear that says "This is the last page!" meaning that you cannot go
forward beyond this page. However, images (only) can be placed beyond the last page of a document when the
Preview window is in picture layout mode.

Back

Moves you back one page to the previous page of the document. If you are on the first page when
you select back, a Prompter will appear that says "This is the first page!" meaning that you cannot go back
beyond the first page (in either mode).

Random

Causes a small scrollable popup to appear that can display up to five numbers. This option is useful
when, for instance, you are currently working in a 15-page document are on page 1, and want to get ro page 4.
Instead ofhaving to go forward page by page to reach 4, selecting random will display a submenu; the numbers
will read 1 through 5. While still holding down the left mouse button, select 4 and the document will jump
immediately to page 4.

If you are somewhere in the same document and want to jump ahead more than five pages (or jump
back-it works both ways), you can scroll the submenu forward through the available page numbers by
pressing and holding down the left mouse button as you place the cursor at the bottom edge o f the submenu.
To scroll backwards, place the cursor at the top edge of the submenu. Select the appropriate page number
when it appears by moving the cursor back inside the submenu.

Compose page
Arranges (or re-arranges) the images and text within the current displayed page. This option should be

used each time you change image or text positions. It will compose only what needs to be composed.
Compose document
Arranges each page of the document at one time, starting with whatever page is currently displayed.

While composing, the current page number is shown in the page break box below. If you want to stop the
composing process before it has finished, hold down the left mouse button.

Hardcopy

Prints tile Preview document. The Q-Box that appears is similar to other hardcopy Q-boxes used
throughout the system. except for several additional commands:

e You have a choice ofprinting the page currently on the screen or the whole document
• You may type in a major heading that will appear at the top left corner of the printed document
• You may also type in a minor heading. which will appear under the major heading.

Save
Stores all the information that you have created up to the moment into a file.
Justification -->

There are four types of text justification, as described below. You may justify one or several lines of a
paragraph, the paragraph itself, or the whole page, as long as the line(s) in question have been selected with the
left mouse button. When you Select a type of justification, the cursor will change from the normal arrow into an
appropriate illustrative shape,

After the designated justification has taken place. you may exit that State by clicking the left mouse
button to return to the "regular" cursor, or just by selecting another command from the popup.
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Full

This is the default justification setting for text in a Preview window. The software produces spacing
between words so that lines of text starting at or near the left margin will end exactly at the right margin.

Left

Note that this is the only justification setting for textin a typici text item window (before putting it
into Preview). The text begins at the leftmargin (unless there is a tab or spaces) and ends, with varying spacing,
at or near the right margin, giving the right margin a "ragged"look.

Center

Sets selected text lines to center between the left and right margins. This is a convenient feature to
use when centering titles.

Right
Lines of text begin at the left margin with varying spacing, thus giving the left margin a "ragged"

look. The lines end exactly at the right margin.
Tab

Tabs must first be entered into your text by pressing the Tab key on the keyboard (either in regular or
Preview). Every tab has a default setting, which may only be changed while editing the Preview document
During this time you may also add new tabs, move existing tabs: or delete tabs. To use this feature:

Preview Window Tab Rule

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350. 41
11,1,111 % 1 1 11 I rl 1 1,111, I i i 111 I r l i ti l ; 1 11 1111 11,1 i.111,1 rt i l i I I I I l i l l i i l i l i l i i I I i
ti#*

26 84 144 200

Ceinter Right Decimal

• Select tab; the Origin cursor will appear. This lets you open and place a Tab Rule (which you will need
to make tabs) into the Preview document. You may place the Tab Rule at the top of the document or anywhere
within it, because the tab creations that you subsequently make from it will still apply to tabs anywhere in the
document.

• The Tab Rule displays one preset tab (in the form of an arrow) with its numerical tab setting shown
underneath. The units of measurement on the Tab Rule appear in points (there are 72 points to an inch). You
can change the measurement unit ahead of time from points to inches. centimeters. or picas by using the
"Margin, Column, and Line Settings" Q.Box (first select set options from the popup to make it appear).

• Below the Tab Rule is a list of the four types oftabs available: Left, Center, Rights and Decimal. You
may select the type of tab ahead of time, or change the tab type after you have created it by selecing the
desired tab type. then clicking over the tab to be changed. Notice that the small tab arrow will change shape
when you change the type of tab it represents.
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• Tab manipulations on the Tab Rule are all done with the left mouse button. Tabs may be moved,
deleted, or created:

- To move a tab and change its setting, first place the cursor over it (in the unit number area
underneath); press and hold down the left mouse button. The tab will select and appear in reverse video, and
the cursor takes on the shape of the left-tab arrow. Move the selected tab to the left or right along the Tab Rule.
As you do, the number setting will blink and increase or decrease, depending on the direction you're going,
Note that once you've selected the tab, you can move the left-tab arrow cursor above or way below the Tab
Rule. Irs not necessary to keep the cursor exactly over the tab as you attempt to move it. Release the mouse
button when the tab has been moved to the desired location.

- To delete an unwanted tab, merely select it by pressing and holding down the left mouse button and
moving the tab completely off the Tab Rule and outside the margin (in either direction). When you release the
mouse button outside the margin, the tab will disappear. If it' s necessary, you can move the tab "through"
other tabs to get it out beyond the margin. You can also delete a tab by placing it precisely over another
unselected tab: when you release the mouse button, the unwanted (selected) tab will disappear.

- To create a new tab, place the cursor at the desired location on the Tab Rule and either (1) click the
left mouse button at the desired location, or (2) press and hold down the left mouse button and move the
left-tab arrow cursor until you pinpoint the desired location, then release it.

e The final step in setting tabs is to bring up the Tab Rule's middle mouse button popup. There are two
choices on it: apply and bailout.

- Apply will recompose and

redisplay the page text with all tile
new tab settings.

- Bailout will undo all the Margin, Column, and Line Settings
new tab settings, return them to

what they were before, and cause accept c ancel bailOut

the Tab Rule to disappear from the Preview window. Top

Set options
Selecting set options opens a

Q-Box called "Margin, Column,
and Line Settings." This offers an

opportunity to change the top,
bottom, right or left margin
settings, to channel the window text
into one to four columns, to
determine the width between

Columns (gutter width), to change
line leading, and to change the type
of tab setting.

Bottom 1.0

Right 0.749999

Left 1.0

Columns

Gutter Width 5 10

Tab Unit

Line Spacing

inch cm  picas 
2.0 3.0

23 4

15 | 25 | 30
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- The margin setting units are in inches; there is already a default for each margin that can be typed over
to give it a new setting. The range of settings runs from 0.25 to 3 inches maximum for the left and nght
margins, and 0.75 to 2 inches maximum for the top and bottom margins.

- The gutter width between columns is measured in "screen" units; these units increase or decrease in
increments of 5 between 5 and 30, and are selected with the left mouse button instead of being keyed in.

- Line spacing can be changed from the default of 1 (single-spaced) up to 3 (triple-spaced).
- Tab settings call be changed from the default, which is measured in points, to inches, centimeters, or

pleas.
When you selectortype in a new setting in the Q-Box, the software will automatically rearrange the page

to accommodate the new information.

Modify text -·>
Permits you to replace the entire document text with text from another file. append text at the end of the

document, and perform various editing functions. Ideally, text should be as "finished" as possible before
placing it in a Preview window. However, it is realized that not every circumstance can be anticipated, and that
it will often be necessary to do some "after-the-fact" editing by adding-or deleting space, eliminating or
copying text, changing fonts, and -so on. Modify text ·-> contains a number of practical text manipulation
features:

Replace text ->
from Info Center

Replaces all the text currently in the Preview window with text from a file selected from an
Information Center. To accomplish this:

• Select the desired filename from the·Information Center and select copy (or cut) from its middle
mouse button popup in order to store the text in a transfer buffer.

• Next, move back into the Preview window and select replace text *·> from Info Center. If text is

already in the Preview window, a Confiimer will appear that says "Fatal to current textl Continue?" with a yes
Or no decision.

• Selecting yes will copy all the text from the transfer buffer into the Preview window. The new
text will attempt to wrap around any images in the window (images- are not overwritten by the text transfer).

Paste

Replaces all the text currently in the Preview window with text you have previously cut or copied
from another text window.

Append text -->
from Info Center

Adds text from a file selected from an Information Center to the end of the text currently in the

Preview window, To accomplish this:
• Select the desired filename from the Information Center and select copy (or cut) from its middle

mouse button popup in order to store the text in a transfer buffer.
• Next, move back into the Preview window and select append text "> from Info Center.
• The file text will appear appehded to the end of the current text.
Paste

Appen(is to text eun'ently in the Preview window the text you have previously cut or copied from
another text window.
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Edit text

Offers a variety o f Preview editing features. It is also the only way you can type in, change, or delete
text while in Preview. After selecting it observe that the regular cursor arrow will have the word "Edit"
attached to it, When it appears, you must select the particular text area that needs editing, which is done by
holding down the left mouse button and moving the cursor down over each line of text (at this point, you can't
select one word or one character only). You may select one line or the entire page this way. As you select each
line, it goes into reverse video.

When you release the mouse button, the system will automatically frame tile selected text area into
a pane (with its own scroll bar). The text is no longer in reverse video. Now you can move the cursor into the
pane and select one character, word, line, or paragraph, in order to do your editing.

Most of the text editing will be done from the options offered in the pane's middle mouse button
popup. These are:

again. Repeats the last edit.
undo. Reverses the effects of the last edit.

copy. You may copy text from another text window or from within the Preview window. In either
case you, must first put the text into a copy buffer ahead of time. Here is a typical sequence of actions if you
want to copy text from the same Preview window:

- Select edit text.

- Select thetextareathattext will be copied.from with theleft mouse button.
- Wait fbr the editing pane to appear, then select the exact text that you want copied.
- Select copy.

- Select done from the pane popup.
- Select edit text again from the Preview window popup.
- Select the text area that text will be copied to. Wait for the pane to appear around the selected

area.

- Place the insertion caret; select paste from the pane popup and wait for the text stored in the
transfer buffer to appeal· at tile caret.

- Select accept if you want to accept the change.
- Select done.

cut. Use cut if you want to remove the text completely from an area and place it somewhere else. It
works almost exactly the same as copy. Here again is a typical sequence of actions if you intend co cut text from
the same Preview window and move it somewhere else:

- Select edit text.

- Select the text area that text will be cutfrom with the left mouse button.
- Wait for the editing pane to appear, then select the exact text that you want removed.
- Select cut.

- Select accept from the pane popup.
- Select done.

- Select edit text again from the Preview window popup.
- Select the text area that text will be moved to. Wait for the pane to appear around the selected

area.
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- Place the insertion caret; select paste from the Dane popup and wait for the text stored in the
transfer buffer to appear at the caret.

- Select accept if you want to accept the change.
- Select done.

paste. Places, at the insertion caret, whatever text is currently in the copy or transfer buffer.
accept Stores the editing changes.
cancel. Restores all edited text to its original form and takes you out of the edit text state.
fonts ->. Allows you to change selected text via a scrollable tree popup submenu, to another

typeface.
File away text
Files newly·edited text away to your designated Information Center's In Box. Since files that you

edit in Preview then become different from their original text files, this is a way of storing the edited file.
Selecting file away text will bring up a Q-Box where you may fill in the User Label (desired filename), any key
words, which Information Center to store it in, and the filing method (manual or automatic).

Add pictures -->
This menu option lets you grab pictures (graphics images) from other pads of the Preview document or

other documents and place them in the Preview window, It also lets you create and place blank spaces. It's
probably a good idea to do a compose page after you have added another picture or blank space to the text

Paste

Places an image (or text) currently in the copy buffer into the Preview document A typical series of
steps would be:

• In a Sketch Pad (or other type of graphics pad) frame the desired image there and select copy
from the sketch pane middle mouse button popup.

• Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures -->paste.
• The image will suddenly appear, represented by a moyable gray rectangle (or squate) with the

cursor embedded in the center.
e Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document. The gray rectangle

disappears and the copied image takes its place.
• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it "Pasted.image- + xi (Ix" is

a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.
Blank space
A "blank space" is like a blank picture. Its shape, which you frame for size, is that of a square or

rectangle. A blank space can do such things as act as a template for positioning later images, as a wedge for
opening space between paragraphs or titles and paragraphs, or as a means for evening up column endings. The
many uses of variable blank spaces in your Preview document will become apparent as you use them After
selecting blank space, the following steps will take place:

• The Origin cursor appears, which allows you to begin to frame the size of your blank space.
•-When you have finished framing, the blank space is represented by a movable gray square or

rectangle with the cursor embedded at the bottom.
•Click the left mouse button to place the blank space into the Preview document The gray color

will Uien disappear, replaced by a blank, bordered square or rectangle.

1
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From screen

Allows you to frame an area of the Preview window or an area of another currently opened window.
These framed areas, whether of images or text, are treated as pictures and can be placed into the Preview
document by using the following Steps:

• Select add picture --> from screen to bring up the Origin cursor. You can now frame an
appropriate area of the Preview window or some other open window.

• The newly-framed image is represented by a movable gray rect:angle with the cursor embedded
at the bottom.

• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.

• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it "Screen.image- + x" ("x" is
a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.

From my list
Brings up the list of "Paste.image" and "Screen.image" pictures appearing in the Preview

document, including pictures removed earlier in the current Preview session. The number to the left of each

'.image" name is the page number that it appears on:
• Select the desired image name from the list.
• When the image appears, it is represented by a movable gray rectangle with the cursor attached.

• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.
from Info Center

Lets you select an image name from an Information Center and place the subsequent image into the
Preview document:

• Select the image filename from the Information Center.

• Select copy from its middle mouse button popup.
• Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures --> from Info Center. You'll

immediately observe the representative movable gray rectangle with the cursor attached.
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.

Picture layout
There are two modes or "states" in a Preview window: a "normal" state or a "picture layout" state. You

will be in either one or the other. The nonnal state is that which contains all the text and images you are
working on. The picture layout state contains the images and blank spaces of the document only-there is no
text. 'This means you can edit and manipulate images faster, without having to constantly move or wrap text
around them.

The picture layout state middle mouse button popup is almost identical to the normal state popup, except
that it contains no menu options that deal with text manipulations.

When you are in the picture layout state and wish to return to the normal state, you merely select back to
normal from the middle mouse button popup.



THE TEXT PAGE BREAK UNE
One of the special features of the Preview window is the ability to designate where you want a page to

break. Thus, you can avoid things like single lines moving to the next page Cwidows") or titles being separated
from their text. This is accomplished with the text page break line.

The text page break line will only separate text material, not graphics. Even if an image appears
underneath a text page break line, the image will still remain on the same page, and not move to the next page.
You can place art image by itself on the next page only if you are currently in picture layout mode.

To use the text page break line, move the cursor over the page number located in the square at the
bottom right section of the Preview window. Press and hold down the left mouse button. The square turns gray
and is then easily moved up and down the window edge, dragging the bottom line up or down with it. When
you release the mouse button, the lines of text rearrange themselves,

THE PICTURE AND THE BLANK SPACE
In a Preview document, there are two types of graphics that you will work with:
* A picture, which is a chart graph, sketch, or some other type of graphical object.
* Ablank space, which is a bordered rectangular or square area that contains no graphical material. You

frame a blank space to whatever size is needed. Its uses range from acting as a preliminary picture layout device
to being a means of adding space anywhere within the text material. Although the blank space appears to have
a border iso that you can see it), the border does not appear when the documen:t is printed. However, you con
deliberately add a border if you want to via a popup option.
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While a picture or blank space is
selected, you cannot perfonn any text
editing (if you're in "normal" state), as
the popup menu that contains those
options will be unavailable. Instead, the
picture or blank space will acquire its
own middle mouse button popup
menu.

When you've finished editing the graphics object and want to deselect it, move the cursor outside the
object anywhere in the Preview window and click the left mouse button. The sticky points will disappear and
the regular middle mouse button popup menu is again available.

Since a selected picture menu popup is different from a selected blank space popup, each one will be
discussed separately.
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SELECTED PICTURE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP

center proportion scaling
move fit scaling

©EME border unscale

frame --> show real
remo¥
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Picture ->

Center

Centers the picture with respect to the outer rectangle so that there is even spacing on all four sides.
Move

Allows you to move the picture inside its outer rectangle or border, permitting you to "fine tune"
the placement of the picture within that area This means the movement of the picture is bounded or restricted
by the outer rectangle, and there is a difference between moving the picture and moving the rectangle.

In order to actually pick up and move the rectangle that contains the picture to another area of the
window, you do not use a command from the popup. Instead, you place the cursor into the sticky point at tile

center of the picture and press down and hold the left mouse button. The picture will temporarily turn into a
gray rectangle that follows the cursor's movements. When you come to the right location, release the left mouse
button to place the picture.

Border

Draws a 2-pixel-wide border around the picture (not the outer rectangle). This is a toggle command,
which means that if you select picture --> border and place a border around the picture. you can remove the
border by selecting picture -> border again.

Scale ->

The following four submenu options deal with scaling or resizing pictures Due to system graphics
Constralnts, a proportion-scaled or fit-scaled image (explained below) cannot be shown on the screen as it will
appear when it's printed Instead, the newly scaled image is represented by a gray rectangle of the correct size
that overlays the origini image. If you need to view the original image again, you can select show real. If you
decide not to scale the image after all, you then select unscale.
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Proportion scaling
Allows you to scale an image to a larger or smaller size in the same ratio aspect as the ofiginal:

• Upon selection, the Origin cursor appears in order for you to frame the new size of your image.
The frame will always stay in direct proportion to the original.

* After framing, release the left mouse button. The image is represented by a blinking, movable
gray rectangle attached to the cursor. Click the left mouse button to place the rectangle in the Preview
document

e Even though your image has in actuality been scaled, it can only be shown as a solid gray
rectangle with the words "Scaled Image/Prop" appearing in the upper lefthand corner.

• 702 rectangle can be moved around or deselected.
Fit scaling
Allows you to scale an image to a larger or smaller size within a rectangular area that you specify. It

is possible to deliberately distort the image's x and y parameters:
• Upon selection, the Origin cursor appears in order for you to frame the new size of your image.

The frame is flexible and can be sized as desired.
* After framing, release the left mouse button. The image is represented by a movable gray

rectangle attached to the cursor. Click the left mouse -button to place the rectangle in the Preview document.
•- Even though your image has in actuality been scied, it can only be shown as a solid gray

rectangle with the words "Scaled Image/Fit" appearing in the upper lefthand corner.
• The rectangle can be moved around or deselected.

Unscale

Returns you to your original image:
0 Upon selection, a movable gray rectangle attached to the cursor appears. It is the size of the

original Image.
• Click the left mouse button to place the rectangle into the Preview document. The original

image will then re-appear.
Show real

Shows the original image for comparison in the upper lefthand corner ofthe newly-scaled image.
If the scaled image is much bigger or smaller than the original, show real may show a slightly clipped or smaller
original image because o f system graphics constraints.

While the original image is being shownr a Prompter appears on the scaled object that says "This is
the scaled image!" When you are finished viewing the original image, you may click the left mouse button in
the bottom part of the Prompter, and the image will disappear.

Frame->

Fit picture
Automatically resizes or returns the frame to a size that fits around the picture,



Border

Draws a 2-pixel-wide border around the
outer rectangle of a picture. This is a toggle
command. which means that if you select
frume -> border and place a border around

the rectangle. you can remove the border by
selecting frame -> border again.

Note: a picture does not normally

appear with an outside border or outer

rectangle around it. The outer rectangle must
be created by you. 7'his is accomplished by

placing the cursor over the sticky points
located in the picture on the top. bottom. left

or right side. If you now press and hold down

the left mouse button, the cursor will grab and
drag the side along as you move the it.
Release the mouse button when you've

reached the desired width.

Even though a border appears around
the outer rectangle. this is just to define the

outer rectangle IFor you as it appears on the

screen: it will actually print out as white
space. If you want a real border you must now
select frame -> border, so the 2-pixel-wide
border can be drawn around the outer

rectangle.

Bordered picture and frame
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You may create a border on one side ofthc picture, or up to all four sides. [fthe border is not even on ali

sides. you can select picture --> center to correct the spacing.
Remove

Takes the selected picture off the page. The removed picture is placed in a buffer in case you want to use
it later, You can get to i[ again by sclecting add pictures --> from my list. which contains atl the -Pas[C.image

and "Screen.image' pictures appearing in [he Preview document, including pictures removed earlier in the
current Preview session. However, when you quit from Golden Tiger. the removed pictures will not be saved.

A "blank space" with its popup
SF.I.F.CI'KI) BLANK SPACE (Rectangle) MIDDLE MOUSF
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1-he selected blank space has its own middle mouse button

popup. It also contains -sticky points" (as does a selected picture).
which means that you can move a blank space by selecting its

center sticky point. or increase or decrease the size t) f the blank
space by selecting the sticky point at each wide.

reinov4
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Move

Allows you to pick up and move the blank space to another area of the Preview window. The blank space
will temporarily tum into a gray rectangle that follows the cursofs movements. When you Come tb the right
location, click the left mouse button to place the blank space.

Another way to move the blank space is by placing the cursor into the sticky point at the center of the
blank space and pressing and holding down the left mouse butIOn. The blank space will turn into a gray
rectangle that follows tliecursofs movements. Again, when you come to the right location, click the left mouse
button to place the blank space.

Border

Draws a 2-pixel-wide border around the blank space. This is a toggle command, which means that if you
select border and place a border around the blank space, you can remove it by selecting border again.

Remove

Deletes the blank space completely from the Preview document.

PICTURE LAYOUT MODE
There are two modes in a Preview window: a "normal"mode or a "picture layout" mode. You will be in

either one or the other. The normal mode is that which contains all the text and images you are working on.
The picture layout mode contains the images and blank spaces of the document only-there is no text. This
means you can edit and manipulate images faster, without having to constantly move or wrap text around
them.

PICTURE LAYOUT MODE MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON POPUP
The picture layout mode middle mouse button popup is almost identical to the normal mode popup,

except that it contains no menu options that deal with text manipulations. For a Preview window that is
currently in picture layout mode (with no selected picture or blank space), the popup menu contains the
following items:

Page -·>
Forward

Moves you forward one page to the next page of the document. I f you are already on the last page
when you select forward, a Prompter will appear that says "This is the last page!'> meaning that you cannot go
forward beyond the last page. However, images (regular or blank space) can be placed beyond the last page of a
document when the Preview window is in picture layout mode.

Back

Moves you back one page to the previous page of tile document. If you are already on le first page
when you select back. a Prompter will appear that says "This is the first page!'1 meaning that you cannot go
back beyond the first page (in either mode).

Random

Causes a small scrollable popup to appear that can display up to five numbers. This option is useful
when, for instance, you are currently working in a 15-page document, are on page 1. and want to get to page 4
next. Instead of having to go forward page by page to reach 4, selecting random w-ill display the popup; tile
numbers will readl through 5. While still holding down the left mouse button, select 4 and the document will
jump immediately to page 4.

1
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If you are somewhere in the same document and want to jump ahead more than five pages (or jump
back-it works both ways), you can scroll the popup forward through the available page numbers by pressing
and holding down the left mouse button as you place the cursor at the bottom edge of the popup. To scroll
backwards, place the cursor at rhe top edge of the popup. Select the appropriate page number when it appears
by moving the cursor back inside the popup.

Add pictures -->
This menu option lets you grab pictures from other parts of the Preview document or other documents

and place them in the Preview window. It also lets you create and place blank spaces.
Paste

Places an image or blank space currently in the copy buffer into the Preview document A typical
series of steps would be:

• In a Sketch Pad (or other type of graphics pad) frame the desired image there and select copy
from the sketch pane middle mouse button popup.

• Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures -> paste.
• The image will suddenly appear, represented by a movable gray rectangle (or square) with the

cursor embedded in the center.

• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document. The gray rectangle
disappears and the copied image takes its place,

e Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it "Paged.image- + x" ("x" is
a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.

Blank space

A "blank space" is like a blank picture. Its shape, which you frame for size, is that of a square or
rectangle. A blank space can do things like act as a template for positioning later images, as a wedge for
opening space between paragraphs or titles and paragraphs, or as a means for evening up column endings. The
many uses of variable blank spaces in your Preview document will become apparent as you use them, After
seleming blank space, the following steps will take place:

• The Origin cursor appears, which allows you to begin to frame the size of your blank space,
• When you have finished framing, the blank space is represented by a movable gray square or

rectangle with the cursor embedded at the bottom.

e Click the left mouse button to place the blank space into the Preview document. The gray color
will then disappear, replaced by a blank, bordered square or rectangle.

From screen

Allows you to frame an area of the Preview window or an area of another currently opened window,
These framed areas, whether of images or text, are treated as pictures and can be placed into the Preview
document by using the following steps:

• Select add picture --> from screen to bring up the Origin cursor, You can now frame an
appropriate area of the Preview window or some other open window.

• The newly-framed image is represented by a movable gray rectangle with the cursor embedded
at the bottom.

e Click tile left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.
• Since the image has no name, the system keeps track of it by calling it 'Screen.image- + x" ("x" is

a number). See the description of from my list for more information about this.
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From my list
Brings up the list of"Paste.image" and"Screen,image

pictures appearing in the Preview document, including pictures
removed earlier in the current Preview session. The number to the

left of each ".image" name is the page number that it appears on:
• Select the desired image name from the list
• When the image appears, it is represented by a

movable gray rectangle with the cursor attached,
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into

the Preview document.
from Info Center

Lets you select an image name from an Information
Center and place the subsequent image into the Preview document:

• Select the image filename from the Information Center.
* Select copy from its middle mouse button poPuP,
e Move the cursor into the Preview window and select add pictures --> from Info Center. You'll

immediately observe the representative movable gray rec:tangle with the cursor attached.
• Click the left mouse button to place the image into the Preview document.

Back to normal

There are two modes or "states" in a Preview window: a "normal" state or a "picture layout" state. You
will be in either one or the other, The Donnal state is that which contains all the text and images you are
working on. The picture layout state Contains the images and blank spaces only there is no text This means

you can edit and manipulate images faster. without having to constantly move or wrap text around them.
When you are in the picture layout state and wish to return to the normal state, you merely select back to

normal from the middle mouse button popup.
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RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON POPUP
The right mouse button in a Preview window brings up the standard window manipulation popup menu

with the following functions:
Help
To usethe window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its -new status. A
Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars. top and bottom,-will change to reflect the
selection. If the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very' crowded with windows after all extended period of work: chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).
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Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(sl which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Peimits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the
screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with
the titles o fall the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list w-hile pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the
window to fade inand-out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed. with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner, You can then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window, When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left comer of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newlyindicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it„ To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button,
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Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title
in the tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on tile
screen without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on
the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a COIlfirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



Outlines

OVERVIEW

Outlines are a method of producing structure for a report or document, As in the technique taught in
school, outlines are used to indicate the principal features or different parts of a topic. T'he outline method
consists of a series of entries, each of which has a name, some place in the organization, and a paragraph
associated with it. The outline window allows you to move these entries around, organize them, and change the
names and paragraphs ofeach one.

Outlines are very useful for structuring large documents and reports: this Golden Tiger User's Guide is an
example of a large and complex document created with outlines, Once a suitable outline has been built, the
outline window is capable of taking part ofall of it and producing an organized document from it. Since the
outline window has only one pane to work in, it will be referred to as "outline" from now on.

Typical Outline

The Areas of the Sheet
V&lues

Numbers

Stritlgs
Other values

The Scroll Button
The Command Bar
The Rule/Value Button
The Address Mode Button
The Update Mode Button
The C ells
Tile Row and Column Indices
Rules

Referencing Other Cells
Aeferencing Other Sheets

Simple Math
Cell Reference by Pointing
More Complex Math Functions
String Fu.Actions
If=Thens, or Doing Thintgs Sometime£
Other Interestins Functions
Referencing Groups of Cells
Group Functions
Referencing Cells on Other Sheets

I -'Elaim

DESCRIPTION

In a typical outline. you will see a list of
entries (individual filenames). Some of these
entries are preceded by a "-" (dash). which
means that there are subentries hidden under

that entry.

If the outline contains no entries, you will
see a window with the entry "Empty
Outline" in it, and it will be preceded by a
"S" (semicolon). This means that particular
entry has no text in iL Any entry that
currently has no text will display the
semicolon,

I f there are several or more entries, you
will notice that some are more indented than

others; thus, the more indented an entry is,

the deeper it is in the document's
organization.

SELECTING AN ENTRY

Selecting an entry in the outline is done

by pointing a[ it with the cursor and clickbg
the left mouse button. You will know the

entry name is selected when a narrow

rectangle surrounds it, just as it does when
selecting an entry in a folder window.
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OUTLINES MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

Copy

First select whatever entry is to be copied. After copy is used,-the selected entry (along with its subentries,
if any) is placed into something called the "copy buffer," which temporarily holds it If you use paste-> next
from the popup, the entry will be placed wherever in the outline you have chosen. The original entry will
remain where it was.

Cut

First select whatever entry is to be cut After cut is used, the selected entry (along with its subentries. if
any) is placed into something called the "copy buffer," which temporarily holds it. If you use paste -> next
from the popup, the entry will be placed wherever in the outline you have chosen. Tile original entry will be
deleted.

copy 1Cllt

hide -7 after
show *derj
edit I

Paste -->
In a typical outline, things are organized in terms o f entries and

subentries. This appears on the Screen as an indentation, with all
subentries indented further than the main entry. The following three
paste functions are used to specify where to paste items into the outline:

Before. Places the entry in the copy buffer right before the
selected entry on the same level.

After. Places the entry in the copy buffer right after the
selected entry on the same level. rename 

Under. Places the entry iIi the copy bufferinto the outline as produce -->1
the first entry under the selected entry at the next level of indent:ation.

As an example, in the outline accept 1
Joseph cancel 1
Philip -2211223.-0-
John

Mary Susan

Joseph IS before Mary, Susan is under Mary, and John is after Philip, Susan is not under Joseph, nor
is John before Mary.

Add ..>

This works in the same way as the paste function, except that in each case a new entry is placed into the
outline.-The system will ask you the name of the entry before it puts it in.

Before. Places the entry in the copy buffer right before the selected entry On the same level.
After. Places the entry in tile copy buffer right after the selected entry on the same level
Under. Places the entry in the copy buffer into the outline as the first entry under the selected entry,

at tile next level of indentation.

Hide

By selecting an entry and using hide, you can conceal those entries under it that have no immediate
interest, After this is done a dash (-) will precede the selected entry.

Show

Restores a selection's hidden entry to visibility.
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Edit

Select the entry of choice first; when edit is used it will open the entry into a text window that can be
changed and edited.

Rename

Gives an entry a new name. Selecting the entry first and rename will cause a Prompter to appear that asks
"New Headline Label?". After you have typed in the new name/label, press <return>. The selected entry will
acquire the new name.

Produce -->

There may be several classification levels within an outlined document. This feature allows you to print
only the text existing at a lower classification level and exclude from printing all text existing at a higher level.
Selecting produce ··> will bring up a "Maximum classification level to print?" Q-Box, wherein you can specify
the desired level. There are three types of text affected:

Text. Regular text.
Structure. The outline hierarchy.
EZPub text. A differently formatted text file compatible with a VM system.
Hardcopy. Allows you to make a hardcopy of the selected entry (and any entries under it). In

obtaining a hardcopy, the first of two Q-Boxes will appear, asking if this file is Direct or Preview (select Direct).
The next Q-Box needs the printer name (unless irs already there), number of copies (if more than one), and so
on. Select accept from the top of both Q-Boxes when you're finished with them. When the hardcopy is
complete, a message to that effect will appear in the top right portion of the screen.

Accept

Saves a new file or the changes to a file, Until this is used, editing changes will not be remembered.
Accept is used twice for outlines-once from the popup in the opened text window and again here in the
outline window (make sure the entry is selected first),

Cancel

When this is used, the outline reverts to the state it was in when it was last saved (accept).
Compress

"Cleans up" an outline file after a number of changes or additions have been made to it. Every time
changes are made to an outline, extra information is added to the file the outline is saved in. Eventually, this
could overburden the file. Compress is best used after the outline or an entry has been finished.

OUTLINES RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button popup contains the standard set of window menu commands:
Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of Ihe window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A Change
Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select accept on
the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the selection. If
the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.
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Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are that
most are not being used. To-keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up-menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confulner will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or rio),

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the scre<jn and close them. After:this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear thatlists the title tabs of all the open windows, Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the.screen at that window's
location.

More than one window maj be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when you
move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If ally of the windows Selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the screen.
The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with the titles
of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will cause the
label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade
in-and=out oil the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one ofthetems is selected (the title in the popup menu is
highlighted) will cause the selected window to become tile active wmdow.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursorin the
window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will cause
an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag the
window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Or®n cursor around the screen Until 11 is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower nght corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will re- format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
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Collapse/expand

The selections collapse and expand appear in place o f each other in the right mouse button popup menu.
Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window- is collapsed.

Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab
anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself and because the title in the
tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the screen
without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collaps;ed window will restore the window
to its precollapsed size and location.

Close self

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on the
screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When the
mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confinner may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



The Oil' Text Window

OVERVIEW

The OTT Text Window provides a terminal interface to a host computer. It is meant to be used in a
manner similar to the Delta Data terminal.

AIM

Br

 aim
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owsing pages 1 thru 1 of 1

Hi There

chases dog,
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1442524

clear memory
again
undo

copy
cut

paste
file it

strip CRs
search

hardcopy get prev page 
fonts --> i. get next pac,13 i

end browse add next page(sfi
EliLBELIESS,U

Howdy
Cat
ERASE
SEND
COPY
MOVE,
QUIT
WAIT
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Enter
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3
Tab
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'UNDOWPANELAYOUT

The OIT Text Window has five subwindows or panes, which act differently depending on the overall
state of the-system. The window label corresponds to the menu item selected from OIT Sen ices -->. The short
wide "window status" pane beneath it always shows the current state of [he system. Below it is the "receive"
pane (which itselfhas a subpane at the top written to by some OIT programs). and below that is the "transmit"
pane. Along the right side is tile "function keys" pane, with a small "function keys status" pane above it for use
during editing.
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HOW TO OPEN THE OIT TEXT WINDOW

An OIT text window is opened by selecting the appropriate item from the OIT Services -> list located in
the main system middle mouse button popup menu. (The items in this list are defined in your OIT window
access "profile"). For each item selected you are provided with the following information: the label for the
window, what type of window to open (Delta Data or Tektronix emulation), and optionally, an automatic login
sequence to be sent to the host once the window is open.

EDITING THE OIT WINDOW ACCESS PROFILE

The OIT window access profile can be edited, Select User Profile -> OIT Edit from the main system
middle mouse button popup; this will produce a menu list of all the currently existing OIT window access
profiles exisring on your local disk. Selecting one of these will bring up a window· showing whatever OIT
services have been put there.

Each item in the list consists of its name, the window type, the auto login sequence, and a set of function
keys. The window type is either "Delta Data" or "Tek," indicating which type of window to open. "Delta
Data" is a text-only window that does many of the things a Delta Data will do. "Tek" is the graphics window
that does many of the things a Tektronix terminal does.

The auto-login sequence takes the form responsel, response2,..., responseN. These
are the text strings that are sent in succession as responses to the host computer-when the OIT window is
opened, responsel is sent, something comes back from the host, then response 2 is sent, and so on. If any
response is left empty (indicated by two commas next to each other) the auto-login sequence will wait for you
to enter the response (useful for passwords). Since res ponse 1 is the first message to be sent when the window
is openei this would normally contain the switching characters.

The commands for editing the window access profile list are in the middle mouse button popup menu.
Only a subset of commands is available in the profile windows of persons other than a logged-in user, unless
the logged-in user is a System Administrator. Access profile editing windows may be opened to several users at
once so that items can be copied from one user to another.

The fulllist of popup commands is as follows:
Edit keys
Opens a function key editing window to the function keys associated with the selected item.
Edit auto login

Brings up a Q-Box that allows editing of the name (rename). window type. and/or auto-login sequence of
the selected item.

Create empty
Brings up a Q-Box to allow entry of the name, window type, and an auto-login sequence for a new item.

After selecting accept, this new item will automatically be pasted into the list. The new item will have an empty
set of function keys.

Copy

Makes a copy of the selected item (Iiante, window type. auto-login. and associated function keys) and
places it into a copy buffer shared by all the OIT access profile editing windows. As an aid in remembering
what is in this buffer, the name of the item is displayed in the small pane at the top of the window.

Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer,
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Paste

Adds the item in the copy bu ffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, at the
end of the list. Selecting paste brings up a Q-Box that allows changing the name, window type, or auto-login. If
the accepted name matches one which is already in the list, a Confitmer will appear asking whether the existing
entry should be overwritten. If the answer is no, the paste will be aborted.

OTT TEXT WINDOW STATES
The orr Text Window has five basic states: Transmit, Receive, Browse, Full Screen Editing; and Edit

Function Keys. The state of the window dictates the behavior of each pane.
The window opens into Transmit state, which is the state for sending to the host. When receiving from

tile host it is in Receive state. Browse state is for editing received text. Full Screen Editing is a form of the
browse state entered when using full screen editing. When you are editing a list of function keys, it is in Edit
Function Keys state.

Transmit State

Transmit State is essentially the default state for the window. Here, only the Transmit pane is fully active
for typing and text editing. When a <return> is used (or received as an "enter" from a function key), the text in
the pane will be sent out to the host computer, echoed in the Receive pane, and deleted from the Transmit
pane. The state will then be changed to Receive, in order to receive the host computer's response.

Ifmultiple lines of text or text greater than 80 characters long has been pasted into the Transmit pane, a
<return> will cause the text to be sent Out a line at a time, with lines over 80 characters broken at the nearest
space before 80.

The middle mouse button menu that is available in both the Receive and Transmit panes provides the
standard text editing functions as well as several additional functions. These are described below:

Again
Repeats the prevlOUS action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
Copy
Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds tile item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, alt
the end of the list.

Clear memory

Clears the machine's memory of what has been received
Brolvse

Switches the window to Browse state.

Full screen

Starts a sequence to get to the Full Screen Editing state and assumes you are already editing a file.
You will be asked to specify the number o f lines to bring in from that file to be edited at one time. It will then
ask the host to send that many lines and enter Full Screen Editing state oil whatever text is sent back.
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Resend

Sends the last line that was transmitted to the host again.
Fix

Puts the last line that was transmitted into the Transmit pane so it can be edited for retransmission.
The first mouse button may also be used to select text in the Receive pane, causing it to be copied into the
Transmit pane, and for selection of function keys in the Function Key pane.

The Function Key pane's activity is limited to:
• Selection of function keys (causing the key's text to be sent to the Transmit pane)
• edit from the middle mouse button menu (which changes the state to Edit Function Keys)
I Scroll up (to scroll the list up if there are more function keys than can be displayed at once)
• Scroll down,

Receive State

In this state, the Receive pane has total control in order to display the Ext as it is received. The window
will return to Transmit State when it receives the proper command from the host, or when you select break or
abort in the middle mouse button menu. Selecting break causes it to try to tell the host to stop whatever its
doing, and clears the input buffer of any data that has been received but not yet displayed. Selecting abort
causes termination of any autologin sequence in progress, dumps anything that has not yet been transmitted
into the Transmit pane. and returns the window to Transmit State (but does not notify the host that anything
has happened).

Browse State

In this state the Receive pane is transformed into a fully functional text editing pane with some special
functions. Browse State is reached by selecting browse in the middle mouse button menu while in Transmit
State. When Browse State is entered the Receive pane is given full text editing control (becoming a Browse
pane), and the last page of text received is put in it. The window status pane indicates which pages of the total
number are being browsed. The Transmit and Function Keys panes are not available while in Browse State.

Along with the standard text window functions, the Browse State popup menu has the following
additional options:

.Again

Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
Copy

Makes a copy o f the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list iii front o f the selected item, or if nothing is selected at
the end of the list

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
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Search

Looks through an Information Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any ofits labels
or keywords.

Hardcopy
Causes a Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. When this is done the

hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing queue.
Fonts -·>

Allows you to change selected text to whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree
popup menu.

Clear memory

Clears the machine's memory o f what has been received.
FileIt

The same as file as new item in the standard text window. It puts the selected text (or if nothing is
selected, all text) in the window (edited page) into a file in an Information Center of your designation.

Paging ->
Note that editing while in Browse State does not affect the page contents stored in memory.

Therefore, getting the same or other pages 111 place of those currently displayed, overwrites any ediing that was
done.

Get prey page. Replaces the current contents of the Browse pane with the contents of the page
previous to the first one currently displayed. Does nothing if you already have page one,

Get next page. Replaces the current contents of the Browse window with the contents of the next
page that was received after the last one currently displayed. Does nothing if you already have the last page.

Get page(s) ..>
Sliding to the right will bring up a scrollable menu containing each page number available.

Selecting one number causes that page to be displayed in the Browse pane. Selecting one number and sliding to
the right again brings up another scrollable menu contining each page number from which the other end o f a
rarige of pages to be displayed can be selected.

Add next page(s). Adds the user-specified number of pages after tlie last one now displayed to the
current contents of the Browse window.

Add pre¥ page(s). Inserts the user-specified number of pages in front of the first one now displayed
in the current contents of the Browse window.

End browse. Returns to Transmit State.

Full Screen Editing State

Full Screen Editing State is just like Browse State, except no paging is allowed. It also has the following
special full screen commands:

Full screen ··>

Abort. Terminates Full Screen Editing State. Any editing done on the currently displayed page will
be lost,

Continue ··>. Contents of the pane are sent to the host and tile next page of text is received and
brought into Full Screen Editing State.

Save. The host is told to automatically save the text being sent back.
No save. The host is not told to automatically save the text being sent back.
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Accept -->. Contents of the pane are sent to the host. Full Screen Editing State is then terminated.
Save. The host is told to automatically save the text being sent back.
No save. The host is not told to automatically save the text being sent back.

Edit Function Keys State

In Edit Function Keys State, only the Function Keys pane is operable. A menu is provided which allows
changing the order of appearance of the keys in the list, adding new user-defined keys, removing keys,
re-labeling, and re-defining keys. The small pane on top of the Function Keys pane shows the contents of the
function key buffer during editing.

The Function Keys pane contains a list of the labels for all the defined function keys. Upon opening an
OIT window, the list of labels is set up from the definitions in the logged-in user' s OIT access profile. The list,
and the functions performed upon selection of a label, will only change if you edit them, or when the host
sends Function Keys loads- The current Function Keys definitions will automatically be saved when the OIT
window is closed, as long as the contents have been saved.

HOW TO EDIT

Edit Function Keys is entered by selecting edit from the middle mouse button menu in the Function
Keys pane while in Transmit State. The Function Keys window becomes fully active, The small status pane
above the Function Keys pane shows the label of the function key in the function key buffer. The function key
buffer is used to temporarily store the definition of a key which has been created. copied, or cut, so that it can
be pasted somewhere else. This window's middle mouse button menu displays the following options:

End edit

Ends the editing session and returns the OIT window to Transmit state.
Accept

Saves the current function key definitions.
Cancel

Returns the list to the last accepted definitions.
Copy
Copies the definition of the currently selected key and places it in the function key buffer.
Cut

Removes the currently selected key from the list, placing its definition in the function key buffer.
Paste

Inserts the key from the function key buffer into the list in front of the currently selected key. If no
key is selected, adds k on the end of the list.

Create

Creates a user-defined function key, puts it in the function key buffer, and pastes it into the list. It
asks for a label, the text to be sent, and whether that text should be entered (sent to the host) automatically.

Edit label

Changes the label of the currently selected key.
Edjt text

Changes the text to be sent when the currently selected key is selected in Transmit state.
Edit enter key

Specifies whether the text should be entered (sent) immediately, or allow more to be added.
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There are some special things that can be put into Function Keys text:
e A double ampersand (&&) will be replaced by whatever is in the TransmiI pane when the

function key is selected.
• A hex specification for a character inside of double angle brackets will cause that hex value to be

sent (e.g., »«lB»" is an ESC).



The OIT Graphics Window

OVERVIEW

The OIT Graphics Window provides a graphics terminal interface to a host computer, It is meant to be
used in a manner similar to the Tektronix terminal.

Tek
Transmit

again -----------
undo aLabel

telegraf
copy
cut ---i- --

paste
browse
ref»send

fix

always echo
page
reset OF

EE)202 ON
hardcopy -> T-
file out ->

WINDOW PINE LAYOUT

The OIT Graphics Window can be opened into two different sizes, each of which has a different window
layout. When the OIT Services menu selection opens a '-Tek" window, a Q-Box appears on the screen to let
you specify making the window either hal for full size, and where incoming text should be displayed. (Tack text
style displays it in the Graphics Display pane; non-Tack style displays it in the Receive pane).
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The lialf-size OIl' Graphics Window has -six subwindows or pants:

--Starting from the top left, below the window label, is the "window status" parie
- Beneath it, in order, are the 512 pixel x 512 pixel "graphics display" pane
- The "receive" pane
- The "transmit" pane

- Appended on the right side is the "hunction keys" pane
- Lastly, a small "function keys status" pane on top for editing.

'The full-size OIl Graphics Window has four subwindows or panes (it has no Function Keys panes):
- Starting at the top·leftand covering most ofthe screen is the 1024 wide by 780 high "graphics display"

pane

- Within its borderss starting about one-and.a-half inches to the right of it, and only displayed while in
use, is the "receive" pane

- Below it is the "transmit'+ pane on the left
The "window status" pane on the right

HOW TO OPEN THE WINDOW

An OIT Graphics Window is opened by selecting the appropriate item from the OIT Services ·-> list
located in the main system middle mouse button popup menu. Crhe items in this list are defined in your OIT
window access "profile"). For each item selected you are provided with the following information: the label for
the window, what type of window to open (Delta Data or Tektronix emulation), and optionally, an automatic
login sequence to be sent to the host once the window is open. The orr window access profile can be edited by
selecting Edit OIT from the User Profile ··> submenu of the main system screen menu.

WINDOW STATES

The OIT Graphics Window has four basic states: Transmit Receive, Browse. and Edit Function Keys.
The state of the window dictates the behavior of each pane,

The window opens into Transmit State, which is the state for se:nding to the host, When receiving from
the host it is in Receive State. Browse State is for editing received text, When you are editing your list of
function keys, the window is in Edit Function Keys State.

Transmit State

Transmit State is essentially the default state for the window. Here, only the Transmit pane is fully active
for typing and text editing. When a <return> is used (or received as an "enter" from a function key), the text iii
the pane will be sent out to the host computer, echoed in the Receive pane, and deleted from the Transmit
pane, The state will then be changed to Receive, in order to receive the host computer's response.

The middle mouse button menu available in both the Receive and Transmit panes provides the standard
text editing functions as well as several additional functions:

Again
Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
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Copy
Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or i f nothing is selected, at
the end ofthe list

Clear meniory
Clears the machine's memory of what has been received.
Browse

Switches the window to Browse State.

Re-send

Sends the last line that was transmitted to the host again,
Fix

Puts the last line that was transmitted into the Transmit pane so it can be edited for retransmission.
Always echo
Sets the Transmit pane to "always echo" anything that is typed, including passwords. This is useful

because when drawing, the pane is put in a "no echo" state and is not switched back automatically,
Page
Puts a page break in the saved text and clears both text and graphics windows
Reset

Does everything page does, but also resets the location to 0,0.

Capture graphics -->
For creation of map style data, hints, and control files from any vector data that comes in while this

option is on (default is off). When on is selected, it will ask you to provide information for creation and
Information Center filing,

Hardcopy -·>
Gives the standard image hardcopy sequence for either the entire image or the area framed by the

user.

File out ->

Gives the standard fileout (save) sequence to put either the entire image or the area framed by the
user aS an image in an Information Center,

Copy->
Puts a copy of either the entire image or an area you have framed into the image copy buffer; after

doing this, you can go to any of the image editing windows and paste the copy into the window or brush,

The Function Key pane's activity is limited to:
e Selection of function keys (causing the key's text to be sent to the Transmit pane)
e edit from the middle mouse button menu (which changes the state to Edit Function Keys)
• Scroll up (to scroll the list up if there are more function keys than can be displayed at once)
• Scroll down.

P.J
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Receive State

In this state the Receive and/or Graphics Display pane(s) have total control in order to display the text
and graphics as they are received. The window will go back to Transmit State when it receives the proper
command from the host or when you select break or abort in the middle mouse butt>n menu. Selecting break
causes itto try to tell the host to stop whatever its doing, and clears the input buffer of any data that has been
received but not yet displayed. Selecting abort causes tennination of any auto-login sequence in progress,
dumps anything that has not yet been transmitted into the Transmit pane, and returns the window to Transmit
State (but does not notify the host that anything has happened).

Browse State

In this state the Receive pane is transformed into a fully functional text editing pane with some special
functions, Browse State is reached by selecting browse iIi the middle mouse button menu while in Transmit
State. When Browse State is entered the Receive pane is given full text editing control (becoming a Browse
pane), and the last page of text received is put in it. The Window Status pane indicates which pages of the total
number are being browsed, The Transmit and Function Keys panes are not available while in Browse State.

Along with the standard text window functions. the Browse state popup menu has the following
additional options:

Again
Repeats the previous action.
Undo

Undoes the previous action.
Copy

Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into a copy buffer.
Cut

Removes the selected item from the list and places it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Adds the item in the copy buffer to the list in front of the selected item, or if nothing is selected, at
the end of the list

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
Search

Looks through an In formation Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any of its labels
or keywords.

Hardcopy
Causes a Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. When this is done the

hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing queue.
Fonts -->

Allows you to change selected text to :whatever typeface is chosen from the resulting scrollable tree
popupmenu.

CClear memory
Clears the machine's memory of what has been received.

The same as file as new item in the standard text window. It puts the selected text (or if nothing is
selected, all text) in the window (edited page) into a file in an Information Center of your designadon,
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Paging -->
Note that editing while in Browse State does not affect the page contents stored in memory.

Therefore, getting the same or other pages in place o f those currently displayed overwrites any editing that was
done.

Get pre¥ page. Replaces the current contents of the browse pane with the contents of the page
previous to the first one currently displayed. Does nothing ifalready have page one.

Get next page. Replaces the current contents of the Browse window with the contents of the next
page that was received after the last one currently displayed. Does nothing ifyou already have the last page.

Get page(s) ··>

Sliding to right will bring up a scrollable menu containing each page number available. Selecting
one number causes that page to be displayed in the Browse pane. Selecting one number and sliding to the right
again brings up another scrollable menu contining each page number from which the other end of a range of
pages to be displayed can be selected.

Add next page(s).Adds the user-specified number of pages after the last one now displayed to the
current contents of the Browse window.

Add prer page(s). Inserts the user-specified number of pages in front of the first one now displayed
in the current contents of the Browse window,

End browse. Returns to Transmit State.

Edit Function Keys State

In Edit Function Keys State, only the Function Keys pane is operable, A menu is provided which allows
changing the order of appearance of the keys in the list, adding new user-defined keys. removing keys,
re-labeling, and re-defining keys. The small pane on top of the Function Keys pane shows the contents of the
function key buffer during editing.

The Function Keys pane contains a list of the labels for all the defined function keys. Upon opening an
OIT window, the list of labels is set up from the definitions in the logged-in usefs OIT access profile. The list,
and the functions performed upon selection of a label, will only change if you edit them. or when the host
sends Function Keys loads. The current Function Keys definitions will automatically be saved when the OIT
window is closed, as long as the contents have been saved.

HOW TO EDIT

Edit Function Keys is entered by selecting edit from the middle mouse button menu in the Function
Keys pan€ while in Transmit State. The Function Keys window becomes fully active. The small status pane
above the Function Keys pane shows the label of the function key in the function key buffer. The function key
buffer is used to temporarily store the definition of a key which has been created, copied, or cut so that it can
be pasted somewhere else. The window, middle mouse button menu displays the following options:

End edit

Ends the editing session and returns the OIT window to Transmit State.
Accept

Saves the current function key definitions.
Cancel

Returns the list to the last accepted definitions.
Copy
Copies the definition of the currently selected key and places it in the function key buffer.
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Cut

Removes the currently selected key from the list, placing its definition in the function key buffer.
Paste

Inserts the key from the function key buffer into the list in front of Ihe currently selected key. If no
key is selected, adds it on the end of the list

Create

Creates a user-defined function key, puts it in the function key buffer, and pastes it into the list. It
asks for a labels the text to be sent, and whether that text should be entered (sent to the host) automatically.

Edit label

Changes the label of the currently selected key.
Edit text
Changes the text to be sent when the currently selected key is selected in Transmit State.
Edit enter key
Specifies whether the text should be entered (sent) immediately, or allow more to be added.

N N N N N 010

There are some special things that can be put into Function Keys text:
0 A double ampersand (&&) will be replaced by whatever is in the Transmit pane w'hen tile

function key is selected,
• A hex specification for a character inside of double angle brackets will cause thalt hex viue to be

sent (e.g. »«18»" is an ESC).

L_h



The Database Tool

OVERVIEW

Database is a powerful data management tool by which you are able to rapidly bring up your data. make
many kinds of additions or changes to it create new data. and manage the various data according to your
particular needs. Database infonnation is flexibly integrated, and can be sent on to a Chart Editor as well as
accessed from a Spreadsheet.

The basic functions of Database are data entry, data manipulation. and data output. You can manipulate
your data with queries, sort the data, then produce a report that can immediately be hardcopied.
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WINDOW DESCRIPTION

A Database is created when you select the middle mouse button create -·> database option from any
Information Center or Folder. After this, an "Add Database" Q-Box appears that asks for the database name,
any keywords, and its classification. Upon selecting accept, your typical Database window opens up. It is of
fixed size and composed of two rows and five panes, The top row contains the Fields, Hits, and Text panes: the
bottom row contains the Queries and Report Formats panes. Each pane's functions and popup menu options
are described next

Fields Pane

A "field" is a specific area in a record. The Fields pane lists your data fields and allows you to modify and
update them as needed. When you select a listed item, its characteristics are displayed in the adjacent Hits
pane. The Fields pane middle mouse button popup menu offers the following options:

13U
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,Add

Adds a new field to your database. Selecting add brings up a "Field Entry" -Q-Box. It requires the
new field flame, field length (tlle probable number of characters needed for the field; the default is 10), and
field type, whether string (text) or number (number of data digits).

When you enter the new field name, don't type in spaces before or after the name. Furthermore,
your field name should be unique among other field names to avoid confusion (no duplicates). The spaces
between your field name words appear as dashes.

The field length is the integer character count for your data field. You must calculate how many
characters will probably be needed to define this field. For instance, a typical longitude designation is
"241.750" which requires aminimum of 7 characters (include the period in your count). If you specify a length
of 30 for a field but use only 25, the length, as far as the system is concerned, will still be 30. There is no harm
done here, except some disk space and memory are wasted, and after many such entries this could become
significant. If you enter too small a number, the system will truncate the information. Thus, if the field "Los
Angeles Basin" is given a length of 15, it will appear as "Los Angeles Bas". These situations are easily remedied
with the change length menu option, You must enter field length using an integer only-no decimals,
fractions, or negative numbers.

Your answer to field ope will be determined by the kind of data being entered into the new field
name. "Stnng" refers to text matenal, while numenc material requires "number,

Delete

Eliminates the item in the Field pane that is currently selected. After selecting delete. a
precautionary Confirmer appears that asks "Are you sure you want to delete filename?" to which you must
click over yes or no,

Rename

Lets you assign a new field name to an already existing name. After selecting rename, a Prompter
appears that asks "New field name?'1 You must then type in the new name and press the <return> key. so the
name will be entered into the system.

Change Length
Allows you to change the field length. After selecting change length, a Prompter appears that asks

'New field length?,t You must type in the desired number and press the <return> key, so the number will be
entered into the system. This command will truncate extra data if the new field length is shorter than the
previous field length, and it will pad the fields with blank spaces if the new field length is longer.

Definition

Displays the characteristics of a selected field name. After selecting definition. a Notifier appears
that lists the Field Name, Field Length, and Field Type in the top part. When you have finished reading the
definition, click in the bottom part of the Notifier where it says "Click mouse here please."

Hits Pane

The Hits pane displays all the records resulting from field name that you selected from the Fields pane.
Records can be listed, sorted, deleted, undeleted, and so on.

The Hits pane middle mouse button popup contains tile following items:
Show all records

Lists all undeleted records residing in the Hits pane, The field listed is the same field currently
selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection in the Fields pane, it will default the selection to the first
item in the Fields pane,
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Sort hits

Sorts the current Hits pane information in ascending order (as in a, b, c ... 1,2,3). The program
will only sort the field which is currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection, the program will
use the first item in the Fields pane for sorting,

Reverse hits

Reverses the current Hits pane list. In other words, the first item on the list becomes the last item on
the list, the second item on the list becomes the second-to-the-last item on the list, and so on.

Show deleted records

Displays those records that have been eliminated with delete record. When you have finished
viewing the list of deleted records and wish to return to the previous list, select undo query from the Queries
pane middle mouse button popup. You may also select show all records from the Hits pane (which may or may
not be the previous list).

Delete record

Deletes the record currently selected in the Hits pane. When delete record is selected, a Confirmer
appears that asks "Are you sure about deleting this record?" You then have a choice of clicking over yes or no.

Undelete record

Brings back a record that has been deleted earlier. To do this. first select show deleted records from
the popup. Next, select (with the left mouse button) the record from the resulting list that you wish to undelete.
then select undelete record from the popup. If you now select show all records from the popup, you will get a
display of the fultlist, including the record that you have just undeleted.

Make new database

Takes the list of records from the current Hits pane list and makes a new database window from
them. To do this, select make new database. A Q-Box appears. and you must fill in the new database label
(name), classification, what Information Center to file it into, etc. After selecting accept, the new database will
be filed into the designated Information Center. You may then get to it by either selecting paste from the
Information Center's middle mouse button popup and selecting and opening the file when it appears in the
List pane, or by selecting in box from the same popup and selecting and opening the fle from there,

Chart data

Transfers The records information currently in the Hits pane to a Chart Editor, where the
infonnation will automatically be drawn or charted for you. To accomplish this, the following steps are taker

• Select chart data. and observe the "Chart data" Q Box that subsequently appears. Here you must
choose how to label the chart, what value(© are to be assigned to il, and whether the information should be
compressed.

- The selectable items appearing after Labels: will be the same data field items currently listed in
the Fields pane. The selection from this option will display below the x axis ofthe chart. If you plot an xy chart,
select a label for your x axis and a single value for your y axis.

- Unlike other Q-Box entries, Value: information is not entered by keying it in or selecting from
different boxes. When you move the cursor into that area and click the left mouse button, the cursor changes
into the shape of a mouse with the middle mouse button highlighted. This means that you are to press the
middle mouse button to start entering your value(s).

- After pressing the middle mouse button, a tiny popup appears that contains:
backspace. Eliminates (or backspaces over) the current displayed value.
cancel. Eliminates all current displayed values.
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- The remaining choices in the popup can vary, as they represent the current applicable numeric
fields associated with the infonnation in the Hits pane that-you are charting. You are able to'input multiple
fields for your values. so that you can plot cluster bar charts. stack bar charts, and stack line charts. You can
also utilize one field to plot bar charts, line, charts, pie charts. and xy charts.

- Compress? i f selected yes (default is no), the resulting chart will sum or grouplikeitemsinto one
comprehensive item. Itt other words, a "compress" w·ill group all names of the sake flame together iii your
label selection. so that the final result will encompass 211 of them.

Before compression:

Label¥alue

regionA100
reglonB200
regionA 300

After compression:

LabelValue

regionA400
regionB200

• When you have filled in the Q-Box and selected accept the Origin (top left) cursor ®pears in
order for you to framei the chart to your desired size. After the chart is framed and you've released the left
mouse button, another Origin cursor appears. This represents the top left corner of the complete Chart Editor
window: the chart itself is in the middle pane section. Click the left mouse button once to place the window
upon the screen.

• If you now wish to edit the displayed chart, add or delete features, increase/decrease the chart
font size, and so on, use the chart area middle mouse button popup. Every menu item is described below:

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON
lf you press and hold down this mouse button and move the cursor around via the mouse, the cursor

becomes a pencil or paintbrush that will draw within the pane whatever movements you make with'the cursor:
this is a "freehand drawing" feature. The cursor can also become whatever shape the current Brush is. The
Brush shape is added to the chart by clicking (or pressing) the left mouse button. The exact manner in' which
the Brush shape is added to the chart will be determined by the state of the five graphic control "buttons" in
the bottom Button pane,

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON

The middle mouse button accesses a popup menu that contains these chart manipulation functions:
Reset

Sets all five buttons in the Button pane below to their defuult settings.
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Takes a "snapshot" of the chart you are currently working on. That is, the chart will be saved, so
that if you do a cancel afterwards, the editor will return you to this image, if you are annotating a complex
chart iCs a good idea to do an accept as you complete each stage of your work.

Cancel

Returns you to the chart that existed after the last accept. It will undo everything you have done
since then. lf you started with a blank chart, a cancel without any previous accept will put you back to a blank
chart editing pane.

Copy

Stores the Current chart in the editing pane into a buffer, so that you may transfer the chart to
another compatible window or to a Brush. for example, you may copy the chart and then paste it into another
graphics editor or image-type window. You cannot transfer a chart into a text window.

Paste

Places the contents of the buffer into the chart pane. For example, when you use the upper text
pane to create text, select it, and copy it you can then (with paste) place the text into the middle pane below.
Paste will iways locate the object beginning at the Origin cursor which is at the upper left corner of the chart
pane.

If you want to specify where the text is to go, use paste in the Brush button menu, The brush shape
will change to whatever is in the buffer. You then go to the desired location for the text in the chart creating
pane and click the left mouse button to add the text to the chart.

Erase

Gets rid of all pane contents and the pane is wiped clean. If you accidentally use this function, then
selecting cancel will recover the last chart saved with an accept.

Magnify

After selecting this function, you specify the area to be magnified by framing a rectangular area in
the chart creatine pane (the system will ignore any areas outside of the chart pane). The amount of
magnification that occurs is determined by the size ofthe area that is framed. In order to display the magnified
area on the screen, the larger the framed area, the smaller the magnification used.

After framing the desired area. a magnified form of it appears. You will then find a suitable screen
location and place the magnified form by clicking the left mouse bucton at that point, Do not place the
magnified form over the site of the original selected area, as the system has trouble handling this type of
overlay. As you edit the magnified form, the changes you are making there are also occuring on the
normal-sized chart form. When you have finished editing, move the cursor out of the magnified form and click
the left mouse button to close the form and return to normal.

Chart data

Returns the displayed chart to the version currently stored in memory.
Change chart -->

Allows you to change the physical characteristics of the chart by using the following options:
Parameters. Selecting this will cause a "Change set up" Q-Box to appear, which will allow you to

change the chart type (pie, bar): chart title; whether to include/not include a label, legend. fill, label by
percent, or automatic scaling; and label text size (four available).

Size. Allows you to frame your chart to a larger or smaller size. The original chart iso remains on
the screen. You can keep it or close it.
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Add labels. Adds relevant labels at the bottom of the chart (ifthey are not already there). This is also
an option in the "Change set up" Q-Box.

Add legend. Adds a relevant legend at the top right of the chart. This is also alt option ill the
"Change set up" Q-Box.

Change data ->
Allows you tomodify existing chart data or create new chart data by using the following options:
New data. Selecting this will bring up a "Make-new chart" Q-Box. Here you can put in completely

new information for the chart by changing its title, data type, and/or type of chart. After selecting accept iii the
Q-Box, a "Making new chart data: window next appears, waiting for you to-key in appropriate materii. This
window's middle mouse button popup has several text editing options:

copy.Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste. Plates tile item currently in the copy buffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the numerical value attached to the label; values must be entered as integers, not fractions or decimals. After
you select accept the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart daw" window. Immediately
after that. another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data-now, or select done if you
have finished entering data, The Q-Box will re-appear every time you select accept. Cancel-will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data. With the left mouse button, select the -data label to be edited, then edit data from the
popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the Label or-Value for that particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit). Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;
bailOut causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made.

chart data. Causes the information that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"
Q-Box to be displayed (in chart form) in the New Chan Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-determined parameters.

Modify data. Selecting this brings up an "Editing chart data" window. The current data labels and
values are listed in the window. You will be able to alter the information by Using the options from the
window's middle mouse button popup:

copy. Places a selected item into the copy buffer.
cut. Removes a selected item and places it into the copy buffer.
paste, Places the item currently in the copy buffer at the insertion mark (caret).
enter data. Brings up an "Enter data" Q-Box. This allows you to fill in your data name or label and

the-numerical value attached to the label; values must be entered as integers, not fractions or decimals. After
you select accept the new data material will be placed into the "Making new chart data" window. Immediately
after that, another "Enter data" Q-Box appears. You can either enter additional data now, or select done if you
have finished entering data. The Q-Box will reappear every time you select accept. Cancel will cancel to the
last accepted value.

edit data, With the left mouse button, select the data label to be edited, then edit data from the
popup, which brings up an "Edit data" Q-Box. This allows you to change the'Label or Value for that particular
data (you must select accept to complete the edit), Cancel will cancel typed changes to the last accepted values;
bailOut causes the Q-Box to disappear, with no changes having been made,
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chart data. Causes the infonnation that has been entered into the "Enter data" or "Edit data"

Q-Box to bpe displayed (in chart form) in the New Chart Editor window, according to the chart's
previously-detennined parameters,

Compress data

This is a computational device that groups or puts together like items. For instance, if you have a
label entry for "Jones" and a value "20" with it. and later on there is another label entry of "Jones" with a value
of"10," compress data will combine the two entries into a single label"Jones" with value "307

Save chart

Stores the chart into an Information Center for later retrieval. Selecting save chart will cause a
Confitttier to appear that asks if' you want to overwrite the existing chart or create a new chart. In either case, an
Info Center Q-Box next appears and here you will specify the label, keywords. and target Information Center
to store the chart in.

Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. Select accept at

the top of the form when you're finished and the hardcopy request will be placed in the background printing
queue.

• For a complete description of the other two pants of a Chart Editor window (the top Text pane
and the bottom Button pane) and their respective popup menus, see the section tided "Chart Editor,"

Compress database
Throws away all deleted items, thereby opening up additional disk space.

Text Pane

This is the (unlabeled) pane for editing information contained in the database records. It displays the
relevant information corresponding to the currently selected item in the Hits pane, along with a predetermined
set of data fields. The data fields are identical to those currently represented in the Fields pane, so they will
vary as the data fields in the Fields pane change. The data fields are "protected," in that they cannot be edited
or deleted; they appear in boldface.

Editing information in this pane is much like editing a record entry form. The editing features available
are very simple and the pane is not meant to contain large amounts oftext. Here a tab will jump you to the next
field and highlight it. and a <return> will place the caret at the beginning of the next field, The pane middle
mouse button popup contains some standard text editing options as well as some special options:

Again

Repeats the last copy or cut that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance. if you have deleted text, undo will put it
back in,

Copy
Puts a copy of the current selected text into the copy buffer for later placement.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer for later placement; however. you
cannot cut a protected data field.

Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
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Compute
Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result. For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and

select it, then-select compute it, the number "55, will appear.
Search Text

Searches for a text word or item as it is linked to a label or keyword within an Information Center.
To do this:

e Select the text word/item you want to search for, then select search text from the popup.
• Shortened title tab(s) of currently activated Information Center(s) will next appear in the Text

pane, Select the desired title tab, then click the left mouse button once outside the Database window,
• When the text is found, the Origin cursor appears. You now use it to frame and open the resulting

window called "Hits for:" All identified items are listed in the pane below.
e You may select an item from the list and manipulate it with thepane middle mouse button menu.

The menu choices are:
- Open. Opens up the selected item,
- Duplicate. Physically makes another file on the disk, as opposed to copying an existing file.

Selecting duplicate causes a "New item label" Q-Box to appear. You must designate a name (the current name
is highlighted), any keywords (keywords that belong to the current name are already there). and a classification.
Selecting accept will put the duplicated file in the In Box of whatever Information Center the original file came
from.

- Copy. Puts a ¢opy of the current selected text into the copy buffer for later placement.
- Cut. Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer for later placement
- Items keyed to. Opens a Prompter that says "Key word?" Type in the desired key word and

<return>. This in turn opens to a window with a title tab of "Items keyed by *text*" that lists below those items
linked to the desired key word.

- Key words. Brings up a "Key Word List" window that lists the key word(s) associated with the
selected file, If you then select one of the listed key words, the window middle mouse button popup gives you
three choices: "Get [items] [folders] [everything] keyed with this word. " The resulting window is called -Items
keyedby (key word) from (name ofitem)" and a list below of the relevant items.

- Make folder. Brings up a "New folder label" Q-Box with the current name highlighted. Key
words can be entered. Selecting accept will place the (new) folder name into the same Information Center
where the original came from (look for it in the In Box),

Require
A way of doing queries without having to invent a new query. While ill a record in a text pane,

double,click one ofthe fields; require willlook at values. go through the Hits list and throw' out everything that
doesni contain relevant information.

Exclude

Given the same situation as in require above, exclude gets rid of everything that does have the
information.

Blank Record

Leaves the current data fields displayed but removes the information associated with them; this is
like gettine a blank form to work with.
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Add Record

Adds a new record to the Hits pane list. You may either edit existing data field information or start
with a blank form and key in the information before selecting add record,

Accept Record
Accepts editing changes made to data field information.
Reset Record

Puts the record information that you have changed back to the way it was before the last accept
record or before you edited the text.



Queries Pane

The Queries parle acts as a "filter" on the database. It allows you to enter and keep track of queries for
your particular database: if you wish, these entries can be saved into a constantly updated file so that the next
time you open your database, every query not previously deleted will be listed.

The pane's middle mouse button popup menu contains the following options:
Show all records

Lists all uhdeleted records in the Hits pane. The field listed will be the same fields that you have
currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection, the program will use the first item in the Fields
pane.

Sort hits

Sorts the current His pane information in ascending order (a, b, c ... 1,2, 3). The program will
only sort the field which is currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selection, the program will use
the first item in the Fields pane for sorting.

Reyerse hits

Reverses the current Hits Dane list. In other words, the first item on thelist becomes the last item on
the list thesecond item on the list becomes the second-to-the-lastitem on the list, and so on.

Add

Allows you to add or construct a new query' using a
series of query "templates." You may then use them to query the Bitter your query;
whole database or just the Hits window.

When you select add to construct your new query, a backspacel
different approach is used to enter most of the information. - cince.1 1

Label -·
Instead of typing in text and numbers or selecting from various Icon

boxes,- you will utilize a series of small popup menus, These --- --lon
menus are designed to keep track of your query syntax (field key
name - operator - valle) and to guide you in forming the
query correctly. In order to illustrate how this works, hefe is the
procedure to acid a typical latitude query, such as "latitudes greater than 30":

i Select add from the popup; A Prompter appears that says "Enter your query."
¢ Unlike other Prompters, you will not key in text or numbers and terminate it with a <return>.

Notice Ulat a mouse cursor appears in the bottom part of the Prompter, with the middle mouse button
highlighted. This means that you are to press the middle mouse button to start entering your query,

• After pressing the middle mouse button, a tiny popup appears that contains:
backspace. Eliminates (or backspaces over) the current displayed value,
cancel, Closes the popup and cancels the query·

The remaining choices in the popup vary. as they represent the current applicable list in the Fields
pane. In this example, one of the variable selections is lat(itude).

• Select let and press the middle mouse button again. (Notice that tat now appears at the bottom of
the query Prompter).

®The second popup to appearcontains afixedlist of operators: backspace cancel <>=<=>m
- contains - contains

e You want to query latitudes "greater than," so select > and observe that lat > appears in the
Prompter. Press the middle mouse button again.

iqj
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e The third popup Contains another fixed list: backspace cancel enter value
• Since you're ready to enter the number value of the query, select enter value. A Prompter appears

that says "Enter a number." This time, key in ju men press <return>.
• The original Prompter reappears and displays the query

lat > 30 at the bottom. Press the middle mouse button againbackspace'
cancel to bring up the last menu. Its fixed choices put: backspace

cancel ACCEPT and or xor
t

== , If your query is to be more complex than the three
I cancel 1 simple steps just described, you may extend the query as far
EURGEFENT

[ZiltELU 111 4 as you need to by selecting the logic operators to connect the
contains queries: QueryA and Query·B or (and so on). However, you

··v contains
/0==9./[2=m29=i,==== want to finish the query at this point so select ACCEPT

from the popup, This will place Ihe new query at the bottom
of the list in the Queries pane.

• If you now select lat > 30 from the list with the left mouse button and then select query from the
pane's middle mouse button popup, the query will be made against the whole database. The results will be
displayed in the Hits pane.

Delete

Cuts the current list selection in the Queries pane off the list. If there is no selection, the window
will flash and nothing will happen.

Delete all

Eliminates all the entries in the Queries pane, This command essentially erases every query entry
and starts a new list.

Query

Queries the pane selection against the database, which does not include deleted records. I f there is
no Selection, the window will flash and nothing will happen. You may return to the previous list by selecting
undo query.

Query hits
Queries the pane selection against the current list in the Hits pane, not the entire database. This

coinmand is useful when you want to filter your data by stages. For example, if you want to find out those
people living in Los Angeles who are over 65, you will query city = Los Angeles first to obtain the number of
people living in Los Angeles. then query age > 65 to get the correct answer.

Undo query
Returns the current Hits pane list to the previous list. The current Hits list is transferred into a

buffer, so that if you select undo query again the Hits pane list wil'l toggle back to the first list.

Report Formats Pane

The Report Formats pane lists report formats that you have found to be useful for the database. A report
format basically displays the order in which you wish certain fields to be listed. A report format can be saved
and retrieved for later use. The pants middle mouse button popup menu contains the following options:

Show all records

Lists all undeleted records residing in the Hits pane. The field that is listed is the same field
currently selected in the Fields pane. If there is no selecoon, the program will list the first item in the Fields
pane.
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Sort hits

Sorts the current Hits pane information in ascending order (a, bi c ... 1, 2,31 The program win
only sort the field which is currently selected in tile Fields pane. If there is no selection, the program will use
the first item in the Fields pane for sotting.

Reverse hits

Reverses the current Hits panelist. In other words, the first item on the list becomes the last item on
the list, the second item on the list becomes the second-to·the-last item on the list, and so on.

Add

Allows you to add a new report formatusing a popup menu as a "template" instead oftyping in text
or numbers. The popup guides you in forming a report folmat that-uses the correct fields. To do this, the
following steps are taken:

• Select add from the pane popup. A Prompter appears that says "Enter your report."
• Observe that the cursor has changed to a mouse with the middle mouse button highlighted. This

means that you are to press the middle mouse button and select the option(s) shown in the resulting popup:
backspace. Eliminates (orbackspaces over) the item that appears at the bottom of the Prompter.
cancel. Closes the Prompter and stops making a report fonnat.
Accept. Saves the new report format

The remaining choices in the popup vary. as they are the same as the current list in the Fields pane.
• Select one or several choices; from among the variable list, then select accept. The popup will

disappear and the new report format name will be at the bottom of the list in the Report Formats pane.
Delete

Cuts the current selection in the pane off the list. If there is no selection, the window will flash and
nothing will happen.

Delete all

Eliminates all the entries in the pane. This contmand essentially erases every report format entry
and starts a new list.
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show all records _
sort hits

reverse hits
add

delete
delete all

ymakereporte

accept cancel hailOut

User Lahel: 21(GiT,IM@Ial

Key Words: text

Info center: MidemoR*li ellersieck nash

Classification - :i .$49 Int  XPers XPriv XReg
Filing Method: manual . . 4,9%37-4tit61*234

Make report
Allows you to create a report in a text window that already contains columns of field information

(column spacing is determined by a Q -Box). This information is linked to the report format previously selected
by you from the Report Formats pane list. Only the records currently in the Hits pane are used for reporting;
to get a report of the whole database, select show all records from the Hits pane popup before you generate
your report. In order to create a report, the following steps are taken:

• Select the

desired report format Enter Column Widths
from the list, then select
make report from the accept cancel bailent
pane's popup menu.

• A Q-Box will Column Width (inches): 1 
appear. Type in the
label or name that you Column Width (inches): 2 1
intend to give to the
report, its classification,

Column Width (inches): 3 1
filing method, and so
on. Select accept.

• Another Q-Box Column Width (inches): 4 1
appears called "Enter
Column Widths." It Column Width (inches): 5 1
enables you to set the
width (in inches only)
for up to five columns.
When you've finished setting the desired width(s), select accept and your newly-named report window can next
be opened.
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• An Origin cursor will next appear, so that you may frame and open a text window. When it is
opened, the name you've given to the report will be ill the title tab at the top. Inside the window, the field
information contained in your selected report format is displayed in columns. This information can be edited,
and you can key in,and edit, additional text before or after the columns.

The text Window has a middle mouse button popup tree menu that contains many standard
text-editing options. These are:

Again
Searches for apiece offextorto do a search and replace. It wiltlook for the next occurrence starting

from the current selection; if the left shift key is also held down, it will repeat until the end of the:text.
To find the next occurrence of a piece of text, copy or cut thetext to be looked for (this places it in

the copy buffer). Select the place to start looking for it, and then select again. It will either find the text being
searched for and select it, or it will flash the window to indicate it couldn't find it

Use of again after replacing a piece of text will cause h to look for the next occurrence of the
replaced text and replace it with the same thing. If it doesn'tfind anything to replace, the window will flash.

The again function can be repeated over and over by selecting it repeatedll or it can be
automatically repeated by holding down the left-shift key while selecting again until it decides it is done.

Undo

Attempts to undo or reverse the last action performed. This is particularly useful to get back text
that has been mistakenly replaced. Undo will replace the current selection with whatever was me last text to be
replaced, copied, or cut.

Cop¥
Puts a copy of rhe current selection mto the text copy buffer. Once text is copied into the buffer it

can be placed anywhere into any text window (see paste), or again can be used to find other occurrences of it
Cut

Deletes the current selection, and places the deleted text into the text copy buffer. If the next
operation is a paste, the cut text has essentially been moved. Using cut and then again will find the next
occurrence of the cut text.

Paste

Replaces the current selecton with the contents of the text copy buffer. Thus,-if the cutrent selection
is empty, paste is equivalent to inserting the copy buffer text at the ciret

Paste does not affect the contents of the copy buffer, so-the same text can be pasted repeatedly.
Again can be used after paste to perform a search and replace operation.

Save

Stores the file onto rhe disk.

Strip CRs
Removes unneeded <return>s from text that is received from another data source.
Search

Looks through an Information Center for any occurrences of your selected text in any of its labels
or keywords.

Hardcopy 
Causes a Q-Box to appear requesting necessary information for printing. You may· designate

whether the hardcopy is to be in portrait or landscape mode.
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Annotation -->

Annotations can be thought of as working notes, editorial comments, or footnotes which are kept
attached to the text but are not displayed in it, In paper and pencil days, the common practice for adding
annotations was to scribble comments in the margins of the paper. Instead, in the Golden Tiger software, a tool
called an "annotation marker" is used. The marker appears right in the text and it can be selected for display,
deletion, or expansion of the annotation.

Annotation markers are numbers, starting at 100, enclosed within double colons and displayed in a
7 point (very small) font They look like this: ::100:: . Every marker number is unique within a document so if an
annotation is copied and pasted elsewhere in the text, it will get a new number.

The text of an annotation (and any annotations in it) is really attached to the annotation marker.
This means that if text with the marker in it is copied, cut, or pastei the annotation travels along with it
Therefore, annotations are deleted by cutting their marker from the text, copied by copying their marker, and
can be pasted into text in the same or another window.

Using Annotation ·-> is a much more elegant way of electronically scribbling notes m the margins;
annotations can evenbe made on annotations ad infinitum, After moving the cursor to the right, the following
submenu items appear:

Create

First type the text that will comprise the contents of the annotations select this text, then select
create.The selected text is replaced by the annotation marker.

Display
An annotation is opened up by selecting its marker and then selecting display, If the marker has not

been selected correctly, an error message will come·up and you must re-try. If it was correctly selected, you will
be presented with an Origin cursor to open up the annotation's window.

The annotation window popup menu has fewer items for text editing that the word processing text
window popup, but those it does have are identical.

The label of the annotation window indicates exactly which annotation it is and where it came from
by displaying the label of the original word processing window, followed by the sequence of annotation
markers up to and including itself.

When the annotation window is closed, any annotation windows open on annotations within its text
will also close.

Expand
A selected annotation marker is replaced by the text of the annotation by using expand. When an

annotation marker is expanded, the annotation ceases to exist. Any annotations within the expanded
annotation will not be expanded.

Fonts -->

Golden Tiger software comes with a variety of fonts that you can select from (the default font is
Serif 10 regular). Fin;t select the text that is to have its font style changed, then select fonts -> and move to the
right to bring up the extensive scrollable font submenu. Select the desired font*

Utilities -->

Basically, these are functions that are useful but are not used in the mainstream or day-to-day
editing tasks:

Add as key word
Automatically adds a new selected key word to the label/keywords designation of your text item

name.
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Time stamp
Causes the current text selection to be replaced with the current date and time, such as ( 4 May

1985 5:53:06 pm).
Restore

Returns the text to the way it was before the last save was used.
File as new item

Files the entire document or only selected text as a new text item. If you're filing only selected text
a Confirmer will appear that says "File only selected text?'* to which you must select yes or no. 'I'hen a Q-Box
will appear that needs the new item label key words, classification, etc. If you're filing the entire document
only the Q-Box will appear.

Compute it
Takes selected text, evaluates it, and displays the result For example, if you type in "2 + 3" and

selectit, then select compute it, the number "5" will appear.

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON

The right mouse button in any of the five Database panes btings up the standard window manipulation
popup with the following functions:

Help
To use the window Help tool, press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop-up menu, A window will appear on the scFen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be found.

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A
Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the
selection. If the data item has no classification there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being usei To keep the window that you are currently working ins and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currently on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in-and-out on the screen at that window's
location.

More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
¢losure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.
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Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window currently on the
screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with
the titles of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual title for the
window to fade in-and out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be fonned, with the cursor grabbing the nearest comer. You can then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and open the window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window0 When you select frame on the window popup menu, the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left corner of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it. Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lowel: dght corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber bandr Move it arount using the mouse, until the
window is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want, then release the left mouse button. The
contents ofthe reframed window will. re-format themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newly-indicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framei In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
'Ihe selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its title tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title
in the tab is generally descriptive of the window, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the
screen without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location,
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Close self
When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group of open windows on

the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closei Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window

m without saving the contents.



The Spreadsheet

OVERVIEW

A spreadsheet is a modeling device or tool that lets you explore different types of "what-if' scenarios.
Spreadsheets cans in turn, be linked together to form powerful distributed spreadsheets.

TYPICAL SPREADSHEET
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CREATING A SPREADSHEET

Creating a spreadsheet is done from an Information Center in several stages; you will first select create
··> spreadsheet from its middle mouse button popup menu. Immediately, an "Add Spreadsheet" Q-Box
appears, into which you will key in the spreadsheet's name, ally key words, and soon. After selecting accept,
the new spreadsheet name will appear in the same Information Center from which it was created.

Now you must select the spreadsheet name with the left mouse button and select open from the middle
mouse button popup. The resulting Q-Box, called "Enter Spreadsheet Dimensions," has a default of 5
horizontal rows and 3 vertical columns; you may keep or change either number.

Selecting accept from the Q-Box will cause the Origin cursor to appear, with which you can now frame
and open the newly-made spreadsheet window.

154
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WHAT MAKES A SPREADSHEET
You will notice several things about a spreadsheet:
* There is a set of four arrows in tile upper left corner. Thisisthe scroll button,
* 'there is a sequential set of number's with heavy boundaries on the top and left sides. These are the row

and column indices.

* There are the cells (which are probably blank at this point) immediately under and to the right of the
index bars.

·* Under the cells there are a trio ofboxes that are set at the default words "value,," "absolute," and"auto

update.*'
- The one with. 'value" in it is the value/rule bution.

- The one with "absolute" in it is the address mode button.
- The one with the phrase "auto update'* in it is the update mode button.

* Finally, at the very bottom, there's-a long bar that says "nil" in it This is the command Mr.Each of
these attributes is discussed next:

The Scroti Button

The scroll button is used to get a scrolling map onto the screen. When you click the mouse in the
arrowheadarea, a rectangle will appear to the left side of the window. This is the scrolling map. It will probably
be white in the beginning. but as you enter data into the spreadsheet, areas of it will become black or gray to
signify that there is data in the sheet. 'This rectangle is a one-fifteenth scale map of how the entire sheet looks.
There will also be a light gray area that shows what part of the entire sheet you are seeing right now. To make
the scrolling map disappear, click in the center or outside ofit.

The Row and Column Indices

These areas are used mainly for changing the shape of a given row or column of cells. Cells can be made
very tall, wide, or small. The means to do this are discussed in the "Changing Row/Column Size" section.

The indices give you a convenient reference to where you are in the sheet. They start at Row 1 and
Column 1, and grow larger numerically as you go towards the right and the bottom.

The Cells

This is where most things happen in a spreadsheet, as you point at cells and change their rules and values.
This is also where you can copy, cut, and paste cells and rules from one place to another. The cell popup menu
is described in '"Ihe Cell Menu" section.

Cells can contain almost any objecti from simple numbers to charts. graphs, vectors, and matrices Entire
personal databases c:an be kept in cells, allowing you to both query and analyze them from within a
spreadsheet

The Rule/Value Button

Tbis area is a button that toggles back and forth between the words "rule" and "value" each time you
click the left mouse button.

Every cell has two parts: a value (the information it holds), andarule (how it relates to other cells).The
rule/value button lets you tell the spreadsheet which part to show you in the command bar. Since all changes
are made through the command bar, this button also tells the sheet which part of the cell you are trying to
change-the rule or the value.
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The Address Mode Button

This is a simple area to deal with, but it controls a function that can be difficult to grasp at first To start,
this area is a button that toggles back and forth between the words "absolute" and "relative" each time you
click the left mouse button.

To better understand the address mode button, you will need to read about what cell rules are, and how
the cells refer to each other. Basically, cells can talk about one another in two different ways; that is, "absolute"
and "relative." This button tells the system which way to do it when it is asked to nameva cell

The Update Mode Button
The update mode tells the system whether you want everything to update as soon as any value is entered.

This is handy, since the Golden Tiger software cannot update everything on a spreadsheet instantly, especially
if it is complicated. It is an advantage to be able to save all your updates until you have made the desired
changes in your spreadsheet

The update mode button toggles the state of the system between "auto update" and "no updates." If the
system is currently on "no updates," it will save information until you set the system back to "auto update,"
then it will update everything at that point

The Command Bar

The command bar gives a helping hand to the cells, letting you edit the value or rule ofthecell you have
selected. It is very much like a typical text window in that you can do all of the usual text editing things with the
middle mouse button popup menu, which consists of the following options:

Again

Repeats the last replace, copy, or cut edits that you do.
Undo

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if you have deleted text, undo will put it
back in.

Copy
Puts acopy of the current selectedtext into the copy buffer.
Cut

Deletes the current selected text and puts it into the copy buffer.
Paste

Places, at the insertion mark, whatever information is currently in the copy buffer.
Accept
Puts the value or rule into the cell, depending upon how the Rule/Value button is currently set
Cancel

Sets the contents of the window to where they were after the last accept was usei

USING THE SPREADSHEET
After learning the basic terms associated with a spreadsheet, the next step is to become familiar with its

workings.
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SELEC'IING A CELL

One of the most basic things to know is how to select a cell or group of cells. You must first select an
individual cell or a group before youcan do anything to it, such as adding values orrules, or moving it around.

To select a single cell, place t:he mouse withinthe cell and click the left button. The cell will turn from
gray to a darker gray to signify that it has been selected. In the command bar below, the word "ail" will appear
Of the cell was empty), or some value will appear (if the cell had contents).

You can also select a group (a rectangular block) of cells. To do this, find the upper left corner of the
group to be selected, press the left mouse button, and drag the cursor to the bottom right corner before you
release the mouse button. Ifs much like framing a window, but instead you're framing a group. You may also
select a group vertically from top to bottom.

THE CELL MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON MENU

The pell popup menu is a collection of useful things to do to cells. Its operation is very similar to other
system middlemouse buttonmenus:

Clear  clear
Sets the contents to "hit" and blanks the mle for every selected ce& update
Update . copy
Tells a selected cell to evaluate its rule and display the result. cut
Copy Cut Paste paste
You probably noticed the familiar copy, cut, and paste in the cell menu.These menu items work the way they do in other areas of Golden Tigersoftware; copy rule

however, there area few differences when they are used with spreadsheets: paste rule
You may copy or cut groups of cells.-as well as single cells. The main dlS play links

differences apply to pasting cells. W details
If you copy a single cell and paste to a selected group of cens, the cell willbe save sheet

duplicated in each. If you copy a group ofcells and paste themintoasmaller group,then hardcopthe selected first group will be "clipped." If the second group is larger than the selected
group, no cells will be clipped, and the cells left over will be unaffected.

If you copy a group and paste it into a single cell, the single cell will be set to
the cell at the top left corner of the copied group.

Copy/Paste rule
Copying and pasting rutes works somewhat like the copy, cut, and paste for cells in general. You

may copy the rule only of a single cell If a group is selected it will take the rule ofthe top left selected cell.
You may paste a rule into one cell or a group of cells, and all the cells selected will gerthe rule.

Once the rule has been pasted, all the cells that just received it will evaluate tile Tule and update themselves.
Display links
Draws lines to all cells that either depend on the selected cell or supply data to it This is how to find

all of the cells associated with a given cell if you want to move it orchange it
If no cell has first been selected when this option is used, the sheet will display the links among all

the cells.

Details

Opens the spreadsheet upon which the selected cell's value is dependent
Save sheet

Stores the spreadsheet, with all present rules and Values, onto the disk.
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Hardcopy
Causes a Hardcopy Q-Box to appear. Select accept when the correct information has been entered

and the system wijl place the file into the printing queue.

CHANGING ROW/COLUMN SIZE
If you want to change the height of a row or width of a column, you have to use the row and column

indices to do it.The row indices are the numbers at the left, while the column indices are the numbers at the
top.

• To change the height of a row, hold the Shift key down and press the left mouse button in one of the
row indices. As you move the cursor up or down, the horizontal line corresponding to that row will move with
it-·-it has the appearance of a sliding bar. You cannot make the row shorter than about one-third of an inch.
When you release the mouse button, the window will Edisplay itself to match the new height

• To change the width of a column, hold the Shift key down and press the leftmouse button in one ofthe
column indices. As you move the cursor left or right, the vertical line corresponding to the column will move
with it: it has the appearance of a sliding bar. You cannot make the column smaller than about one-third of an
inch. When you release the mouse button, the window will redisplay itself to match the new width.

SCROLLING AROUND THE SHEET
Not all of the spreadsheet is always visible in the window you have on the screen. When you want to see

another part of the spreadsheet, you will use the .scroll map:
• Click the left mouse button in the scroll bar area to make the scroll map appear The rectangle that

makes up the map represents the entire spreadsheet.while the light gray rectangle (the window marker) within
the map represents what part you are able to see in the window.

• Move the window marker around by pressing and holding the left mouse button and moving it around
the scroll map. When you let up the mouse button, the window will redisplay itself to accommodate the new
location.

• At times you may want to select a group of cells that are larger than the window. In this case, if you
want to keep selecting cells that are out of the window, continue dragging off the edge of the window. The
window will scroll itself in order to get the cells you want onto the screen. When you eventually reach the cell
you want, you can let upon the mouse button.

VALUES

You will probably want to change Values in the cells quite often. This is done by selecting a cell, typing
the desired value, and setting the rule/value button to "value." The cursor can be in either the cells or the
command bar when you type.

Once you have the value typed in, you must accept (store) it There are three ways to do this:

* Press the <return> key, which will accept the value and move the selection down one row.
e Press the ESC key, which will accept the value and move the selection right one cen
• Use the accept command off the middle mouse button menu in the command bar,

In the following sections, you'll learn how to specify various types of values.
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NUMBERS
One of the kinds of values you can put into spreadsheets is a number. There are several types available;

and these are:

Type Examples

Integer -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3
Float (the real numbers) 1.1, 38.8945, 2.0, 3.14159
Fraction W (-2/3), (1/4)

You enter these numbers just as displayed above. There are special instances for some of these; for
instance, to get the Golden Tiger version of pi, enter"Float pi."

Numbers understand numerous mathematical functions. For a list of those functions, look in the section
titled *'More Complex Math Functions."

STRINGS

Numbers are not the only kinds of values that the spreadsheet can handle. Strings are collections of
characters in sequence. They are useful for labelling areas of a sheet giving additional information such as
units of measurement, and many other like tasks,

Strings can be specified by typing an apostrophe (') before and after the characters you want in the string.
Ifthe string needs an apostrophe in it, put a pair of apostrophes in insteai

Here are some examples:

'This is a suing!' + an ordinary string.
'here"s another' w*- a string with an apostrophe.

There are ways to test and manipulate Strings in the system. You'll find more information on them in the
section titled "String Functions."

OTHER VALUES

The spreadsheet can handle many different kinds of things. While it' s impractical to go into all of them,
here are a few examples:

Booleans are values that are either true or false, and are specified by typing either the word "true" or
'*false." They are useful for lots of decision-making procedures, in that you can test them and decide on actions
with them. 'Ihis is illustrated in the section titled"If-Thens, or Doing Things Sometimes."

Points are x·y pairs that can be treated as vectors as well. They are mentioned in the section on "Other
Interesting Functions," You specify them by typing a number, followed by the symbol "@," followed by a
number, Anexampleis "3@4," whichmeans "x=3" and "y=47

Charts are simple business graphics that ypu can build into cells. They need large cells to display nicely.
How to build a chart is described in "Other Intsresting Functions,"

RULES

Using Rules in a spreadsheet is complex, but very powerful. One of the major things that makes a
spreadsheet creative is the ability to say that somecell has a value that depends on the value of another cell.

This is done by specif?ing a rule by which the cell can update itself whenever one of the cells it depends
upon changes. The nile can be simple, such as stating that a given cell is always equal to the value of some
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other cell, plus one. Or it may be much more complex. With rules, you can do all sorts of useful calculations
without having to learn how to program a computer.

You enter a rule much the same way you do a value, but with the rule/value button set to "rule."
However, you can accept a rule only with the accept command from the middle mouse button popup in the
command bar,

You must know how to write rules. This task is described in the next few sections.

REFERENCING OTHER CELLS
Here is a cell reference: {R1C2}. This is about the simplest reference you can make concerning a cell.

What that says is "the value of the cell at row 1 and column 2." Remember that "rows" are the horizontal
bands of cells, and columns are the vertical ones. They are numbered* and appear with dark borders around
them across the top and left side of a sheet The "Rl" stands for "row number 1," and the "CT" stands for
"column number 2." This type of reference is called an absolute reference, since we are absolutely pointing at
row 1 column 2.

There is another kind of reference called the relative reference. Here's an example: {R-3C+2}. It says
"the value of the cell three rows up and two cells right of this cell:" For instance. if this cell were at {R8(4}.
we would be talking about {R5(6} with our example. {R0O1} points at a cell on the same row, but one
column left of the cell it appears in.

There are other kinds of references as well, for talking about groups of cells and cells oIl other sheets, but
these examples are sufficient for now.

SIMPLE MATH .

An expense form is a good example of using simple math in a spreadsheet. The rules you need to make
an expense form would probably use only the four basic math operations: + - * /. They are described
below.

You can use the cell references to make up rules by telling them to do things like adding themselves. For
instance, the rule "{Rl(1} + 1" says "make this cell's value equal to the value of the cell at row 1 column 1,
plus one."

The rule always evaluates from left to right so things may be a little different from what you are
accustomed to. "1 + 3 /{Rl(1}" would be the same as saying "4/{RIC]}," not "1 + (3/{Rlel})."
Whenever you aren't quite sure how something is going to work, put parentheses around it.

The rule can be as long as you like; you may string a set ofitems together, such as "{RJC4}/3 + (2 *
{R-lct 2})." If the cell at OUC#} has a value of 3, and the cen at {IMC +2} has a value of 8, the rule would
evaluate to 17.

The kinds of operations we have been talking about are called binary, because they have two elements
that participate. In the expression "2 + 3," both "2" and"3" participate in the operation of addition. However,
some operations are called unaly, because only one element takes part. This is discussed in the next section.

CELL REFERENCE BY SELECTING

There is a simple way to make references while you're building a rule. When you are making a rule. and
the cell you want to reference can be seen on the screen, hold down the Shift key and click over the cell. The
reference for the cell you want to reference will appear in your rule, saving you most of the typing. There is a
similar way of selecting groups of cells, which will be discussed later.
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MORE COMPLEX MATH FUNCI'IONS
Up until now, the rules being described involved "binary" operations. A spreadsheet can also handle

"unary" operations, It's important to understand how unary operations work. and how they are different from
binary operations. Like binary operations, they evaluate from left to right but they are always done before any
binary operations are done.

For instance, there is a unary operation named "squared/ It muitiplies a number by itself, thus "3 + 4
squared" evaluates to 19. If things were always evaluated Ieft to right, it would have evaluated to 49, "(3 + 4)
squarei" rather than 19, "3 + (4 squared)." This can be a difficult concept, but practice will make you get
used to it Remember, if you aren't sure how something is going to work, put parentheses around it.

There's one other type of operation called the "keyword." There may be several elements that participate,
or only one. The thing that makes this different is the fact that ithas a colon (:) in it "raisedTo:" is a keyword
message that raises one number to the power of another. Keyword operations always get done after all the
others

Here is an example "2 raisedTo: 1 + 17 evaluates to 4, because the keyword operation is done last If
things were always done left to right, it would evaluate to 3 ; that is, "(2 raisedTo: 1) + 1," instead of 4.or "2
raisedTo: (1 + 1)2' Here is a more complex example: "2 + 1 negated raisedTo: 2"evaluates to... 1.

Below is alist of some of the available functions:

Name

squared

sqrt
raisedTo:

1n

exp

log:
sin

CoS

tan

arcSin

arcCos

arcTan

degreesToRadians
radiansToDegrees.

truncated

rounded

abs

Example

33.2 squared
33.2 sqrt
3.2 raisedTo: 8

33.2 ln

33.2 exp
10 log: 3
33.2 sin

33.2 cos

33.2 tan

12.8 arcSin

12.8 arcCos

12.8 arcTan

3 degreesToRadians
3 radiansToDegrees

33.2 truncated

33.2 rounded

33.2 abs

Function

square

square root

raise to the given power
natural logarithm
exponential
log to the given base
sine in radians

cosine in radians

tangent in radians
inverse sine

inverse cosine

inverse tangent

convert degrees to radians
convert radians to degrees

nearest integer less than
nearest integer
abs.olute value
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STRING FUNCTIONS

Strings can be treated in several different ways. When you have a stling, you can treat it as a bunch of
characters, or as a whole string. For instance, you can ask a string what character is at a given spot, how long the
string is, or whether it contains some other string or character. You can paste them together. or just take small
sections of them.

Here is a list of some ofthe things you can do:

Name

at:

copyFrom:to:
indexOf:

findString:startingAt:
size

and some examples:

Function
---e

put strings together
character at a spot
get part of a string
position of a character
position of a string
size of a string

Name Example Result

'two',' parts' 'two parts'
at: 'two' at: 2 · $t

copyFrom:to: 'two' copyFrom: 2 to: 3 'wo'

indexOf: 'two' indexOf: $0 3

findString: 'two' findString:
startingAt: 'w' startingAt: 1 2

size 'two' size 3

IF·THENS, OR DOING THINGS SOMETIMES
There are times when you want to specify things to be done only under certain conditions. This is often

called an "if-then- construct. It allows an action to be taken only if some condition is true.
In Golden Tiger, the way to specify this is with the "ifrnle:ifFalse:" construction. Here is an example:

{Rlel} = {R2C3} ifrrue: ['hello'lifFalse: ['goodbye']
What it says is that if {RICI} is equal to {R2CJ}, then the value of this cell is "hello*" otherwise it is

"goodbye."
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You can make all sorts of tests on things, and most are pretty self-explanatory once you see them. Below
malist

>

<

-=(is not equal)

The ifrruetifFalse: construct can also take a boolean an.d decide based on that For instance, if {R.2C3} is
the boolean true, then the following example would evaluate to "That is true."Here is the example:

{R2¢3} ifrruer['That is trueI ifFalse:['That is not true'].

OTHER INTERESTING FUNCTIONS
This section is sort of a grab·bag of features for various data types. There are several types of values that

can be used in cells, and each has its own particular functions. These are some ofthe more interesting:
Booleans.There areonly a few interesting functions. One of the most interesting is the "not" function.

{R2C3} not returns the opposite of {R2C3} ifit is a boolean. rrhus, a true becomes a false, and vice versa.
Points.The functions you can perform- on points allow you to look at tile x and y value, treat them as

vectors, and other things. Below are some examples:

Name Example Result Function

x (203) x 2 the x value of a point
y (203) y 3 the y value of a point
r - . (2@3) r 3.60556 - distance of a point from 0@0
theta (283) theta 0.982836 angle of a point from 0@0
+ (2@3) + (4@5) 6@8 vector addition

(2@3) - (4@5) -2 @ -2 vector subtraction

Charts. Often a chart will enhance the impact of a spreadsheet You can build a business chart into a cell
using the following rules:

BarChart new title: 'My Title' labels: {some group ofcells} data:{another group}
LineChart new title: 'My Title'labels:-{some group ofcells}data: {another group}

Here is areal example:
BarChart title: "Yearly Sales' labels:{RICI:R5C1} data: {R1e2:RSC2}

Cell position. There are some special cases where you want to know whatcell this is froma rule so that
you can do some fancy displaying of unusual values. You can find out what row this cellis in by putting in the
word"ycell" where you want the row number to appear; "xcell" will give the column number of the cell.

t.,
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REFERENCING GROUPS OF CELLS
Eventually. you may want to work on groups of cells in a spreadsheet Many times, you will want to sum

uP all the elements in a group of cells, find the mean or standard deviation of the group, or work with a matrix
of some sort. 'I'he Golden Tiger package allows you to specify these groups in a syntax similar to the one you've
already seen.

{Rlel:IUC4} is a group reference. It says 'the values of the rectangular group of cells with a topleft 1
comer at R1C1 and lower right corner at R3C4." To obtain a reference like this, do the following:

• Open a spreadsheet, set the value/rule switch to"rule." and then select some cell.
• Start at another cell and drag the mouse to yet a third cell by keeping the mouse button pressed the

whole time and also holding the Shift key down.
• Nowletup onallthe buttons, and observe what shows up in the command bar. If everything has been

done right, what appears should look somewhat like the group reference sample shown in a previous
paragraph. Notice that the first part of the reference is the cell where you started dragging the mouse, and the
second part is the cell where you finished dragging. This is, by the way, the most convenient way to make a
group reference, and is generally similar to the way to make a cell reference by selecting.

GROUPFUNCTIONS
Groups of cells call be treated two ways-either as simple lists, or as matrices. If you treat them as a list

then you have a set of functions for doing some statistical manipulations on them. If you treat them as a maaix,
you can use some matrix manipulation functions on them. Either way, they can be very helpful in lots of
different problems.

Here are some things you can do to groups:

Groups as lists:

Name

sum

mean

median

mode

standardDeviation

Example

{Rlel:R3C4} sum

{Rlel:RE4} mean

{R1C1:RBC4} median

{Rlel:R3C4} mode

{R1C1:R3C4}

Function

the sum of all the elements

the mean of the elements

the median of the elements

the mode of the elements

the standard deviation of all
the elements
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Groups as matrices:

Name Example Function

invert

determihant

{Rl(1:RBC4} invert the inverse of the matrix
{Rl(1:R3Cf} determinant the determinant of the matrix
{Rlel:RZCZ} • {R2C3} multiply by number or matrix

REFERENCING CELLS ON OTHER SHEETS
The last major area to understand about references is how to talk about cells in other sheets. This has a

number of uses, including the ability to have a hierarchy of spreadsheets. For instance, you might have a set of
regional sales sheets alllin)led to a national sales sheet, and the national sales sheet linked to a corporate-wide
balance sheet, and soon.

To talk to a cell on another sheet, you simply have to put the name of the sheet, followed by a semicolon
(i), into the beginning of the reference. Only absolute references can be used: '*{eastiates:r2¢3" and
"{wesdales:RIC1:R6(7}"are both valid references to other sheets. It is important that inter-sheet links go in
only one direction, otherwise the effects may be rather unpredictable. 'Illus, if nationalSales depends on some
informationfin westSales, westSales should not depend on any cells in nationalSales.

MOUSE RIGHT BUTTON MENU

The right mouse button in any of the Spreadsheet panes brings up the standard window manipulation
popup with the following functions:

Help
To use the window Help tool press the right mouse button and release with help selected from the

pop·up menu. A window will appear on the screen with a brief explanation of the window's function and a
reference to the User Guide, and to where more information about the window may be founi

Classification

The classification of any data window may be changed by the user to reflect its new status. A
Change Window Classification input form appears and the new classification is selected by the user. Select
accept on the input form and the data window classification bars, top and bottom, will change to reflect the
selection. If the data item has no classification, there are no classification bars.

Close others

When a display becomes very crowded with windows after an extended period of work, chances are
that most are not being used. To keep the window that you are currently working in, and close all of the others,
select close others from the pop-up menu and release the button. If any of the windows selected for closure
have contents that require saving. a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to close that
specific window (yes or no).

Select and close

Permits you to select any number of the windows currendy on the screen and close them. After this
selection has been made, another popup menu will appear that lists the title tabs of all the open windows. Move
the cursor over this list and click the middle mouse button over your choice(s), which will select a window for
closing, and also cause the actual title for the window to fade in·and-out on the screen at that window's
location.
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More than one window may be selected with this function. Execution of this command begins when
you move the cursor outside of the displayed list and click a mouse button. If any of the windows selected for
closure have contents that have not been saved, a Confirmer will appear and ask if you are sure you want to
close that specific window.

Find

Permits you to transfer control from the window you are in to any other window cunently on the
screen. The tool works very similarly to select and close above. A popup menu will appear on the screen with
the titles of all the open windows. Moving the cursor over this list while pressing the middle mouse button will
cause the label of the window selected for finding to be highlighted, and also cause the actual tide forthe
window to fade in-and"out on the screen at the location of that window.

Releasing the middle mouse button while any one of the items is selected (the title in the popup
menu is highlighted) will cause the selected window to become the active window.

The find command can be aborted by moving the cursor anywhere outside of the displayed list and
clicking any mouse button.

Move

If you do not like where a window is on the screen, you can move it elsewhere. Place the cursor in
the window to be moved and select move on the window popup menu. The action of selecting this tool will
cause an outline of the window to be formed, with the cursor grabbing the nearest corner. You can then drag
the window frame around by this corner to position it on the screen exactly where you want it.

To dismiss the move tool and openthe window where the frame is, click the left mouse button.
Frame

Allows you to change the size of a window. When you select frame on the window popup menus the
cursor changes into the Origin cursor, which is used to mark the location of the upper left comer of the new
window. You can move the Origin cursor around the screen until it is positioned where you want it Pressing
the left mouse button will cause the upper left corner of the window to become anchored, and the cursor
changes to a small Corner cursor marking the lower right corner of the new window frame. Moving this cursor
about will cause the frame of the window to "rubber band." Move it around, using the mouse, until the
wmdow is the rectangle of the size and proportion that you want then release the left mouse button. The
contents of the reframed window will reformat themselves, as appropriate, to fill the newlyindicated window
space.

Some windows are fixed in size and cannot be framed. In this case, frame works just like move.
Collapse/expand
The selections collapse and expand appear in place of each other in the right mouse button popup

menu. Collapse is available when a window is open and active. Expand is available when a window is collapsed.
Selecting collapse allows you to compress any active window down to its tle tab and place that tab

anywhere on the screen. When the left mouse button is released, the selected window will be collapsed to its
tab alone and you can move the tab about the screen and place it where you want it. To release the tab at the
desired location, click the left mouse button.

Since the tabs make up only a small fraction of the space of the window itself, and because the title ·
in the tab is generally descriptive ofthe w·indow, a number of open windows can be kept and organized on the
screen without the display looking cluttered and confusing.

Selecting expand on the right mouse button pop-up menu of a collapsed window will restore the
window to its precollapsed size and location.
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Closeself

When you have finished with a window and want to remove it from the group ofopen windows on
the screen, you can close it by selecting close self. The window to be closed must be the active window. When
the mouse button is released, the window will be closed. Depending on the type of window and what you have
been doing with its contents, a Confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close that particular window
without saving the contents.



DocumentEditor>>processRedButton
"The user pressed a red mouse button, meaning create a new text selection.
Highlighting the selection is carried out by the paragraph itself. Double
clicking causes a selection of the area between the nearest enclosing delimitors;
extension is based on both ends if different."

I selectionBlocks I

self deselect.

self cIoseTypeIn.
selectionBlocks _ view mouseSelect startBlock to: stopBlock.
selectionB]ocks class == Array

iffalse: [startBIock _ selectionBlocks.
stopBtock _ selectionBlocks.
A(model specia[ItemListAt: ((view emphasisForBlock: selectionBlocks)

bitShift: 0 - Specia[KeyShift)) activity: selectionBIocks in: self].
selectionShowing _ true.
startBlock _ selectionBlocks at: 1.
stopBlock _ selectionBlocks at: 2.
self updateMarker.
self setEmphasisHere

"The model is an instance of Document"

Document >> specialIteniListAt: anInteger
"do your caching stuff here"

I anItem f makeOne I

anItem _ specialItemList at: anInteger i 1-Absent
[makeOne _ (PictureItem new initWithForm: '{ C ?????}}' asForm).
makeOne docId: anInteger.
makeOne].

anItem alwaysCached
itfalse:

[anItem isCached
ifI'rue: [cache remove: anItem ifAbsent: []]
ifFalse:

[f _ anItem onSource iCIrue: [source] ifFalse: [changes].
anltein readDisplayform: f.
f text].

antcm refCount > 0 ifrrue [self addToCache: anI[eml]
Aanltem

'Within a document,an item might be a picture. RedButton down gives control by sending activity:in:
message. "

Pictureltem>>activity: aRectangle in: aController
"Tells the Special Item that it has been activated and passes control to it. This
method should contain the control loop for your Special Item class. The
control loop should always be exited whenever the mouse is pressed outside
aRectangle. For most items, this method should serve fine without
overriding. Special editors may wish to change its behavior, particularly if
they append editing menus and control to the area immediately outside the
Special Item-"



displayBox _ Rectangle
origin: aRectangle origin +(0@ (aRectangle baseline - self

asceit + 1))
extent: width @ height "(self height + 2)".

topController- aController.
self highlight.
{Sensor anyButtonPressed] "Wait withhighlighting-on for a button press"

whileFalse: [1.
self highlight.
topController controlTerminate.
Sehsor redButtonPressed iffrue: [self redButtonActivity].
Sensor yellowButtonPressed ifrrue. [self yellowButtonActivity].
Sensor blueButtonPressed ifrrue: [].
topeontroller controlInitialize

PictureIzemx9ellowButtonAaNity
1 answer 1

answer _ yellowButtonMenu startUp.
answer == nit

ifFalse: [(self perform: answer) == nil
iffalse: [topController updateSpecialItem: self]J

Pictureitem»editPicture

Cursor execute show.

DocImageEditor createNewimageOnForm: displayForm deepCopy theLabel: h picture'
specialitem: self



"A form is a collection of arbitrary etements and the Form Controller is shard by an the elentents to
dispatch on what to do"

Formsitem>>activity: aRec:tangle in: aController
Inag I
displayBox _ Rectangle origin: aRectangle origin + (0 @ (aRectangle baseline · self ascent + 1))

extent: width @ (self height + 2).
topController _ aController.
flag _ false.
self highlight.
[flag] "Wait with highlighting on for a button press"

whileFalse:

[(displayBox containgPoint: Sensor cursorPoint)
ifFalse: [Sensor anyButtonPressed ifTrue: [flag - true}]
ifTrue:

[Sensor- redButtonPressed 1 Clicks haselick ifrrue. fself
redButtonActivity}.

Sensor yellowButtonPressed ifrrue: [self
yellowButtonActivity].

Sensor blueButtonPressed iffrue: [flag_ truel]1.
self highlight.
self updateDisplayForm.
dirty ifFalse: Imodel hasChanged ifnue: [dirty _ truel].
(refeount >-1 and: [dirty]) i]True:

[topController controlTerminate.
topController view updateAnyEartierSpecitemRef: self.
topController controLInitialize].

FormsItem>>redButtonActivity
I element point I
point

(Clicks hasClick ifrrue: [Clicks lastelick] ifFalse: [Sensor cursorpoint])
- displayBox origin.

(element _ self elementforPoint: point) == nil
ifFalse:

[element redButionAt: point - (O@2)1

FormsItem»yellowButton,Activity
t element point I
point

(Clicks hasClick ifrrue: [Clicks lastaick] ifFalse: [Sensor cursorPoint])
- displayBox origin.

(element _ self elementforPoint: point) == nil
iffalse: [element yellowButtonAt: pointl



"If the edit style sheet operation goes to the Document Editors then the style sheet has to be found as the
dam to be edited
Modd is the document.
It has a profile that includes the styl€Sheet.
Get it, confirm to open it where it is tile StyleSheetArray.
Then Use the InformationCenter to get the item:to edit.
DataMaster is an instance of DataControt, which is the application used to view the style sheet info.
If the item is not in memory aireadj it should been Disk but the corresponding InformationCenter was not
property opened and loaded from the Disk, so there are two possible error messages.
DataMaster is acting like a dispatcher to figure out which editor is needed and then which message to send
to that editor.

DocumentEditor»editStyleSheet
"open a document window on whatever the current style sheet is, unless it is none"
1 styleSheetArray theltem I
self deselect.

self controITerminate.

styleSheetArray _ model profile at: #styleSheet.
(styl€SheetArray at: 1) = #none as*tring ifrrue: [rself booboo: There is no style sheet currently

assignedl.
(self confirm: 'Open 1 (styleSheetArray at: 2)) ifrrue:

ttheltem _ InformationCenter lookForLabel: mI andKeys: nil dataType: nil fileName:
(styleSheetAfray at: 1) inUser: nil.

theltem == oil ifFalse:

[DataMaster viewSelection: theItem withSuitcase: (Suitcase new
packTheSuitcaseFrom. InformationCenter fastUsedCenterName forItem: theitem)].

(Disk includesKey: (slyleSheetArray at: 1))
iffaise: [self booboo: Cannot find t (styleSheetArray at: 2)]
ifrrue: [self booboo: (styleSheetArray at: 2), ' is not in an open information

center where I can easily open ity]

'Ifinds the class nante of the editorfroni a collection that had been initialized from a file, Then looks up the
open method. Then it gets the class and sends it the method."

DataControl>>viewSelection: theSelection withSuitcase: aSuitcase
IdataCIass openMethod theSuitcase theNewItem return I
theSuitcase _ aSuitcase,
theNewItem_ theSelection.
(Smalltalk include#Key: (data¢lass - self giveMe: #className for: theNewItem filename))

ifFalse: [self booboo: Tool for 1 (self giveMe: #englishString:for: theNewltem
filename) ,' is not installed'.Ami].

theSelection isTemplate
ifI'rue: [Cursor wait show.

theNewItem _ theSelection deepCopy.
theNewItem template: false.
return _ theSuitcase center duplicateFile: theNewItem filename to: (#TMPV

asString, theN¢wItem label).
theNewItem filename: (return at: 1).
theNewItem centerinder. 0.

theNewItem label: ('{Copy of] tth©Selection label).
(DataMaster headerOKon: theNewitem filename) ifirue:

[(HeaderFileStream fileNamed: theNewItem filename) readWrite;
writeHeaderFor: theNewitem].

1



theSuitcase _ (Suitcase new packTheSuitcaseFrom: nil forltem: theNewItem)].

self findExistingOne: theNewItem.
Cursor execute show.
openMethod _ self giveMe: #openMethod for: theNewItein fiename,
openMethod = #defaultifTrue: [openMethod _ #openWithSuitcase:].
(Smalltalk at: dataelass) perform: openMethod with: theSuitcase.
Cursor normal show
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